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Necromunda	original	rules	pdf

Al	rtnni	BoltPistol	Lasgun	Autogun	Boltgun	Flamer	HeayyStubber	of	4+	4+	As	you	can	see,	laspistols	and	lasguns	are	very	reliable	weapons,	which	is	why	they	are	favoured	by	gang	fighters.	Bolt	pistois	and	boltguns	are	more	potent	weaponsbut	their	complex	ammunition	means	that	they	are	far	more	tikely	to	go	wrong.	AMMO	JAMS	Weapons	which
utilise	the	SustainedFire	dice	can	also	go	wrong	as	a	result	of	an	Ammo	jam	roll	on	this	dice.	you	must	make	a	standardAmmo	roll	for	every	jam	scored.This	means	such	weapons	are	far	more	likely	to	go	wrong	becausethey	can	malfunction	either	during	the	hit	roll	itself	o	r	a	s	a	r	e	s	u	l	to	f	r	o	l	l	i	n	ga	m	m	oj	a	m	s	.	FLAMERS	Some	weapons,	notably
flamers,	use	a	highly	volatile	fuel	or	energy	charge	and	these	must	make	an	Ammo	roll	every	time	after	they	are	fired.	See	the	Armoury	section.	GRENADES	Grenades	will	automatically	fail	any	Ammo	test	they	are	required	to	make.	This	means	that	you	have	thrown	your	last	grenadeof	that	type,	or	that	all	further	grenadesof	that	type	that	you	have
are	duds.	OUT	OF	RANGE	If	you	shoot	and	your	target	is	out	of	range	then	you	must	still	make	a	hit	roll	to	see	whether	an	Ammo	roll	is	reouired	(ie	on	the	D6	scoreof	a	6).	OVER\VATCH	The	Overwatch	rule	allows	a	model	to	shoot	during	the	enemy	player's	tum.	This	represents	a	fighter	taking	up	position	to	shoot	at	an	enemy	as	he	appears	in	view.
The	reasoning	behind	the	Overwatch	rule	will	become	apparent	once	you	have	played	a	few	games,	so	if	you	are	reading	this	for	the	first	time	we	recommend	you	skip	this	section	for	now.	Come	back	and	read	it	when	you	have	played	once	or	twice.	The	Overwatch	rule	is	not	a	vital	part	of	the	game	and	can	be	conveniently	ignored	to	start	with.
GOING	ON	OVERWATCH	Any	model	may	go	onto	overwatch	at	the	start	of	its	turn.	A	fighter	who	is	down	or	pinned,	or	whose	nerve	is	broken	cannot	go	onto	overwatch.	You	will	find	it	convenient	to	place	an	Overwatch	counter	by	the	model	to	indicate	ir	is	on	overwatch.	A	model	must	give	up	its	whole	turn	to	go	on	overwatch.	The	model	cannot
therefore	move	or	shoot.	The	model	cannot	hide,	but	may	remain	hidden	if	it	started	the	tum	hiding.	During	the	enemy's	turn	the	model	may	shoot	at	any	target	as	it	presents	itself	at	any	time.	For	example,	the	model	could	shoot	before	the	target	moves,	after	it	has	completed	its	move,	or	actually	while	the	target	is	moving.	Overwatch	is	obviously
very	useful	for	shooting	at	enemy	models	as	they	dash	from	cover	to	cover	or	as	they	peek	out	of	hiding	to	shoot.	Once	a	model	has	fired	on	overwatch	remove	the	counter.	The	model	is	no	longer	on	overwatch	and	is	free	to	move	and	shoot	normally	in	its	following	tum,	or	go	onto	overwatch	again	if	you	prefer.	If	a	model	on	overwatch	does	not	shoot
in	the	enemy's	turn	then	it	reverts	to	normal	-	the	Overwatch	counter	is	removed	and	the	model	may	move	and	shoot.	If	you	wish	you	may	set	overwatch	again	and	give	up	a	further	tum	as	before.	If	a	model	is	hit	whilst	on	overwatch	it	loses	its	overwatch	statusimmediately.	The	same	applies	if	the	model	is	forced	to	move	for	any	reason.	For	example,
if	a	fighter,s	nerve	breaks	he	will	be	forced	to	move	and	will	therefore	lose	overwatch	status.	SHOOTING	ON	OVERWATCH	When	you	wish	to	shoot	with	a	model	on	overwatch	begin	by	declaring	that	you	are	doing	so	and	then	determine	the	position	of	the	enemy	model	at	the	moment	of	fire.	Work	out	the	shot	as	normal	but	bear	in	mind	there	is	a
special	-1	hit	modifier	for	shooting	at	an	emerging	or	disappearingtarget	whilst	on	overwatch.	This	applies	when	the	target	is	emerging	from	a	position	where	he	can't	be	seen	or	is	attempting	to	move	to	where	he	can,t	be	seen,	presenting	a	fleeting	target	to	the	firer.	The	same	-1	hit	modifier	is	also	applied	if	the	target	is	charging	the
overwatcher,representingthe	unnerving	effect	of	the	enemy's	rapid	approach.	Rememberthat	you	can	fire	on	overwatch	at	any	time	during	the	enemy's	tum	so	you	will	want	to	let	a	charger	get	into	close	range	before	firing.	H,TIUD.TO.	H/AIUD	COMBAT	Hand-to-handfighting	is	the	most	dangerouskind	of	combat,	with	adversaries	using	swords	and
knives,	point	bfank	fire	from	pistols,	and	even	fists,	feet	and	heads.	\VHO	CAN	FIGHT	Models	which	are	touching	base-to-base	are	said	to	be	engaged	in	hand-to-hand	combat.	This	can	only	happen	once	a	fighter	has	charged	an	enemy,	as	models	are	not	otherwise	allowed	to	move	into	physical	contact.	See	the	Charge!	section	of	the	Movement	rules.
In	the	hand-to-hand	combat	phase	all	close	quarter	frghting	is	worked	out.	Regardlessof	whose	tum	it	is,	all	models	that	are	engaged	in	hand-to-hand	combat	will	fight.	Unlike	shooting,	a	model	in	hand-to-hand	combat	can	fight	all	round	against	enemy	to	its	side,	front	or	rear.	In	reality	the	models	are	constantly	moving,	dodging,	ducking	and	weaving
as	they	struggle	to	kill	their	adversaries.	Models	fighting	in	hand-to-handcombat	do	not	shoot	in	the	shooting	phase.They	are	far	too	busy	struggling	with	their	adversaries.Any	very	close	range	shots	they	are	able	to	make	with	pistols	are	taken	into	account	in	the	hand{ohand	combat	rules	that	follow.	PROCEDURE	Most	fights	are	'one-on-one'	where	a
model	is	fighting	one	other	model.	These	combats	are	worked	out	as	described	below.	Fights	involving	several	models	attacking	a	single	opponent	are	worked	out	slightly	differently	as	described	later.	I	Throw	Attack	Dice	Both	players	ro11a	number	of	D6's	equal	to	their	model's	Attacks	characteristic.	2	rilIork	Out	Combat	Score	Each	player	picks	his
highest	scoring	dice	and	adds	his	model's	Weapon	Skin	(WS)	to	the	score.He	then	adds	any	Combat	Score	modifiers	as	shown	on	the	chart.	The	total	is	the	Combat	Score.	3	Determine	Winner	The	player	with	the	highest	Combat	Score	wins.	In	the	case	of	a	tie	the	model	with	the	highest	Initiative	characteristicwins.	If	there	is	still	a	tie	the	combat	is	a
stand-off.	4	Number	of	Hits	Compare	the	Combat	Scores	of	both	combatants.	The	difference	between	their	Combat	Scores	is	the	number	of	times	the	winner	has	hit	the	loser.	If	you	win	the	combaton	a	tie	you	still	causet	hit.	5	Throw	to	Wound	For	each	hit	scored	the	winner	rolls	a	D6	on	the	Wound	chart	in	exactly	the	same	way	as	hits	fiom	shooting.
The	Strength	value	will	depend	upon	the	weapon	used.	6	Saving	Throw	Models	which	are	wearing	armour	may	attempt	saves	in	the	same	way	as	ffoops	hit	by	shooting.	7	Resofve	lnjuries	Resolve	injuries	in	the	same	way	as	you	would	for	wounds	inflicted	by	shooting.	COMBAT	ATTACK	DICE	Roll	the	number	of	Attack	dice	indicated	by	the	model's
Attacks	characteristic.This	will	normally	be	one	but	some	especially	mean	fighters	may	have	two	or	more	Attacks.	Although	a	model	may	roll	more	than	one	Attack	dice	it	is	only	the	best	result	that	counts	towards	the	Combat	Score.	The	advantage	of	rolling	more	dice	is	that	it	gives	you	a	better	chance	of	rolling	high.	FIGHTING	\X/ITH	TWO
WEAPONS	If	the	model	caries	a	weapon	in	each	hand,	such	as	two	pistols,	two	swords,	or	a	pistol	and	a	knife,	then	the	model	rolls	one	extra	dice	to	representthe	exffa	weapon.	This	bonus	only	applies	to	fighters	armed	exclusively	with	pistols	and/or	hand-to-handcombat	weapons,not	to	flghters	who	carry	other	basic,	special	or	heavy	weapons	rn
addition.	Carrying	grenadesdoes	not	prevent	you	using	an	extra	weapon	as	they	are	assumed	to	be	clipped	to	the	model's	belt	or	stowed	conveniently	out	of	the	way.	These	different	types	of	weapon	are	discussed	in	detail	in	the	Armoury	section.	DETERMINE	WINNER	Each	player	takes	his	best	Attack	dice	roll,	adds	the	model's	Weapon	Skill	(WS)	and
then	applies	the	following	modifiers.	The	highest	score	is	the	winner.	In	the	case	of	a	tie	the	highest	Initiative	wins.	If	both	models	have	the	same	Initiative	the	result	is	a	stand-off	and	no	blows	are	struck.	SCORE	MODIFIERS	+l	Opponent	Fumbles	Add	+1	to	your	score	for	each	of	your	opponent's	fumbled	dice	(rolls	of	1).	See	the	Fumble	rule	for	an
explanationoi	how	this	works.	+1	Critical	Hit	Add	+1	to	vour	score	for	each	critical	hit	inflicted	(additionalrolls	of	6).	See	the	Critical	Hit	rule.	+1	Charging	Ifyour	fighter	charged	into	combat	this	tum	add	+1	to	his	Combat	Score.	+1	Higher	Up	If	your	fighter	is	standing	on	a	higher	level,	platform,	or	slope	then	add	+1	to	his	Combat	Score.	-1
Encumbered	If	your	fighter	is	carrying	a	heavyweapon.or	other	heavy	piece	of	equipment,	he	suffers	a	-1	penalty	on	his	Combat	Score.	-1	Obstacle	If	you	charge	an	enemy	who	is	sheltering	behind	cover	such	as	a	low	wall,	then	you	suffer	a	-1	penalty	on	your	Combat	Scorethat	turn.	Note	this	penalty	only	applies	during	the	turn	when	you	charge.	Note
that	hit	modifiers	for	weapons	are	never	applied	in	hand-to-handfighting.	These	only	apply	when	shooting	at	a	distance	as	describedin	the	Shootins	section.	NUMBER	OF	HITS	The	difference	between	the	winner's	Combat	Score	and	the	loser's	Combat	Score	is	the	number	of	times	the	winner	has	hit	the	loser.	Example:	A	ganger	(WS3)	is	fighting	a
juve	(WS2|	The	ganger	rolls	a	4	and	adds	his	WS	of	3	to	make	a	total	of	7.	Thejuve	rolls	a	5	and	adds	his	WS	of	2	to	make	7,	but	the	juve	has	charged	and	so	adds	afurther	+1	making	8.	Thejuve	has	won	by	8	to	7,	and	the	dffircnce	(I)	is	the	number	of	hits	he	has	struck.	and	a	laspistol	and	who	inflicts	2	hits	will	strike	once	with	the	sword	and	once	with
the	laspistol.	Any	odd	hits	can	be	resolved	with	either	weapon.	ARMOUR	MODIFIERS	Knives,	swords	and	other	close	combat	weapons	often	use	the	fighter's	own	Strength.	The	chart	below	is	used	to	determine	saving	throw	modifiers	where	a	model's	own	Strength	is	used	in	hand-to-handfighting.	\vOUNDS.	ARMOURAND	INJURIES	Once	you	have
established	the	number	of	hits,	the	remaining	procedureis	the	sameas	for	shooting.	Refer	back	to	the	Shooting	section	for	a	description	of	how	to	do	this.	Note	that	models	cannot	be	pinned	by	hand-to-hand	hits,	but	they	suffer	wounds	in	the	same	way	and	injunes	are	resolved	in	the	sameway	too.	\X/EAPONS	Only	hand-to-handweapons	and	pistois	can
be	used	to	frght	hand-to-hand	combat.	All	fighters	carry	a	knife	at	the	very	least,	and	are	assumedto	have	one	tucked	out	of	sisht	if	the	model	itseli	doesnot	includeit.	A	fighter	will,	generally	speaking,	fight	hand-to-hand	combat	with	the	weapons	he	carries	as	depicted	on	the	model.	However,	as	it	is	impossible	to	use	basic,	special	or	heavy	weapons	in
close	combat	(as	described	in	the	Armoury	section)	fighters	are	allowed	to	draw	any	one	pistol	or	hand-to-hand	combat	weapon	from	a	pouch,	bag,	holster	etc.	Bear	in	mind	that	a	fighter	with	a	basic,	special	or	heavy	weapon	needs	at	least	one	hand	just	to	carry	it,	so	he	can	only	ever	have	one	hand	free	to	carry	a	sword,	pistol,	etc.	A	fighter	who
carries	a	hand-to-hand	weapon	or	pistol	in	eachhand	normally	fights	with	the	two	weaponsdepicted	as	carried	by	the	model.	However,	if	he	wishes	he	is	allowed	to	swap	one	weapon	for	another	pistol,	sword,	etc	at	the	start	of	the	hand-to-hand	combat.	For	example,	a	fighter	who	has	a	Iaspistol	and	a	stub	gun	could	put	away	his	stub	gun	and	draw	a
sword.	The	player	must	declare	he	is	doing	so	at	the	start	of	the	combat.	Fighters	cannot	swap	weapons	around	once	they	are	fighting	hand-to-hand;	they	must	persevere	with	their	chosen	weapons	until	the	combat	is	over.	HITS	If	a	fighter	is	using	a	single	weapon	then	any	hits	inflicted	in	hand-to-hand	fighting	are	assumed	to	have	been	made	with
that	weapon	-	be	it	a	sword,	knife,	pistol	etc.	Resolve	the	hit	using	the	Strength	of	the	weapon	as	indicated	in	rhe	Armoury	section.	If	a	fighter	is	using	two	weapons	(one	in	each	hand)	then	any	hits	are	inflicted	alternately,	first	with	one	hand	and	then	the	other.	For	example,	a	fighter	who	carries	a	sword	Model's	Strength	Armour	Save	Modifier	3	or
less	0	,,t.tt,,,,,.t,$,tt::,.,	5-2	':,:.:,1:::17/tt-,lzz:,:?:,.1.V	7-4	-,.,,,,,a:t,,aa,*,,'	9	or	more	THE	PARRY	Fighters	armed	with	swords	are	allowed	to	parry	or	attempt	to	turn	aside	an	opponent's	blows.	To	represent	this,	a	model	fighting	with	a	sword	can	force	an	opponent	to	reroll	his	highest	scoring	Attack	dice	before	working	out	his	Combat	Score.
Remember,if	your	opponent	has	2	or	more	Attack	dice	he	can	always	choose	his	next	highest	score	rather	than	the	score	of	the	re-rolled	dice.	If	both	combatantsare	fighting	with	swords	then	the	ability	to	parry	cancels	out	and	neither	may	do	so.	In	the	unlikely	event	that	a	model	carries	two	swords	it	may	parry	twice	that	is,	it	may	force	two	re-roils
or	one	re-roll	against	a	model	with	a	single	sword.	FUMBLE	In	the	mayhem	of	close	combat	it	is	only	too	easy	to	trip	or	overbalance	and	leave	yourself	open	to	a	quick	punch	or	stab.This	is	representedby	the	Fumtrle	rule.	Any	Attack	dice	rolls	of	a	1	indicate	that	you	have	tripped,	dropped	a	weapon,	or	otherwise	fumbted.	For	each	fumble	rolied	your
opponent	may	add	+1	to	his	own	Combat	Score.	CRITICALHITS	A	critical	hit	representsa	lucky	blow,	a	spectacularfeinr	or	a	cunning	trick.	When	you	roll	more	than	one	Attack	dice	there	is	a	chance	of	scoring	a	critical	hit.	You	must	roll	at	least	two	6's.	The	frrst	6	is	taken	as	your	highest	score	and	each	extra	6	counts	as	a	critical	hit	addine	a	further
+l	to	your	total.	For	example,	if	you	have	an	Attacks	characteristic	of	2	and	a	pistol	in	each	hand	you	will	roll	3	Attack	Dice	(2	for	your	Attacks	and	+1	for	the	extra	weapon).	If	you	roll	two	6's	and	a	3	you	pick	one	of	the	6's	as	your	highest	score	and	add	+1	critical	hit	for	the	extra	6	giving	a	Combat	Score	of	7	plus	vour	WS.	MULTIPLECOMBATS
PINNED	FIGHTERSAND	HAND.TO-HAND	COMBAT	When	two	or	more	models	are	fighting	a	single	enemy	this	is	called	a	multiple	combat.	The	outnumberedmodel	must	flght	each	of	his	opponents	one	after	the	other	during	the	hand-to-hand	combat	phase.The	outnumbering	player	may	decide	the	order	in	which	his	models	will	fight.	Having	chosen
the	first	model	to	fight	the	combat	is	worked	out	exactly	as	describedfor	one-on-one	fights.	Fighters	cannot	be	pinned	when	fighting	hand-to-hand	combat.A	fighter	who	is	hit	whilst	engagedin	hand-to-hand	combat,	even	if	hit	by	shooting	in	the	shooting	phase,is	not	pinned.	If	the	outnumbered	model	survives	he	must	go	on	to	fight	his
secondopponent.The	enemy	chooseshis	secondfighter	and	the	combat	is	worked	out	as	before	except	that	the	outnumbering	player	may	now	roll	an	extra	Attack	dice	and	adds	a	further	+1	to	his	Combat	Score.	MOVING	FROM	COMBAT	If	the	outnumbered	model	survives	he	goes	on	to	fight	the	third,	fourth,	fifth	and	each	successiveenemy	until	they
have	all	fought.	Each	subsequentenemy	he	fights	gains	a	further	Attack	dice	and	adds	a	further	+1	to	his	Combat	Score.	For	example	the	third	enemy	has	+2	Attack	dice	and	+2	Combat	Score,the	fourth	has	+3	dice	and	Combat	Score,	and	so	on.	If	a	fighter	is	already	pinned	when	he	is	charged	then	the	pin	is	discounted	as	soon	as	he	is	engaged.
Once	models	are	engaged	in	hand-to-hand	fighting	they	cannot	move	away	in	their	movement	phase.	They	must	stand	and	fight	until	they	are	taken	out	of	action,	until	they	take	out	their	enemies,or	until	one	or	the	other	breaks	and	runs	as	describedlater.	The	only	exception	to	the	above	is	in	a	multiple	combat,	where	fighters	who	are	down	may	crawl
away	so	long	as	friends	continue	to	frght.	FOLLOW.UP	BREAKING	FROM	COMBAT	If	all	of	a	model's	hand+o-handopponentsgo	out	of	action	the	model	may	make	a	special	follow-up	move.	This	is	an	exception	to	the	normal	turir	sequence	and	it	makes	no	difference	whose	tum	it	is.	The	model	may	be	moved	up	to	2".	You	can	use	this	2"	move	to	get
behind	cover,	to	engage	another	model	in	hand-to-hand	combat,	or	in	any	way	you	wish.	You	can	cross	an	obstacle	without	penalty	during	a	follow-up,	but	other	terrain	penalties	apply	as	normal.	A	fighter	who	loses	his	nerve	whilst	fighting	hand-to-hand	combat	will	break	off	and	make	a	run	for	it	as	described	in	the	Leadership	section.	If	you	use	a
follow-up	move	to	engageanother	enemy	then	move	the	model	but	don't	work	out	further	combat	that	turn.	The	fight	continues	in	the	next	hand-to-handcombat	phase.	This	is	because	the	fighter	has	insufhcient	time	to	do	anything	other	than	follow-up.	This	is	an	exceptional	circumstance	where	a	model	may	engage	in	hand+o-hand	combat	without
charging.	No	charging	bonus	is	added	to	the	Combat	Score	if	a	model	follows-up	in	combat.	Note	that	a	follow-up	doesn't	affect	a	model's	ability	to	move	in	its	following	movement	phase.The	follow-up	rs	aa	extra	bonus	move	which	reflects	the	intenseactivity	of	close	quarter	fighting.	FIGHTERS	DOWN	Fighters	who	are	wounded	and	go	down	are
completely	at	the	mercy	of	their	enemy.	In	a	one-on-one	combat	any	model	that	goes	down	is	automatically	out	of	action.	His	enemy	finishes	him	off	with	a	quick	blow	and	the	model	is	removed.	In	multiple	combats	a	fighter	who	goes	down	has	more	chance	of	survival.	Where	all	models	on	one	side	go	down	they	are	automatically	out	of	combat.	Where
two	or	more	models	are	fighting	on	the	same	side,	some	can	go	down	and	crawl	away	at	2"	in	their	movement	phase	so	long	as	at	leaslone	conlinuesto	llsht.	When	a	hghter	breaks	off	from	a	fight	he	simply	turns	his	back	and	runs	off.	His	opponent	automatically	hits	the	fighter	as	he	breaks,	inflicting	t	hit	which	is	worked	out	immediatelv.	;
LE/ADERSHTP	KEEPINGYOUR	NERVE	WHEN	TO	TEST	This	section	of	the	rules	is	concerned	with	how	your	fighters	react	under	flre:	whether	they	bravely	continue	to	fight	while	shells	explode	around	them	or	whether	they	turn	tail	and	run	for	cover.	Regardlessof	your	own	feelings	or	those	of	the	gang's	leader,	even	the	most	hardened	gang	fighter
can	be	driven	off	or	forced	to	take	cover	as	the	action	hots	up.	If	a	model	goes	'down'	or	'out	of	action'	then	each	friend	within	2"	must	take	an	immediate	Leadershio	test.	LEADERSHIPTESTS	BROKEN	FIGHTERS	If	a	model	fails	a	Leadership	test	then	the	frghter's	nerve	has	broken.	For	this	reason	we	refer	to	such	fighters	as	broken	and	you	can
indicate	this	by	placirig	a	Broken	counter	by	the	model	if	you	wish.	A	fighter	may	be	called	upon	to	take	a	test	to	seeif	his	nerve	holds.	This	test	is	taken	using	the	model's	Leadership	characteristic	(Ld)	and	is	therefore	called	a	Leadership	test.	To	take	the	test	roll	two	dice	(2D6)	and	add	the	scores	together.	The	broken	fighter	is	momentarily	panicked
or	shaken	and	will	attempt	to	run	for	cover.	He	might	recover	sufficiently	to	retum	to	the	fray	once	he	has	steeledhimself	to	fight	on.	If	the	result	is	more	than	your	model's	Ld	then	the	test	is	failed.	The	fighter's	nerve	is	broken	and	he	runs	to	cover	as	describedbelow.	As	soon	as	a	fighter	is	broken	he	tums	tail	and	runs	for	cover.	This	movement	takes
place	outside	the	normal	turn	sequenceand	is	worked	out	immediately.	The	frghter	makes	a	dash	of	up	to	2D6"	away	from	his	enemy	and	towards	cover.	Roll	the	dice	and	determine	how	far	the	model	runs.	If	the	result	is	equal	to	or	less	than	your	model's	Ld	then	the	test	is	passed,and	the	fighter	keeps	his	nerve.	In	this	case	there	is	no	further	effect
and	the	model	continues	to	fisht	as	normal.	RUN	TO	COVER	If	he	can	reach	a	position	of	cover	within	this	distance	where	he	cannot	be	seenthen	he	stops	there.	If	he	is	unable	to	reach	cover	where	he	cannot	be	seen	the	fighter	runs	the	full	distance	rolled.	In	subsequent	movement	phases	he	continues	to	move	2D6"	away	from	the	enemy	until	he
reachessuch	a	position.	If	he	can	get	out	of	sight	by	staying	where	he	is	and	hiding	then	he	will	do	so	(see	the	Movement	section).	A	broken	fighter	may	do	nothing	other	than	run	to	cover	and	remain	there	while	he	attempts	to	recover	his	nerve	as	described	below.	He	may	not	otherwise	move	and	he	will	not	shoot.	COMBAT	WITH	BROKEN	FIGHTERS
Should	a	broken	fighter	be	charged	and	forced	into	a	handto-hand	engagement	then	he	is	in	deep	troublel	While	broken	a	fighter's	WS	counts	as	zero.	If	he	survives	the	hand-to-hand	phase,	even	if	he	wins,	he	automatically	breaks	from	combat	and	runs	for	cover	at	the	end	of	the	phase	as	describedbelow.	BREAKING	FROM	HAND-TO-HAND	COMBAT
A	fighter	who	loses	his	nerve	and	breaks	while	fighting	hand-to-hand	combat	tums	away	from	his	enemy	and	runs	away	2D6"	just	like	any	other	broken	fighter.	Because	a	broken	fighter	is	turning	his	back	upon	the	enemy	he	is	very	likely	to	be	struck	as	he	tums	to	flee.	To	represent	this	the	model	takes	one	automatic	hit	from	his	enemy.	Work	this	out
as	soon	as	the	fighter	breaks	and	before	he	is	moved.	RECOVERINGYOUR	NERVE	A	broken	fighter	may	attempt	to	recover	his	nerve	during	his	recovery	phase	so	long	as	he	is	in	cover	and	he	cannot	be	seenby	an	enemy	model.	To	attempt	to	recover	a	hghter's	nerve	roll	2D6.	Ifthe	score	is	equal	to	or	less	than	the	fighter's	Leadership	he	has
passedthe	test	and	can	fight	normally	from	then	on.	If	the	score	is	more	than	the	fighter's	Leadership	he	fails	the	test	and	remains	broken.	BROKEN	THAT	TURN	It	is	not	possible	to	be	broken	and	recover	your	nerve	during	the	sameturn.	Consequently,a	fighter	who	loseshis	nerve	during	his	own	side's	turn	will	not	be	able	to	recover	in	the	recovery
phase	of	that	tum.	LEADERS	A	fighter	within	6"	of	the	gang's	leader	may	use	the	Leadership	characteristic	of	the	leader	when	taking	any	Leadershiptest.This	appliesto	teststo	seeif	a	fighter	loses	his	nerve	and	also	to	tests	to	recover.	This	representsthe	leader's	ability	to	encouragehis	fighters	and	push	them	beyondtheir	normal	limitsl	A	leader	cannot
confer	this	benefit	if	he	is	down	or	broken	himself.	The	sight	of	your	leader	running	for	cover	is	far	from	encouraging.	The	Underhiveis	a	vast,spravlingplace	and	much	of	it	is	uncxploredor	buricd.	Onc	part	of	it	forms	a	distinct	pocket,	only	by	a	singlclargctunncl.	acccssiblc	All	other	routesto	this	areaarc	collapscdor	buried.The	tunncl	is	vcry	wide	and	a
settlcmcntlies	acrossit,	boundcdby	a	wall	on	both	sidcs.This	placeis	callcdDcad	End	Passand	thc	regionbcyondis	known	as	Dead	End.	To	reachDcad	End	gangshavcto	go	rhrough	Dead	End	Passand	pay	the	To	get	out	a	Guilders'toll	of	passage.	gang	must	Pay	an	even	heaviertoll	upon	the	bootv	thcv	havewon.	This	.o.ourrgi,	gangsto	tradc	vith	the
Guilders	in	Dead	End	Passitself,	rather	than	seekmore	favourableprices	elsewherc.Like	all	such	placesDcad	End	Passis	a	havenfor	brigandsand	rencgadcs,	and	is	one	of	the	most	as	well	as	the	most	cxciting	dangerous	placesin	thc	hive.	THE	BOTTLE	TEST	The	Bottle	test	is	a	specialtest	the	player	must	make	at	the	start	of	his	turn	if	a	quarter	(25Vo)or
more	of	his	gang	is	down	or	out	of	action.For	example,in	a	gang	of	10	men	a	test	is	requiredif	3	or	more	men	are	down	or	out	of	action.	If	the	Bottle	test	is	failed	the	gang	automaticallyloses	the	fight.	The	game	ends	immediately	and	surviving	fighters	retreat	from	the	area.	A	failed	Bottle	test	is	the	most	common	way	in	which	a	game	ends.	To	take	a
Bottle	test	roll	2D6.	If	the	score	is	more	than	the	gang	leader's	Leadership	characteristicthen	the	test	is	failed.	The	gang	bottles	out	of	combat	and	the	player	has	lost	the	game.	If	the	score	is	equal	to	or	less	than	the	gang	leader's	Leadership	eharacteristicthe	player	has	passedthe	test	and	may	continue	to	fight.	If	the	gang's	leader	is	out	of	action	or	is
down,	then	the	player	may	not	use	his	Leadership	to	take	the	test.	Instead,	use	the	highestLeadershipcharacteristicamongstthose	of	the	remaining	fighters	who	are	neither	down	nor	out	of	action.	VOLUNTARY	BOTTLE	OUT	Once	his	gang	has	taken	two	or	more	casualtiesdown	or	out	of	action	a	player	may	bottle	out	at	the	start	of	any	of	his	t	u	m	sw	i
t	h	o	u	tt	a	k	i	n	ga	t	e	s	t	.	Sometimesthis	is	by	far	the	best	option,	as	it	allows	a	player	to	save	his	remaining	gang	from	a	hopeless	situation.	Preserving	your	gang	for	another	day	is	important	once	you	are	playing	in	a	full	blown	campaign	as	described	later.	ADIZINCED	GAUIE	RULES	This	section	includes	avariety	of	new	rules	which	add	further
detail	and	complexi$t	to	the	game.	They	are	not	necessaryin	order	to	play,	and	for	this	reason	the	rules	have	been	gathered	together	at	the	end	here	to	avoid	potential	confusion.	We	recommend	that	new	players	ignore	this	section	to	start	with,	or	at	least	until	they	are	familiar	with	the	way	the	game	works.	If	you	consider	yourself	to	be	an
experienced	gamesplayer	then	you'11have	no	problem	introducing	these	more	complex	elements	as	you	go	along.	MODEL	else	lies	directly	in	the	In	the	unlikely	event	that	someone	path	of	a	plummeting	fighter	then	he	may	also	be	hurt.	The	haplessindividual	is	hit	on	a	D6	roll	of	a	4,	5	or	6.	He	sustainsthe	samestrength	hit	as	the	faller,	suffering	1	or
D6	wounds	depending	on	the	distance	of	fall.	EALLING	If	struck	by	the	falling	fighter,	and	assuming	he	doesn't	go	down	or	out	of	action,	the	victim	is	pinned	as	if	hit	by	a	shot.	The	multiple	levels	and	gantries	of	the	Underhive	afford	fighters	ample	opportunity	to	fall	from	a	great	height.	TEST	TO	FALL	If	a	fighter	is	pinned	or	goes	down	within	1''	of
an	edge	there	is	a	chance	he	will	slip	and	fall	off.	To	determine	this	ro11a	D6.	If	the	score	is	more	than	the	fighter's	Initiative	characteristicthen	he	falls	over	the	edge	to	the	ground.	If	a	hghter	is	engagedin	hand-to-handfightin-e	within	1"	of	an	edge	then	he	may	fall	off	if	he	loses	the	combat.	Roli	a	D6.	If	the	score	is	more	than	the	fighter's	Initiative
characteristic,	or	a	6,	then	he	falls	over	the	edge	to	the	ground.	DAMAGE	A	fighter	who	falls	sustains	an	automatic	hit	at	a	strength	equal	to	the	height	of	the	fall	in	inches.	Where	a	wound	is	suffered	a	fall	of	up	to	3"	will	inflict	1	wound,	and	a	fall	of	more	than	3"	will	inflict	D6	wounds.	Althou-sh	the	scenery	available	from	Games	Workshop	does	not
scale	to	such	dizzy	heights,	a	fall	of	more	than	12"	is	assumedto	take	the	fighter	out	of	action	with	no	dice	rolls	required.	Armour	saves	do	apply	to	wounds	sustained	by	falling.	Save	modifiers	are	the	same	as	for	hand-to-hand	combat	hits	from	combatantswith	high	strengths.So	54	counts	-1,	55	-2,	56	-3	and	so	forth.	See	the	Hand-to-HandCombat
section	for	the	full	chart.	A	model	which	falls	without	going	down	or	out	of	action	is	automaticallypinnedas	il	hit	by	enemyI-Lre.	FALLING	ONTO	ANOTHER	Assuming	the	faller	and	victim	survive,	position	the	models	1"	apart	to	make	it	clear	they	are	not	in	hand-to-hand	combat.	JUMPING	A	model	may	jump	down	from	one	height	to	another	but	is
quite	likely	to	huri	himself	in	the	process,	especially	if	the	height	is	a	great	one.	Any	damage	is	worked	out	in	exactly	the	sameway	as	a	fall	and	the	results	are	the	same.In	effect	a	vertical	jump	is	simply	a	fall	by	any	other	name.	A	model	may	aiso	attempt	to	jump	across	a	horizontal	gap	from	one	side	to	the	other.	He	does	this	instead	of	a	normal	move
and	jumps	D6".	If	he	fails	to	cover	the	gap	the	fighter	plummets	down	as	per	a	fall.	A	model	may	attempt	a	jump	by	way	of	a	charge	in	order	to	engagean	enemy,but	still	jumps	only	D6".	A	jumping	model	counts	as	moving	and	will	otherwise	fight	as	normal.	STRAY	SHOTS	When	a	fighter	shootsand	missesit	sometimeshappensthat	the	path	of	the	shot
passesclose	to	one	of	your	own	f,ghters.	If	a	shot	passeswithin	ll2"	of	a	friend	at	any	point	along	its	path	then	there	is	a	chanceof	accidentally	hitting	the	friend.	This	can	only	happen	when	you	miss	and	roll	a	1	to	hit.	Roll	a	further	D6	to	determine	if	the	stray	shot	hits	the	intervening	model.	On	the	roll	of	a	1	the	intervening	model	is	hit.	Work	out
whether	the	target	is	wounded	as	normal.	There	may	be	a	choice	of	more	than	one	model	that	could	be	hit	by	a	stray	shot.	In	this	caserandomise	which	target	is	hit	in	some	convenient	way	-	eg	1,2	or	3	the	target	on	the	left,4,5	or	6	the	target	on	the	right.	WILD	GRENADESAND	SHELLS	Grenadesand	weaponswhich	use	a	blast	marker	can	also	go
catastrophically	wrong.	If	the	thrower	or	shooter	misseshis	target	the	player	must	establish	where	the	shell	or	grenade	lands	using	the	Scatter	and	Artillery	dice	as	describedin	the	Shooting	section.	If	the	Scatter	and	Artillery	dice	turn	up	Hit	and	Misfire	then	roll	a	D6	and	refer	to	the	followins	chart.	The	grenadegoes	off	in	the	tbrower's	hand	or	the
shell	explodes	in	the	breach.	Place	the	template	directly	over	the	model	and	work	out	damagenormally.	The	grenadethrow	goes	wild	or	the	shell	spins	out	of	control	as	it	leavesthe	weapon.	The	projectile	travels	2D6"	in	a	random	direction	and	explodes.	Goliath'A	shootsat	the	Orlockand	not	only	missesbut	rollsa	1.	As	Goliath'B'	is	withinthe	line	of	fire
there	is	a	chancehe	will	be	hit	by	the	strayshot.	EXPLODING	WEAPONS	Badly	maintained	weapons,	home-made	ammunition	and	old	corroded	power	packs	can	explode	destroying	the	weapon	and	probably	harming	the	shooter.This	represents	the	weapon	overheating,	plasma	leakage,	or	a	magazine	exploding	as	the	next	shell	is	auto-loaded.	While	not
as	dangerousas	a	direct	hit	from	the	weapon,	this	is	still	bad	news	and	can	easily	take	a	man	down	or	out	of	action.	When	a	6	is	rolled	to	hit	then	an	Ammo	roll	is	required	as	already	described	in	the	Shooting	section.	In	the	case	of	flamers,	an	Ammo	ro11is	required	every	time	a	weapon	shoots.Jams	from	sustainedshooting	also	require	an	Ammo	roll.	If
an	Ammo	dice	ro11is	a	1	then	the	weapon	is	not	only	uselessfor	the	rest	of	the	game	(as	a	1	will	inevitably	fail)	but	there	is	a	chance	it	might	explode.	Roll	a	further	D6.	If	the	score	is	less	than	the	weapon's	standardAmmo	roll	rating	then	the	weapon	explodes.	If	a	weapon's	ammo	rating	is	'auto'	then	it	automatically	fails	an	Ammo	roll	so	none	is	taken.
Roll	a	dice	anyway	and	the	weapon	explodes	on	the	roll	of	a	1.	An	exploding	weapon	inflicts	an	automatic	hit	on	the	user	as	if	he	were	struck	by	his	own	weapon	but	with	a	Strength	value	of	1	less	than	normal.	In	the	case	of	weapons	with	blast	markers	and	templatesno	template	is	used:	the	blast	is	confined	to	the	firins	model.	Grenadesas	above.	For
other	weapons	as	above	but	the	shell	travels	D6	x	D6"	and	explodes.	As	for	3	above	except	that	the	grenadeor	shell	lands	and	does	not	explode.	Mark	the	position	ofthe	projectile.	From	now	on,	at	the	start	of	each	player's	turn	roll	a	D6.	On	the	score	of	a	4	or	more	the	projectile	explodes.	A	grenadetumbles	from	the	thrower's	hand	down	a	deep	crack.
A	shell	spins	upwards	and	strikes	the	dome	roof.	There	is	a	mullled	expiosion,	the	ground	shakesominously	and	chunks	start	to	fail	from	the	roof	and	tall	ruins.	From	now	on	each	player	must	roll	a	D6	at	the	start	of	his	tum.	If	he	rolls	a	1	then	one	of	his	fighters	has	been	sffuck	by	debris	and	suffers	a	Strength	3	hit.	Randomly	determine	which	of	the
player's	gang	fighters	has	been	struck.	The	grenadeor	shell	drops	to	the	floor	in	front	of	the	thrower/shooter	and	fizzes	ominously.It	is	a	dud.	This	is	considered	to	be	shooting	although	no	ro11	is	required	to	hit,	and	chargesplaced	in	this	way	never	scatter.	The	bomb	is	fastened	to	the	structure	by	means	of	its	magnetic	casing,	it	explodes,	and	the
target	is	hit	automatically.	HAND-TO-HAND	A	fighter	can	strike	a	structure	in	base	contact	in	the	handto-hand	combat	phase.	He	cannot	fight	hand-to-hand	combat	against	an	enemy	or	shoot	his	weapon	in	the	same	turn.	In	effect	the	fighter	is	attacking	the	structure	during	the	turn,	hacking	away	at	it	with	whatever	weapons	he	has.	A	fighter
automatically	strikes	I	hit	on	a	structure	for	each	Attack	on	his	profile.	Work	out	the	resuit	of	hits	in	the	normal	way.	TESTSFOR	FEAR	Fear	is	a	natural	reaction	to	horrific	mutants,	unearthly	psychic	powers,	and	some	particularly	gruesome	injuries.	To	representthis,	models	must	take	a	Leadership	test	when	confronted	by	fearsome	creatures	or
circumstances.	This	test	is	taken	in	exactly	the	sameway	as	a	Leadership	test	for	keeping	your	nerye.	A	Leadership	test	is	required	under	the	following	fearful	c1lcumstances.	ATTACKING	STRUCTUI?ALFEATURES	1	Such	horrific	creaturesare	rare.	Take	the	test	as	soon	as	the	enemy	declaresits	charge.	If	the	test	is	passed	there	is	no	further	effect.	If
the	test	is	failed	the	fighter	is	broken	immediately	and	runs	2D6"	to	cover	just	as	described	in	the	Leadership	Tests	section.	The	Necromunda	game	rules	represent	combat	between	rival	fighters.	Sometimes	a	fighter	may	want	to	attack	an	inanimate	object	rather	than	an	enemy.	Perhapshe	wants	to	cave	in	a	door,	destroy	a	fuel	pipe,	rip	apart	a	power
cable,	or	smash	a	ivater	stili.	These	are	all	structural	features	and	can	be	attackedas	describedbelow.	2	TOUGHNESSAND	WOUNDS	Although	not	strictly	accurate	it	is	convenient	to	think	of	'wounds',	structuresas	being	able	to	take	a	fixed	number	of	just	like	fighters.	You	can	consider	a	wound	to	be	equivalent	to	a	damagepoint	if	you	find	this	more
acceptable.	If	the	model	is	chargedby	an	individual	or	creature	which	causes/ezlr	If	the	model	wishes	to	charge	an	individual	or	creature	which	causes/ear	Take	the	test	when	you	declare	the	charge.If	the	test	is	passedyou	may	charge	and	fight	as	normal.	If	the	test	is	failed	you	may	not	charge	and	the	fighter	is	momentarily	transfrxedby	fear.	The
model	is	unable	to	do	anvthins	for	the	rest	of	the	tum.	Structures	have	a	Toughness	value	and	they	can	sustain	a	certain	number	of	wounds	before	they	are	destroyed	or	damaged.	For	example,	the	water	still	in	the	Hit	and	Run	scenario	has	a	Toughnessof	6	and	is	damaged	once	it	has	taken	I	wound.	These	details	are	covered	in	the	scenarros
themselves.	SHOOTING	A	shucture	can	be	shot	at	just	like	an	enemy	fighter.	You	must	therefore	ro11	to	hit	and	score	wounds	as	normal.	Many	sffuctures	will	be	easier	to	hit	than	flghters	because	they	are	large	targets	(+1	to	hit).	A	fighter	can	also	use	Krak	grenades	or	Melta	bombs	as	demolition	charges.	The	device	can	be	placed	upon	a	stlucture
within	1"	of	the	fighter	during	the	shooting	phase.	The	favoured	drink	of	Underhive	is	the	Wildsnake.	It	is	potent	spirit	known	"s	brewed	from	the	skins	and	flesh	of	snakcs	caught	in	the	badzoncs.	The	provenance	of	each	bottle	is	guaranteed	by	rhe	dcad	snake	preserved	within.	Wildsnake	is	a	clear	sharp	tasting	liquid	thc	bitterness	of	which	is	derived
from	the	venom	in	the	snakes	themselves.	Take	the	test	in	the	usual	way.	If	the	test	is	passedthe	model	may	act	normally.	If	the	test	is	failed	the	following	rules	apply	until	such	time	as	the	test	is	taken	again.	-l	I	a,	.L	TESTSFOR	TERROR	If	fighting	in	hand-to-hand	combat	the	model	is	temoorarilv	disoriented	or	confused.	Roll	a	D6	before	eacl	hand-to-
handphase.	1-3	Roll	no	Attack	dice	this	turn.	Your	WS	still	counts	towards	the	Combat	Score	representingbasic	instincts	only.	4-6	Fight	normally.	If	not	fighting	in	hand-to-handcombatroll	a	D6	to	determine	how	the	model	moves	at	the	start	of	your	movement	phase.	1-3	Roll	a	Scatter	dice.	The	arrow	indicates	the	direction	in	which	the	model	moves
this	turn.	The	model	moves	its	full	normal	move	distance.If	the	model	moves	into	contact	with	an	enemy	it	becomesengagedin	handto-hand	combat	and	may	or	may	not	fight	(roll	as	above).	4-6	The	model	does	not	move.	Terror	is	a	more	potent	form	of	fear.	Although	no	creature	describedin	the	Rules	or	Campaign	Book	causesterror,	the	rule	has	been
included	here	next	to	fear,	which	it	resembles.	The	importance	of	terror	wi.l1become	clear	in	Outlanders.	Just	as	some	horrihc	individuals	or	creaturesare	so	ghastly	they	cause	fea4	others	are	even	worse	and	caluseterror	instead.	Circumstances	which	cause	terror	automatically	causefear	as	describedabove,so	you	will	need	to	test	if	you	want	to
charge	a	terrifying	creature	or	individual,	or	if	the	creature	charges	you.	In	addition,	a	Leadership	test	is	required	if	the	model	is	within	8"	of	someoneor	something	which	causesterror	at	the	start	of	your	turn.	A	Leadership	test	must	be	taken	before	declarations	of	chargesare	made	and	if	it	is	failed	the	model	is	broken	and	runs	2D6"	to	cover	as
described	in	the	Leadership	section.	This	comprises	the	model's	move	for	that	tum.	SPECIAL	FEAR	AND	TERRORLIABILITIES	Later	on	you	may	acquire	fighters	who	are	suffrciently	repulsive	to	cause	fear	themselvesl	Obviously	individuals	who	are	so	impressively	hideous	are	not	going	to	be	put	off	by	others	of	their	kind.	A	model	which	causesfear
does	not	have	to	test	Leadership	for	fear.	It	treats	any	enemy	which	causesterror	as	causing	fear	instead-	ie,	it	does	not	have	to	test	just	becausethe	model	is	within	8"	at	the	start	of	its	turn.	A	model	that	causestenor	cannot	be	affected	by	either	fear	or	teror	and	no	Leadership	test	is	required	for	either.	TESTS	FOR	STUPIDITY	Many	large	and	severely
mutated	creatures	are	so	dimwitted	that	they	often	behave	in	a	fairly	random	and	stupid	way.	A	gang	fighter	may	sometimesbe	reduced	to	a	stateof	bafflement	as	a	result	of	iniuries	or	shock.	Such	individuals	are	described	as	stupid.	Stupid	models	must	make	a	Leadership	test	at	the	start	of	each	of	their	turns	to	determine	how	they	react.	3	The	model
can	do	nothing	else	this	tum.	The	fighter	will	not	shoot	weapons	or	otherwise	move	unless	he	loses	his	nerve	and	runs	2D6"	to	cover	as	described	in	the	Leadership	section.	The	model	does	not	have	to	take	any	further	Leadership-basedtests	for	fear	or	terror.	It	must	still	take	tests	to	keep	its	nerve	as	described	in	the	Leadership	section.	If	such	a	test
is	failed	the	model	will	run	2D6"	to	cover.	The	rules	for	broken	fighters	override	the	rules	for	stupidity.	HATRED	FRENZY	Hate	is	a	powerful	emotion	and	in	the	Underhive	there	ls	plenty	of	opportunity	for	gangs	to	develop	bitter	rivalries.	Grudges	and	ingrained	animosity	can	lead	to	feuds	that	tear	gangs	apart	and	leave	dozens	dead.	This	is
representedby	the	special	rules	for	hatred.	Hatred	can	develop	following	disturbing	injuries.	Some	fighters	are	more	than	a	bit	crazed	and	can	be	driven	into	a	frenzy	of	slaughter	during	combat.	Such	wild	and	dangerous	individuals	are	described	as	frenzied.	How	or	exactly	why	a	hghter	may	go	over	the	edge	in	this	way	is	not	particularly	important	-
he	could	be	psychotically	deranged,	under	the	influence	of	dangerous	hive	fungi,	or	affected	by	localised	gasesor	radiation.	Models	can	hate	specific	enemy	gangs	or	even	entire	Necromundan	Houses.The	following	rules	apply	to	models	which	hate	their	rivals.	If	an	individual	is	frenzied	the	following	rules	apply.	-l	1	I	2	3	A	frenziedmodel	must	always
chargethe	closest	enemy	within	his	chargemove	(usually	8")	if	able	to	do	so.	If	a	fighter	hates	lis	adversariesall	Leadership	tests	are	laken	as	il	he	had	a	Ld	characteristicof	10.	I	A	model	fighting	hand-to-handcombar	with	a	hated	foe	may	re-roll	any	Attack	dice	in	the	first	tum	of	any	hand-to-handcombat	engagement.After	the	frst	turn	the	model	has
vented	his	pent-up	anger	and	fights	as	normal.	2	The	frenzied	model	doubles	his	Attacks	characteristic.For	example,	A1	becomesA2,	A2	becomes,{4	and	so	on.	3	4	Frenzied	models	camot	parry	(see	Parry	in	the	Hand-to-HandCombat	sectlon).	5	6	Frenzied	models	are	never	affected	by	fear	or	teffor,	nor	are	they	affected	by	stupidity	or	hatred.	7	A
player	may	try	to	gain	full	control	over	a	frenzied	model	at	the	start	of	his	tum.	This	is	purely	up	to	you	-	you	may	not	wish	your	splendidly	berserk	fighter	to	calm	down	and	behave	sensibly!	To	gain	control	over	the	model	take	a	Leadership	test	as	you	would	for	testing	your	nerve.	If	the	test	is	passed	then	the	fighter	is	under	control	and	can	act
normally	-	however,	none	of	the	special	Frenzy	rules	described	above	will	apply.	This	control	lasts	until	the	start	of	your	following	turn.	A	model	in	hand-to-handcombatmust	use	his	2"	follow-up	moveto	engagea	hatedenemyif	possible.	Otherwise	he	must	use	the	follow-up	to	move	towards	a	hated	enemy	he	can	see.	He	may	not	use	follow-up	to	move
away	from	hated	enemies	or	take	cover	if	there	are	hated	enemv	in	sieht.	For	those	who	cannot	a{ford	the	price	o{	Wildsnake	the	next	best	is	quite	lirerally	Second	Best.	Second	Best	is	brewed	{rom	rat	pelts	too	mouldy	to	use	for	anything	else,slugs	too	rancid	to	sell	as	slavefood.	and	household	wasteso	disgustingthat	it's	better	trot	to	rhink	about	it.
Conveniently,it	is	almost	impossibleto	think	about	anything	after	drinking	a	bottle	of	Second	Best...	Frenzied	models	must	use	their	2"	follow-up	move	to	engagein	hand-to-handcombat	if	possible.	Otherwise	they	must	use	the	exffa	move	to	move	closer	to	their	enemy.	They	may	not	use	a	follow-up	move	to	get	behind	cover	or	retreat	(see	Hand-toHand
Combat).	If	a	frenzied	model	loses	his	nerve	and	is	broken	as	described	in	the	Leadership	section,	then	the	Frenzy	rules	no	longer	apply.	The	fighter	has	taken	a	beating	and	his	senseof	self-preservationasserts	itself.	THE	ARMOURY	This	section	of	the	Rufesdescribesthe	different	weapons	which	gang	fighters	carry	as	weff	as	other	equipment	such	as
armour	and	gunsights.fn	addition	to	commonplaceweapons	and	easilyobtained	items	of	equipment	there	are	many	unusual	or	exoticweapons	and	rare	devicesof	various	kinds.	Thesemuch	sought	after	and	expensiveitems	are	carried	only	by	the	richest	and	most	successful	gangs,	but	they	have	been	coflatedhere	for	easeof	reference.	Someof	the	items
describedon	the	following	pagesare	used	in	the	various	scenariosgiven	in	Campaigns.For	example,	screamers	and	stummers	are	used	with	the	special	rules	in	the	Raid	and	Rescue	scenarios,	being	alarm	devices	and	sound	mufflers	respectively.	Players	fighting	these	scenarioswill	appreciatehow	useful	such	devicescan	be.	Other	items	are	used	in	the
context	of	the	broader	Necromundan	Underhive	campaign	described	in	Campaigns.	For	example,	the	lobo-chip	will	cure	a	fighter	of	the	longterm	effects	of	a	head	wound	sustainedin	a	previous	game.	Other	devices	can	help	to	acquire	territory.	For	example,	the	Isotropic	fuel	rod	enablesa	gang	to	set	up	a	new	settlement,while	the	Ratskin	map	guides
the	gang	through	secretpassagesand	into	old	treasuredomes.	Don't	worry	about	learning	the	rules	for	every	weapon	and	item	of	equipment	as	this	isn't	necessary.The	pages	that	follow	provide	you	with	all	sortsof	information	which	can	be	referred	to	as	and	when	needed.	There	is	a	summary	chart	for	the	various	weaponsfor	convenience.To	starl	with,
players	should	familiarise	themselveswith	the	weapons	their	gang	is	armedwith.	Once	playershavemasteredthese,	new	weapons	and	unusual	items	of	equipment	may	be	introducedas	required.	WE/APOilRY	This	section	describesthe	different	weapons	that	gang	fighters	can	carry.Someof	theseweapons	are	common,	simpleand	even	cheap,whilst	others
are	rare,	technically	complex	and	expensive.	A	garg	may	be	equipped	with	any	weapons	it	can	afford	within	the	limits	discussedlater.	Models	are	available	with	a	wide	variety	of	weaponry,	and	are	always	assumed	to	carry	the	weaponsthey	are	depicted	with.	Holstered	pistols	can	obviously	representany	pistol	weapon,	whilst	grenades	can	be
assumedto	be	concealed,	so	a	model	not	depicted	with	grenadescan	still	carry	them.	All	fighters	are	assumedto	caffy	a	knife	even	if	the	model	itself	does	not	visibly	have	one.	TYPESOF	WEAPON	Weaponsare	divided	into	the	following	broad	categories.	HAND	-TO-HAND	COMBAT	\VEAPONS	These	are	weaponsdesignedfor	use	purely	at	close	quarters
such	as	swords,	knives,	axesand	crude	clubs.	Such	weapons	cannot	be	used	for	shooting	but	only	in	hand-to-hand	combat.	BASIC	\X/EAPONS	Basic	weaponsare	larger,	heavier	fuearms	generally	carried	and	fired	using	two	hands.	You	can	shoot	in	the	shooting	phase	with	such	a	weapon	but	it	confers	no	advantagein	hand-to-handfighting.
SPECIALWEAPONS	Special	weapons	are	similar	to	basic	weapons	in	terms	of	their	size	and	the	way	they	are	used.	Howeveq	they	are	more	complex	in	design,	less	reliable,	and	more	specialised	rn	nafure.	HEAVY	WEAPONS	Hearry	weapons	are	even	larger	and	heavier	than	basic	weapons,	and	are	generally	more	powerful	and	have	a	longer	effective
range.	A	heavy	weapon	is	so	cumbersome	and	bulky	that	you	cannot	move	and	shoot	with	it	in	the	same	turn.	In	hand-to-hand	combat	a	weighty	weapon	is	a	disadvantageand	fighters	carrying	one	will	suffer	a	penalty.	GRENADES	PISTOLS	Pistols	are	small	hand-held	firearms	which	can	be	used	at	close	quartersor	at	longer	range.	A	hghter	can	shoot
with	a	oistol	or	use	it	in	hand-to-handcombat.	Grenadesare	small	bombs	or	grenadesthat	are	thrown	by	hand	and	which	explode	on	impact.	A	model	can	throw	a	grenadeinsteadof	shoothg	a	weapon	in	the	shooting	phase.	PROFILES	All	of	the	weapons	are	describedin	terms	of	a	profiIe	as	shown	below.	To	Fdt	Short	0-	12	12-24	+l	.7ei.,14t	',t&'	S&engtfl
Da!'|a9€	4	Short	Range.	The	shortrange	ofthe	weapon,for	example0-12".	Long	Range.	The	long	range	of	the	weapon,	for	example	12-24".	To	IIit	Short/Long.	The	hit	modifiers	applied	when	shooting	at	short	and	long	range.	Strength.	The	strength	value	of	a	hit	inflicted	by	the	weapon.	Damage.	The	number	of	wounds	inflicted	by	a	hit	-	usually	I	but	in
the	case	of	larger	weaponspossibly	more.	sa.g	Moi*trer	Armo.	.	Rcft	.	Sp€{iat	6+	Save	Modifier.	The	modifier	applied	to	the	target's	armour	saving	throw	if	he	has	one.	Ammo	Roll.	The	D6	dice	score	neededto	pass	an	Ammo	test.	The	lower	the	number	the	more	reliable	the	weapon,	so	2+	is	good	and	6+	not	so	good.	Some	weapons	fail	'Auto'
(automatic	fail).	automaticaily	and	are	indicated	as	Special.	This	column	summarisesthe	special	rules	that	apply	to	the	weapon	*	these	are	explained	fully	in	the	weapon's	descriotion	itself.	HITilD.TO.IIIIIUD	COMBAT	WEAPOilS	Hand'to-hand	weapons	include	primitive	weapons	such	as	knives,	swords,	clubs,	and	advancedweaponry	such	as	power
axes.Theseweapons	cannot	be	used	to	shoot,	they	are	used	exclusivelyfor	hand-to-hand	fighting.	As	this	is	true	of	all	the	weapons	in	this	category	it	is	not	noted	in	the	specialrufes	descriptions,but	it	is	indicated	on	the	profile	summary	by	the	tag	'close	combat'.	All	Necromundan	fighters	carry	a	knife	in	addition	to	whatever	other	weapons	they	carry.	lf
not	apparent	on	the	model	it	is	assumedto	be	tucked	into	a	boot	or	concealedby	the	fighter's	clothes.	A	few	unhinged	individuals	prefer	to	fight	with	a	massive	sword,	club,	metal	baq	axe,	hammer	or	some	other	large	and	unlikely	implement.	A	massive	weapon	is	hard	to	swing	becauseof	its	weight,	but	when	it	strikes	an	enemy	it	will	cut	him	in	two	or
crush	him	to	a	pulp.	It	requires	two	hands	to	swing	a	massive	weapon	so	it	can	never	be	used	in	conjunction	with	another	weapon.	short	Range	:	To	t-Ht	Short	Ta	Hit	Long	Sf€ngth	SPECIALRULE	Draws.	Due	to	the	ponderous	lurching	swing	required	to	wield	this	weapon,	any	combat	which	ends	in	a	draw	will	always	be	won	by	your	opponent
regardlessof	Weapon	Skill	or	Initiative	levels.	Your	opponent	catches	you	on	the	upswing.	':..sate'	Damag€	filtjotliffe?,	Atltto	'	R6tl	As	user	+2	Close	combat	only	Closecombat.Opponentwillwin	draws	Simple	primitive	weapons	are	often	used	by	juves,	impoverished	fighters	and	the	hordes	of	mutant	creatures	that	plague	the	Underhive.	This	type	of
weapon	comprises	crude	clubs	or	metal	bars,	murderous	hammers	or	axes,	and	other	weighty	blunt	instruments	such	as	spiked	mauls	and	q.rort	I	Lqrg	r	Renge	I	Rahge,	Tq	Hit	,	L".€	bludgeons.	They	can	be	used	with	one	hand,	leaving	the	other	free	to	carry	a	pistol	or	another	close	combat	weapon.	Because	these	weapons	are	crude	and	heavy	they
are	marginally	more	dangerousthan	bladed	weapons,	although	it	is	impossible	to	use	them	to	paffy.	,Sz*	,	ricocifiei	Darnage	As	user	+	I	Close	combat	only	Sp€cial'	.'jr'IyaA	-'.Ritl	1	CJosecombat	The	chainsword	is	a	deadly	if	noisy	weapon	with	a	powered	chainsaw	edge.	Its	rending	saw-teeth	are	made	from	subatomically	honed	adamantium	and	can
slice	through	plasteel.It	is	an	expensiveand	prestigious	weapon	favoured	by	gang	leaders.	SPECIAL	RULE	Parry,	You	can	parry	with	a	chainsword.	D".19.	Closecomb?Lonry|	|	|	4	I	Closecombat.Usermayparry	A	length	of	chain	or	a	chain	fastened	to	a	metal	bar	is	a	dangerous	and	unpredictable	weapon.	Only	the	most	maniacal	fighters	would	use	a
weapon	like	this,	swinging	it	around	their	head	with	long	powerful	strokes.	A	fighter	swinging	a	heavy	chain	is	unable	to	use	any	other	weapon	in	hand-to-hand	combat	because	of	the	concentratron	required	to	keep	the	chain	swinging.	It	is	also	a	dangerous	weapon	to	use	becausethe	wielder	must	struggle	to	keep	his	balance	whilst	avoiding	the	chain
itself.	Short	Range,	Long	Ranga.	To	Hit	,	Short	'	To	Hit	Long'	Close	combat	only	Ssength	Damag€	As	uset	+	i	I	Every	Necromundan	fighter	carries	a	knife	of	some	kind.	Heavy	bladed	singie-edge	fighting	knives	are	the	most	common	type,	but	needle	thin	stilettos	and	long	double'edged	daggers	are	favoured	by	some	fighters.	Longer	blades	are	carried
by	some	fighters	instead	of,	or	as	well	as,	their	knives.	Short,	broad-bladedweapons	are	easy	to	carry	and	are	well	suited	to	fast	and	bloody	combat.	Longer	swords	are	carried	by	fighters	who	prefer	this	dangeroustype	of	combat	over	shooting.	Fighters	make	use	Short.	Rang€	totg	Range	-	STo	h	oHit	rt	Tri	Hit	Ilorg:	str€n$fl	Damage	SPECIAL	RULES
Parry.	It	is	impossible	to	parry	againsta	fighter	armed	u,irh	a	chain	-	the	sword	is	simply	dashedaside.	Fumble.	Becausethe	weapon	is	so	clumsy	any	fumbles	rolled	in	hand-to-hand	combat	count	double	-	so	everr'	I	rolled	adds+2	to	your	opponent'sCombat	Score.	Sav€	Modifier	Ciosecombat.Opponentmay	not	parry	Fumbles	countdouble	of	a	great
variety	of	other	bladed	weapons	includins	cleaversand	machetes.	All	of	thesebladed	weapons	are	essentially	similar	and	ther.	have	the	same	weapon	profile.	The	principle	difference	rs	that	fighters	with	swords	are	able	to	pary.	SPECIAL	RULE	Swords.	Fighters	with	swords	are	able	to	paffy	as	described	in	the	gamerules.	Save	Itodifer	Asuser	Close
combat	only	The	power	sword	may	look	much	like	an	ordinary	sword	but	it	is	actually	a	technically	sophisticated	and	very	deadly	weapon.	The	sword's	hilt	and	blade	incorporate	an	energy	soutce	and	a	disruptor	generatorwhich	sheathesthe	blade	in	a	shimmering	blue	energy	field.	As	the	blade	strikes	a	crackling	discharge	envelopsthe	target	and
tears	it	apart.	AtBrno	Roll	:	Ammo	Roll	Sp€ciaf	Closecombat.Usermay	parry	SPECIAL	RULE	Parry.	You	can	paffy	with	a	power	swordas	describedin	thegamerules.	To	Hitl	Long,	Closecombatonly	5	3	Closecombat.Usermayparry	The	power	axe	is	a	large	bladed	weapon	often	as	tall	as	a	man.	It	utilises	the	same	energy	field	technology	as	the	power
sword	and	is	even	more	devastating	on	account	of	its	greater	size	and	more	powerful	disruptor	generator.	Becauseof	its	size	the	weapon	is	often	wielded	with	both	hands,	although	it	can	be	used	one-handed	with	a	slight	reduction	in	effect.	To	Hit	Short	i	To	Ffit:	,	lone	4{nqq	Roll	Close	combat	only	6	I	Close	combat	only	5	l	The	power	fist	is	the	most
potent	weapon	of	its	kind,	being	even	more	deadly	than	a	power	axe.	It	is	a	very	rare	weapon	and	requires	a	powerful	energy	source	for	its	large	generator.The	fist	is	a	massive	armoured	glove	surrounded	by	a	shimmering	blue	energy	field.	As	the	user	punches	and	T!	Htt,	Short	To	Hit	Lofig	slreng	fr	Close	combat	only	9arnage	8	This	weapon	is	used
only	by	Arbitrators,	the	uniformed	guardians	of	Imperial	justice.	Arbitrators	are	almost	never	seen	in	the	Underhive.	Their	duties	go	beyond	the	laws	of	individual	planets,	and	their	concerns	rarely	interfere	with	planetary	govemment	except	on	the	very	highest	level.	None-the-less,	power	mauls	can	sometimes	reach	the	Underhive	where	they	make	an
acceptableand	prestigious	altemative	to	the	power	sword.	The	maul	contains	an	adjustable	energy	generator	which	allows	the	user	to	bash	a	hole	through	a	wall	or	conveniently	stun	a	victim.	It	is	wielded	in	one	hand,	leaving	the	other	hand	free	for	another	weapon.	To	Hit	fong	Close	combat	only	-3	-2	Close	combat.	Two	handed	Close	combat.	One-
handed	tears	at	his	target	the	energy	discharges	rend	the	object	apart.	Whilst	fighting	hand-to-hand	combat	it	is	impossible	to	hold	another	weapon	in	the	power	fist,	but	at	other	times	it	can	be	deactivatedand	used	to	hold	another	weapon.	5a!{e.,.	i6odifet	5	irtrne	r'Riif	Spe€ial	Closecombat	SPECIAL	RULES	Out	of	Action.	A	fighter	who	goes	down	to
a	blow	from	a	power	maul	will	go	out	of	action	automatically,	even	in	multiple	combats	where	this	would	not	normaily	be	the	case.	Recovery.	A	f,ghter	who	goes	out	of	action	to	a	power	maul	will	never	suffer	serious	injuries.	After	the	game	such	models	recover	automatically	and	are	unharmed,	so	no	roll	is	required	on	the	Serious	Injuries	chart.	.	I	,	5
3	Close	combat.	Opponent	out	of	action	automatically	n^p<	n^t	nfli.r	(an^,,<	.,,,.iFc	PfsTors	Pistofsare	smaflhand-hetdweapons	that	are	especiaflyuseful	for	cloie	ranged	fighting	and	hand-to-hand	combat.At	short	rangestheir	fightnessmeansthey	are	easy	to	aim	and	fire,	though	at	longer	ranges	their	lack	of	stability	and	power	means	they	are
inaccurate.	Pistofscan	be	used	to	shoot	during	the	shooting	phase	and	fight	in	hand-tohand	combat.As	alf	pistotscan	be	used	in	hand-to-hand	fighting	this	is	not	mentioned	in	the	accompanyingspeciafrufes,but	it	is	indicatedin	the	special	rufes	summafy	on	the	weapon	profile	by	the	tag	'close	combat'.	The	autopistol	is	a	rapid	firing	automatic	pistol,
effectively	a	smaller	and	handier	version	of	the	larger	autogun.	Auto	weapons	are	easy	to	manufacture	and	simple	to	use,	and	are	amongst	the	most	commonly	employed	weapons	in	the	Underhive.	Because	of	its	high	rate	of	fire,	the	autopistol	is	astonishingly	accurateat	the	shorl	ranges	favoured	by	some	gang	fighters.	Most	weaponsare	made	in	the
factories	of	the	hive	city	and	traded	down	through	the	hive.	Crude	but	effective	verstons	are	made	in	the	Underhive	workshops	themselves.	Ammunition,	sparesand	repair	facilities	are	relatively	easy	to	find	throughout	the	Underhive,	and	traders	always	have	guns	and	ammunition	for	sa1e.	0-B	Long	Rang€	tb,rtir	8-16	+2	Sfio.lt	To	tfrt	.lon:l	S|'€;rglft
Dam€e	3	Bolt	weapons	are	sophisticated	weapons	that	fire	selfpropelled	explosive	ammunition	in	the	form	of	small	missiles	called	bolts.	Bolt	pistols	and	boltguns	are	manufactured	in	the	factories	of	the	hive	city,	but	the	fine	engineeringtolerancesand	quality	materials	required	means	few	if	any	are	made	in	the	Underhive.	For	the	same	reason	bolt
weapons	are	hard	to	maintain,	spares	are	rare,	and	ammunition	is	expensive.	Furthermore,	ammunition	made	in	the	Underhive	is	often	unreliable.	On	the	whoie	this	is	a	weapon	best	suited	to	the	technically	sophisticated	armies	of	SpaceMarines	for	which	it	was	designed.	Sare	Modtfier	0	Arilno	.	Eo)tl	4+	Closecombat	More	deadly	and	far	more
obvious	than	an	autopistol	or	laspistol,	it	makes	the	ideal	side-arm	for	a	gang	leader	keen	to	impresshis	rivals.	Despite	its	drawbacks	the	bolt	pistol	is	still	a	highly	favoured	weapon.	It	may	not	always	work,	but	when	it	does	the	results	are	usually	impressive.	For	one	thing,	it	makes	a	lot	of	noise	and	creates	a	great	deal	of	obvious	darnage.	gil{	,	tsfl'l
Shon:	nange	0-B	d-	lb	+2	*:X'ffi*l	4	6+	Close	combat	Amongst	the	Underhive	gangs	this	weapon	is	also	known	as	the	flame	pistol	or	burner.	It	fires	a	short	burst	of	flaming	chemical,	an	unstable	sticky	material	that	ignites	upon	contact	with	air.	This	volatile	fuel	is	heid	within	a	small	pressurisedcontainer	that	fits	into	the	weapon.	A	single	container
contains	very	little	fuel,	so	flamers	often	run	out	of	power	after	a	few	shots.The	unstable	and	temperamental	nature	of	the	fuel	also	means	that	some	containers	prove	useless	whilst	others	explode	unexpectedly	as	they	are	loaded.	The	flamer	is	a	very	dangerousweapon	that	spreadsa	sheet	of	flame	over	a	short	distance.	At	this	range	it	is	almost
impossibleto	miss	and	severalvictims	can	be	claimed	with	a	single	shot.	SPECIALRULES	Ammo	Test.	An	Ammo	test	is	required	every	time	the	hand	flamer	is	fired	regardlessof	your	to	hit	ro11.Hand	flamers	are	unreliableweaponsand	can	only	be	countedon	to	fire	once	or	twice.	Template.	The	hand	flamer's	shot	is	representedby	the	smaller	teardrop-
shapedflamer	template.This	is	used	as	describedin	the	Shooting	section,by	placing	the	template	so	that	it	covers	one	or	more	target	models.	Any	models	wholly	under	the	template	are	hit	automatically,whilst	thosepartially	beneathare	hit	on	the	D6	roll	of	a	4,	5	or	6.	Special	rules	If	a	targetis	hit	but	doesnot	go	down	or	out	of	action,then	make	an
immediate	test	to	determine	whether	the	model	catchesfire.	Roll	a	D6.	On	the	scoreof	a	1-3	the	targetdoes	not	ignite	and	there	is	no	further	effect.	On	the	score	of	a	46	the	targetignites	with	the	following	results.	A	burning	target	will	continue	to	burn	until	the	flames	are	extinguished.Test	for	this	at	the	start	of	the	fighter's	own	turn.	Roll	a	D6:	1-5	On
the	roll	of	a	1-5	the	model	continuesto	burn	and	automaticallysustainsa	further	Strength4hit.lf	a	model	goesdown	or	out	of	action	whilst	on	fire	the	flames	automaticallygo	out	with	no	further	effect.	While	buming	the	fighter's	nerveis	automatically	broken	as	describedin	the	Leadershiptestssection,	exceptthat	the	model	moves2D6"	in	a	random
direction	rather	than	towards	cover	(a	random	direction	can	be	establishedusing	the	Scatterdice).	A	burning	model	will	not	engagein	hand-to-hand	fighting	and	other	models	automaticallymove	out	of	his	way.	6	On	the	roll	of	a	6	the	flames	so	out	with	no	further	effect.	If	there	are	any	models	within	l	"	of	the	burning	fighter	during	their	movement
phasethen	they	may	attempt	to	beat	out	the	flames.	If	they	do	this	they	cannot	shoot	in	the	shooting	phase.	Roll	a	D6	and	add	a	+1	for	each	extra	model	attemptingto	beat	out	the	flames	(eg,	2	models	+1).	If	the	total	is	6	or	more	the	flames	are	beaten	out	with	no	furiher	effect.	A	Goliatharmedwith	a	hand	flamershootsat	three	Orlock	fighters.The
Goliathplayerplacesthe	templateas	shown.	Two	Orlocksare	completelycoveredby	the	templateand	are	thereforehit	automatically.	The	otherOrlockis	only	partially	coveredby	the	template,and	will	be	hit	on	a	D6	roll	of	4	or	more.	To	Flit	Short	Catching	Fire.	If	a	model	is	hit	by	a	flamer	and	goes	down	then	the	targethas	absorbedthe	full	brunt	of	the	blast
and	the	flames	go	out	with	no	further	effect.	If	the	model	goes	out	of	action	then	remove	the	model	as	normal.	Frenzied	target.	A	frenzied	fighter	who	catches	fire	will	ignore	the	flames	and	continue	to	move,	shoot	and	fight	despite	buming	up.	He	wili,	howeveq	continue	to	take	damageas	describedabove.	To	Hit	Long	:	Save	Modifier	4	J	-2	Ammo,	,	Roll
Special	i	CJose	combat.Template	weapon	'L	d-	r-9	c"L	|	|	r	d	y	L-d-L	L5r	f	i	r	e	F	r	d	r	r	r	/	r1	9	d	L	L	d	e	K	Laser	weapons	are	manufactured	in	vast	quantities	in	the	factories	of	the	hive	city	and	are	exported	to	the	armed	forces	of	the	Imperium	throughout	the	galaxy.	Laspistols	find	their	way	into	the	Underhive	via	the	Guilder	traders.	Power	packs
come	from	the	samesourceand	some	are	made	in	local	settlements.Supplies	of	parts	are	plentiful	and	repairs	easily	effected.	fighters	pref'erthe	laspistol	over	more	powerful	weaponsfor	theseverv	reasons.	Laser	technology	is	reliable	and	easy	to	replicate,	and	although	the	weapons	are	not	the	most	powerful	they	are	certainlythe	most	trustworthy.A
laserpower	pack	will	last	for	many	shots	and	can	be	rechargedfrom	a	standardpower	sourceor	by	exposingits	thermalcells	to	heat	or	1ight.In	an	emergencya	pack	can	be	rechargedby	placing	it	in	a	fire,	althoughsuchtreatmenttendsto	shortenthe	life	ofthe	pack	and	increasethe	probability	of	it	failing.	Many	experienced	Short	Range	Long	nange	To	Hit
Short	0-8	8-r6	+2	To	Hlt	Long	I	Strength	Save	Modlfier	Damage	3	Ammo	Roll	2+	The	needle	pistol	or	needler	is	a	complex	laser-powered	weapon.	Its	tight	laser	beam	canies	a	tiny	toxic	needleor	dart	which	pierces	the	target's	flesh	to	send	its	deadly	poisonsinto	their	body.The	lasercarrierbeam	will	dissolve	or	blow	away	armour	or	clothing	and
burrow	into	exposed	flesh	enablingthe	dartsto	penetratemore	deeply.	Speclal	Close	combat	Injuries.	A	target	suffering	his	final	wound	from	a	toxic	dart	does	not	roll	on	the	standardInjury	chart.	Instead,roll	on	the	chart	below	both	when	the	injury	is	inflicted	and	in	subsequentrecoveryphases.	The	needler	is	a	rare	and	expensive	weapon	in	the
Underhive.Its	chief	advantageis	that	it	is	virtually	silent,	and	consequentlythe	favoured	weapon	for	assassinsand	other	unwelcomecharacters.	D6	Result	t-2	No	Effect,	The	toxin	has	no	effect	or	wears	off.	The	targetmay	continueto	fight	in	the	sameway	as	if	he'd	suffereda	flesh	wound	exceptthat	he	suffersno	penaltieson	his	WS/BS.	SPECIALRULES
Toxic	Dart.	No	wound	roll	is	required	when	shooting	a	needler:if	the	targetis	hit	then	the	toxins	will	automatically	inflict	I	wound.	Armour	may	still	savea	tarset	as	normal.	3-4	Sedated.	The	target	shrugs	off	the	full	effect	of	the	toxin	or	recovers	sulficiently	to	crawl	up	to	2"	but	can	do	nothing	else.This	is	the	sameas	a	normal	'down'	result.	Comatose.
The	target	is	knocked	comatose	and	falls	to	the	ground.The	targetcannotmove	at	all.	Out	of	Action.	The	targetslumpslifelessly	to	the	ground.He	may	be	deador	barely	living,	but	is	overcomeby	the	toxin	for	the	rest	of	the	game.Removethe	model	as	you	would	any	other	that	was	out	of	action.	Shon	Range:	08	Long	r	Rangel	To	Hit	;	Short	,	816	+2
Damage	'	3	Save	Mocfifier,	4mmor	Roll	6+	special	CJosecombat.	Toxicdart.	lnjuries	Plasmaweaponsfire	energy	shells	of	bright	glowing	plasma	-	matter	in	a	super-heatedenergised	state.When	a	plasma	shell	strikes	its	target	there	is	a	ffemendous	release	of	energy	and	the	target	blows	apart	in	an	almighty	explosion.	Plasma	weapons	are	extremely
effective	and	very	dangerous.The	biggest	disadvantageof	a	plasma	pistol	is	that	it	takes	a	relatively	long	time	to	recharge	once	it	has	been	fired.	The	user	can	mitigate	againstthis	by	firing	as	short	a	blast	as	possible	with	slightly	reduced	effectiveness.	SPECIAL	RULE	Energy	Levels.	You	can	choose	to	shoot	the	weapon	on	a	low	energy	setting	or
maximum	power.	The	profiles	for	each	setting	are	different.	If	you	shoot	the	weapon	on	maxlmum	power	then	you	cannot	shoot	again	until	it	has	recharged.It	takes	the	firer's	entire	following	turn	for	the	weapon	to	recharge	once	more.	This	restriction	does	not	apply	on	the	low	energy	setting.	:	0-6	6-18	+2	6	-l	4+	0-6	612	+2	4	0	4+	The	stubberor
slugger	is	a	primitive	type	of	hand	gun	which	fires	solid	bullets	-	usually	one	at	a	time.	It	is	recognisable	as	a	revolver	or	small	automatic	of	the	kind	used	since	the	Twentieth	century.	Stub	guns	are	made	locally	in	the	Underhive	and	are	readily	available,	simple	to	maintain,	and	fairly	reliable.	The	quality	and	appearanceof	individual	weapons	varies	a
great	deal.	Their	effectiveness	can	be	increasedby	using	more	powerful,	if	somewhat	expensive,	dum-dum	bullets.	power.Tan	CrOSe	COmbil.	MarJrnLrn	eSOte	entireturn	to	recharge	afterfiring.	Closecombat.Lowenergy	and	add	+1	to	the	Strength	of	any	hits	(Strength	4	rather	than	3).	However,	if	an	Ammo	roll	is	failed	while	using	dum-dum	bullets
the	weapon	automatically	explodes	(see	Exploding	Weapons).	SPECIAL	RULE	Dum-dum	Bullets.	A	stub	gun	can	be	loaded	with	dumdum	bullets.	A	supply	of	these	hand-made	bullets	costs	extra,	but	they	are	more	powerful	than	standardammunition	Short	l	R*ngei	08	To	Htt	l	Short	l	8-t6	Damag-e	3	l	Save	Mocllfier	4+	Closecombar.Dum-
dumbulters{S4)	The	web	pistol,	or	glue	gun	as	it	is	cheerfully	called,is	not	a	common	weapon.It	is	usedby	the	NecromundanHouses,	own	secudty	forces	as	a	means	of	suppressing	crowds	or	taking	captives	without	harming	them.	The	weapon	fires	a	tangle	of	gluey	threads	which	envelop	and	ensnare	their	target,	trapping	and	rendering	them
immobile.	The	sticky	mass	quickly	shrinks	and	hardens	holding	the	target	fast	and	preventing	him	from	making	the	slightest	move.	A	victim	who	struggles	too	hard	may	be	strangled	or	even	crushed	by	the	constricting	mesh.	The	pistol	is	bulky	and	has	a	cone-shaped	nozzle	and	a	distinctive	canister	containing	the	web	chemical	itself.	Both	weapon	and
its	chemical	ammunition	are	hard	to	get	hold	of	and	the	weapon	is	not	parlicularly	popular	amongst	the	Underhive	f,rghters.	SPECIAL	RULES	Webbed	Targets.	Once	a	web	pistol	has	hit	its	target	the	victim	is	automatically	enmeshed	-	there	is	no	roll	for	wounds	or	injuries	and	no	saving	roll	is	allowed	for	armour.	A	webbed	target	may	do	nothing	other
that	attempt	to	struggle	free	at	the	start	of	its	tum.	If	the	fighter	wishes	to	make	an	attempt	to	struggle	free	ro11	a	D6	and	add	the	model's	Strength.	If	the	total	is	9	or	more	the	victim	frees	himself	from	the	web	and	may	continue	normally.	If	the	total	is	less	than	9	then	the	victim	suffers	I	wound	immediately,	though	an	armour	savemay	be
attemptedif	the	victim	has	armour.	Freeing	Webs.	All	web	pistols	incorporate	a	solvent	spray	for	removing	the	web	material.	Any	model	that	has	a	web	pistol	may	automatically	free	a	webbed	fighter	at	the	start	of	the	rurn	if	he	is	within	1".	However,	a	model	can	never	free	itself	from	a	web	using	a	web	pistol,	as	the	strands	are	far	too	tight	to	allow
the	fighter	to	reach	his	solvent	spray.	:Short.	flhage	0-4	'tt	e	Ratge	To	Hit	'Short	To	Hit	tons	Shn$i	4-8	9amage	Special	Sav€	;,MfiE	A|l'Ee	idl	Sp€ciai	Close	combat.	Firesweb	/'-fuilder	merchaDtsrun	slave	trains	from	settlcment	to	\fsettlement,	acrossthe	wastes,through	rubble-strcwn	domes,	and	into	tunnels	and	crawlholes.	No	machine	could	Slaves	are
usually	muzzled	which	makes	it	impossible	for	them	ro	bite	their	masters	or	each	other.	They	wear	healy	harnessesto	which	are	attachedback	negotiate	the	narrow	and	often	flooded	tunnels	thal	connect	many	parts	of	the	dome:	only	a	pack	slave	can	succcssfully	scale	the	ruins	and	climb	into	rhe	holes	and	craters	of	the	badzones.The	settlers	of
Underhive,	the	holesteaders.orediggers	and	hivers	of	the	big	settlemcnrs,	depend	upon	rhe	packs	or	twin	panniers.	A	fit	slave	can	carry	his	own	weight	aod	the	strongestcan	lug	loads	of	nearly	slave	trains	to	transport	goods	and	essentialsupplies.	twice	that.	Slavery	is	often	the	fatc	of	captured	outlaws,	mutants,	renegadeRatskins,	and	othcrs	who
reach	the	Cuilder	courts.	Slave	trains	are	chained	or	roped	together	by	means	o{	neck	collars	which	either	connect	the	whole	traio	or	link	the	slaves	together	into	pairs	or	small	groups.	Thcre	are	many	recorded	instanceswhere	a	pack	slave	has	fallen	into	a	hidden	shaft,	dragging	thc	whole	train	down	after	him.	Each	slave	is	markcd	on	his	forehead
with	a	Guilder	implant,	which	looks	like	a	shining	black	buron.	This	device	contains	crystal	circuits	which	the	slave's	master	uses	to	record	details	of	ownershio.	Thcse	buttons	can	only	be	read	or	removcd	using	a	Guilder	badge,	so	a	slavc	can	be	readily	identified.	:	BASIC	WE/APONS	This	section	coversweapons	designed	to	be	carriedand	used	with
two	hands	like	an	automaticriffe	or	sub-machinegun.	Thesecomprisesome	of	the	most	common	and	effectiveweapons	availabfeto	the	Underhive	fighters.	The	autogun	is	a	rapid	firing	automatic	weapon.	Auto	weapons	are	easy	to	manufacture	and	simpie	to	use,	and	are	amongst	the	most	commonly	empioyed	weapons	in	the	Underhive.	Short,	Rangs
Long	Range	To	Hit	Short	012	1	22	4	+l	1A,$tt,:	}''tq:'	Strength	Datnage	3	The	boltgun	or	bolter	is	the	standard	armament	of	the	Imperium's	finest	fighting	forces	the	SpaceMarines.	It	is	a	weapon	made	in	limited	quantities	and	to	the	highest	standardsusing	the	most	costly	materials.	Boltguns	require	constant	attention	and	regular	expert	maintenance
if	they	are	to	work	properly.	Autoguns	are	made	in	the	factories	of	the	hive	city	and	traded	down	through	the	hive.	Crude	but	effective	versions	are	made	in	the	Underhive	workshops	themselves.	Ammunition,	sparesand	repair	facilities	are	relatively	easy	to	find	throughout	the	Underhive,	and	traders	always	have	guns	and	ammunition	for	sa1e.	5a!.e.
llodifier	M\rlo'-.:	,	ROt	4+	wealthy	and	don't	mind	advertising	the	fact.	A	fighter	with	a	bolter	meansbusiness.	Bolt	weapons	fire	a	self-propelled	armour-penetrating	mass-reactive	explosivemissile	called	a	bolt.	Even	bolts	are	expensive	to	make	and	cannot	be	easily	fabricated	in	the	undercity.	Overall,	boltguns	are	rare,	expensive	and	prone	to	going
wrong.	However,	they	are	very	effective	indeed.	Despite	their	drawbacks	boltguns	are	still	highly	favoured	weapons.	They	make	a	great	deal	of	noise	and	cause	immense	damage	to	any	target	they	hit.	They	are	prestige	weapons	carried	by	gang	leadersand	other	fighters	who	are	Short	l	Range	i	Lon€	:	Rangel	0-12	1	22	4	To	Hit	Long	I	+l	4	6+	Laser
weapons	are	manufactured	in	vast	quantities	in	the	hive	city	and	are	exported	to	the	armed	forces	of	the	Imperium	throughout	the	galaxy.	Lasguns	are	traded	in	Underhive	settlements	and	the	Guilders	bring	shipments	from	the	factories	above.	Power	packs	come	from	the	same	source	and	some	are	made	locally.	Supplies	of	parts	are	plentiful	and
repairs	easily	effected.	Laser	technology	is	reliable	and	easy	to	replicate,	and	although	the	weapons	are	not	the	most	powerful	they	are	certainly	the	most	ftustworthy.	A	laser	power	pack	will	last	for	many	shots	and	can	be	rechargedfrom	a	standardpower	sourceor	by	exposing	its	thermal	cells	to	heat	or	light.	In	an	emergency	a	pack	can	be	recharged
by	placing	it	in	a	fre,	although	such	treatment	tends	to	shortenthe	life	of	the	oack	and	increasethe	probability	of	it	failing.	Many	experienced	fighters	prefer	the	lasgun	over	more	powerful	weapons	for	thesevery	reasons.	Save	{/fodifier	0-12	1	22	4	+l	3	l	:	2+	A	shotgun	is	a	simple	low	velocity	weapon	which	any	Underhive	workshop	can	make	to	order.
They	vary	in	appearance,	often	incorporating	special	features	or	decoration	to	the	taste	of	the	owner	or	the	gunsmith.	Some	are	pump-action	guns,	fed	from	a	tubular	magazine	slung	under	the	barrel,	others	have	box	magazinesor	long	ammo	belts.	The	ammunition	itself	is	easy	to	make,	and	many	owners	make	their	own	shells.	There	are



severalrecognised	types,	each	tailored	to	a	particular	type	of	shot	or	range.The	ingenuity	of	the	Underhive	gunsmiths	is	quite	remarkable	in	this	respect.	Scatter	Shot:	This	is	a	cartridge	filled	with	lots	of	small	pellets.	Although	it's	not	as	powerful	as	other	types	of	ammunition	it	is	very	useful	for	blasting	enemy	out	of	cover.	The	hundreds	of	pellets
ricochet	around	and	often	score	hits	on	partially	concealed	targets.	When	firing	a	scatter	shot	work	out	the	hit	as	describedfor	biast	weapons	in	the	rules.	The	scatter	shot	uses	a	1"	radius	blast	marker.	In	addition,	disregard	any	cover	modifiers	for	hitting	the	target	_	the	hundreds	of	pellets	saturatethe	area	with	shot	and	can	catch	partially
concealedtargets	as	if	they	were	in	the	open.	SPECIALRULES	Man	Stopper:	This	is	a	particularly	heavy	solid	cartridge	with	a	massivepropellant	charge.It	is	more	powerful	than	a	normal	solid	shot	and	more	accurateat	range.	However,	it	is	more	expensivethan	an	ordinary	solid	shot.	Knock-back.	The	high	impact	of	a	shotgun	is	quite	capabte	of
knocking	a	man	off	balance	or	even	off	his	feet.	To	representthis	a	target	making	a	roll	for	falling	over	an	edge	as	a	result	of	a	shotgun	hit	counts	his	Initiative	with	a	_1	penalty.	For	example,	if	his	I	is	3	he	will	fall	on	a	score	of	3-6	rather	tban	4-6.	Ammo.	A	variety	of	shell	types	is	available	and	you	can	decide	which	to	use	before	each	shot.	Their
different	effects	are	summarisedon	the	profile.	Each	type	has	its	advantages.	Some	are	effective	but	expensive	and	often	unreliable.	If	you	fail	an	Ammo	ro11	the	weapon	and	atl	ammunition	carried	cannot	be	used	for	the	remainder	of	the	game.	Solid	Slug:	This	is	the	standard	type	of	solid	ammunition.	It	takes	the	form	of	a	heavy	shell	which	is	fairly
inaccurare	but	quite	powerful.	Hot	Shot:	This	is	a	hollowed	out	shot	which	contains	a	small	charge	of	flamer	chemical.	If	a	target	is	hit	and	does	not	go	down	or	out	of	action	then	it	may	catch	fire	in	the	same	way	as	a	target	hit	by	a	flamer.	See	the	rules	for	catching	fire	in	the	flamer	description.	Bolt:	This	is	a	small	self-propelled	missile.	In	fact	it	is	a
charge	adapted	from	a	boltgun	round,	and	has	similar	properties	including	being	somewhat	temperamental.	The	long	range	of	the	shotgun	is	extended	to	24"	when	firins	a	bolt.	SPECIAL	WE/APONS	Specialweapons	are	similarin	sizeand	design	to	basicweapons	and	like	them	require	both	hands	to	fire.	Theseare	technicaflysophisticatedweapons	which
require	above	average	care	and	skifl	to	use.	For	this	reason	not	everyone	can	use	such	a	weapon	and	they	are	mostly	carriedby	heaviesor	gang	feaders.	The	flamer	fires	a	burst	of	flaming	chemicai,	an	unstable	sticky	material	that	ignites	upon	contact	with	air.	This	volatile	fuel	is	held	within	a	pressurisedcontainer	that	fits	undemeath	the	weapon	or	is
attached	by	a	separatefuel	pipe.	A	container	contains	little	fuel,	so	flamers	often	run	out	of	power	after	a	few	shots.	The	unstable	and	temperamental	nature	of	the	fuel	also	means	that	some	containers	prove	useless	whilst	others	explode	unexpectedly	as	they	are	loaded.	Catching	Fire.	If	a	model	is	hit	by	a	flamer	and	goes	down	then	the	target	has
absorbed	the	full	brunt	of	the	blast	and	the	flames	go	out	with	no	further	effect.	If	the	model	goes	out	of	action	then	remove	the	model	as	normal.	If	a	model	is	hit	but	does	not	go	down	or	out	of	action,	then	make	an	immediate	test	to	determine	whether	the	target	catcheshre.	Roll	a	D6.	On	the	scoreof	a	1-3	the	targetdoes	not	ignite	and	there	is	no
further	effect.	On	the	score	of	a	4-6	the	tarset	ignites.	The	flamer	is	a	very	dangerousweapon	that	spreadsa	sheet	of	flame	over	a	short	distance.	At	this	range	it	is	almost	impossible	to	miss	and	severalvictims	can	be	claimed	with	a	single	shot.	A	buming	target	will	continue	to	burn	until	the	flames	are	extinguished.	Test	for	this	at	the	start	of	the
fighter's	own	turn.	Roll	a	D6.	SPECIAL	RULES	Ammo	Test.	An	Ammo	test	is	required	every	time	the	flamer	is	fired	regardless	of	your	to	hit	ro11.Flamers	are	unreliable	weapons,	and	can	only	be	counted	upon	to	fire	once	or	twrce	per	engagement.	1-5	The	model	continues	to	burn	and	automatically	sustains	a	further	Strength	4	hit.	If	a	model	goes
down	or	out	of	action	whilst	on	fre	the	flames	automatically	go	out	with	no	further	effect.	Whilst	burning	the	fighter's	nerve	is	automatically	broken	as	described	in	the	Leadership	Tests	section,	except	that	the	model	moves	2D6"	in	a	random	direction	rather	than	towards	cover	(a	random	direction	can	be	established	using	the	Scatter	dice).	A	burning
model	will	not	engage	in	hand-to-hand	fighting	and	other	models	automatically	move	out	of	his	way.	6	The	flames	go	out	with	no	further	effect.	Template.	The	flamer's	shot	is	representedby	the	larger	teardrop-shapedflamer	template.	This	is	used	as	described	in	the	Shooting	section,	by	placing	the	template	so	that	it	covers	one	or	more	target	models.
Any	models	who1ly	under	the	template	are	hit	automatically,	whilst	those	partially	beneathare	hit	on	the	D6	ro11of	a	4,5	or	6.	If	there	are	any	models	within	1"	of	the	burning	fighter	during	their	movement	phasethen	they	may	attempt	to	beat	out	the	flames.	If	they	do	this	they	cannot	shoot	in	the	shooting	phase.	Roll	a	D6	and	add	a	+1	for	each	extra
model	attemptingto	beat	out	the	flames	(eg,2	models	+1).	If	the	total	is	6	the	flames	are	beaten	out	with	no	further	effect.	A	Goliatharmedwith	a	flamershootsat	two	Orlocks.The	Goliathplayerplacesthe	templateas	shown.One	Orlockis	completelycoveredby	the	templateand	is	hit	automatically.	The	other	Orlockis	only	partiallycovered,and	will	be	hit	on	a
DGroll	of	4	or	more.	4	Frenzied	target.	A	frenzied	fighter	who	catches	fire	will	ignore	the	flames	and	continue	to	move,	shoot	and	fight	despite	burning	up.	He	wil1,	however,	continue	to	take	damaseas	describedabove.	l	2	4+	Templateweapon.	Flamjng	attack,	target	may	catch	fire.	A	grenade	launcher	is	a	light	tubular	launcher	capable	of	firing	most
grenade	types	by	means	of	a	compressedgas	charge.	The	most	common	grenades	are	explosive	Frag	grenadesand	implosive	Krak	grenadeswhich	are	designed	for	cracking	open	tough	and	well	armoured	targets.	These	grenades	are	often	home-made	affairs,	simple	devtces	manuf'acturedin	the	Underhive	itself.	The	launcher	is	a	very	robust	and
straightforward	weapon.	Its	supply	of	compressed	gas	is	soon	expended,	but	rechargingis	a	simple	matter	using	a	high	pressuresource	to	fiI1	its	internal	tank.	Frag	and	Krak	grenades	are	described	in	the	section	on	grenades.	When	you	equip	a	model	with	Krak	or	Fras	grenadesyou	are	assumed	to	be	buying	him	a	supp11	sufficient	to	last	for	the
entire	game	-	or	until	you	fail	an	Ammo	roll.	Other	kinds	of	grenade	that	can	be	used	are	Choke,	Flash,Plasma,Scare,Smoke	and	Hallucinogen.	SPECIALRULE	Move	or	Fire.	Becauseof	its	bulk	and	massiverecoil.	a	fighter	cannot	shoot	a	grenade	launcher	if	he	moves	in	the	sametulx.	He	can	move,	or	fire,	but	not	both.	Short	Range	Long	Rarlge	0-20	20-
60	ToHit	Short	To	Hit	,	Lorg	Strengtfi	gamage	53ve	fitodifi€r	Afirno	Rotl	nuto	The	melta-gun	is	also	known	as	the	melter,	cooker	or	vape	gun.	It	works	by	meansof	sub-molecularthermal	agitation,	literally	cooking,	melting,	or	eventually	vaporising	the	target.	A	melia-gun	can	melt	plasteel	and	its	effect	upon	living	tissueis	horrible	indeed.	5h9rl	Range
Long	Rang€	To	H:,7	Short	a6	6-12	+l	to	Hi!	Long	Sgergtrl	Damage	8	D6	Sp€chl	:	As	grenaderype.	l\,4ove	or	fire	The	weapon	makesno	noise	when	fired.	The	passageof	the	beam	heats	the	air	to	super-hot	temperatures,	causins	a	distinctive	hiss	which	becomes	a	roaring	blast	as	livine	flesh	is	hit	and	body	moisture	vaporisesexplosively.	SaYe	&odin€r
Ammo	Rell	++	Sp€d:al	The	needle	rifle	is	a	sniper's	weapon	and	for	this	reason	it	is	often	refered	to	as	a	needle	sniper	rifle.	It	is	a	complex	laser	powered	device	and	relatively	rare	in	the	Underhive.	Its	tight	laser	beam	carries	a	tiny	toxic	needle	or	dart	which	can	easily	penetrateflesh	to	send	its	deadly	poisons	into	the	target.	The	laser	carrier	beam
will	dissolve	or	blow	away	armour	or	clothing	and	burrow	into	exposed	flesh	enabling	the	darts	to	penetrate	more	deeply.	The	needler's	chief	advantageis	that	it	is	virtually	silent,	and	consequentlythe	favoured	weapon	for	assassinsand	other	unwelcome	characters.	'ta	-)-+	Toxic	Dart.	No	wound	roll	is	required	when	shooting	a	needler,if	the	target	is
hit	then	the	toxins	will	automatically	inflict	1	wound.	Armour	may	still	save	a	target	as	normal.	Out	of	Action.	The	target	slumps	lifelessly	to	the	ground.	He	may	be	dead	or	barely	living,	but	is	overcome	by	the	toxin	for	the	rest	of	the	game.	Remove	the	model	as	you	would	any	other	that	was	out	of	action.	Injuries.	A	target	suffering	his	final	wound
from	a	toxic	dart	does	not	roll	on	the	standardInjury	chart.	Instead,	roil	on	the	chart	below	both	when	the	injury	is	inflicted	and	in	fubsequent	recovery	phases.Roll	a	D6.	0	t6	16-32	.-.lb	Htr	,Lorg	+l	Saergth	Darnage	Sedated.	The	target	shrugs	off	the	full	effect	of	the	toxin	or	recovers	sufficiently	to	crawl	up	to	2"	but	can	do	nothing	else.	This	is	the
sameas	a	normal	'down'	result.	Comatose.	The	target	is	knocked	comatose	and	falls	to	the	ground.	The	target	cannot	move	at	all.	SPECIALRULES	To	llit	Short	No	effect.	The	toxin	has	no	effect	or	wears	off.	The	target	may	continue	to	fight	in	the	same	way	as	if	he'd	suffered	a	flesh	wound	except	that	he	suffers	no	penalties	on	his	WS/BS.	Stne	Itoclifier
Ar$mo	Roll	3	Plasma	weapons	fire	energy	shells	of	b	r	i	g	h	tg	l	o	w	i	n	gp	l	a	s	m	a-	m	a	r	r	e	ri	n	a	super-heatedenergised	state.	When	a	plasma	shell	strikes	a	target	energy	is	releasedand	the	target	blows	apart	in	an	almighty	explosion.	Speciat	Usesspeciallryurychart	Plasma	weapons	are	extremely	eflective	and	very	dangerousweapons.	Their	biggest
disadvantageis	that	they	take	a	relativeiy	long	time	to	recharge	once	they	have	been	fred.	The	user	can	mitigate	against	this	by	hring	as	short	a	blast	as	possibie	with	slightly	reduced	effectiveness.	SPECIALRULE	Energy	Levels.	You	can	choose	to	shoot	the	weapon	on	a	low	energy	setting	or	maximum	power.	The	profiles	for	each	setting	are	different,
as	you	can	see.	If	you	shoot	the	weapon	on	maximum	power	then	you	cannot	shoot	again	until	it	has	recharged.	It	takes	the	hrer's	entire	following	turn	for	the	weapon	to	recharge	itself.	This	restriction	does	not	apply	on	the	low	energyserting.	Note	that	sustained	fire	can	only	be	used	when	shooting	on	the	maximum	energy	setting.	Short:	Rangel	Lorlg
l	Range	l	To	fiit,	Short	l	0-6	6-2+	+1	7	l	2	4+	0-6	616	+l	5	l	-l	4+	To	Hit	tong,	iqfimo	Roll	.	Dqv4ge',	SDecial	l	Maximumpower.Takesone	entireturn	to	recbarge.	Sustained	fire-	I	Dice.	LOWSerrrng	HEAVY	WE/APOIUS	This	category	covers	particufarly	large	and	powerful	weapons.	They	are	too	heavy	and	clumsy	to	be	used	by	aff	fighters,	and	are	afso
difficutt	to	maintain	and	repair.	Only	fighters	with	appropriate	technical	skills	can	hope	to	own	hearryweaponry	of	this	kind,	though	most	gangs	have	one	or	two	fighters	who	carry	hearryr	weapons.	Theseindividualsare	known	as	'heavies'on	account	of	the	weapons	they	carry	and	also	becausethey	tend	to	be	big,	muscularfighters	abl€	to	bear	the
weight	of	their	weapon,	ammunition	and	spares.	All	of	the	heavy	weapons	described	below	are	weighty,	cumbersome	affairs	which	take	quite	a	bit	of	physical	strength	and	energy	to	carry	and	use.	Spare	parts,	ammunition	and	a	basic	tool	kit	all	add	to	the	weisht	a	heavy	must	bear.	Because	of	this,	any	fighter	carrying	a	heavy	weapon	may	not	move
and	shoot	during	the	same	turn.	If	you	wish	to	shoot,	you	must	remain	stationary.As	this	rule	applies	to	all	heavy	weapons	it	is	not	included	in	the	special	rules	for	individual	weapons.	The	auto-cannonis	a	heavy	automatic	weapon	-	a	larger	and	more	powerful	version	of	the	autogun.	It	is	a	rapid	firing,	high-velocity	weapon	capable	of	spitting	out	a	hait
of	deadly	shells.	The	blaze	of	shells,	scream	of	the	loading	mechanism	and	brutal	recoil	mean	that	it	is	a	difftcult	and	energy	sapping	weapon	to	use.	It	is	also	extremely	effective,	and	one	of	the	most	popular	heavy	weapons.	Short	Range:	'rtttrg	Farlg€	020	20	t2	to	Hi!	Short	To	flit	Long	Danrage	8	Sare	Plodiier	D6	AII	bolt	weapons	are	highly	advanced
and	technically	sophisticated,	and	the	heavy	version	is	the	most	effective	and	most	complex	weapon	of	its	type.	They	are	extremely	bulky	and	are	often	known	as	the	'back	breaker'by	those	who	carry	them.	Like	all	bolters	it	is	noisy	and	the	shells	explode	when	they	hit	their	target	causing	great	devastation.	Arnmo	Roll	4+	Special	Sustainedfire-	I	dice
Only	very	experienced	and	relatively	wealthy	fighters	can	afford	to	own	and	use	a	heavy	bolter.	The	constant	and	demanding	maintenance	routine	also	makes	it	an	unwise	choice	for	a	novice.	For	those	who	know	what	they're	doing	it	is	a	prestigious	weapon	carried	by	the	most	dangerousof	fighters.	Hil'	:	020	20-40	5	D4	2	6+	SustainedFire-2dice	The
heavy	plasma	gun,	or	sun	gun	as	it	is	known,	fires	energy	shells	of	bright	glowing	plasma	-	matter	in	a	superheated	energisedstate.	When	a	plasma	shell	strikes	a	target	energy	is	releasedand	the	target	blows	apart	in	an	almighty	explosion.	Plasma	weaponsare	extremely	effective	and	very	dangerousand	the	heavy	version	is	the	most	deadly	of	all.	The
biggest	disadvantage	of	plasma	weapons	is	that	they	take	a	relatively	long	time	to	rechargeonce	fired.	In	the	caseof	the	heavy	plasma	gun	the	user	can	mitigate	this	by	firing	the	weapon	on	a	low	energy	discharge	to	preserve	his	energy	reserves.	Short	Range	Long	Range	0-20	0-20	20-40	20-72	lb	Htr	Short	To	Hft	t.ong	Stiength	7	t0	Damage	D4	D10
This	heavy	and	old-fashioned	weapon	is	affectionately	'big	stubber'.	It	rattles	off	a	hail	of	heavy	known	as	the	bullets	sufficient	to	stop	a	man	in	his	tracks.	The	workshops	of	the	Underhive	can	tum	out	weaponslike	this	quite	easily,	all	slightly	different	in	design	but	basically	the	same	in	SPECIALRULE	Energy	Levels.	You	can	choose	to	shoot	the
weapon	on	a	low	energy	setting	or	maximum	power.	The	profiles	for	each	setting	are	different.	If	you	shoot	the	weapon	on	maximum	power	then	you	cannot	shoot	again	until	it	has	recharged.It	takes	the	firer's	entire	following	tum	for	the	weapon	to	recharge	once	more.	This	restriction	does	not	apply	on	the	low	energy	setting.	Sa9E	Modfer	-2	Anwp
Roll	4+	4+	2040	4	j.	lri:.iri	,tr.,::lllr':	1	1/2"Blastmarker.Low	energy	I	1/2"BlastmarkerMaximumpower	Iakesone	entireturn	to	recharge	terms	of	their	effect.	It	is	a	simple	weapon	to	maintain	and	relatively	cheap	to	buy.	Many	gangs	start	out	with	a	big	stubber	to	back	them	up,	and	its	deadly	rain	of	bullets	has	put	an	end	to	the	aspirationsof	many	an
Underhive	fighter.	pu'ugu	:	I	|tdftE.	0-20	sp€d?|.	l	Sp€cld	++	S	u	s	r	a	i	n	et	ide	-	2	d	i	c	e	The	lascannon	or	laser	cannon	is	the	most	powerful	of	the	Iasertechnologyweaponsavailablein	the	Underhive.It	is	a	military	weapon,	made	in	the	factories	of	the	hive	city	for	the	armed	forces	of	the	Imperium.	Examples	find	their	way	into	the	hands	of	gang
fighters,	though	the	Guilders	are	reluctant	to	trade	such	powerful	weaponry	into	the	anarchic	and	dangerousUnderhive.	To	H$	!fr"m,	a-24	20-60	9,,jfr	.llrnq:	str€ngtft	Dafuag€	9	2D6	The	missile	iauncher	is	a	complex	and	weighty	piece	of	machinery.	Although	expensive	the	weapon	is	highly	regarded	on	account	of	its	versatility,	and	those	who	can
afford	the	exorbitant	costs	of	maintenanceand	ammunition	often	choose	to	carry	a	missile	launcher.	Not	all	launchersare	identical	but	most	are	similar,	deriving	from	the	armaments	factories	of	the	hive	city	rather	than	individual	workshops	in	the	Underhive.	A	few	Underhive	gunsmiths	will	adapt	or	modify	missile	launchers,	but	this
requiresconsiderable	skill.	Two	types	of	ammunition	are	commonly	available.	These	are	powered	missiles	fed	into	the	weapon	by	means	of	a	magazine	or	hopper,	though	some	versions	must	be	loaded	one	shot	at	a	time.	Super-krak	missiles	contain	a	powerful	implosive	charge	designed	to	crack	open	the	armour	of	individual	targets.Frag	missiles
contain	an	explosive	charge	which	inflicts	damage	over	a	wide	area.	Of	these,	Frae	missiles	are	the	most	favoured	in	the	Underhive.	0-20	20	72	As	missile	The	lascannonfires	a	powerful	energy	burst,	a	single	mighty	blast	of	energy	that	can	burn	up	a	target	or	vaporise	plasteei.	It	is	designed	for	destroying	large	armoured	vehicles	and	other	fighting
machines,and	its	massiveenergy	dischargeis	reckoned	unnecessarily	potent	in	the	cramped	Underhive	where	targets	are	generally	living	men.	As	a	result	it	is	not	a	highly	favoured	weapon,	most	fighters	preferring	something	which	spreadsits	shots	over	a	wide	area	or	fires	more	raoidlv.	:[email	protected]	Sare	ni|odiF€r	Spectal	.Roll.	4+	SPECIAL
RULES	Super	Krak	Missile.	This	missile	is	designedto	crack	open	a	heavily	armoured	target	with	a	concentrated	implosive	charge.	As	such	it	is	really	intended	to	destroy	armoured	fighting	machines	and	other	well	armoured	targets.	A	missile	has	the	profile	shown	below.	Strength	Wounds	Save	Modifier	Blast	Area	8	D10	-6	None	Frag	Missile.	This
missile	explodesupon	impact,	scattering	shrapnel	over	a	wide	area.	The	missile	is	ideal	for	scything	down	groups	of	exposedfighters.	It	has	a	profile	as	follows.	Strength	Wounds	AUto	SaveModifier	Blast	Area	-l	2"	radius	GRET/TTDES	Grenadesare	thrown	by	hand	or	can	be	fired	from	a	grenade	launcher,a	tubufar	device	powered	by	compressedgas	or
an	efectromagneticcharge.	There	are	many	different	kinds	of	grenade	avaitablein	the	Underhive,including	strangeand	unrefiable	devicesconcocted	by	the	Underhive	fighters	themsefves,but	the	most	common	by	tar	are	Frag	and	Krak	grenades.	SPECIAL	RULES	-1	to	Hit.	A	Krak	grenade	is	a	heavy	and	cumbersome	grenade	with	a	concentratedblast.	It
is	therefore	harder	to	hit	a	target	with	a	Krak	grenade	than	with	other	grenades	and	a	-1	to	hit	penalty	is	imposed	when	throwing	one.	Scatter.	Although	the	grenadehas	no	blast	area	it	will	still	scatterif	it	misses	in	the	fashion	of	any	other	grenade.The	grenade	must	scatter	directly	on	top	of	a	target	in	order	to	hit	ir.	Demolition.	The	Krak	grenade	can
be	affixed	to	any	stationa"rytarget	within	1"	during	the	shooting	phase	-	for	example	a	door,	a	water	still,	or	other	conshuction.	The	grenadehits	automatically	without	the	need	to	roll	for	hits	or	scatter.	It	is	not	possible	for	a	model	to	shoot	other	weapons	in	the	same	shooting	phase	as	placing	a	Krak	srenade.	6	D6	-3	None	FRAG	Whatever	type	of
grenadeyou	cary,	a	grenadethrow	counts	'shot'in	as	a	the	shootingphase,so	a	fighter	can	shoota	gun	or	throw	a	grenade,but	not	both.	For	the	rules	on	grenades	see	the	Shooting	section	of	the	main	rules.	When	you'equip	a	fighter	with	grenadeshe	is	assumedto	carry	enough	actual	grenades	to	last	the	entire	encounter.	His	supply	of	grenades	will
automatically	run	out	if	an	Ammo	roll	is	required,	ie	the	Ammo	roll	is	'auto'	for	all	grenades.	If	you	run	out	of	ammo	with	a	grenade	launcher	you	have	run	out	of	the	type	of	grenadeused	and	the	launcher	has	run	out	of	charge.	KRAK	Krak	grenades	are	designed	to	pierce	armoured	targets	by	meansof	a	concenffatedimplosive	charge.Although	a	Krak
grenade	can	easily	kill	a	man,	its	contained	blast	makes	it	less	useful	than	Frag	grenades	for	Underhive	fighting.	However,	it	is	very	effective	at	destroying	hard	targets,	building	structures,and	for	blasting	into	defendedholes.	A	Frag	grenade	contains	an	explosive	charge	as	well	as	a	casing	which	is	designedto	fragment	into	deadly	shrapnel.	It	is	a
common	weapon,	easy	to	make	and	effective	in	use.	Trag	grenades	are	often	home-made	in	Underhive	workshops	or	by	the	gang	fighters	themselves.	3	2	MELTA	BOMB	Melta	bombs	or	thermal	bombs	contain	a	subatomic	thermal	charge	capable	of	melting	through	a	sheet	of	plasteel	or	vaporising	flesh.	The	intense	heat	causedis	very	localised	in
effect,	so	the	weapon	is	little	use	in	conventionalfighting,	its	primary	purposeis	as	a	demolition	charge	to	melt	doors	or	machines.	For	thesepurposesit	has	a	special	contact	plate	used	to	affix	it	to	stationary	targets.	SPECIALRULE	Demolition,	The	Melta	bomb	cannot	be	thrown	like	an	ordinary	grenade	and	its	size	prevents	its	use	in	a	grenade
launcher.	Instead	it	may	be	affrxed	to	any	stationary	target	within	l"	during	the	shooting	phase,for	example	a	door,	a	water	still.	or	other	construction.	The	Melta	bomb	hits	automatically	without	the	need	to	ro11for	hits	or	scatter.It	is	not	possible	for	a	modei	to	shoot	with	other	weapons	in	the	same	shooting	phase	as	placing	a	bomb.	8	D6	-+	Scare
Gas:	A	fighter	affected	by	Scare	gas	must	take	an	immediate	Leadership	test	to	keep	his	nerve.	If	failed	the	gas	has	sent	the	fighter	into	a	panic	and	he	is	broken	as	describedin	the	rules	for	Leadership	tests.	Choke:	Fighters	affected	by	Choke	fall	to	the	floor	and	are	helpless	whilst	they	remain	in	the	cloud.	Models	can	crawl	2"	and	attempt	to	leave
the	cloud,	but	they	cannot	shoot,	fight	or	do	anything	else	if	within	the	cloud	at	the	start	of	their	tum.	Once	they	have	crawled	free	of	the	choking	gas	or	it	has	dispersedthey	recover	by	the	end	of	the	turn.	Hallucinogen:	Fighters	affected	by	this	dangerous	hallucinogenic	gas	become	subject	to	all	kinds	of	strange	delusions	and	can	behavein	an
extraordinary	manner.If	the	model	is	within	the	gas	cloud	at	the	start	of	his	turn	ro11a	D6	and	consult	the	chart	below.	Note:	lf	a	Hallucinogen	cloud	dissipates	it	still	affects	models	within	it	at	the	start	of	the	tum,	and	if	a	cloud	drifts	'hit'	bv	the	it	affects	all	models	eas	as	it	drifts.	Reslsrl	Wild	and	dizzying	visions	spin	before	the	victim's	eyes	as	he
battles	to	overcome	his	inner	madness.Roll	a	further	D6.	On	a	score	of	1-3	the	victin	resists	the	visions	and	iiirnaffected.	On	a	4-6	roll	again	on	this	chart.	None	GAS	They're	Crawling	All	Over	Me!	The	victim	is	convinced	that	he	is	covered	with	spiders,piague	rats,	or	other	unpleasantcreatures.The	viCtim	is	pinned	in	place	by	sheerhorror	just	as	if	he
had	been	hit	by	a	shot.	He	cannot	test	to	avoid	this	and	can	do	nothing	for	his	next.tum.	There	are	many	different	kinds	of	gas	grenades	or	gas	bombs.	Some	of	these	weapons	are	made	in	the	factories	of	the	hive	city,	others	are	fabricated	by	cunning	armourers	in	the	Underhive	itself.	A1l	of	these	weapons	are	rare	and	somewhat	specialisedin	nature,
so	they	are	not	commonly	used	by	gang	fighters.	The	different	effects	of	the	various	gas	grenadesare	discussedbelow.	When	you	throw	a	gas	grenadechooseyour	target	and	work	out	where	the	grendde	hits.	Place	a	2"	radius	marker,	or	a	patch.of	cotton	wool,	to	represent	the	gas.	Models	within	the	cloud	are	hit	automatically;	models	partially	within
the	cloud	are	hit	on	a	D6	roll	of	4	or	more,	exactly	as	for	ordinary	weapons.	Fighters	hit	by	gas	are	not	pinned	as	a	'hit'	the	targets	are	not	result.	In	other	words,	although	actually	struck	or	hurt	so	the	hit	doesn't	count	in	quite	the	same	way	as	a	regular	weapon	hit.	Any	model	hit	by	gas	must	ro11a	D6.	If	the	score	is	less	than	the	target's	Toughnessit
is	not	affected	by	the	gas.	If	the	score	is	equal	to	or	more	than	the	target's	Toughness	it	is	affected	as	describedbelow.	A	roll	of	a	6	always	affects	the	target	regardless	of	his	Toughness.	A	model	that	is	not	aiready	affected	by	the	gas	must	make	this	roll	if	it	finds	itself	within	the	gas	cloud	at	the	start	of	its	turn.	Gas	clouds	can	last	for	several	turns,	or
slowly.disperse	or	drift	away	altogether.Test	at	the	beginning	of	both	players'	turns.	At	the	staft	of	each	turn	roll	a	D6.	I	The	gas	dissipatescausing	no	further	harm.	2-5	The	gas	remains	where	it	is.	6	The	gas	drifts	D6"	in	a	random	direction.	Any	models	envelopedby	the	gas	are	hit.	Over	There!ffrd'victim	is	convinced	the	enemy	is	all	around	him,
hiding	behind	every	piece	of	cover,	lurkingjust	out	of	sight,	ready	tci	drop	from	above.	The	victim	does	not	move	this	turn	but	must	blast	off	with	any	weapon	he	has	in	a	totally	random	direction.	If	any	model,'friend	or	foe,	lies	in	the	direction	indicated	then	it	becomesa	tarqet	iust	as	normal.	4	Run	For	It!	The-yictim	is	overcome	with	terror,	his	eyes
widen	and	he	starts	to	dribble	and	gibber.	The	model	is	automatically	and	immediately	broken	as	if	he	had	failed	a	Leadership	test	and	broke	his	nerve.	Move	the	model	2D6"	away	from	the	enemy	-	this	constitutes	the	model's	movement	for.that	turn.	Traitors!	The	victim	becomesconvinced	his	fellow	f,rghtersare	out	to	get	him,	that	the	whole	thing	is
a	set-up,	and	the	only	way	to	escapeis	to	kill	them	all.	The	fighter	does	not	move	that	turn	but	shoots	at	the	nearestfriend.	Errrr...	The	victim	lapsesinto	a	mindless	slackjawed	state	for	the	remainder	of	the	encounter.Do	not	roll	again	on	this	chart	even	if	the	model	remains	within	the	hallucinogenic	gas.	The	fighter	is	unharmed	and	recovers	after	the
game	is	over,	but	takes	no	further	part	in	this	encounter	and	can	be	removed	from	play.	He	does	count	as	out	of	action	for	purposesof	Bottle	rolls.	PLASMA	Plasma	is	a	dangerous	and	unstable	matter	in	a	highly	energisedstate.When	a	Plasma	grenadeexplodes	it	creates	a	plasma	ball	like	a	miniature	sun.	Throw	the	grenade	as	normal	and	when	you
have	establishedwhere	it	landsplace	a1	1/2"	radiusblast	marker	on	the	spot.	Work	out	damage	on	the	targets	within	the	plasma	ball	in	the	usual	way.	Once	casualties	have	been	determined	do	not	remove	the	marker	as	you	normally	would	but	leave	it	in	place.	The	areaindicated	is	undergoing	a	matter/energy	transformation	and	is	glowing	like	a	small
sun.	A	plasma	ball	can	persist	for	several	tums,	or	slowly	disperse	or	drift	away	altogether.	Test	at	the	beginning	of	each	player's	turn.	At	the	start	of	each	turn	roll	a	D6.	1	The	plasma	ball	collapses	in	upon	itself	and	disappearscausing	no	further	damage.	2-5	The	plasma	ball	contracts	to	1"	radius,	or	to	712"	radius	if	already	reduced	to	1"	radius.	A
plasma	ball	already	reduced	to	1/2"	radius	will	vanish	altogether.	6	The	plasma	ball	drifts	D6"	in	a	random	direction	establishedusing	a	Scatter	dice	and	disappearsat	the	end	of	the	turn.	Any	models	enveloped	by	the	moving	plasma	ball	are	hit	and	may	suffer	damage	as	a	result.	Because	of	the	nature	of	the	shining	plasma	ball	it	is	not	possible	to	see
through	it	or	to	shoot	weapons	through	it.	PHOTON	FLASH	FLARE	Also	known	as	the	flash	bomb,	Photon	grenadeor	simply	as	a	flare,	this	device	explodes	with	a	burst	of	intense	light,	blinding	or	stunning	those	nearby.	A	Photon	grenade	can	dazzle	fighters	and	damage	sensitive	range	finding	equipment	such	as	targeters.	Throw	the	grenade	and
place	the	template	as	normal.	Models	hit	by	the	flash	may	be	affected	as	describedbelow.	Note,	however,	that	fighters	hit	by	a	flash	are	not	pinned	as	a	result.	In	other	words,	although	'hit'	the	targets	are	not	actually	struck	or	hurt	so	the	hit	doesn't	count	the	same	as	a	regular	weapon	hit.	Roll	a	D6	for	each	model.	Any	model	which	rolls	under	its
Initiative	characteristic	is	merely	dazzled	for	the	remainder	of	that	tum,	counting	its	WS	and	BS	as	1.	Otherwise	the	fighter	is	unharmed.	Any	model	that	does	not	ro11under	irs	Initiative	is	blinded.	Blinded	models	are	unable	to	see	and	so	cannot	move	properly	or	shoot.	If	they	do	decide	to	move	thefi	do	so	at	half	speedand	in	a	random	direction.	If
engagedin	hand-tohand	combat	they	can	fight	but	their	WS	is	reduced	to	1.	A	model	who	is	blinded	remains	blinded	throughout	his	following	turn,	but	may	test	at	the	start	of	each	of	his	subsequenttums	to	recover	his	sight.	Roll	a	D6.	On	the	score	of	a	5	or	6	the	model	regains	its	sight	and	ean	see	and	move	normally	once	more.	If	the	target	carries	a
weapon	fitted	with	a	mono-sight,	reddot	laser	sight	or	infra-red	sight,	roll	a	D6.	On	the	score	of	a	6	the	sight	is	damagedbeyondrepair	and	is	useless.	a	:	None	None	None	1	l/2'	SMOKE	A	Smoke	grenade	or	smoke	bomb	releasesa	cloud	of	oily	smoke	that	is	impossible	to	see	through	without	special	visual	devicessuch	as	a	photovisor.	When	you	throw	a
Smoke	grenade	you	must	aim	at	a	specific	point	of	ground	-	this	counts	as	a	small	target	at	-	I	to	hit.	Work	out	where	the	grenade	lands	and	place	a	2"	radius	marker	to	show	the	extent	of	the	smoke	cloud.	You	can	use	a	patch	of	cotton	wool	to	representthis	if	you	like.	The	height	ofthe	cloud	is	assumedto	be	2".	Models	cannot	seethrough	smoke
unlessequipped	to	do	so,	and	therefore	cannot	fire	through	it.	Models	within	a	smoke	cloud	can	see	nothing	and	can	either	stay	where	they	are	or	attempt	to	move	out	of	the	cloud	in	their	movement	phase.	Models	moving	within	a	cloud	always	move	in	a	random	direction	(established	using	the	Scatter	dice)	and	at	half	'speed.	If	enemy	fighters	find
themselvesengagedin	hand-to-hand	combat	within	a	smoke	cloud	they	still	fight,	but	halve	their	WS	characteristicrounding	any	odd	halves	up.	A	smoke	cloud	can	last	for	severaltums,	slowly	disperseor	drift	away	altogether.Test	at	the	beginning	of	each	player's	turn.	At	the	stafi	of	each	turn	roll	a	D6.	1	The	cloud	remains	where	it	is	until	the	end	of	the
testing	player's	tum	and	then	dissipateswith	no	further	effect.	2-4	The	cloud	remains	where	it	is.	5	The	cloud	contracts	to	1"	radius.	or	to	ll2"	radius	if	already	reduced	to	1"	radius.	A	cloud	already	reduced	to	1/2"	radius	will	vanish	altogether.	6	The	cloud	drifts	D6"	in	a	random	direction	establishedusins	a	Scatter	dice.	ARMOUR	The	armed	forces	of
the	far	future	are	equipped	with	advanced	powered	armoured	suits	and	protective	fiefds.	Thesebufky	and	expensivedevicesare	necessaryto	protect	a	warrior	against	the	awesomeweaponry	used	on	the	battlefieldsof	the	4lst	milfennium.Armour	is	fessuseful	in	the	depths	of	the	Necromundanhives.lts	bulk	hinders	movementamongst	the	tangled	ruins
and	its	cost	is	beyond	the	means	of	all	but	the	most	wealthy	fighters.	Afthough	advanced	armour	is	sometimestraded,	by	far	the	most	common	forms	of	protection	are	simpler	types	of	protection	such	as	mesh	and	carapace.	FLAK	Flak	armour	is	made	from	high-tensile	padded	fabric	usually	in	the	form	of	a	sleevelessjacket	which	covers	the	upper	torso.
Flak	is	rather	uncomfortable	and	not	especially	popular	despite	its	low	cost.	It	offers	minimal	protection	against	low	powered	weapons	and	is	most	useful	against	blasts	and	explosive	impact	from	near-misses.	SPECIAL	RULES	Save.	A	fighter	wearing	flak	armour	has	a	basic	D6	saving	throw	of	6	against	a	wound.	This	is	increased	to	5	or	6
againstweaponswhich	use	a	template	as	theseare	generally	the	low	velocity	weaponsthat	flak	is	most	effective	against	-	flamers,	blast	weapons	and	Frag	grenades,for	example.	The	savemodifiers	for	theseweaponsmay	reduce	or	cancel	out	this	save	in	many	cases.	MESH	ARMOUR	CAI?APACE	Carapace	armour	is	made	of	rigid	plates	of	armaplas
moulded	to	fit	pafis	of	the	body.	A	typical	suit	of	carapace	covers	the	vital	chest	region,	with	separateplates	for	the	arms	and	legs.	The	armaplas	plates	offer	quite	good	protection	from	low-powered	weaponry	but	are	rather	heavy.	SPECIALRULES	Save.	A	fighter	wearing	carapace	armour	has	a	basic	D6	savingthrow	of4,	5	or	6	againsta	wound.
Initiative.	Becauseofits	weight	a	fighter	wearing	carapace	armour	counts	his	Initiative	characteristic	as	only	half	its	actual	value,	rounding	up.	For	example,	a	fighter	with	15	would	count	as	having	13.	Mesh	armour	is	a	fabric-like	material	made	from	tiny	cells	of	bonded	thermoplas.	The	resultant	mesh	is	light	but	very	strong	and	can	be	fashioned	into
garments	or	used	as	a	protective	lining.	Mesh	absorbs	physical	blows	or	heat	energy	by	becoming	momentarily	solid,	effectively	absorbing	the	energy	of	an	attack	to	switch	from	one	morphic	stateto	another.Repeatedhits	to	the	sameareawill	tend	to	erode	this	effect	and	reduce	the	orotective	value	of	the	mesh.	SPECIAL	RULES	Save.	A	fighter	wearing
mesh	armour	has	a	basic	D6	saving	throw	of	5	or	6	asainst	a	wound.	AMMUIUITTON	AilD	This	section	coversspeciaftypes	of	ammunition	or	power	packs	that	are	sometimesavailable	from	traders.	ft	afso	incfudestypes	of	advanced	gunsightswhich	are	rare	and	highly	sought	after	in	the	depths	of	the	Underhive.	GUNSTGHTS	SPECIALRULES	+1	to	Hit.
A	stationary	fighter	using	a	basic,	special	or	heavy	weapon	with	a	mono-sight	adds	+l	to	his	roll	to	hit.	Overwatch.	The	sight	is	no	advantageagainst	a	suddenly	appearing	or	fleeting	target.	The	bonus	does	not	therefore	apply	if	shooting	at	an	appearing	or	disappearing	target	or	at	a	charging	target	on	overwatch.	INFI?A-RED	SIGHT	HOTSHOT	LASER
POWER	PACK	The	Hotshot	pack	is	an	especially	powerful	version	of	the	standardlaser	power	pack.	It	usesa	more	expensiveand	less	robust	power	matrix,	with	the	advantagethat	it	can	force	more	power	through	a	standardlaser	weapon.	However,	the	risk	of	burning	out	the	weapon	or	exhaustingthe	pack	itself	is	much	greater	than	with	the
standardpack.	An	infra-red	sight	is	similar	in	construction	to	a	mono-sight	but	is	calibrated	to	register	infra-red	rather	than	visible	light.	The	enhancedimage	which	appearsin	the	sight	makes	it	very	easy	to	pick	out	targets	that	are	partially	concealed	behind	cover.	Like	a	mono-sight,	the	infra-red	sights	works	most	effectively	from	a	stable	platform,
and	is	of	no	advantageto	a	shooter	whose	own	movement	disrupts	the	sensor's	image.	The	sight	is	designed	for	attachment	to	heavy,	special	or	basic	weapons.	SPECIAL	RULES	SPECIALRULES	Any	laser	pistol	or	lasgun	can	be	fitted	with	a	Hotshot	pack	adding	+1	to	the	weapon's	Strength.However,	the	weapon's	Ammo	roll	is	reduced	to	6+	if	a
Hotshot	pack	is	fitted.	Cancels	Cover.	A	stationary	frghter	using	a	basic,	special	or	heavy	weapon	with	an	infra-red	sight	may	reduce	the	penalty	applied	for	shooting	at	an	enemy	in	cover	by	L	So,	partial	cover	is	ignored	and	full	cover	counts	as	-l	to	hit	rather	than	-2.	RED.DOT	LASER	SIGHT	This	sight	shines	a	continuous	low-powered	red	laser	beam
along	the	barel	of	a	weapon,	placing	a	red	dot	wherever	it	is	aimed.	The	laser	sight	can	be	attachedto	any	pistol,	basic	or	special	type	of	weapon,	such	as	a	bolt	pistol	or	lasgun.	Wary	fighters	look	out	for	the	glint	of	the	laser	beam	and	take	cover	if	they	spy	a	red-dot	scanning	nearby.	/	SPECIAL	RULES	+1	to	Hit.	A	fighter	using	a	pistol,	special	or	basic
weapon	with	a	red-dot	sight	adds	+1	to	his	dice	roll	to	hit	a	target.	Single	Shot.	The	to	hit	bonus	applies	so	long	as	the	weapon	only	fires	a	single	shot.	If	the	player	wishes	to	use	sustained	shooting	the	bonus	does	not	apply,	as	the	clouds	of	hot	smoke	emitted	obscure	the	sights.	Overwatch.	The	sight	is	no	advantageagainst	a	suddenly	appearing	or
fleeting	target.	The	bonus	does	not	therefore	apply	if	shooting	at	an	appearing	or	disappearing	target	or	at	a	charging	target	on	overwatch.	TELESCOPICSIGHT	Spot	the	Dot.	A	fighter	hit	by	a	weapon	with	a	red-dot	sight	can	try	to	avoid	the	shot,	representinghis	chanceof	spotting	the	red	dot	and	ducking	aside.This	is	worked	out	as	soon	as	a	hit	is
scored.	The	chance	of	avoiding	the	shot	is	a	6	on	a	D6.	This	'spot	the	dot'roll	is	not	a	saving	throw	for	armour,	and	armour	peneffation	modifiers	do	not	affect	it.	A	telescopic	sight	is	a	simple	but	effective	optical	aid	to	accuracy.	The	sight	can	be	fitted	to	any	basic	or	special	weapon	to	increasethe	shooter's	chancesof	scoring	a	hit	at	long	range.A
telescopic	sight	requires	concentrationto	use,	and	is	only	a	benefit	to	shooterswho	stop	and	aim	carefully.	MONO.SIGHT	Double	Short	Range.	A	stationary	fighter	using	a	basic	or	special	weapon	with	a	telescopic	sight	doubles	the	short	range	of	his	weapon.	For	example,	short	range	for	a	bolter	becomes	24".	This	does	not	affect	the	maximum	range	of
the	weapon,	and	in	some	cases,such	as	the	bolter,	all	such	shots	will	therefore	count	as	at	short	range.	SPECIALRULES	A	mono-sight	is	an	optical	sensor	worn	over	one	eye,	attached	to	the	fighter's	weapon	by	a	power	link.	The	fighter	seesan	enhancedimage	and	superimposedtargetting	reticule	with	its	crosshairs	clearly	showing	where	his	shot	will
1and.The	high	resolution	of	the	image	makes	this	sight	useful	only	from	a	stable	platform,	it	is	of	no	advantageto	a	shooter	who	is	moving.	For	this	reason	the	mono-sight	is	designed	to	be	attached	to	heavy	weapons,	although	they	can	also	be	fltted	to	basic	or	special	weapons.	Overwatch.	The	sight	is	no	advantageagainst	a	suddenly	appearing	or
fleeting	target.	The	bonus	does	not	therefore	apply	if	shooting	at	an	appearing	or	disappearing	target	or	at	a	charging	target	on	overwatch.	BTONICS	AND	BIO.IMPIAilTS	The	Underhive	presentsa	weird	mixture	of	advanced	technology	and	primitive	technicaf	improvisation.	Conditions	are	rough	and	ready	in	the	settlements,and	those	who	live	there
are	used	to	making	compromises.	To	the	wealthy	inhabitants	of	the	Spire	bionic	implants	and	transplants	of	living	tissue	are	readily	availabfe	and	atfordable	solutions	to	diseaseand	injury.	Beneath	the	Wall	a	few	weafthy	family	patriarchs	may	be	abfe	to	aftord	such	services.fn	the	Underhivepeople	cope	as	best	they	can,	making	do	with
simpleprosthetics	and	putting	up	with	debifitating	injuries.	However,	even	in	the	Underhive	there	are	a	few	skilled	bio-surgeonsabfe	to	perform	transplantsfor	those	who	are	able	to	pay	the	Price.	BIONIC	ETE	A	bionic	eye	is	a	technical	device	that	replaces	a	destroyed	or	damagedeye.	The	eye's	photosensitivecelis	also	offer	protection	against	Photon
Flash	flares,	and	enable	the	fighter	to	see	through	smoke.	If	a	fighter	with	a	bionic	eye	suffers	a	further	eye	injury	then	randomly	determinewhich	eye	is	damaged-	his	real	eye	or	his	artificial	eye.Any	damageto	a	bionic	eye	will	destroy	it.	SPECIAL	RULES	Replacement.	A	bionic	eye	cancels	out	the	effect	of	one	serious	eye	injury	the	fighter	has
sustained.	Photosensitive.	The	fighter	may	re-roll	a	failed	saveagainst	blinding	by	a	Photon	Flash	flare	(D6	against	Initiative.l.	He	may	also	seepast	and	shootthrough	smokewith	a	-1	to	hit	penaity.	BIONIC	LEG	A	bionic	leg	is	very	much	stronger	than	an	ordinary	leg	and	affords	the	fighter	the	opportunity	of	making	a	devastating	kick	attack.	BIONIC
ARM	If	a	flghter	with	a	bionic	leg	suffers	another	leg	injury	randomly	determine	which	leg	is	affected:	the	fighter's	real	leg	or	his	bionic	leg.	If	the	bionic	leg	is	damagedit	will	be	destroyed.	A	bionic	arm	is	a	particularly	expensivedevice	which	offers	greatly	amplified	strength,grip	and	dexterity	comparedto	a	normal	arm.	SPECIAL	RULES	Replacement.
A	bionic	leg	cancels	out	the	effect	of	one	serious	leg	injury	the	fighter	has	sustained.	If	a	fighter	with	a	bionic	arm	suffers	a	further	arm	injury	randomly	determine	which	arm	is	affected:	the	fighter's	real	arm	or	his	bionic	arm.	Anv	damase	to	a	bionic	arm	will	destroyit.	Kick.	The	fighter	gains	+1	to	his	Attacks	characteristic.In	addition,	if	the	fighter
wins	a	hand-to-hand	combat	he	can	make	a	special	kick	instead	of	resolving	his	normal	hit/s.	Note	that	a	fighter	can	only	kick	once	and	must	give	up	all	the	hits	he	would	otherwise	inflict	to	do	so.	A	kick	is	resolved	at	+2	to	the	fighter's	Strength	and	inflicts	D3	damage.	SPECIALRULES	Replacement.	A	bionic	arm	cancels	out	the	effect	of	one	serious
arm	injury	the	fighter	has	sustained.	Characteristic	Bonus.	The	fighter	receives	a	+1	Strength	bonus	on	his	own	strength	when	fighting	in	hand-to-hand	combat	or	when	throwing	grenades.He	also	receives	a	+1	Initiative	bonus	when	fighting	hand-to-handcombat.	o	MISCELTANEOUS	EOUTPMENT	BIO.BOOSTER	A	bio-booster	is	a	small	chemical
charge	that	fits	into	a	wrist	band	or	similar.	The	booster'sbio-sensoris	activated	when	the	wearer	is	injured,	administering	a	shot	of	booster	chemical	into	the	bloodstream	by	means	of	a	pressure	diffuser.	The	bio-booster	is	self-administerins	and	completely	automatic.	SPECIAL	RULES	If	a	fighter	is	wearing	a	bio-booster	then	on	his	first	Injury	ro111-3
counts	as	a	flesh	wound,	4-5	is	down	and	6	is	out	of	action.	This	only	applies	to	the	fighter's	first	Injury	roll	-	ie,	the	roll	made	when	his	last	wound	is	gone	-	not	to	subsequentInjury	rolls	in	the	recovery	phase.	The	bio-booster	will	only	work	once	per	game.	If	a	fighter	recovers	and	is	then	injured	for	a	second	time	his	biobooster	will	have	no	further
effect	as	it	has	been	discharsed.	BIO.SCANNER	A	bio-scanner	detectslife	signs	within	the	proximity	of	the	user.The	device	is	small,	about	the	size	of	a	pistol,	and	can	be	worn	upon	a	belt	or	around	the	owner's	neck.	A	fighter	who	carries	such	a	device	improves	his	chancesof	spotting	enemy	intruders.	AUTO.REPAIRER	SPECIAL	RULES	Hidden	Enemy.
A	model	carrying	a	bio-scannertrebles	the	range	at	which	it	will	see	hidden	enemy.	For	example,	a	fighter	with	14	will	spot	hidden	enemy	at	12"	rather	than	4".	An	auto-repairer	is	a	Iarge	device	kept	back	in	the	gang's	hideout	or	in	one	of	its	workshops.	The	machine	is	used	by	a	gang's	heavies	to	check	and	repair	equipment,	scan	for	hidden	structural
weaknesses	and	test	batteries,	power	packs	and	internal	generators.	Intruders.	In	scenarios	which	involve	sentries	and	intruders	(eg	Raid	and	Rescue)	the	bio-scanner	trebles	the	distanceat	which	sentriescan	spot	intruders	and	adds	+1	to	their	chance	of	spotting	all	intruders.	SPECIALRULES	BLINDSNAKE	POUCH	If	a	gang	has	an	auto-repairer	it
can	be	used	in	between	fights	to	check	out	the	gang's	weapons.	The	gang	must	include	a	heavy	to	do	this	and	you	must	assign	a	fit	ganger	to	help	him.	The	ganger	cannot	collect	income	from	territories	or	searchfor	rare	trade	goods	if	he	is	helping	the	heavy.	The	Ratskins	milk	venom	from	the	albino	blindsnake.	mix	the	toxin	with	certain	secret	fungi,
and	place	the	resultant	paste	into	a	sma1lleather	pouch	which	is	worn	around	the	neck.	The	spirit	of	the	blindsnake	is	said	to	watch	out	for	bad	spirits	and	to	guide	its	owner	in	the	darkness.	The	mixture	in	the	leather	pouch	is	absorbed	by	the	fighter's	skin	and	enhanceshis	natural	psychic	sensitivity,	endowing	him	with	a	sort	of	rudimentarv	sixth
sense.	In	the	next	game,	any	weapon	that	fails	its	Ammo	roll	may	roll	again,	and	automatically	passesits	check	on	a	D6	roll	of	4,	5	or	6	regardlessof	the	kind	of	weapon	it	is.	Weapons	which	automatically	fail	an	Ammo	roll	will	pass	on	a	4	or	more.	Note	that	the	auto-repaireris	kept	in	the	gang's	tenitory	and	is	not	associatedwith	any	specific	heavy.	As	it
does	not	belong	to	a	specific	model	its	value	is	not	included	in	the	gang's	rating.	If	the	gang	is	raided	inthe	Raid	scenariothen	the	auto-repaireris	automatically	destroyedif	the	encounter	is	lost.	SPECIAL	RULES	A	fighter	who	carries	a	blindsnake	pouch	can	sensewhen	an	enemy	is	waiting	to	shoot	at	him.	If	a	fighter	is	shot	at	and	hit	from	overwatch,he
has	a	chanceof	ducking	or	weaving	to	avoid	the	shot.	Roll	a	D6.	On	the	scoreof	a	4+	the	fighter	avoids	the	shot	and	is	safe.	Note	that	this	roll	is	made	as	soon	as	the	fighter	is	hit	-	it	is	not	a	saving	throw	taken	once	a	fighter	is	wounded	and	no	armour	save	modifiers	apply.	CUP	HARNESS	Fighters	who	must	constantly	climb	the	sheer	ruins	and
crumbling	superstructureof	the	Underhive	often	choose	to	make	use	of	a	clip	hamess	to	save	them	from	falling.	The	harnessis	nothing	more	than	a	safety	line	that	is	fastened	round	the	body,	with	a	strong	steel	clip	or	magnetic	clasp	which	can	be	attached	to	a	nearby	object.	If	the	wearer	should	fall	the	harnesswill	save	him	and	enable	the	fishter	to
scramble	to	safety.	SPECIALRULES	Fall.	The	end	of	the	safety	line	must	be	fastened	for	it	to	work.	A	model	can	fasten	a	hamess	if	it	does	not	move	in	its	movement	phase.	The	harness	is	automatically	unfastenedwhen	the	model	moves.	If	a	model	falls	whilst	the	safety	line	is	fastenedthe	flghter	is	unharmed	but	ends	up	dangling	on	the	end	of	the	line
until	he	is	able	to	scramble	up.	To	do	this,	the	model	rolls	a	D6	at	the	start	of	his	turn	and	must	score	equal	to	or	less	than	his	Initiative	to	scramble	back	up	the	line	to	safety.	An	enemy	model	in	position	to	do	so	can	cut	the	line	and	send	the	fighter	falling	to	the	ground.	This	counts	as	an	attack	in	hand-to-hand	combat	so	the	enemy	model	cannot
shoot	in	the	same	tum.	CONCEALED	BLADE	Although	it	is	possible	to	hide	any	small	blade	about	your	person,	the	concealed	blade	is	something	a	little	different.	This	tiny	blade	is	cunningly	concealed	in	a	specially	designed	boot	heel,	or	inside	a	small	bio-compartment	under	the	ownet's	skin.	The	blade	is	not	used	unless	the	owner	is	captured,	in
which	case	he	can	use	it	to	try	and	escape.	A	captured	fighter	can	try	and	escapeif	he	has	a	concealed	blade.Roll	a	D6.	1	The	fighter	is	killed	while	trying	to	escape.	2	The	fighter	is	recapturedimmediately.	3	The	fighter	escapesbut	loses	all	his	weapons	and	equipment	to	the	capturing	gang.	4-6	The	fighter	escapestogether	with	his	weapons	and
equipment.	A	concealedblade	is	only	good	for	one	escapeattempt.	FILTER	PLUGS	Filter	plugs,	or	'flugs',	are	simple	filters	which	Necromundansstick	lrmly	up	their	nostrils	to	purify	the	air	they	breathe.Cheap	and	disposable,these	are	used	in	their	millions	throughout	the	lower	regions	of	Hive	City	and	the	Underhive,	where	hive	smog,	pollutant	ciouds
and	toxic	gasesare	constanthazards.Flugs	sieve	out	the	worse	of	the	pollution	including	most	harmful	substances.	SPEC'ALRULES	Gas	Test.	A	fighter	wearing	flugs	can	re-roll	a	failed	Toughness	test	against	dangerous	gases	including	Choke,	Hallucinogen	and	Scare.	GRAV	CHUTE	The	grav	chute	is	a	passive	gravitic	repeller	which	reduces	the
downward	pull	of	gravity	to	a	fraction	of	its	normal	sffength.	It	enables	the	wearer	to	float	from	a	great	height	and	land	softly,	even	from	a	fall	of	severalhundred	feet.	SPECIALRULES	Fall.	A	fighter	wearing	a	grav	chute	takes	no	damagefrom	falling	or	jumping	regardlessof	the	height	he	falls.	GRAPNEL	The	grapnel	consists	of	a	magnetic	grapnel
attached	to	a	long	wire	which	is	fired	from	a	small	launcher.A	fighter	can	fire	a	grapnel	in	the	shooting	phaseinstead	of	shooting	with	a	weapon.	Choose	the	spot	you	wish	to	aim	for,	counting	it	as	a	small	target,	and	roll	to	hit	as	for	weapons	fire.	If	you	miss	the	target	roll	for	scatter	as	for	blast	weapons.	The	magnetic	grapnel	sticks	to	the	point
indicated	and	this	can	be	marked	with	a	suitable	counter.	In	its	following	movement	phasethe	model	may	winch	itself	to	the	position	of	the	marker,	and	this	counts	as	the	model's	move	for	that	tuln.	The	grapnel	isn't	really	a	weapon,	but	the	chances	are	someone	will	want	to	use	it	as	such,	so	it	has	a	standard	weapons	profile.	It	also	has	an	Ammo	roll
taken	in	the	normal	way	for	weapons.	Short	Long	To	Hit	To	Hit	Range	Range	Short	Long	16	+2	+1	Sfi	O",	Save	Ammo	Roll	6+	INFI?A.GOGGLES	MUNG	VASE	These	take	the	form	of	a	pair	of	goggles	or	visor	which	allows	a	fighter	to	seethe	thermal	images	of	enemy	fighters	in	the	Underhive.	This	enables	the	wearer	to	see	foes	who	are	hiding	or	who
are	partially	concealedbehind	cover.	The	Mung	vase	is	a	much	sought	after	and	extremely	rare	kind	of	archeotech.Genuine	vasesare	prized	by	collectors	amongst	the	noble	houses	of	Necromunda	and	first	class	examples	are	said	to	change	hands	for	millions	of	credits.	For	every	genuine	vase	uncovered	in	the	wastes	a	thousand	replicas	are	made	in
the	shanty	towns	of	the	Underhive.	SPECIALRULES	A	fighter	wearing	infra-goggles	can	spot	hidden	enemy	at	double	his	normal	distance-	ie,	his	Initiative	x2	rather	than	his	Initiative	distance	in	inches.	In	scenarioswhich	involve	sentriesand	intruders	(eg	Raid	and	Rescue)goggles	doubie	the	distanceat	which	sentrieswill	spot	intruders	and	add	+1	to
their	chance	of	spotting	intruders	in	partial	or	complete	cover.	SPECIALRULES	ISOTROPICFUEL	ROD	If	you	are	offered	a	Mung	vase	then	the	chancesare	it	is	a	worlhless	copy	or	a	damaged	or	restored	example	of	only	token	value.	Canny	investors	will	no	more	touch	a	Mung	vase	than	a	festering	sore	on	a	rabid	plague	rat.	Unfortunately,	not
everyone	is	so	circumspect.	If	you	have	dispatched	a	ganger	to	search	for	rare	items	then	he	must	buy	a	Mung	vase	if	one	is	offered.	Otherwise	you	can	buy	the	vase	if	you're	feeling	lucky	(some	would	say	gullible).	This	is	the	basic	fuel	rod	used	to	provide	power	for	almost	everything	in	the	Underhive.	Rods	come	from	uphive	where	they	are	made	in
Hive	City,	and	sometimes	tum	up	as	archeotech.	You	must	commit	to	buying	the	vasebefore	establishingthe	cost	(this	represents	the	process	of	lengthy	haggling	involved	in	all	such	transactions).The	vase	costs	D6	x	10	credits.	SPECIAL	RULES	If	a	gang	has	a	fuel	rod	it	can	convert	any	one	piece	of	teffitory	into	a	Settlement.	The	gang	sets	up	a	small
outhole	in	the	waste	using	the	fuei	rod	to	power	its	air-pumps,	water	still	and	generator.	The	fuel	rod	can	be	used	only	once.	LOBO.CHIP	The	lobotomy	chip	is	similar	in	appearanceand	general	function	to	a	standard	skull	chip.	The	effect	is	to	anaesthetisepart	of	the	brain,	reducing	the	wearer's	sensitivity	and	curbing	excessiveand	violent	behaviour.
SPECIAL	RULES	A	lobo-chip	will	cure	a	fighter	of	the	manic	behaviour	associatedwith	lasting	head	injuries,	so	that	he	no	longer	has	to	test	before	a	battle	for	stupidity	or	frenzy.	However,	his	Initiative	characteristic	is	reduced	to	1.	Each	lobo-chip	is	individually	configured	to	its	recipient's	brainwaves.	Once	implanted,	it	cannot	be	removed	and
transfered	to	another	fighter.	You	can	sell	the	vase	in	any	subsequenttrading	session.	Meanwhile	it	is	kept	hidden	in	a	secretplace	known	only	to	the	gang's	leader.	If	the	leader	is	killed	the	location	of	the	vase	is	lost	forever.	The	vase's	cost	is	not	included	in	the	gang'srating.	When	you	decide	to	sell	the	vase	roll	a	D6	to	see	how	you	get	on.	1.	Fake.
The	vase	is	an	obvious	and	worthless	fake.	Whoever	you	attempt	to	sell	it	to	throws	you	and	your	vase	out	into	the	street.The	vase	is	broken	and	you	have	wastedyour	cash.	2.	It's	a	fake	but	quite	a	nice	one	and	the	trader	gives	you	D6	credits	for	it.	You	accept	the	credits	and	thank	the	trader	for	his	generosity.The	following	day	you	Ieam	that	he	has
left	town	in	a	hurry.	He	is	never	seen	again.	3.	You	sell	the	vase	for	30+4D6	credits.	4.	You	sell	the	vase	for	30+6D6	credits.	5.	You	seli	the	vasefor	5x2D6	credits.	6.	You	sell	the	vasefor	10x2D6	credits.	MEDI.PACK	The	medi-pack	is	a	diagnostic	medical	computer	that	can	alleviate	the	major	symptoms	of	wounds	by	means	of	electro-chemical	imoulses.
SPECIALRULES	A	fighter	who	carries	a	medi-pack	can	use	it	upon	a	friend	who	is	down	and	in	base	contact.	The	fighter	must	move	base-to-baseand	then	spendthe	rest	of	the	turn	attending	to	his	comrade.	He	cannot	shoot,	fight	hand-to-hand	or	do	anything	else.	At	the	end	of	the	turn	in	the	recovery	phase	an	Injury	roll	is	made	for	the	down	model	as
normal	except	that	a	score	of	1-4	recovers	the	injured	fighter	to	flesh	wound,	a	5	is	down,	and	a	6	is	out	of	action.	Note	that	a	fighter	cannot	use	a	medi-pack	on	himself,	nor	may	another	individual	use	the	medi-pack	once	its	owner	is	injured	or	otherwise	incapacitated.	ONE	IN	A	MILLION	WEAPON	The	One	in	a	Million	Weapon	is	a	rare	exampie	of
the	weaponsmiths'	art,	made	from	the	best	materials	to	the	finest	standards	and	the	most	exacting	tolerances.	Such	weapons	are	prized	beyond	mere	cash.	Men	have	fought	and	died	to	own	a	weapon	such	as	this.	SPECIAL	RULES	The	weapon	is	normal	for	its	type	but	automatically	passes	any	Ammo	ro11it	is	required	to	make.	If	it	is	a	weapon	that
would	normally	automatically	fail	its	Ammo	roll	then	it	will	passon	the	D6	roll	of	a	4,	5	or	6.	Roll	a	D6	to	find	out	what	kind	of	weaponyou	havebeenoffered:	1-2pistol,	3-4	basic,	5	special,	6	heavy.	You	can	choose	any	weapon	from	the	category	rolled.	PHOTO-CONTACTS	Photo-contactsare	multi-layered	plastic	lensesworn	on	the.	eyes	to	enhance	vision
in	poor	light	conditions.	They	also	incorporate	a	photochromatic	layer	which	protects	the	wearer's	sight	against	suddenbright	flashes.	SPECIAL	RULES	Flash.	A	fighter	wearing	photo-contactsmay	re-roll	a	failed	Initiative	test	to	avoid	the	effects	of	a	Photon	Flash	flare.	Smoke.	A	fighter	wearing	photo-contactscan	seeand	move	through	smoke	without
penalty.	He	can	shoot	through	smoke	but	suffers	a	-1	to	hit	penalty	when	doing	so.	PHOTO.VISOR	A	photo-visor	is	a	special	visor	that	enhancesvision	in	poor	light	conditions.	It	also	incotporates	a	photochromatic	layer	that	protects	the	wearer	against	suddenbright	flashes.	SPECIAL	RULES	Flash.	A	hghter	wearing	a	photo-visor	may	re-roll	a	failed
Initiative	test	to	avoid	the	effects	of	a	Photon	Flash	flare.	Smoke.	A	fighter	wearing	a	photo-visor	can	see	and	move	through	smoke	without	penalty.	He	can	shoot	through	smoke	but	suffers	a	-	1	to	hit	penalty	when	doing	so.	SILENCER	A	silencer	damps	out	the	sound	of	an	auto-pistol	or	stub	gun	shot.	When	equipped	with	a	silencer	these	weapons	are
effectively	silent,	a	useful	factor	in	some	of	the	scenarios.	SKULL	CHIP	This	is	a	small	bio-chip	that	iooks	like	a	stud	or	tiny	metal	plate	covered	in	circuitry.	It	is	attached	to	the	skull	by	means	of	a	fine	needle-like	pin	which	fixes	straight	into	the	brain.	The	chip	melds	with	the	wearer's	mind	and	improves	his	reaction	time	and	memory	functions.
SPECIAL	RULES	A	fighter	wearing	a	skull	chip	can	re-roll	any	Initiative	characteristic-baseddice	test	that	he	fails.	For	example,	he	can	re-roll	a	failed	test	to	avoid	being	pinned	by	enemy	fire.	Once	implanted	the	chip	cannot	be	removed	and	transferred	to	another	fighter.	RATSKIN	MAP	It	is	commonly	supposedthat	the	Underhive	contains	huge
amounts	of	treasure:collapsed	tunnels	leading	to	untapped	mines	and	cavernscontaining	piles	of	gemstoneswaiting	to	be	discovered,	and	long	lost	domes	brimming	with	archeotech.It	is	also	cofilmon	knowledge	that	the	Ratskins	know	of	many	such	places	as	well	as	paths	through	and	under	the	hive	that	no	ordinary	man	has	ever	travelled.	It	is	equally
common	knowledge	that	anyone	trying	to	se1lyou	an	ancient	Ratskin	treasuremap	is	inevitably	on	the	make.	On	the	other	hand,	the	map	looks	real,	it's	certainly	very	old,	and	the	trader	soundsgenuine.	Dare	you	take	the	risk?	SPECIALRULES	If	you	decide	to	buy	the	map	roll	to	see	how	accurate	it	is	before	you	play	your	next	game.	If	the	map	is
accurate	it	will	enable	you	to	manoeuvreround	your	enemy,	and	gives	you	an	advantagewhen	deciding	which	scenario	to	fight.	If	it's	a	good	one	you	can	use	the	map	from	then	on.	Roll	a	D6:	1.	Fake.	The	map	is	a	convincing	piece	of	fiction	but	utterly	useless.Your	opponent	can	choose	the	next	scenario	automatically,	there	is	no	need	to	roll	for	it
RESPIRATOR	2.	Tleasure	map.	The	map	shows	the	whereaboutsof	an	ancient	archeotechhoard.	Roll	a	further	D6	to	determine	whether	it	is	real	or	a	fake.	On	a	1-5	it	is	a	fake.	On	a	6	the	map	is	genuine	and	you	can	add	an	Archeotech	Hoard	to	your	territory	for	free.	The	map	has	no	furthsr	use.	Respirators	are	an	essential	item	in	the	lower	regions	of
Hive	City	and	the	Underhive,	where	hive	smog,	pollutant	clouds	and	toxic	dust	are	everyday	hazards.	Respirators	remove	the	worst	of	the	pollution	including	most	harmful	substances.	3.	Vague	and	inaccurate.	The	map	is	a	vague	and	inaccurate	copy	but	it	does	reveal	some	worthwhile	information.	When	you	fight	a	battle	you	may	add	or	subtract	1
from	the	Scenario	chart	to	decide	which	scenario	is	piayed.	SPECIAL	RULES	Gas	Test.	A	fighter	wearing	a	respirator	can	re-roll	a	failed	Toughness	test	against	dangerous	gases	including	Choke,	Hallucinogenand	Scare.	4.	Worn	and	incomplete.	Though	badly	wom	and	incomplete	the	map	is	essentially	accurate.When	you	fight	a	battle	you	may	add	or
subtract	up	to	2	from	the	Scenario	chart	to	decide	which	scenario	is	played.	Ancient	and	faded.	Barely	legible	though	it	is	the	map	is	a	genuine	ancient	relic.	When	you	fight	a	battle	you	may	add	or	subtract	up	to	2	from	the	Scenario	chart	to	decide	which	scenario	is	played.	In	addition,	the	map	reveals	the	location	of	ancient	tunnels	nearby.You	can
swap	any	one	territory	you	currently	have	for	Tunnels	-	you	must	do	this	immediately	or	never.	6.	Recent	and	accurate.	The	map	is	recently	made	and	accurate.When	you	fight	a	battle	you	may	add	or	subtract	3	from	the	Scenario	chart	to	decide	which	scenario	is	played.	The	map	is	carried	by	the	gang's	leader	and	is	lost	if	he	is	killed.	Its	cost	is
therefore	included	in	the	leader's	value	and	gang	rating	in	the	normal	way.	SCREAMERS	Screamers	are	small	proximity	alarms	used	to	protect	a	gang's	hideout.	Individual	screamersare	tiny	but	the	norse	they	make	is	horrendous.A	gang	will	scatterdozensaround	the	perimeter	of	its	hideout	in	order	to	wam	of	approaching	intruders.	SPECIAL	RULES
Screamerscan	only	be	used	for	one	game	after	which	they	are	expended.	The	cost	at	the	Trading	Post	buys	enough	screamersto	last	for	one	game.	If	a	gang	owns	screamersthey	can	be	deployed	in	the	Raid	and	Rescue	scenarios	where	the	defenders	are	initially	unaware	of	the	intruders.	If	any	intruder	models	move	in	their	movement	phase	then	roll	a
D6	(only	one	roll	is	made	regardlessof	how	many	intruders	move).	On	a	ro11of	a	6	one	of	the	intruders	steps	on	a	screamer	and	sets	off	the	alarm.	Screamersare	not	carried	by	any	particular	model	and	their	value	is	not	included	in	the	gang	rating.	STUMMERS	Stummers	look	like	screamers(see	above).They	are	spread	about	by	intmders	as	they	move.
Where	screamersmake	a	loud	noise	stummers	stop	noise	dead.	Once	stummers	are	activated	all	sound	within	a	few	metres	is	momentarily	muffled	and	even	loud	noises	are	barely	audible.	SPECIALRULES	Stummers	can	only	be	used	for	one	game	after	which	they	are	expended.	The	price	at	the	Trading	Post	buys	enough	stummers	to	last	for	one
game.	,:,	If	a	gang	has	stummers	they	can	be	used	in	the	Raid	and	Rescue	scenarioswhere	the	defendersare	initially	unaware	of	the	intruders.	If	the	intruding	gang	has	stummers	then	reduce	all	chancesof	setting	off	the	alarm	by	-L	Stummers	also	nullify	screamerscompletely.	Stummers	are	not	carried	by	any	particular	model	and	their	valueis	not
includedin	the	gangrating.	WEAPON	RELOADS	When	a	fighter	carries	a	weapon	such	as	an	autogun	or	bolter,	which	fires	a	great	many	individual	shells	in	a	short	burst,	he	is	assumedto	carry	a	number	of	extra	magazines.	It	is	simply	assumedthat	these	are	expendedduring	a	fight,	and	are	replenished	afterwards	as	part	of	the	gang's	cost	of	living
expenses.	However,	a	fighter	can,	if	he	wants,	carry	additional	magazines,batteries,power	packs	and	fuel	over	and	above	the	normal	amount.	This	extra	ammo	is	carried	in	the	form	of	reloads.	Carrying	extra	ammo	is	expensive,and	can	be	dangerous,but	it	goes	some	way	to	ensureyou	won't	run	out	of	firepower	at	the	critical	moment.	Although	a
reload	is	helpful	it	doesn't	guaranteea	fighter	will	pass	an	Ammo	roll.	The	Ammo	roll	doesn't	just	represent	the	chance	of	running	out	of	ammunition	or	carying	a	defective	magaze,	it	also	represents	the	possibility	of	a	gun	jamming,	overheating	or'proving	defective.	SPECIALRULES	Ammo	Roll.	If	a	fighter	carries	a	reload	for	the	weapon	he	is	using
then	he	can	add	+1	to	his	Ammo	ro1l.This	applies	every	game	as	it	is	assumed	the	fighter	replenishes	his	reloads	as	part	of	the	gang's	standardexpenses.In	the	case	of	a	weapon	with	an	Ammo	roll	of	2+,	such	as	a	lasgun,	the	first	Ammo	roll	of	a	game	is	automatically	passed,	but	further	Ammo	rolls	must	be	taken	as	normal.	Risk	of	Injury.	If	a	fighter
carries	extra	ammo	then	there	is	a	chanceit	will	explode	or	leak	if	he	is	hit.	To	representthis,	when	a	fighter	who	is	carrying	a	reload	is	hit	and	injured,	a	roll	of	5	or	6	on	the	Injuries	table	will	take	him	out	of	action.	This	only	applies	when	the	fighter	is	hit,	not	to	subsequentInjury	rolls	made	in	his	recovery	phase.	Availability.	Weapon	reloads	are
available	for	all	weapons	that	have	an	Ammo	roll	of	6+	or	better.	Weapons	which	automatically	fail	any	Ammo	roll	they	are	required	to	take	cannot	have	reloads	-	for	example	grenades,	grenade	launchers	and	missile	launchers.	Reloads	are	specific	to	individual	weapons;	when	a	reload	is	bought	the	player	must	note	down	which	weapon	the	reload	is
for	on	the	gang'sroster.	Note	that	reloads	which	are	used	during	a	game	will	be	replaced	before	the	next	game	as	part	of	the	gang's	usual	expenses.	IIUTRODUCTIOil	'Campaigns'	provides	more	information	about	the	ptanet	Necromunda	and	its	gangs.	Underhive	lt	also	describeshow	your	gang	can	participate	in	a	seriesof	relatedgamescalleda
campaign.	In	a	campaign,	your	gang	doesn't	fight	single,	unrelated	encounters.	Insiead.	the	result	of	each	battle	determines	what	you	can	do	next.	Fighters	killed	in	one	battle	won't	be	available	to	take	part	in	the	next	conflict,	whilst	wounded	fighters	may	suffer	from	disabilities	in	future	encounters.	Gangs	must	constantly	recruit	more	fighters,	buy
new	weapons,	and	earn	money	to	pay	for	it	all	by	capturing	or	discovering	new	territories	in	the	Underhive.	READING'CAMPAIGNS'	Campaigns	is	divided	into	several	parts,	including	Background	information	and	a	detailed	Campaign	section.	You	do	not	need	to	learn	or	even	read	the	contents	of	this	book	before	playing	Necromunda.	In	fact,	it's	far
better	to	play	a	few	gamesbefore	starling	a	full	scale	campaign	using	the	rules	in	this	section.	Campaigns	is	designed	to	take	the	game	to	a	new	and	far	more	detailed	level,	so	it's	wise	to	make	sure	that	you	are	familiar	with	the	basic	game	rules	first.	The	final	part	of	this	combined	volume,	Outlanders,	expands	on	the	campaign	rules	and	provides
additional	information	for	the	Necromunda	game.	It	covers	different	kinds	of	Necromundan	peoples	including	the	degenerate	mutant	Scavvies,fearsomeRatskin	Renegadesand	fanatical	Redemptionists.	Special	gang	fighters	are	also	detailed,	including	psychic	mutants	with	awesome	powers	of	destruction.	NECROMUNDABACKGROUND	Necromunda
is	an	inhospitable	world	of	poliutant	wastes	and	acidic	clouds,	the	result	of	centuries	of	industrial	endeavour.Its	people	live	in	huge,	sealedcities	called	hives	-	constructions	so	tall	that	their	higher	levels	rise	into	the	upper	reachesof	the	atmosphere,piercing	the	toxic	clouds	that	cling	to	the	surface	of	the	planet.	The	action	of	the	Necromunda	game
takes	place	deep	in	the	Underhive	of	the	largest	and	most	important	of	thesehives,	the	mighty	Hive	Primus.	This	is	the	home	of	the	planet's	lord	and	ruler,	Gerontius	Helmawr,	whose	family	controls	the	entire	world.	Only	the	deep,	anarchic,	and	dangerous	Underhive	is	beyond	his	influence.	Here	rival	gangs	vie	for	a	slice	of	power	and	a	chance	to
plunder	the	lost	riches	of	ancient	times.	NECROMUNDA	CAMPAIGN	As	well	as	describing	Hive	Primus	and	its	many	structural	layers,	societies	and	peoples,	Campaigns	explains	how	you	can	take	part	in	a	complete	and	detaiied	Necromunda	campaign.	THE	HTVES	OF	NECROMUNDA	The	hives	of	Necromunda	rise	from	the	ash	wastes	like	sheer
mountain	peaks.	Spire	upon	spire,	tower	upon	tower,	the	hives	climb	so	far	above	the	poisoned	clouds	they	piercethe	pfanet'satmosphere.To	its	miflionsof	inhabitantseach	hive	is	a	diverseand	complete	worfd	as	isolated	from	the	surrounding	ash	wastes	and	adjoining	hives	as	from	deep	space	and	the	distant	stars.	No-one	knows	how	old	the	hives	of
Necromunda	are.	Their	very	size	is	testamentto	many	thousandsof	years	of	growth,	sprawling	layer	upon	layer,	climbing	ever	higher	above	the	planet's	polluted	surface.The	deepestand	oldest	layers	now	lie	far	underground,	buried	by	the	corrosive	ash	that	piles	around	the	hive's	base.	These	parts	of	the	hive	were	abandonedlong	ago,	and	now	they
are	dark	and	dangerous	places	inhabited	only	by	mutant	things	spawned	by	chemical	pollutants,	diseaseand	madness.	Where	the	hive	breaks	the	surface	its	broad	base	spansten	miles	or	more	from	edge	to	edge.	From	ground	level	the	man-made	mountain	rises	ever	more	steeply	upwards.	Weathered	walls	of	adamantium	climb	through	the
phosphorescentlayer	of	undercloud,	a	pall	of	acidic	dust	which	clings	to	the	surface	of	Necromunda	like	a	shroud.	The	hive	reachesskywards	through	ghostly	shadow,until	it	eventually	penetratesthe	cloud	base	and	emerges	into	the	hard	light	of	the	sun.At	cloud-top	level	the	hive	walls	stand	almost	five	miles	above	the	ash	waste.	Above	the	dust	layer
the	hive	narrows	into	a	single	tall	spike,	a	tower	studded	with	a	million	lights.	It	stretches	almost	vertically	above	the	sickly	glowing	cloud	and	reaches	towards	the	stars.	The	spire	is	covered	with	armourplas	blisters	of	many	shapesand	sizes.Domes	on	its	surface	shield	carefully	nurtured	vegetation	from	the	thin	and	arid	air.	Slim	towers	break	from
the	outer	shell,	palaces	of	massiveand	elegant	proportions	yet	barely	significant	in	comparison	to	the	hive.	Cantileveredbalconies	hundreds	of	metres	long	jut	out	into	open	space	forming	the	base	for	new	construction	sites.	Broad	circular	landing	platforms	hang	from	the	spire	walls,	and	higher	still	gaping	dark	holes	lead	to	spaceportsinside	the	hive.
Such	are	the	hives	of	Necromunda,	from	their	dark	roots	to	their	glittering	tips.	Each	hive	is	a	complete,	self-contained	world	as	varied	and	complex	as	any	planet	in	the	vast	Imperium.	A	man	bom	in	the	middleJayer	of	a	hive	can	live	and	die	without	seeing	Necromunda's	sky	or	setting	foot	upon	the	surface.	He	can	labour	in	the	guild	factones	or
perhaps	ply	the	trade	of	his	family.	In	this	way	the	vast	majority	devote	their	lives	and	their	endeavoursto	creating	the	massive	wealth	of	the	world.	Not	all	men	are	content	to	serve	in	the	timeless	fashion:	a	small	minority	dream	of	better	things.	Some	crave	wealth,	power,	or.simply	to	escape	from	bludgeoning	poverty.	Others	seek	to	escapethe
restrictions	of	the	guilds	or	the	crippling	social	order	of	House	and	Hive.	Whatever	their	reasons,there	is	no	shortage	of	young	adventurerswilling	to	chance	all	for	a	taste	of	wealth,	prestige	and	power.	HIVE	PRIMUS	The	most	important	hive	on	Necromunda	is	called	Hive	Primus	or	Hive	One.	Hive	Primus	is	the	largest	and	oldest	hive.	Within	its	walls
there	are	thousandsof	structural	cells	or	domes,	often	many	miles	acrossand	hundreds	of	metres	high.	Such	a	space	can	be	built	up	with	constructions	as	varied	as	sumptuous	palaces	and	sprawling	industrial	complexes.	The	hive	is	honeycombed	with	domes	both	small	and	large,	each	built	upon	the	other,	linked	by	tunnels	and	shafts	carrying	traffic,
power	and	other	vital	services	through	the	hive.	The	hive	is	divided	into	vertically	ordered	zones.	From	its	top	to	its	subterraneandepths	these	are:	the	Spire,	Hive	City,	the	Underhive	and	the	Hive	Bottom.	The	Spire	The	Spire	extends	upwards	from	cloud-top	leve1,	rising	above	the	mass	of	the	hive	and	piercing	the	planet's	atmosphere.This	is	the
domain	of	seven	great	clans	called	the	Noble	Houses.The	Noble	Houses	are	huse	consortiums	of	galactic	merchants	and	financiers	whose	leaders	control	the	immense	wealth	of	the	planet.	The	most	powerful	of	the	Noble	Houses	is	House	Helmawr,	also	known	as	the	Imperial	or	Ruling	House.	The	leader	of	this	House	is	Lord	Gerontius	Helmawr,
Adeptus	of	the	Imperium	of	Man,	and	Guardian	of	Necromunda	in	the	Holy	Name	of	the	Undying	Emperor.	He	rules	not	just	Hive	Primus	but	all	of	Necromunda.	The	Spire	contains	broad	airy	spaces	and	splendours	unimaginable	to	those	who	dwel1	in	the	darknessbelow.	Its	people	enjoy	the	fruits	of	a	civilisation	that	spans	the	galaxy.	From	spacepofts
sunk	deep	into	the	spire	walls	ships	carry	the	products	of	Necromunda	all	over	the	Imperium.	In	return,	the	riches	of	the	galaxy	flow	into	the	hive	-	exotic	foods,	sensuousslaves,exquisite	artwork	and	rare	materials	from	distant	stars.	Hive	Cit5r	Below	the	lowest	level	of	the	Spire	is	a	layer	of	solid	adamantium	called	the	Wall	which	divides	the	towering
upper	hive	from	Hive	City.	Heavy	gateways	through	the	WaiI	enable	carefully	controlled	passagebetween	the	two	parts	of	the	hive.	Beneath	the	Wall	lies	the	vast	bulk	of	rhe	working	hive,	the	five-mile-deep	Hive	City	that	extends	from	cloud-top	level	to	the	ground.	Not	all	Undcrhivers	are	native	born	children	of	thc	-City.	warm	dark	domain	bencath
Hive	Many	comc	from	thc	Hive	City	itself.	green	hivcrs	looi	Hive	City	is	divided	between	six	manufacturing	empires	klown	as	Houses.	Each	House	exists	in	its	own	part	of	the	hive	and	govems	its	own	affairs	quite	separately	from	the	other	Houses.The	hivers,	as	the	population	is	called,	live	in	dark,	cramped	and	polluted	conditions,	never	seeingthe	sun
from	the	day	they	are	bom	to	the	day	they	die.	The	air	they	breathe	is	recycled	from	above	and	grows	ever	more	bitter	and	poisonous	as	it	filters	downwards.	Even	the	water	is	distilled	from	the	dischargeof	the	upper	hive	and	their	food	is	factory	produced	chemical	nutrient,	algae-basedor	spun	from	corpse	starch.	Conditions	are	crowded	and
insanitary,	and,	as	the	hive	deepens,the	darker	and	the	less	habitable	the	environment	becomes.	Underhive	In	the	depths	of	the	Hive	City	it	is	common	for	power	or	water	to	fail	or	access	tunnels	to	collapse,	creating	unproductive	toxic	wastezones.The	lower	the	region	the	worse	is	its	air,	power	and	access,and	the	more	unstableits	stucture.	As	the
hive	deepensnormal	habitation	becomes	impossible,	and	this	region	is	known	as	the	Underhive.	There	is	no	formal	barrier	between	Hive	City	and	the	Underhive	becausethe	border	is	constantly	changing.	Even	as	areasof	Hive	City	are	abandonedparts	of	the	Underhive	are	resettled	and	rebuilt.	As	a	consequence,the	Underhive	is	an	ever-changing
frontier	where	people	are	constantly	seeking	new	opportunities	or	fleeing	from	sudden	catastrophe.	The	Underhive	is	a	frontier	in	mote	ways	than	one.	Not	only	is	it	a	barier	between	Hive	City	and	the	unimaginable	horrors	of	the	Hive	Bottom,	it	is	also	a	region	outside	the	formal	law	and	order	of	the	hive.	The	people	of	Hive	City	live	carefully
regulated	lives.	They	are	protected	by	the	strict	social	codes	of	House	and	Hive,	dominated	by	family	patriarchs,	and	obliged	to	work	in	the	guild	factories.	The	sprawling	Underhive	is	lawless	and	anarchic,	and	its	stockaded	settlements	form	the	only	havens	of	relative	order.	Even	in	these	refuges,	murder	and	violence	are	everyday	facts	of	life.	Gun
law	is	the	common	law	of	the	Underhive,	and	self-protection	is	the	best	and	only	reliable	defence.	The	Hive	Bottom	At	the	base	of	the	hive,	buildings	become	so	structurally	dangerousthat	the	region	takeson	a	different	and	even	more	inhospitable	character.This	is	the	final	and	deepest	zone	called	the	Hive	Bottom.	The	Hive	Bottom	is	so	decayedand
crumbling	that	the	original	domes	and	foundation	piles	have	long	since	collapsed,forming	a	layer	of	almost	solid	rubble.	Within	the	rubble	are	enclosedpockets	linked	by	holes	and	tunnels	worn	by	liquids	leaking	from	above.	These	poliutants	and	effluents,	the	discharge	fluid	of	the	entire	hive,	form	a	vast	lake	of	radioactive	putridity	called	the	Sump.
Nothing	can	live	in	the	Hive	Bottom	other	than	the	most	monstrous	mutants.	Its	denizens	are	the	spawn	of	darkness	and	pollution.	Some	of	these	foul	creatures	find	their	way	into	the	Underhive,	or	even	into	the	lower	parts	of	Hive	City,	but	their	natural	domain	is	the	darkness	of	the	Hive	Bottom.	THE	HOUSES	OF	HTVE	PRTMUS	Hive	Primusalone	is
as	populous	as	many	large	worlds	in	the	lmperium.The	majorit5rof	the	hive's	inhabitants	belong	to	one	of	the	thirteen	Houses	and	live	in	the	part	of	the	hive	that	forms	its	territory.	Hive	Primusis	divided	between	the	Houses	much	as	the	lands	of	ordinary	planets	are	divided	into	nations.	Every	House	has	its	own	cultural	traditions,	distinctive	finguistic
traits,	codes	of	dress	and	behaviour,as	welf	as	unique	concernsand	aptitudes.	To	the	greater	universe	Lord	Helmawr	is	Necromunda	and	the	planet	is	his	to	rule	as	he	pleases.The	patriarchs	and	merchant	families	of	the	Noble	Housesvie	for	his	attention,	and	are	eager	to	perform	whatever	favours	are	necessaryto	secure	landing	and	shipping	rights,
trade	licences	and	tax	concessions.Even	whilst	they	curry	Lord	Helmawr's	favour	the	Noble	Houses	schemebehind	his	back,	hoping	that	one	day	House	Helmawr	will	be	brought	low	and	a	new	Imperial	House	will	inherit	its	domain.	The	seven	Noble	Houses	of	Necromunda	are	House	Helmawr,	House	Catallus,	House	Ty,	House	Ulanti,	House	Greim,
House	Ran	Lo	and	House	Ko'Iron.	These	Houses	play	no	direct	parl	in	the	fighting	and	exploration	of	the	Underhive	which	is	the	chief	concern	of	Campaigns,	but	their	existenceis	imoortant.	THE	HOUSES	Below	the	adamantium	barrier	known	as	the	Wall	are	the	domains	of	the	six	Houses	of	Necromunda.	These	ordinary	Houses	lack	the	privileges	and
status	of	the	Noble	Houses.	Their	people	are	confined	to	the	cramped	Hive	City	where	conditions	are	squalid	and	dirty.	The	hivers,	as	they	are	called,	are	used	to	the	dim	light	and	rank	air.	Knowing	no	better,	most	live	contentedlives	of	toil	in	the	guild	factories,	workshops,	and	other	industries	which	form	the	chief	businessof	the	hive.	THE	NOBLE
HOUSES	The	seven	most	important	Houses	are	the	Noble	Houses	whose	domains	extend	throughout	the	Spire,	the	part	of	the	hive	that	stretches	above	the	cloud-top	layer.	The	Noble	Houses	are	the	controllers	of	the	hive's	commerce.	They	trade	far	and	wide	throughout	the	Imperium	as	weli	as	to	the	other	hives	on	Necromunda.	The	Noble	Houses
compete	against	each	other	for	wealth	and	political	power,	always	seeking	to	further	their	own	interestsat	the	expenseof	their	rivals.	Intrigue	and	fear	of	assassinationdominate	the	lives	of	their	ruling	families.	The	most	powerful	Noble	House	is	the	Imperial	or	Ruling	House	of	Helmawr.	Its	domain	is	the	very	top	part	of	the	Spire,	the	most	desirable
territory	in	the	whole	hive.	Lord	Helmawr,	the	leader	of	the	House,	controls	the	entire	planet.	He	represents	the	mighty	Adeptus	Tera	of	Earth,	the	governing	body	of	the	Imperium	of	Man.	The	Houses	are	manufacturersof	goods	of	all	kinds,	from	foodstuffs	to	armaments.These	products	are	traded	with	the	Noble	Houses	and	in	this	way	the	wares	of
Necromunda	reach	the	wide	universe.	A	complex	but	efficient	trading	relationship	has	grown	up	based	around	the	competition	between	the	Houses	to	produce	goods,	and	between	the	Noble	Houses	to	buy	them.	!n	the	time	of	Marius	Helmawr,more	than	three	I	hundredand	{i{ty	yearsbeforethe	birth	of	IG.rootiur,	a	strangerappeared	in	the	Underhive
scttlementof	Glory	Hole.	His	pale,hairlessskin	and	thin,	whisperingvoice	markedhim	at	onceas	from	House	Delaque.	The	strangcr,who	gavehis	nameas	Avris,	spent	freely	in	the	drinking	densand	tradingpost,	alwayspressing	his	companions	for	talesof	the	local	gangs.At	first	werc	suspicious	of	thc	wealrhystranger,but	People	soon	they	becameusedto
seeinghim	about,and	he	was	accePted	as	iust	anotherloncr	passingthrough.	One	day,	somewceksafter	Avris'	arrival,Glory	Hole	was	visitedby	the	Karg	gang.	'Karg's	The	newspassedfrom	hole	to	hole:	in	town!	His	men	are	down	by	Rylan'stradc	post	and	Karg	is	headingfor	Hagcn'splace.'	Dogbit	Karg	was	the	toughcstgangleadcrout	of	Glory	Hole.	His



gangwas	known	and	fearedfrom	Two	Tunnelsto	Dust	Falls.	Now	he	had	returnedaftcr	spendingalmosta	year	downhivc.Thc	word	vas	that	two	of	the	gangwere	dead:thc	rall	youngstercalled	Gund	and	old	lronherd,Karg's	righr	handman.	In	Hagcn'sHolc,	as	Hagcn	callcdhis	bar	and	hangout,	Avris	and	Karg	talked.Hagen,a	good	friend	to	the	old
gangleader,pouredmore	drinks	and	left	the	bottle	on	rhe	table.Thc	hole	had	clearedwhen	Karg	walkedin,	a	nod	and	a	quick	word	had	seento	that,	scatteringnearlya	hundredsouls	into	the	strect.A	few	displaccdmen,too	curiousfor	thcir	own	good,	hung	round	outsideor	found	unexoected	businessin	thc	workshopacrossthe	road.	For	an	hour	or	rnorc	the
two	men	talked	and	drank.	At	last,	Karg	stood	up	callingfor	Hagcn	and	another	bottlc	of	Wld	Snakc.Takingthe	botle	with	him	Karg	left	thc	drinking	holc	hcadingtowardsRylan's	The	peopleof	the	six	Housesdo	not	normally	mix,	and	the	borders	between	their	domains	are	carefully	guarded	against	intruders.	Each	House	is	proud	of	its	unique	traditions
and	disdainful	of	its	rivals'	way	of	life.	Where	the	territories	of	two	Housesborder	each	other	it	is	common	to	flnd	an	interposing	dead	zone	or	area	of	fortifications.	Prolonged	warfare	between	Houses	is	rare,	but	not	unknown.	Violence	can	be	triggered	by	anything	from	accidental	trespass	to	deliberate	invasion.	The	most	common	cause	of	animosity	is
contract	fighting.	This	happens	when	a	House	tries	to	destroy	vital	factories	in	a	neighbour'sdomain	in	order	to	make	it	impossiblefor	them	to	fulfil	a	contract.	Should	this	happen	the	neighbour	will	incur	heavy	penalties	and	may	lose	a	lucrative	contract	to	a	rival	House.	tradeposl.	Hagen,who	had	openedhis	doors	for	Karg,	now	found	himself
surroundedby	a	small	crowd.	When	he	tuined	back	the	man	calledAvris	was	gone	lervinghis	glassuntouchedon	thc	table.	The	next	morningthe	Karg	gangleft	Glory	Hole	headingour	towardsthe	White	Waste.Avris	was	nowhereto	be	found,	though	no-one	saw	him	leave	and	nonc	of	the	gate	guard	recalledletting	him	past.	Weekspassedwithout	newsof
Karg.	Other	gangscame	and	went.	Outlaws	raided	Ollough's	water	still	and	killed	Lough.	his	youngestson.	HagenblamedRatskin	and	promiseda	bottle	of	SecondBest	for	renegades	everyscalpbroughtin.	Soon	hc	had	a	dozenscalps	nailedover	his	bar	counter.On	rhc	wholc	things	wcre	quiet.	It	was	a	small-timeGuilder	calledMylo	vho	brought	the	newsof
Lord	Marius	Hclmawr'sdeath.Apparcntly,	two	of	old	Helmawr'ssonshad	bcen	killed	too.	though	no-onewas	surc	when	or	how	this	had	happcned.	Marius'	young	brotherTibcriuswas	thc	ncw	Lord	Hclmawr.Some	vcre	sayingHelmawr'sthird	son	Cactrushad	fled	downhivevith	his	family,	and	Tibcrius\ras	scndingBounty	Huntersaftcr	him.	But	that	wasn'tthe
newsthat	shook	Glory	Hole.	Helmawrhadn'tdied	in	his	bcd	as	might	bc	expcctcd.	Nor	had	hc	fallcn	to	sickncss,poisonor	spellcraft,	though	thcsc	arc	all	commonenoughcausesof	dcath	in	the	Impcrial	family.	Somchow,an	assassin	had	gor	past	thc	traps	and	guardianpower	ficlds,	through	thc	adamantine	doors	with	their	psychiclocks,	and	into	thc	inncr
sanctum.Hclmawr	had	fought	likc	a	dacmon.	Only	a{ter	a	ficrcc	fight	did	he	fall	to	thc	ground,his	powcrful	handsclaspcdaroundthe	throat	of	his	killer	in	a	mutual	cmbraceof	death.	That,	so	thcy	say,	is	how	thcy	found	Marius	Hclmawr	and	Dogbit	Karg.	Open	hostility	is	rare.	For	one	thing,	war	between	two	Houses	would	simply	further	the	interests	of
the	other	four	and	do	neitherantagonistany	good.Also,	the	Noble	Houses	strongly	disapprove	of	destructive	conflict	because	it	damagestrade	and	hinders	the	movement	of	goods.	Noble	Houses	may	threatento	take	their	businesselsewhererather	than	tolerate	a	hive	war.	Consequently	Hive	City	is	mostly	peaceful	and	industrious,	and	the	majority	of	its
people	are	happy	to	toil	for	their	House	and	reap	the	meagre	rewards	on	offer.	The	six	Houses	are	House	Cawdor,	House	Escher.House	Goliath,	House	Van	Saar,	House	Orlock	and	House	Delaque.	As	the	role	and	attitudes	of	these	Houses	rs	fundamental	to	the	downhive	fighting	which	is	the	subject	of	this	book.	we'11describethem	in	a	little	more
detail.	ORLOCK	House	Orlock	is	known	as	the	House	of	Iron	because	its	fbundations	lie	upon	deep	ferrous	slag	pits.	The	hivers	mrne	these	pits	for	the	debris	of	ancient	times	and	extract	enough	pure	metal	from	the	refuse	to	serve	their	industries.	Over	the	centuries	extensive	mining	of	the	slag	has	caused	some	lower	domes	to	collapse.	In	the	past
this	led	to	hivequakes	and	the	destruction	of	several	overlying	domes.	For	many	centuries	the	House	has	fulfilled	the	Ulanti	Contract.	a	lucrative	deal	by	which	one	House	supplies	the	core	requirements	of	the	Ulanti	Noble	House.	Previously	the	contract	was	supplied	by	House	Delaque,	but	the	Orlocks	usurped	the	position	by	bribing	Underhive	gang
raiders	to	destroy	fuel	lines	into	a	Delaque	guild	factory.	Since	then	the	two	Houses	have	taken	every	opportunity	to	discredit	each	other.	Five	years	ago	Lord	Hagen	Orlock	was	assassinated	by	the	Delaques,	and	relations	between	the	Houses	have	never	been	so	tense.	GOLIATH	The	domain	of	House	Goliath	is	situated	unfavourably	within	Hive	City
and	occupies	some	ofthe	deepest	and	harshest	areas.	Their	extensive	heavy	industries	conffibute	further	to	the	pollution	and	heat,	so	that	their	territory	is	often	filled	with	toxic	smog	and	dark	fumes.	By	way	of	compensation	the	Goliaths	are	tough	and	persistent	by	inclination.	They	consider	the	hivers	of	other	Houses	to	be	soft	and	slack.	In	truth	all
hivers	are	naturally	robust,	being	inured	to	the	toxins	and	deprivations	which	they	accept	unquestioningly	as	part	of	normal	life.	The	Goliaths,	however,	take	a	stubborn	pride	in	t	h	e	i	r	a	b	i	l	i	t	y	t	o	e	n	d	u	r	eh	a	r	d	s	h	i	p	.	The	other	Houses	see	the	Goliaths	as	barbaric,	unsophisticated	and	unpredictable.	Goliath	institutions	such	as	the	fighting	pits
and	the	Feast	of	the	Fallen	do	nothing	to	dispel	the	impression	of	a	violent	people	inimical	to	their	neighbours.	Size	and	strength	are	seen	as	the	measure	of	a	man.	Their	style	of	dress	emphasises	a	preoccupation	with	physique,	featuring	weighty	chains	and	massive	spiked	metal	bracers.	ESCHER	House	Escher	is	perhaps	the	most	strikingly	different
of	all	the	Houses	of	Necromunda.	Like	all	the	Houses	it	is	controlled	by	a	ruling	family,	and	its	political	life	and	institutions	are	dominated	by	close	relatives	or	families	in	service.	However,	unlike	the	other	Houses	which	have	reasonably	balanced	populations,	that	of	the	Escher	is	made	up	almost	entirely	of	women.	The	few	males	are	shrivelled	and
imbecilic,	perhaps	as	the	result	of	a	genetic	flaw	within	the	House	bloodline.	Whatever	the	reason,	they	play	no	part	in	the	normal	affairs	of	the	Escher.	Escher	society	has	long	since	developed	to	cope	with	its	uniquely	imbalanced	population	so	that	it	is	no	longer	perceived	as	a	disadvantage.	The	Escher	have	a	reputation	foi	arrogance	and	are	said	to
look	down	upon	and	pity	a1l	males.	They	are	particularly	dismissive	of	the	Goliaths	as	simple	and	brutish.	The	two	Houses	are	old	enemies	and	skirmishes	along	their	borders	are	common.	VAN	SAAR	House	Van	Saar	is	renownedfor	the	quality	of	its	technical	products.	Its	technology	is	no	more	advancedthan	that	of	anyoneelse,progressbeing
almostnon-existentthroughoutthe	Imperium,but	the	House'smanufacturingprocessesareprecise	and	its	finished	materialsare	of	the	highestquality.	The	Noble	Housespay	a	premium	for	Van	Saargoods,and	as	a	result	the	Houseis	probably	the	most	wealthy	in	Hive	City.	The	Van	Saar	are	reputed	to	be	a	serious	minded	and	humourlesspeople,	with	a
deeply	ingrained	senseof	order.	Like	all	the	Housesof	Hive	City	they	have	a	style	of	dress	which	marksthem	out.	In	the	caseof	theVan	Saarthis	takesthe	form	of	a	tight-fitting	body	suit	designedto	protect	and	sustain	the	wearer	in	the	hive	environment.	Semi-permeable	membranesin	the	suit	reducethe	Ioss	of	body	moisturewhilst	variousspotson	the
materialchangecolour	to	warn	the	wearer	of	airbometoxins	and	reducedoxvsen	1evels.	DELAOUE	HouseDelaquebenefitsfrom	a	specialunderstandingwith	the	Imperial	House	of	Helmawr,	providing	not	just	materialsbut	also	information	to	the	rulers	of	Necromunda.Delaque	spies	are	saidto	operatethroughoutthe	hive,	observingthe	activities	of	the
other	Houses.It	is	rumoured	that	some	of	the	ruling	family	membersof	the	Houses,and	even	someNoble	Houses,	are	in	the	pay	of	the	Delaque.	Other	Houses	are	justifiably	suspiciousof	House	Delaque.	Their	appearance	doeslittle	to	contradictan	age-o1dreputatron	for	double-dealingand	espionage.Delaquetraditionaliy	wear	long	coats	with	internal
pockets	in	which	they	can	easily	concealweaponsand	other	largeitems.	Most	are	very	pale	and	bald	headed.Their	whisperingvoices	are	thin	and	eerie.Many	wear	dark	visors	or	implanted	filter	screensto	protect	their	sensitive	eyes	-	an	intolerance	of	light	being	a	common	Delaqueweakness.Although	the	entire	hive	is	dim	by	normal	standards,the
territory	of	House	Delaqueis	particularly	dark	and	shadowyasbefits	a	peoplewhosemotivesand	methodsare	shroudedin	mystery.	CA\VDOR	HouseCawdoris	the	strongholdof	the	Cult	of	the	Redemption	whoseprophetsforeteil	of	universaldestruction.Although	the	cult	has	its	adherentsthroughoutthe	hive,	in	HouseCawdor	it	has	attainedthe	statusof	an
official	religion.	For	this	reasonthe	Houseis	alsoknown	as	the	Houseof	Redemption.	The	Cawdor	attitudeto	the	other	Housesis	strongly	coloured	by	their	beliefs.Amongstotherthingsthis	forbids	them	to	show	their	faces	in	public,	so	Cawdor	can	be	recognisedby	their	elaboratemasks.The	designsof	their	masks	are	often	quite	bizarreor	disturbing.The
Redemptiondemandsa	strict	codeof	conduct,	and	those	who	break	the	rules	are	driven	away	and	becomeoutcasts.Hivers	who	do	not	follow	the	Redemptionare	worthless	infide1s.Needlessto	say,	the	relationshipbetween	House	Cawdor	and	the	other	Houses	is	strained.It	is	often	supposedthat	the	Cawdor	actively	support	Redemptionist	outlawsin	the
otherHouses.	THE	MERCI{IINT	GUILD	Hive	Primusalone	is	richer	and	more	productivethan	most	planetsin	the	lmperium.	The	hive	is	a	manufacturing	powerhouse,	and	Lord	Helmawr	controls	the	financial	resourcesof	the	whole	of	Necromunda.	Goods	move	constantly	through	the	hive.	fmports	and	some	raw	material	go	downwards,	other	raw
materialscome	upwards	from	the	Underhive,	and	manufactured	goods	travel	up	into	the	Spireand	off	pfanet.	The	Merchant	Guild	controls	all	traffic	between	the	Houses,and	consequently	is	as	popufous,	wealthy,	and	as	important	as	any	of	the	Nobfe	Housesthemselves.	Not	all	Guilders	are	equally	wealthy	or	important.	The	more	prosperous	families
live	in	the	Spire	and	control	trading	empires	which	shift	vast	cargoes	between	Hive	City	and	the	Noble	Houses.	At	the	other	end	of	the	spectrum	are	the	lone	speculators	who	trade	in	the	Underhive,	ever	hopeful	of	discovering	some	new	lode	of	iron	slag	or	a	hoard	of	archeotech.These	adventurous	individuals	are	often	encountereddeep	in	the	hive,
either	on	their	own	or	accompanied	by	hired	guides	and	protectors.	In	the	Badzones,	Guilders	often	hire	gang	fighters	to	protect	them	from	outlaws	and	mutants.	Guilders	provide	Underhivers	with	the	only	secureway	of	storing	large	quantities	of	money.	This	they	do	by	keeping	money	secureas	Guild	credit,	a	form	of	deposit	account	that	all	Guilders
will	honour.	If	a	Guilder	should	die,	his	debts,	accountsand	other	businessarrangements	passto	his	successor.	Guilders	also	supply	Underhivers	with	their	physical	currency	in	the	form	of	Guild	bonds	and	Guild	tokens.	Bonds	are	large	denominations,	oblong	chips	of	ceramite	bearing	an	indelible	imprint	of	value.	Smaller	token	chips	are	carried	as
loose	change	and	are	used	within	the	settlements	as	everyday	currency.	These	Guild	tokens	are	often	simplv	referred	lo	as	credits.	The	families	which	comprise	the	Merchant	Guild	are	called	Guilders.	Guilders	are	a	closely	bound	people,	intensely	loyal	to	their	own	kind	and	insular	in	tradition.	They	are	secretive	about	many	aspectsof	their	dealings
and	way	of	life.	To	other	hivers	their	style	of	dress	and	habits	are	strange	and	incomprehensible.	Amongst	themselves	they	speak	a	secret	languagequite	unlike	the	common	tongue	of	the	hive.	The	Guilders	have	no	territory	in	the	hive.	They	live	wherever	their	business	takes	them,	sometimes	basing	themselvesin	the	domain	of	a	single	House,	but
more	often	wandering	from	one	place	to	another.	The	strict	laws	of	Hive	and	House	protect	itinerant	Guilders,	their	safety	is	guaranteedby	the	House	itself.	The	same	laws	that	protect	Guilders	also	forbid	them	from	owning	property	in	the	Hive	City	or	the	Spire,	so	warehouses,trading	posts,	and	accommodation	are	all	provided	by	the	House.	fuilders
\fb.dg.	wear	a	distinctive	merchant	of	credit	suspendedupon	a	heavy	chain.	The	more	wealthy	a	Guilder,	the	bigger	and	more	ornamcntal	his	badge.	This	serves	as	a	sign	of	o{fice	ard	idcntifies	the	Guilder	when	he	oasses	through	House	checkpoints.	Thi	merchant	badge	is	also	a	device,	a	tool	of	his	rrade,	imprinted	with	acccsscodes	to	his	central
autoledgers	and	credit	rating.	The	badge	guaranteesrhe	Guilder's	trading	arrangements	on	behalf	of	the	Merchant	Guild,	and	is	used	as	a	seal.	both	electronically	and	physically.	time	ago,	the	most	famous	pit	fightcr	in	all	o{	(lome	Underhivevas	Bull	Gorg.	Bull	CJrg	vas	the	\rh.	and	most	massivcfighter	of	all.	His	girrh	Vstrongest	and	weight	werc	so
great	that	a	hoist	was	used	to	lifi	him	in	and	out	of	the	fighting	pits.	In	all	his	fights	he	was	nevcr	defeated,not	even	whcn	pitted	againstsavagcmutants	or	tcams	of	hardenedcriminals.	Bull	Corg's	mastcr	was	a	hunchback	Guilder	called	Auano.	This	man	had	a	whole	string	of	pir	fightcrs	and	made	his	living	by	staging	spcctacularcontestsbetween	his
fighters	and	any	who	dared	to	challcngc	him.	Anano	grew	very	rich	on	the	profits	reapedfrom	the	pit.	Despite	thc	cnormous	wealth	earnedby	Bull	Gorg	and	the	other	pit	fighters,	Anano	remaineda	twisted,	mean-spirited	and	miserly	master.He	spent	as	little	as	possible	on	his	stable,	and	kept	his	slavesin	the	most	sorry	conditions.	Bull	Corg	was	the
only	slavc	he	made	any	effort	to	look	after,	keeping	the	giant	contentedwith	promiscs	of	freedom	vhich	hc	nevcr	mcant	to	honour.	One	day,	another	slave	of	Anano,	a	shc-fightcr	callcd	Hort,	was	badly	hurt	in	a	contest	againsta	captivc	mutant,	a	scaled	lizardman	from	thc	downhive.	Although	Hort	beat	the	monstcr	and	won	Anano	his	pursc,	the	Guilder
refused	to	send	for	a	surgcon	to	attend	to	her	wounds.	Thc	she-fightcr	sickened,and	after	three	days	died,	though	all	swore	her	iniuries	were	not	fatal.	Some	suspectedthat	Anano	had	deliberatelylet	his	slave	die,	if	nor	out	of	meannessthen	out	of	some	petty	spite,	for	it	was	common	knowledge	that	Horr	had	mocked	him	Ior	his	crooked	back	and
twisted	facc.	This	incident	is	said	to	havc	triggered	Bull	Gorg's	Revolt,	the	greatestslave	uprising	the	Underhive	has	ever	known.	With	the	help	of	an	enslavedtcchno	called	Whuss,	thc	rebels	freed	hundreds	of	thcir	brethren.The	slavcsmarched	upon	the	trading	post	of	Dusr	Falls.	looting	and	burning	the	out-holes	oD	thcir	approach.They	set	firc	to	thc
scttlement	and	drove	its	people	into	the	wastesvhere	many	wcre	attackcd	and	killed	by	mutants	and	outlaws.	From	the	ruins	of	Dust	Falls	the	slave	army	headedtowards	Dead	End	Passwhere	Bull	Corg	led	a	determinedattack	upon	the	settlcment'shuge	walls.	Bull	Gorg	reasonedthat	with	control	of	Dead	End	Passhe	would	Dossessa	fortress	that	could
rcsist	thc	strongest{orcesthe	iuilders	could	muster.	The	people	of	Dead	End	Passput	up	a	stiff	fight,	but	the	slaveswere	loo	rough	and	relcntlessfor	them.	Bull	Gorg	led	his	pit	fighters	into	the	settlementand	captured	thc	trading	post.	The	slavesran	Dead	End	Passfor	many	months.	Its	people	bccameaccustomedto	their	new	rulers.	and	evcn	thc	Guilders
were	forccd	to	comc	and	do	businesstherc.	Now	he	had	control	of	the	fortified	settlementBull	Gorg	levied	tolls	on	all	traffic	bctwccn	Dead	End	and	the	rest	of	the	hivc.	Insidc	Dead	End	Pass	slaverywas	abolishcd.Slave	trains	passingthrough	were	freed.	The	Guilders	vere	obliged	to	hire	frec	men	to	carry	their	wares	into	and	out	of	Dead	End.	Things
might	have	continued	this	way	indefinitely.	Bull	Gorg	ran	thc	settlementhumancly	and	wiscly.	He	used	the	tolls	to	improve	the	lot	of	the	settlement'spoorcr	citizens,	digging	new	and	better	holcs,	building	new	water	stills,	and	strengtheningthc	tovn's	defences.But	the	Guilders	would	never	tolerate	the	situation	for	long.	They	hated	the	pit	fighter	for
defying	them	and	for	thc	devastationol	their	properly	at	Dust	Falls.	It	was	treacherythat	openedthe	gatcs	of	Dead	End	Pass	while	the	setllement	slept.	It	was	oo	ordinary	army	that	the	Guilders	launchcd	upon	their	foe,	but	a	horde	of	criminals	and	outlaw	gangsrccruited	from	all	over	the	Underhive:	mcrccnaricsand	cut-throats	paid	wirh	Cuilder	money
and	armed	wirh	Guilder	guns.	The	army	ran	amok	in	the	streets,	looting	and	killing	indiscriminately,burning	and	dcstroying	as	it	olcascdthem.	The	streets	of	Dead	End	Pass	ran	red	with	blood.	Bull	Gorg's	mcn	madc	a	last	standaroundthc	trading	post,	but	it	was	too	latc	for	anyrhing	but	a	token	resistance.	When	the	killing	was	over	and	the	survivors
struggled	bacL	to	thcir	homes,	many	wept	to	find	their	families	murdered	or	maimed.	Fcw	pcople	of	Dcad	End	Passwere	lcft	to	rhank	their	liberators,	oor	were	there	many	to	comparethe	brutality	of	thc	Guildcr	army	vith	the	bcnign	rcign	of	Bull	Gorg.	Those	former	slavcswho	still	lived	werc	cxccutcd	without	exception.Thc	slave	army	was	dcstroycd
and	a	great	display	of	scvcredheadswas	madc	upon	the	battlemenlsof	Dead	End	Pass.Rows	of	stakeswere	erectedon	all	thc	waste	roads,bearinggruesomctrophiesso	that	all	who.approached	could	considerthe	rebels'Iare.	Bull	Gorg	was	taken	prisoner.	He	was	hauled	out	of	the	settlementhe	had	once	ruled,	pasr	the	rows	of	scveredheads,	on	a	iourney
that	would	take	him	to	all	the	maior	setllemetrtsof	the	Underhive.	For	a	month	he	vas	paradcd	round,	chained	and	muzzled,	goadedvirh	power	mauls,	and	fed	upon	the	slops	of	rhe	Guilders'	dogs.	Finally	he	was	takcn	into	thc	tradiog	post	of	Dust	Falls	and	executcd	like	a	common	criminal.	His	head	was	stuck	upon	thc	gate	as	a	dire	warning	to	all	who
darcd	challengethe	power	of	the	Merchant	Guild.	But	still	thc	Guilders	could	not	lay	Bull	Gorg's	ghost	to	rest,	nor	eraseforever	thc	mcmory	of	his	life,	nor	dispel	the	dream	of	frccdom	that	he	had	awakened.To	those	who	toiL	in	the	yokes	of	the	slavelrains,	to	Guild	slavesand	house	slaves,and	most	of	all	to	the	pit-fighters,	Bull	Gorg	is	still	the	hero	who
humbled	the	Merchant	Guild	and	orovcd	it	could	be	bcaten.	THE	UNDERHIVE	The	Underhive	lies	beneath	Hive	City	and	beyond	the	laws	of	House	and	Hive'	lts	depth	varies	from	a	few	hundred	metresto	almost	a	mile	and	its	extent	is	neither	constant	nor	strictlydelineated.The	crumbling	marginsof	Hive	City	simply	melt	into	the	upper	zones	of	the
Underhive.lt	is	a	no-man's	land:	the	Badzones.'.	Downhive.	Here	a	man	can	make	a	new	beginning	or	come	to	a	sudden	end.	Everyone	knows	there	are	fortunes	to	be	won	in	the	depths	for	those	willing	to	take	the	chance.	A	dome	provides	a	broad	open	space	which	is	further	divided	into	zones	of	factories,	houses,	commercial	buildings	and	a	myriad
other	structures.	Each	dome	sits	upon	a	deep	foundation	layer	which	incorporates	a	sublevel	maze	of	power	lines	and	supply	pipes.	Larger	domes	also	have	tall	reinforcing	pillars	which	support	the	roof.	The	geography	of	the	hive	is	therefore	one	of	a	series	of	interconnected	domes	or	caverns	linked	by	major	tunnelways	or	shafts,	and	divided
internaily	into	built-up	areas.	BADZONES	It	is	with	good	reason	that	the	hivers	often	refer	to	the	Underhive	as	the	Badzones.Hive	City	is	dark,	polluted	and	decaying,	but	the	Underhive	is	a	hundred	times	worse.	Its	domed	caverns	are	dark	and	ruinous.	Collapsed	floors	and	fallen	buildings	have	reduced	many	areasto	wastezonesof	rubble	and	debris.
Poisonous	eflluvia,	toxic	dust	and	the	filth	of	the	hive	seep	downwards	and	bury	everything	in	a	thick	layer	of	detritus.	The	Underhive	has	a	geography	all	of	its	own.	Amongst	the	tangle	ofruins	there	are	isolated	pockets	which	can	be	made	habitable	with	a	little	effort.	In	places	the	rubble	conceals	remnants	of	previous	occupation	-	machinery	or
artefacts	which	can	be	reclaimed	or	traded.	Scattered	across	the	Underhive	are	outcrops	of	naturally	formed	ores	or	ancient	refuse	which	can	yield	rare	and	valuable	minerals.	Entire	The	Underhive	is	where	gang	fighters	pit	themseives	against	each	other.	This	is	the	place	of	battle,	and	as	such	it	is	the	part	of	the	hive	that	we	are	most	interestedin.
STRUCTURE	The	physical	sffucture	of	the	Underhive	is	the	same	as	the	rest	of	the	hive.	The	hive	probably	began	as	a	single	habdome	of	plascrete	or	some	other	highly	durable	material.	Over	the	years,	more	domes	were	added	together	with	broad	tunnels	and	shafts	to	connect	them.	Eventually,	new	domes	were	built	on	top	of	the	old,	and	further
domes	were	raised	on	top	of	these,	producing	a	honeycomb	of	large	enclosed	spaces.The	thick	walls	and	foundations	of	these	man-made	cavernsgive	the	hive	its	structural	integrity.	and	nutritious	slime.	Over	the	years	order	can	be	restored	and	eventually	an	areamay	even	be	reclaimed	for	Hive	City.	Underhive	communities	tend	to	be	smal1	affairs,	a
few	simple	holes	and	dens	rather	than	entire	towns.	There	are	also	some	fair	sized	and	well	established	settlementssuch	as	Glory	Hole,	Slag	Town,	Dust	Falls	and	Dead	End	Pass.	All	the	larger	downhive	settlements	are	protected	by	tail	stockades	which	the	inhabitants	build	out	of	the	surrounding	debris.	Shelters	and	other	buildings	are	converied
from	the	ruins	and	materials	scavengedfrom	the	refuse.	It	is	possible	for	a	family	to	survive	by	cultivating	edible	fungi,	algae,	slime	or	the	parasitic	lichen	that	grows	upon	them.	In	some	places	settlers	raise	animals	native	to	the	Badzonessuch	as	rats,	blood	beetles,giant	slugs,blind	snakesand	mutant	dogs.	The	bigger	settlementshave	a	kind	of	order,
albeit	utterly	unlike	the	strict	social	codes	of	Hive	City.	There	are	places	to	trade,	small	workshops	where	equipment	can	be	made	or	repaired,	and	people	offering	services	to	travellers.	A	bed	for	the	night,	a	room,	an	annual	bath,	orjust	food	and	drink;	all	can	be	readily	bought	or	bartered.	The	most	valuable	commodity	of	all	is	often	information.
News	of	ore	strikes	and	tunnel	openings	are	typical	of	the	rumours	that	can	make	a	man	rich	if	he's	quick	enough.	regions	remain	unexplored,	and	much	of	the	htve	rs	unreachablebecauseofblocked	and	flooded	tunnels.There	are	plenty	of	domes	which	are	simply	wastezones,neither	habitable	nor	containing	anything	of	obvious	worth.	Tunnels	and
vertical	shafts	link	the	domed	chambers	together.	The	tunnel	structures	are	weaker	than	the	domes	they	serve,	so	they	are	often	destroyed	or	partially	blocked	even	if	the	dome	itself	is	intact.	Sometimes	a	nalrow	crawlhole	through	the	debris	may	ailow	a	man	to	squeeze	through,	but	narow	tunnels	are	dangerous	and	often	lead	nowhere	or	end	in
flooded	sumps	or	sudden	drops.	The	whole	of	the	Underhive	is	a	complex	maze	in	which	it	is	only	too	easy	to	become	disorientated	and	lost.	SETTLERS	Despite	the	appalling	conditions	there	is	no	shortage	of	peopie	who	seek	to	make	their	home	in	the	Underhive.	The	discontented,	the	poor,	the	disinherited	and	outcasts	naturally	gravitate	downhive,
away	from	the	power	of	the	Guild	factories	and	family	patriarchs.	These	refugees	from	'green	hivers'	by	Hive	City	are	sometimes	called	establisheddownsiders.	The	Badzones	are	a	place	of	opportunity	for	impoverished	but	peaceablehivers	who	are	unable	or	unwilling	to	endure	the	life	of	Hive	City.	With	hard	work	tunnels	can	be	opened	up,
generatorsand	air	pumps	can	be	installed,	effluent	flows	can	be	diverted	and	water	stills	erected.Sluny	pits	and	hive	dust	can	be	coaxed	to	yield	crops	of	algae,	mutant	fungus	guarded	slave	trains	carry	goods	within	the	Underhive	and	between	the	Underhive	and	Hive	City.	In	larger	communities	it	is	the	Guilders	that	really	run	things.	Anyone	who
tried	to	cheat	or	harm	a	Guilder	would	soon	meet	with	rough	justice.	Guilders	are	notoriously	protective	of	their	own	kind,	and	will	hunt	down	anyone	who	kills	or	robs	fiom	them.	Nonetheless,the	Guilders	are	not	immune	from	attack	and	their	carsoes	are	a	favourite	target	for	outlaw	gangs.	GUILDERTI?ADERS	Most	settlementshave	trading	posts
where	Guilders	can	sell	their	wares,	or	buy	things	that	have	been	found,	made	or	stolen	in	the	Underhive.	Sometimes	they	hire	fighters	to	protect	themselvesor	their	cargoes.The	Guilders'heavily	stalkcd	the	labyrinthinetunnels	of	Down	Town.	f\eath	UThe	settlement'sinhabitantswaited	for	the	discovery	of	the	next	murder.	Entire	holcs	had	becn	wiped
out	in	the	atrocities,	Guildcrs	and	respectedgang	leaders	amongst	them.	The	assassinwas	unknown.	The	only	clues	to	his	idcntity	wcre	the	small	white	mnemonic	cards	lcft	upon	each	corpsc.	The	cards	displayed	a	manic	death's	hcad	which	cackled	and	rrinked	knowingly	to	thc	touch.	As	the	death	toll	rosc	so	did	unrest	in	the	settlement.	Ncighbours
turned	upon	neighboursand	everywhcrethere	was	an	air	of	distrust.	Wild	iuves	roamed	rhc	cmpty	tunnels,	brcaking	into	holes	to	stcal,	or	simply	to	hide	from	the	dark.	The	Guilders	doubled	the	Watchmen's	ratc,	but	there	were	fcw	volunteers	preparedto	walk	the	streets	at	night.	Lothar	Hex,	the	Widowmaker,	his	head	tilted	at	a	slight	angle,	listened
intently	to	the	voices	below.	He	had	reached	a	dark	void	above	his	target,	an	empty	conduit	above	the	hideout	of	Gideon	Drexlar.	Looking	down	into	the	room,	Lothar's	cold	eyes	focuscd	upon	the	slumped	figure	of	Down	Town's	most	feared	gang	leadcr.	Empty	bottles	of	Wild	Snake	littered	the	lable	and	thc	floor	around.	From	his	iacket	Lothar	took	a
long	flexible	pcriscope	which	he	pushed	carefully	into	the	ceiling	grille.	Rotating	rhe	device	he	counted	four	guards.	Satisfied	that	these	were	thc	room's	onlv	occuoants	hc	retrievedthe	scope	and	slowly	beganto	removethe	magno-bolts	from	the	grillc	covcr.	The	grille	tumblcd	to	thc	floor	with	a	clatter	and	Lothar	Hex	droppcd	into	the	room,	boltguns
blazing.Two	guards	exploded	before	the	assassin'sfeet	had	evcn	touched	the	floor,	thcir	torn	bodics	tossed	acrossthe	room	like	rag	dolls.	Thc	rcmaining	guards	fumbled	for	their	weapons,firing	wildly	at	the	shadow	like	figure	as	it	sprang	upon	them.	Onc	collapsed	in	wide-eyed	terror	as	Lothar's	dagger	Poorer	Guilders	sometimes	strike	out	a1one,
chasing	rumours	of	ore	strikes	or	finds	of	archeotech.For	every	lone	explorer	that	makes	his	way	back	to	Dust	Falls,	likely	as	not	mad-eyed	with	his	clothes	in	tatters	and	babbling	of	untold	riches,	a	hundred	are	never	seen	again.	The	Underhive	swallows	them	uo.	found	his	throat,	the	last	was	slammed	against	the	wall,	his	body	ierking	like	a	puppct	as
a	dozcn	bolt	shells	exploded	within	his	chest.	Lothar	Hex	walked	torrards	Drcxlar,	his	smoking	guns	held	carelesslyby	his	side.	The	gang	leader	glared	in	drunken	astonishment,too	numb	with	terror	to	move	from	his	chair.	Thc	sighr	that	met	his	eyes	was	morc	horrific	than	anything	he	had	seen	in	a	lifeiime	of	Underhive	fighting.	The	assassin'sface
seemedro	blur	and	shift.	Flesh,	bones	and	sinew	liquefied	and	reshaped.The	human	face	disappcaredand	the	face	that	studied	him	so	coldly	was	a	mask	of	bestial	evil.	'What	are	you?'	gasped	Drexlar,	his	voice	shaking	with	terfof.	A	grin	played	upon	the	inconstant	features	and	the	creature	laughed	maliciously.	'I	'l	am	thc	darkness,'it	replied.	am	the
darknessinside	all.'	you	A	singlc	bolt	shot	rang	out	and	Drexlar	span	from	his	chair	as	the	shell	struck	him	souare	between	thc	cves.	The	force	of	rhe	blasr	carried	the	body	,.ross	the	room	where	it	struck	the	far	wall	and	slithered	to	the	floor.	The	explosive	bolt	had	erupted	inside	thc	gang	lcadcr's	head,	smattering	bits	of	bone	and	brain	upon	the	wall.
The	creaturc	observcd	thc	scenc	of	carnage.Its	features	were	human	once	more.	Lothar	Hex	took	five	mnemonic	cards	from	his	coat	pocket	and	placed	onc	upon	each	corpse.	As	his	fingers	touchcd	them	rhc	death's	heads	upon	the	cards	beganto	cackle	and	wink	cheerfully.	When	he	had	done	the	assassintook	a	cord	from	his	coat	and	attached	a	small
magno-hook	to	one	end.	He	threw	it	upwards	through	the	open	grillc	and	tugged	thc	line	to	make	sure	the	hook	was	fast.	He	looked	around	the	room.	His	vork	was	finished	now.	for	Drexlar's	had	becn	the	final	name	on	Sliding	fak's	list.	Lothar	Hcx	could	returr	to	his	master	now	and	rcport	complctc	succcss.	Valuable	fungi	are	much	sought	after.	The
slow	growing	pearl	spore	forms	tiny	lustrous	pearls	within	its	flesh;	the	colour	and	quality	ofindividual	stonesdependsupon	which	pollutants	the	fungus	grows	upon	as	well	as	its	age.	The	most	valuable	of	all	is	the	Necromundan	black	pearl,	a	single	large	example	of	which	is	sufficient	to	keep	a	man	in	life-long	luxury.	Iron	mould	is	not	valuable	in
itself,	but	grows	on	rust	piles	and	detritus	saturatedwith	sequestered	iron	and	other	metals.	The	mould	extracts	water	and	bound	oxygen	from	the	substrate	leaving	nodules	of	metal	underneath.	Other	fungi	have	medical	or	intoxicant	properties.	Examples	include	the	dangerousbut'costly	icrotic	slime.	The	possessionof	living	icrotic	slime	is	one	of	the
most	serious	crimes	in	the	Spire,	and	its	export	from	Necromunda	is	forbidden	by	Imperial	decree.	Spook	is	a	relatively	common	but	dangerouspsychic	stimulant	formed	from	fungal	spoor.	More	useful	is	the	curative	Stinger	mould,	which	has	powerful	recuperativeabilities	as	well	as	strong	antibiotic	properlies.	ARCHEOTECH	ORESAND	MINERALS
Some	hivers	come	to	the	Badzones	to	make	their	fortune	from	the	vast	natural	wealth	of	the	Underhive.	Pollutants	transmute	over	the	millennia,	gradually	losing	their	toxic	properties	and	fonning	new	stable	compounds,	including	sparstone,adonite	crystals,	carnotite	gems	and	dark	nuggets	of	igneous	adamantorite.	These	precious	substances	are
found	in	the	deeper	parts	of	Underhive	and	the	Hive	Bottom.	Rich	deposits	are	very	rare	and	searchingfor	them	amongstthe	poisonouswastesis	hazardous.	Mineral	ore	deposits	are	more	common.	These	often	originate	from	liquid	dischargesfrom	Hive	City.	Working	their	way	downwards,	ore-laden	wastes	reach	open	spaces	and	form	stalagmitesand
stalactitesof	ferrous	haematite	or	'iron	slag'.	Some	pollutant	liquids	filter	through	porous	wasteswhich	act	as	sieves,depositing	solid	ore	in	the	form	of	a	crust	or	pan.	These	substances	ile	bulkli	and	not	tremendously	valuable,	but	their	exploitation	is	relatively	easy.	Ore	diggers	work	either	on	their	own	or	in	groups.	They	often	build	temporary
sheltersround	the	site	of	a	strike,	and	may	well	have	to	defend	their	workings	from	marauding	outlaw	gangs.	HIVE	FUNGUS	Further	riches	can	be	gleaned	from	the	mutant	fungoid	lifeforms	which	grow	in	the	dark	Underhive.	The	detritus	of	the	downhive	provides	the	ideal	medium	for	fungi	to	grow	in	and,	as	a	result,	the	Underhive	supports	a
substantial	ecology	of	parasitesand	mutant	creatures.There	are	tens	of	thousandsof	varieties	of	fungi	and	moulds,	some	edible	or	otherwise	useful,	others	highly	toxic	and	downright	dangerous.	Much	of	the	Underhive	is	unexplored	or	inaccessible	and	amongst	the	ruins	lie	factories,	machines,	stockpiles	of	raw	materials	and	stores	of	artefacts	buried
millennia	ago.	Sudden	structural	catasffophes	are	not	uncommon	in	the	lower	parts	of	the	hive,	so	it	is	easy	to	imagine	how	a	collapsed	dome	could	be	buried	along	with	its	inhabitants.	Over	time	the	dome	will	be	forgotten,	wastes	leak	in	from	above,	and	layers	of	hive	dust	pile	on	top	of	the	ruins.	A11	this	can	remain	untouched	for	centuries,	perhaps
for	millennia,	until	erosion	or	a	hivequake	opens	up	a	small	crawlhole	into	the	ancient	dome.	When	a	tunnel	into	a	new	area	is	discovered	it	becomes	a	magnet	for	fortune	hunters.Any	attempt	at	secrecycan	only	succeed	for	a	shorl	while,	and	soon	the	dome	will	be	teeming	with	rivals.	Inevitably	there	will	be	battles	over	the	spoils,	and	the	victors	will
cany	away	the	choicest	items	for	themselves.	Archeotech	is	the	term	given	to	ancient	finds	of	technical	artefacts.The	richest	sourceof	archeotechis	lost	domes,but	it	is	possible	to	find	old	machines	at	the	bottom	of	any	deep	layer	of	hive	debris.	The	value	of	an	item	dependsvery	much	on	what	it	is.	Old	rusted	machinery	is	only	good	lbr	scrap	and	will
have	to	be	sold	for	the	value	of	the	metal	it	contains.	Isotropic	crystal	fuel	rods,	on	the	other	hand,	remain	good	so	long	as	they	are	unused,	and	can	be	traded	for	a	good	price.	depths	of	the	Underhive	give	way	to	the	fhe	|.	collapsed	and	compacted	ruins	of	the	hive	bottom,	the	hive's	ancient	loundation	layer	long	since	abandoned	and	forgotten	by	its
inhabitants.	This	is	a	domain	of	MUTANTS	The	constantly	recycled	air,	water	and	food	of	the	hive	have	an	inevitable	effect	on	its	inhabitants.	Pollutants	and	toxins	build	up	in	the	bio-system	causing	genetic	instability	and	mutation.	The	eff'ects	of	this	are	worse	further	down	the	hive	where	toxins	are	more	concentrated.Becausemutation	is	so	common
minor	deformities	are	tolerated	to	a	degree,	even	in	the	Spire	and	Hive	City.	However,	conspicuous	mutants	are	rooted	out	and	destroyedaccording	to	the	strict	laws	of	House	and	Hive.	Only	those	who	flee	downhive	can	hope	to	escape	and	start	new	lives,	losing	themselves	amongst	the	ever-shifting	population	of	the	Underhive.	Underhive	inhabitants
are	more	tolerant	of	mutants	than	other	hivers.	So	long	as	mutants	keep	a	1ow	profile,	and	are	not	obviously	or	grossly	deformed,	they	can	live	peacefully	even	inside	a	big	settlement.Underhivers	are	not	inclined	to	ask	questions	or	look	too	closely	at	their	neighbours,	and	are	more	sympathetic	to	mutants	in	general.	Of	course,	not	all	are	equally
tolerant.	House	Cawdor	especially	are	quick	to	tul'n	upon	mutants.	Other	fanatical	staSnant	darkness,	wherepoisonedfumes	rise	from	the	putrid	sump	lake	at	the	hive's	bottom	and	choke	rhe	labyrinth	of	crude	crawlholesand	ruinous	caverns.Here	in	the	darknessdwell	things	spawnedin	the	toxic	rraste	of	millennia,creaturesthat	hide	from	eventhe
oallid	lighrs	of	rhe	Underhive.	Sometimesthey	crawl	from	their	holes,	slithering	up	{rom	the	blackness,driver	by	their	hunger,perhaps,for	humanflesh	and	blood.	They	can	be	glimpsedfrom	the	watch-towersof	Down	Tovn,	moving	through	the	spoil	heapsas	they	hunt	the	mutant	rats	that	fced	upon	the	refusetherc.	Their	eyescan	be	seenglimmering
amongst	the	ruins	as	they	study	the	progressof	a	slaverrain,	warchingfor	stragglersand	wounded.Throughout	the	Underhive	they	can	be	heard	hovling	and	snarlingin	the	dark	hours	of	lights-out,	alwaysclose	by	yet	alvays	unseen,a	soundto	hauntthc	sleepof	men.	Occasionallya	hunter	ot	an	ore	prospectormight	bring	in	a	pelt	of	some	strangebestial
thing.	Some	of	thcm	are	men,	ot	were,	with	scabrousrotting	skin	and	talonlike	nails,	eyesvestigialand	coveredwith	white	membranes,	or	black	and	staring	withour	visible	iris.	Others	haveonly	the	sham	of	human	form,	scaly	and	vile	things	vith	dripping	mavs	of	pointed	teeih	and	long	red	tongues.	Over	the	far	wall	of	the	Down	Town	trade	hole	there	are
nailed	the	skins	of	many	such	beasts,hundredsanc	hundredsof	them,	some	rotten	and	eatenawavbv	time	or	infestation,	othersgleamingwith	green.nd	gold.o	scales,a	few	of	the	skins	of	savages	and	outlaws	brought	in	for	bounty.	The	Underhive	provides	a	natural	refuge	for	those	seeking	to	escaperetribution	or	revenge.	Individual	criminals	and	political
dissidents	can	melt	into	society	without	fear.	Larger	groups	of	outcastscan	find	a	secludedplace	to	make	their	home.	Amongst	these	groups	are	crazed	religious	zealots,	mutant-hating	Redemptionists,	Utopionists,	cannibals,	head-hunters	and	any	number	of	misfits	and	madmen.	Amongst	those	who	have	taken	refuge	in	the	Underhive	are	members	of
the	ruling	family	itself.	After	the	murder	of	Marius	Helmawr,	his	surviving	son,	Caetrus,	fled	'into	the	Underhive	where	he	becamea	celebratedoutlaw	leader	and	popular	hero.	Although	his	uncle,	Lord	Tiberius	Helmawr,	tried	to	capture	or	kill	Caetrus	for	many	years	he	never	succeeded.The	Delaque	agentssent	to	root	out	Caetrus	and	his	followers
were	finally	forced	to	admit	defeat.	Caetrus	lived	to	reclaim	his	birthright	after	Tiberius'	death,	but	never	forgot	his	Underhive	years	and	rewarded	his	supportersgenerously.	groups	such	as	the	Redemptionists	hate	all	mutants	no	matter	how	minor	their	deformities.	Their	creed	preaches	the	uncompromising	destruction	of	all	deviants.	For	those	too
mutated	to	live	in	the	big	settlements	the	lawless	expanse	of	the	Badzones	provides	ample	oppofiunity	to	hide.	Mutants	of	the	most	heinous	varieties,	scaly	many-limbed	monstrosities,	will	naturally	gravitate	towards	the	deeper	parts	of	the	hive	and	the	Hive	Bottom.	They	are	outcastseven	from	the	Badzones.	Not	all	mutants	are	physically	grotesque.
Some	appear	normal,	but	actually	have	psychic	powers	of	one	kind	or	another.	These	mutants	are	more	readily	accepted	into	the	Underhive	than	conspicuous	deviants.	Some	are	even	welcomed	and	protected	becausetheir	abilities	are	useful,	such	as	psychic	healers	and	precognostics.	OTHER	OUTCASTS	The	Underhive	exists	beyond	the	laws	of
House	and	Hive.	The	Houses	have	little	influence	and	family	patriarchs	care	little	about	life	beyond	their	borders.	Even	the	Imperial	House	would	think	twice	about	trying	to	impose	its	will	in	the	anarchic	bowels	of	the	hive.	can	find	paths	into	domes	which	remain	undiscovered	and	buried	to	ordinary	men.	Ratskins	move	through	the	hive	effortlessly
and	mysteriously,	disappearing	almost	magically,	appearing	as	if	from	nowhere.	The	Spirit	of	the	Hive	To	the	Ratskins,	the	Underhive	is	a	living	place	inhabited	by	sacred	spirits.	It	is	a	place	with	which	they	feet	a	natural	harmony,	a	place	which	is	great	and	beautiful	in	their	eyes.	Ratskins	respect	the	hive	as	a	mighty	god,	generous	in	its	bounty	and
merciless	in	its	vengeance.In	their	eyes,	the	Underhivers	often	anger	the	hive	by	causing	rock	falls	or	caving	in	tunnels	with	thefuclumsy	excavations.Sometimes	hivers	go	too	far,	trespassinginto	sacredplaces	or	poisoning	the	native	pools.	Ratskin	Settlements	RATSKNS	The	Ratskin	people	have	lived	in	the	ruins	of	the	Underhive	for	as	long	as	time
itself,	and	Ratskins	regard	the	place	as	their	ancestralhome.	They	know	almost	nothing	about	the	world	that	lies	above	their	heads	or	beyond	the	hive.	Ratskins	have	lived	apalt	for	so	long	that	they	have	developed	their	own	language,	and	only	the	few	who	visit	Underhive	settlementsto	trade	bother	to	leam	the	common	tongue	of	th'ehive.	Ratskins
possesssensesuniquely	adaptedto	the	conditions	of	the	Underhive.	Their	sight	is	incredibly	keen	and	it	is	commonly	supposed	they	can	see	in	pitch	darkness.	A	Ratskin	can	smell	out	tiny	differencesin	air	quality,	and	can	track	other	hivers	or	hive	creaturesby	scent.	Their	hearing	is	also	finely	attuned	to	the	hive.	The	slightest	sounds	tell	them	where
others	might	be,	whether	a	tunnel	is	safe,	or	if	dangerouscreatureslurk	nearby.	Ratskins	care	nothing	for	Hive	City	or	the	hivers	that	come	from	above.	They	do	not	understandthe	hivers'	insane	lust	for	scrap	metals	and	glittering	stones.Most	of	all	they	are	baffled	by	the	foolish	manner	in	which	settlers	eat	toxic	fungus,	fall	down	holes,	blunder	into
roof	falls,	and	generally	act	in	a	senselessand	dangerousfashion.	Although	the	outsiders	plzzle	and	often	anger	them,	the	Ratskins	aie	content	to	leave	hivers	alone	so	long	as	they	leave	the	Ratskins	in	peace.	Adventurous	Ratskins	trade	with	the	hivers	and	sometimeshfuethemselvesout	as	guides	or	trackers,	but	they	are	a	self-sufficient	and	proud
people	who	neither	need	nor	want	much	from	anyone.	Ratskins	know	their	way	around	the	Underhive	better	than	aryone	else.	They	know	about	the	main	tunnels,	the	small	crawlholes,	and	the	shifting	drains	and	sumps	of	the	effluvial	flows.	They	know	ways	into	and	through	the	Underhive	which	the	hivers	are	utterly	ignorant	of.	They	Ratskins	live	in
small	communities	that	are	hidden	from	settlers	and	explorers.	They	cultivate	cane	spore,	which	provides	food	as	well	as	reed-like	building	material,	and	they	hunt	the	rat	herds	that	infest	the	hive.	For	the	most	part	they	avoid	the	foolish	intruders	whose	heathen	ways	often	offend	the	spirits	of	the	hive.	Most	settlerssoon	succumb	to	predators,	toxic
fungi,	roof	falls	or	some	other	inherent	danger,which	all	goes	to	show	that	the	hive	is	intolerant	of	those	who	fail	to	show	the	spirits	proper	respect.	Ratskins	and	Hivers	Some	Ratskins	hire	themselvesout	as	guides	or	trackers	and	a	few	of	them	become	semi-civilised	as	a	result	of	contact	with	hivers.	They	can	be	found	and	hired	in	the	larger
settlementssuch	as	Dust	Falls,	GIory	Hole	and	Dead	End	Pass.	There	are	few	expeditions	that	would	venture	into	unknown	wastezoneswithout	the	expert	aid	of	a	Ratskin	tracker.	Sadly,	some	Ratskins	are	attracted	to	the	strange	ways	of	the	hivers,	and	acquire	a	taste	for	intoxicants,	gambling	and	riotous	living.	These	troublesome	individuals	hang
around	the	settlementsuntil	the	inhabitants	lose	patience	and	throw	them	out	into	the	wastes.	Bands	of	Ratskin	renegadesare	a	nuisance	to	settlers	and	their	own	kin,	and	have	a	well	deservedreputation	for	savagery.	Ratskinslive	in	harmony	with	the	mutant	flora	and	peculiarcreaturesthat	populatethe	wild	parrs	of	the	hive.	Many	of	the	hive's	sickly
fungi	and	algae	havehcrbal	propertiesvhich	the	Ratskinsuse	to	their	advantage.	Although	some	are	deadly	poisons,	in	small	quantitics,or	preparedaccordingto	ancient	rituals	of	the	shamans,they	can	be	employedto	make	hcaling	drugs,	potent	intoxicantsor	psychic	stimulants.The	most	commonstimulanfis	fhe	small	leatherbag	containinga	pastemade
from	ground	blindsnake-	a	totem	rhar	is	said	ro	enhance	the	wearer'sawareness	and	warn	him	of	evil	soirits.	GANGS	The	Underhiveis	a	dangerousplacewhere	people	gather	together	into	gangs	so	they	can	explore,	travel	and	fight	together.	Those	who	join	a	gang	are	called	gangers.House	traditionsare	so	strong	and	their	identitiesso	distinct	that	even
in	tne	Underhive	gangs	are	formed	from	gangers	of	one	House.	A	Necromundan'sentire	senseof	self	is	based	upon	House	loyaltyl	and	even	the	descendantsof	downhive	settlersretain	their	House	identity	to	a	large	extent.	The	bulk	of	gangerscome	from	the	Underhive	itself.	They	are	the	descendants	of	settlers,	some	from	families	establishedin	the
Underhive	for	generations.The	loyalty	of	these	established	Underhivers	to	their	House	is	tempered	with	romantic	notions	of	life	in	Hive	City,	a	place	they	have	never	been	to	and	can	only	dimly	imagine.	Some	gangerscome	downhive	from	Hive	City.	Young	juves	and	discontentedhivers	are	keen	to	join	or	form	gangs,	and	there	are	always	hardy
Underhivers	willing	to	give	them	a	chance.As	well	as	its	ordinary	gangers	a	gang	might	also	include	hired	help	in	the	form	of	mercenary	fighters,	psychic	mutants	or	Ratskin	trackers.	Gang	Leaders	Gang	leaders	are	usually	experienced	fighters	who	know	the	local	Badzones	and	understand	the	dangers	of	the	Underhive.	Sometimes	a	ruthless
desperadofrom	Hive	City	will	set	up	his	own	gang,	but	oniy	the	greenestjuve	or	the	most	impoverished	ganger	would	follow	him.	Al1	gangs	recruit	new	fighters	now	and	again.	The	most	successful	gang	leaders	are	highly	respected	and	competition	for	membership	is	keen.	Even	the	most	experienced	and	skilful	gangers	may	have	to	find	new
companions	if	their	leader	is	slain	or	captured,	and	such	fighters	can	always	command	a	high	price	for	their	services.	The	aim	ofevery	gang	leader,	and	eventually	every	ganger'	is	to	get	rich	and	move	uphive.	Some	retum	to	Hive	City,	where	their	new	wealth	enables	them	to	live	in	luxury	for	years.	Most	dream	of	freedom	in	the	Spire,	away	from	the
fllth	of	Hive	City	and	the	repression	of	family	paffiarchs'	Only	the	richest	get	to	the	Spire,	but	in	the	Spire	money	buys	power	of	a	kind	unimaginable	to	the	hivers	of	Hive	City.	ALL	HOLED	UP	The	place	to	start	is	one	of	the	big	settlementsthat	adjoins	the	wastezonesand	deeper	parts	of	the	Underhive.	Places	like	Dead	End	Pass	and	Dust	Falls	are	full
of	gangers	passing	the	time	of	day	in	the	drinking	holes,	trading	posts	and	workshops.	They	wait	for	news	of	tunnel	openings'	rumours	of	ore	strikes,	and	any	information	that	might	lead	them	to	a	fortune.	News	is	soon	public	knowledge.	Rumours,	real	or	false,	spread	faster	than	rat	pox'	Settlements	suddenly	empty	as	rival	gangs	scramble	for	a	piece
of	the	action.	It's	easy	to	pick	up	odd	jobs	inside	a	settlement.	Guilders	hire	gangersto	take	things	from	one	place	to	another,	or	to	protect	them	as	they	travel	through	the	hive.	The	town's	traders	are	more	than	willing	to	pay	for	information	or	services.Local	settlersoften	hire	help	to	round	up	livestock	or	hump	slime	barrels	into	the
nearestsettlement.If	all	else	fails,	a	day's	scavenging	in	the	adjoining	wastezoneswill	always	turn	up	a	few	trinkets	or	bits	ofjunk	to	sell	to	one	of	the	workshops.	Odd	jobs	dependupon	good	contacts,and	it	is	these	contacts	which	keep	the	gang	going	from	day	to	day.	The	more	people	you	know,	the	more	favours	you	are	owed,	and	the	easier	it	is	to
build	up	your	gang's	numbers	and	weapons	stock.	FIGHTING	FOR	FORTUNE	Out	in	the	Badzones	any	meeting	between	rival	gangs	is	likely	to	end	in	a	firefight.	A	gang	which	runs	from	its	rivals	will	end	up	scavenging	through	the	poorest	wastelands	or	raking	over	the	spoil	heaps	of	others.	Only	gangs	that	stand	up	for	themselves	earn	the	respect	of
other	Underhivers,	local	traders	and	rival	gangs.	Mutual	respect	doesn't	stop	gangs	shooting	at	each	other,	but	it	establishesthe	right	to	scavenge	over	or	move	through	a	particular	area.	Such	things	are	simple	matters	of	understanding	amongst	the	localgang	leaders.	Fights	break	out	for	all	kinds	of	reasons.	Accidental	meetings	are	common,
especially	where	rival	gangs	share	tunnels	or	scavenging	teffitory.	Sometimes	a	gang	will	deliberately	attack	a	small	settlementor	lone	water	still	that	their	rivals	use.	Many	gangers	come	from	established	Underhive	families	that	live	in	out-holes	in	the	wastezones.	Gangs	take	great	care	to	look	after	friendly	downhivers	who	give	them	food,	water	and
news.	Often	a	gang	depends	on	such	people	for	its	survival.	News	of	freshly	discovered	tunnels	or	domes	draws	rival	gangs	like	boreflies	to	an	open	wound.	The	richer	the	booty	the	more	determined	and	bloody	the	fighting.	Finds	of	archeotech,sparstones,carnotite	gems,	pearl	spore,and	any	other	tremendously	valuable	discoveries	always	end	in
fierce	battles	over	the	spoils.	Even	if	a	gang	managesto	fill	its	bags	with	sparstonesthere	is	no	guaranteeit	won't	be	trailed	and	ambushedon	the	way	home.	Big	finds	are	often	broken	up	and	buried	in	secret	out	in	the	wastezones,away	from	the	prying	eyes	of	rival	gangs.	GUNS	FOR	HIRE	Few	gangs	have	more	than	twenty	members	and	most	have
fewer	than	a	dozen.	Of	these	some	will	be	fu1ly-fledged	gangers,fighters	of	experiencewho	know	how	to	look	after	themselvesin	the	Badzones.Others	may	be	young	juves,	out	to	prove	their	mettle	to	their	older	companions.Gangers	like	this	can	be	hired	in	any	of	the	larger	settlements,and	the	price	paid	will	depend	very	much	on	the	calibre	of	the
fighter.	If	a	gang	leader	wants	to,	he	can	hire	specialistsor	perhaps	even	one	of	the	notorious	gunfighters	who	offer	their	servicesto	the	highest	bidder.	These	loners	usually	owe	no	allegiance	to	any	House.	They	are	outsiders,	often	halfcastes	or	people	of	mysterious	origin,	who	will	fight	for	anyone	at	a	price.	A	gang	leader	will	occasionally	want	to
hire	a	Ratskin	tracker	as	a	guide,	especially	if	he	intends	to	move	into	an	unexplored	or	dangerous	part	of	the	downhive.	Ratskin	trackers	can	guide	a	gang	through	obscure	crawlholes	and	tunnels,	and	they	know	ways	through	the	hive	which	the	gangers	could	never	find	or	follow.	Ratskins	have	uncanny	senses,and	can	smell,	feel	and	listen	their	way
through	a	hive	in	a	way	no	gangercan	evenimagine.	Less	easily	found	are	the	infamous	renegadesand	loners.	They	are	notorious	and	mysterious	characters:	some	have	an	almost	legendary	past	and	many	stories	are	told	about	their	adventures.It	is	hard	to	imagine	why	many	of	these	characters	stay	in	the	Underhive.	Many	could	afford	to	return	uphive
if	they	wished,	but	perhaps	something	else	keeps	them	in	the	Badzones.	Some	of	the	most	famous	gunfighters	are	mutants	and	some	are	barely	human.	On	the	whole	it	is	best	not	to	enquire	too	closely	about	the	origins	or	motives	of	these	most	powerful	of	all	fighters.	OUTLA\X/	GANGS	Even	in	the	Underhive	there	is	a	code	of	behaviour	which	most
gangersabide	by.	At	least	it	is	ffue	to	say	that	most	like	to	be	seento	abide	by	these	standards.What	they	do	when	no-one	is	watching	is	another	matter	entirely.	Those	who	break	the	downhive	code	can	find	themselvesoutlawed	by	a	Guilder	court.	Outlaws	are	not	welcomed	in	settlements,	traders	won't	deal	with	them	openly,	and	other	gangs	can	claim
bounty	fbr	hunting	them	down.	The	Downhive	Code	Inside	settlementsa	ganger	who	kills	another	hiver	can	be	outlawed	together	with	his	entire	gang.	Serious	fighting	inside	settlements	isn't	tolerated	by	the	Guilders	who	employ	hired	guns	called	Watchmen	to	keep	the	peace.	Similarly,	theft,	fraud	and	violent	crime	within	a	settlement	are	likely	to
get	a	person	outlawed	or	lynched.	Small	settlementsand	out-holes	are	also	covered	by	this	code	of	behaviour,	although	they	are	more	vulnerable	to	unscrupulous	raiders	than	big	settlements.	Outlaws	often	leave	no	witnessesto	point	an	accusing	finger.	Any	gang	that	attacks	a	Guilder,	his	property,	or	any	hivers	in	his	employment	can	also	find	itself
outlawed.	If	a	Guilder	is	killed,	other	Guilders	will	offer	a	bounty	for	the	capture	or	destruction	of	the	gang	responsible.	Any	ganger	found	with	the	property	of	a	Guilder	is	likely	to	be	executed	and	his	entire	gang	outlawed.	Even	in	the	Underhive,	Guilders	enjoy	special	statusand	are	able	to	move	freely	throughout	the	hive.	Many	Underhivers	depend
upon	Guilder	trade,	so	killing	or	robbing	a	Guilder	is	regarded	as	one	of	the	most	serious	breaches	of	the	downhive	code.	Captives	and	Ransom	Beyond	the	confines	of	the	settlements,gangs	fight,	wound	and	kill	each	other	a1l	the	time.	Inevitably,	wounded	gang	fighters	sometimes	fall	into	the	hands	of	their	enemies,	gangers	who	would	slay	them
instantly	if	they	met	in	combat.	However,	it	is	commonly	accepted	that	it	is	unnecessarilybrutal	to	kill	a	captive	in	cold	blood.	Instead,	captives	are	ransomed	back	to	their	gang,	or,	if	this	is	impossible,sold	offto	slavers.Few	gangerswould	stoop	so	low	as	to	murder	a	captive	as	they	could	easily	be	captured	themselvesone	day.	Bounty	and	Guild	Price
Outlaw	gangs	find	it	hard	to	get	by	because	they	can	no	longer	enter	settlements	to	trade.	With	a	bounty	on	their	heads	they	may	be	hunted	down	and	slain.	Their	situation	can	even	force	them	to	rob	settlers	or	Guilders	just	to	stay	alive.	Although	they	may	have	loyal	friends	or	relatives	who	continue	to	support	them,	it	is	not	an	easy	or	profitable	life.
An	Outlaw	gang	can	buy	off	its	outlaw	status	by	paying	a	Guild	price	for	hivers	they	have	killed	and	property	they	have	destroyed.However,	if	they	have	killed	a	Guilder	they	are	never	safe.	The	Guilders	accept	no	blood	money	for	their	own	kind	and	will	go	to	any	lengths	to	exact	vengeance.	CREATTilG	A,	GATG	Before	you	are	ready	to	play
Necromunda	you	need	to	staft	a	gang.You	could	start	with	one	of	the	boxed	setsof	gangs,	or	altematively	you	could	simply	pick	the	figures	that	you	require	and	purchasethem	individually.	Either	way	you	can	easily	add	to	your	gang	or	improve	its	firepower	with	extra	Citadel	gang	fighters	as	you	go	along.	As	an	example,	we	have	included	details	for
two	gangs	we	have	invented	Grim	Ironhead's	Orlocks	and	the	Skullsmasher	Goliath	gang.	Both	of	these	can	be	made	up	using	the	boxed	setsof	olasticGoliath	and	Orlock	miniatures.	CHOOSING	A	GANG	A	gang	can	be	any	size	from	three	models	upwards.	To	start	your	gang	refer	to	the	Gang	Recruitment	list	printed	at	the	end	of	this	section.	The	list
explains	how	much	it	costs	to	recruit	and	equip	the	different	gang	fighters.	You	have	a	total	of	1,000	Guilder	credits	with	which	to	recruit	your	gang.	A	gang	will	either	be	made	up	of	fighters	from	one	of	the	rival	Hive	City	Houses-	Orlock,	Goliath,	Van	Saar,Escher,	Cawdor	or	Delaque;	or	it	will	be	one	of	the	more	unusual	Outlander	gangs	as	described
in	the	Outlanders	section	of	this	book.	You	can	choose	any	one	of	these	gang	types	for	your	gang.	The	rules	below	refer	to	gangs	from	one	of	the	Houses.	Outlander	gangs	have	their	own	rules	for	gang	creation,	as	detailed	under	the	separategang	descriptions.	GANG	FIGHTERS	There	are	four	types	of	gang	fighter:	Leaders,	Gangers,	Heavies,	and
Juves.	THE	GANG	LEADER	Your	gang	must	be	led	by	a	gang	leader.	This	model	represents	the	player	himself	in	his	guise	as	a	ruthless	Underhive	fighter.	A	gang	can	only	have	one	leader.	GANGERS	The	ordinary	gang	fighters	are	called	gangers.	Gangerscan	be	found	and	hired	in	the	Underhive	bars	and	trading	stations.	They	are
experienced,competent	and	trustworthy	fighters	who	make	up	the	bulk	of	most	gangs.	HEAVIES	Fighters	armed	with	special	weaponry	or	technical	equipment	are	called	heavies.	They	are	bigger	and	burlier	than	ordinary	gangerson	account	of	the	weight	of	the	gear	they	carry	!	Heavies	are	also	technicians	-	good	at	fixing	or	making	things.	This	is
necessarybecausetheir	weapons	are	more	complex	than	those	of	other	fighters	and	must	be	kept	in	a	good	state	ofrepair.	JUVES	Juves	are	young	inexperiencedfighters.	The	settlementsare	full	of	wannabe	fighters	eager	for	a	chance	to	join	a	gang	and	see	some	real	action.	Often	juves	are	younger	brothers	or	cousins	of	the	full-blooded
gangers,included	by	way	of	teaching	them	how	to	fight.	Juves	are	inevitably	poor	shots	and	prone	to	running	off.	GANG	ROSTER	You'll	need	a	gang	roster	sheetto	write	down	the	details	of	your	gang.You'll	find	a	blank	roster	sheetat	the	back	of	this	book.	We	suggestyou	photocopy	or	copy	as	many	sheetsas	you	need,	so	that	you	can	keep	a	neat	and
accurate	record	of	your	gang	as	it	changesfrom	game	to	game.	When	you	have	chosen	your	gang,	take	a	gang	roster	sheet	and	write	down	the	details	of	each	fighter	in	the	spaces	provided.	It's	a	good	idea	to	work	out	the	gang	on	a	piece	of	scrap	paper	first,	as	you	will	have	to	juggle	the	weapons	and	fighters	to	get	as	close	to	the	permitted	1,000
points	as	possible.	If	you	have	any	credits	left	after	choosing	your	gang	write	this	down	in	the	spacemarked'stash'.	On	the	following	pages	we	have	included	two	sample	gang	rosters	for	the	Orlock	Ironheads	and	the	Goliath	Skullsmasher	gang	to	show	you	how	this	is	done.	To	start	with	you	can	use	these	gangs	if	you	want,	or	you	can	chooseyour	own
it's	up	to	you.	The	gang	roster	is	a	record	of	your	gang	and	is	useful	to	keep	beside	you	as	you	play.	During	a	battle	you	may	wish	to	make	notes	on	the	sheetitself,	to	record	incidental	details	such	as	exploding	weapons,	flesh	wounds,	and	such	like.	You	will	need	to	give	your	gang	a	name,	and	also	name	all	your	fighters.	We	leave	it	to	you	to	invent
suitable	names,	though	you'll	find	many	examples	and	ideas	for	Necromundan	names	throushout	this	book.	TERRITORYRECORDS	The	gang	roster	includes	spaceto	keep	track	of	your	gang's	territories.	When	you	are	playing	a	campaign	game	each	gang	has	a	number	of	territories	which	represent	trading	contacts,	propefty	owned	by	the	gang,	and
areas	they	commonly	have	accessto.	As	you	fight	more	games	you	may	win	new	territories,	or	even	lose	territory	to	the	enemy.	Territories	generate	funds	that	you	can	spend	on	hiring	more	fighters	or	buying	more	weapons,	as	explained	later.	This	Orlockgangwas	chosenusingonly	gang	tighterscontainedin	two	boxedsets	of	plasticOrlockgangers.As
such	it	containsonly	a	leaderand	gangers,but	it	wouldbe	simpleto	add	Iurtherheaviesor	juves	usingthe	appropriatemodelsfrom	the	Citadelrange.The	leader,Grimm	'lronhead'	is	armedwith	a	shotgunloadedwith	lethalbolt	shells.	Like	their	rivals,the	GoliathGang	is	chosenusingonly	fighterscontainedin	two	sets	of	plasticGoliathgangers.Their	leader,Brak
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usedto	recruit	and	equip	your	gang.	To	start	with	you	have	1000	Guilder	credits	with	which	you	must	recruit	at	least	three	fighters	including	a	leader.	Any	credits	unspent	are	added	to	the	gang's	stash	and	can	be	used	later	or	hoarded	to	buy	something	more	expensive.	knives	and	grenades,	which	you	may	assume	are	tucked	insideclothing;	and
pistols	containedin	holsters,which	can	be	assumed	to	represent	any	type	of	pistol	weapon.	Otherwisemodelsarearmedas	depicted,so	it	is	a	good	idea	to	decide	how	you'd	like	to	arm	new	recruits	before	assemblingyour	models	or	buying	new	ones.	The	weapons	you	choose	for	your	gang	fighters	must	be	representedon	the	models	themselves.The
exceptions	are	CHOOSING	THE	GANG	You	have	1000	Guilder	credits	to	spend	on	recruiting	and	arming	your	gang	within	the	following	guidelines.	Minimum	3	Fighters.	A	gang	must	have	at	leastthree	models.	Leader.	Your	gang	must	have	one	leader.Not	more.	Not	less!	Gangers,	You	can	include	as	many	gangersas	you	can	afford.	Heavies.	A	gang
can	have	up	to	two	heavies,but	no	more.	Juves,	No	more	than	half	the	gang	can	be	made	up	of	juves.	Knives,	A11fighters	are	assumedto	have	a	knife	even	if	the	model	doesn'i	have	one.	GANG	LEADER	Costto	recruit:120credits	Every	gang	needs	a	leader	-	the	biggest,	toughest	and	brightest	fighter	of	the	bunch.	He	keeps	the	gang	in	line	and	decides
where	to	fight,	when	to	recruit	new	fighters,	and	how	to	spendthe	gang'shard-eamedstash.	M	ws	BS	w	A	Ld	Weapons.	The	gang	leader	may	be	armed	with	weapons	chosen	from	the	Hand-to-Hand,	Pistols,	Basic,	Special	Weapons	and	Grenadeslists.	Special	Rules	The	gang's	leader	is	unlike	the	rest	of	the	gang	in	rhat	he	can	fight	efficiently	even	on	his
own.	He	always	counts	as	having	a	friend	within	2",	regardlessof	whether	this	is	the	caseor	not.	This	meanshe	can	always	test	to	avoid	being	pinned	in	place.	Any	fighter	within	6"	of	the	leader	may	use	the	Leadership	characteristicof	the	leader	when	taking	any	Leadership	test.	This	benefit	applies	as	long	as	the	leader	isn't	down	or	broken	himself.
GANGERS	Costto	recruit:50	credits	Gangers	usually	fbrm	the	bulk	of	every	gang.	They	are	dependableand	experiencedfi	ghters.	Weapons.	Gangersmay	be	armed	with	weaponschosen	fiom	the	Hand-to-Hand,Pistols,Basic	Weaponsand	Grenadeslists.	Costto	recruit:60	credits	Heaviesare	heavily	built	or	physically	fit	individualswell	suitedto	lugging
round	heavy	weaponry.	They	are	also	technically	competent.This	is	a	good	thing	becausetheir	weaponry	requires	constantrepair	and	maintenanceif	it	is	to	function	properly.	Weapons.	Heavies	may	be	armed	with	weapons	chosen	from	the	Hand-to-Hand,Pistols,Special,Heavy	Weaponsand	Grenadeslists.	JUVES	Costto	recruit:25	credits	Juves	are
inexperienced	youngsters	eager	to	join	a	gang	and	become	fighters.	They	are	poor	fighters	and	unreliable,	but	with	time	they	will	improve	and	become	valuable	gangers.	Weapons.	Juves	may	be	armed	with	weapons	chosen	from	the	Hand-to-Hand.Pistolsand	Grenadesiists.	WEAPONS	PISTOLS	Pistols	are	small	hand-held	firearms	which	can	be	used	at
close	quarters	or	at	longer	range.A	fighter	can	shoot	with	a	pistol	or	use	it	in	hand-to-handcombat.	Weapon	Cost	in	Credits	Arinni(tnl	15	20	20	15	25	10	BoltPistol	HandFlamer	Ld)prJLUr	Plasma	Pistol	StubGun	BASIC	WEAPONS	Basic	weaponsare	larger,	heavier	firearms	generally	carried	and	fired	using	two	hands.	You	can	shoot	in	the	shooting	phase
with	such	a	weapon,	but	it	confers	no	advantagein	hand-to-handfighting.	Each	fighter	you	recruit	can	be	armed	with	one	or	more	of	the	weapons	listed	below.	The	different	types	of	fighter	are	restricted	to	different	types	of	weapon.	Juves,	for	example,	can	only	have	hand-to-handweapons,pistols	and	grenades.	A	fighter	can	carry	only	one	heavy
weapon	-	eg,	he	can	carry	a	heavy	stubber	or	a	lascannon,but	not	both.	He	can	have	any	number	of	other	weapons.	The	model	is	always	assumed	to	be	using	the	weapon	depicted	in	his	hands	unless	the	player	declaresotherwise.	Remember,additional	weapons	riust	be	identifiable	on	the	model	itself.	A	fighter	can	carry	grenades	even	if	the	model	does
not	actually	include	them,	as	they	are	assumed	to	be	stowed	inside	pockets,pouches	or	bags.	The	cost	is	the	price	of	equipping	the	model	with	a	supply	of	grenades	-	not	the	cost	of	a	single	grenade.	Once	equipped	with	grenades	a	fighter	may	use	them	in	every	battle.	HAND-TO.HAND	These	are	weaponsdesignedfor	use	purely	at	close	quarters	such
as	swords,	knives,	axesand	crude	clubs.	Such	weapons	cannot	be	used	for	shooting	but	onlv	in	hand-to-hand	combat.	Weapon	Cost	in	Credits	Knife	Swotd	Club,maulor	bludgeon	Chainor	flail	Massiveaxe,swordor	club	Chainsword	Free	10	10	10	15	25	Weapon	Cost	in	Credits	Autogun	Boltgun	Lasgun	20	35	25	20	Snntnr	ln	/(nlir-l	(hnf	sratrer
GRENADES.MISSILES	AND	SHOTGUN	SHELLS	Grenadescan	be	carried	inside	a	bag,	pouch	or	pocket	and	so	can	be	carried	by	any	fighter,	even	if	the	model	itself	does	not	include	them.	A	grenade	may	be	thrown	in	the	shooting	phase	instead	of	shooting	with	another	weapon.	Grenades	and	missiles	must	be	bought	separately	for	grenade	launchers
and	missile	launchers.	In	both	cases,	your	purchase	is	to	equip	the	fighter	with	a	supply	of	ammunition.	Once	a	supply	is	bought	your	fighter	always	has	that	type	of	missile.	The	same	is	true	of	the	extra	shotgun	shells,	although	shotgunscome	with	solid	shot	and	scattershellsas	standard.	Grenade	Cost	in	Credits	FragGrenades	KrakGrenades
FragMissile	KrakMissile	Dum-dumbulletsfor	Stubgun	Man-Stopper	Shotgunshell	H^tch^f	(hntnr	rn	(hall	Roll	\hornr	rn	Shcll	SPECIAL	WEAPONS	Special	weapons	are	complex	or	temperamental	weapons	which	require	a	degree	of	specialist	knowledge	to	operate.	Otherwise	they	are	the	same	as	basic	weapons:	generally	used	in	two	hands	and	fired	in
the	shooting	phase.	Weapon	RECRUITMENT	COMPTETE!	Cost	in	Credits	40	130	95	70	Recruiting	a	gang	is	just	the	beginning	of	its	fighting	career,	but	it	is	all	you	need	to	do	to	staft	with.	The	Necromundan	Campaigns	section	describes	how	you	can	run	the	gang	from	battle	to	battle.	This	important	part	of	the	Necromunda	game	is	explained	in
detail	on	the	pages	that	follow.	HEAVY	WEAPONS	Heavy	weapons	are	even	larger	and	more	heavy	than	basic	weapons,	and	are	generally	more	powerful	and	have	a	longer	effective	range.	A	heavy	weapon	is	so	cumbersome	and	bulky	that	a	fighter	cannot	move	and	shoot	with	it	in	the	same	tum.	In	hand-to-hand	combat	a	weighty	weapon	rs	a
disadvantageand	fighters	carrying	one	will	suffer	a	penalty.	Cost	in	Credits	Auto-cannon	HeavyStubber	HeavyBolter	Healy	PlasmaGun	Lascannon	Missile	Launcher	extra)	{Missiles	5	15	Once	recruited	your	gang	is	ready	to	embark	upon	a	fighting	career.When	you	recruit	your	first	gang	it	is	a	good	idea	to	get	stuck	in	straight	away,preferably
againstanother	'raw'	gang.	This	gives	you	a	chance	to.familiarise	yourself	with	the	rules	and	learn	how	your	gang	performs	in	action.	FIamer	GrenadeLauncher{Grenades	extra)	Melta-gun	Plasma	Gun	Weapon	30	50	35	I	15	5	5	300	120	lB0	285	400	185	Passcrs-by	heardthe	screaming	and	somerecognised	the	nameof	thc	settler	family.	One	man
scemedparticularly	affectedby	thesecries.He	had	the	pale	almost	white	skin	and	hairlessscalpof	House	Delaque.The	man	knelt	besidethe	youth,	a	pallid	figure	in	black,	and	vhispered	to	him	in	such	a	way	that	none	could	hear	his	words.	The	iuve	calmedat	onccand	soon	lapsedinto	deepsleep.	The	iuve's	mysteriousbchaviourset	peoplewonderingwhat
had	bccomcof	thc	DclaouesettlerscalledValois.	Surprisingly,no-one	had	heardanythingof	thcm	sincetheir	dcparture.They	hadn't	returnedto	Glory	Hole	nor	had	any	Guilder	oassedthat	wav	to	trade.One	of	thc	Guilders,a	man	callid	Azzlo,	said'hewas	taking	a	slavetrain	through	thc	wastesthe	next	day,	and	offered	to	call	in	on	rhe	Valois	holc	if
anyonecaredto	accompany	him.	Of	course,Azzlo	was	iust	anglingfor	cheapprotection,becausehe	didn't	want	to	go	anywherenearthc	Valois	placealone.	By	dawn	the	next	day	Glory	Hole	was	in	uproar.The	iuve	had	suddenlywoken,	sat	upright	with	an	unnaturaliolt,	cried	out	one	final	time	and	inexplicablydied.	Thc	strangerwho	had	spokento	him	the	dav
before	was	novhere	to	be	found.	The	guardsal	the	gate	reportcd	that	a	Delaquehad	passed	through	the	previousevening.With	him	was	a	hunchback	who	no-one	rccalledseeingbefore	and	the	Ratskinwoman	called	Hotis	who	sat	in	Hagen'sHole	and	told	fortuncs	for	a	fev	tradertokens.	alk	is	the	lifeblood	of	thc	downhive.Guildersspread	the	vord	of	lucky
finds,	new	tunnelsand	ore	strikes	out	in	the	Badzones.	In	the	drinkinq	holes	of	Dusr	Falls,	Two	Tunnels	and	a	dozen	other	settlements,	the	latesr	rumours	and	discoveries	dominate	lhe	conversation.	When	new	news	is	thin	the	ralk	turns	to	old	nevs.	In	the	Underhivea	man'sfame	lasts	as	long	as	there	are	men	who	tell	his	story	and	others	who'll
gatherto	listen	and	drink.	The	old	stories,the	really	old	stories,are	part	of	the	legcnd	of	the	Undcrhive.Told	and	retold	countlesstimes,	it's	hard	to	say	wherc	fact	and	fable	mcet,	which	tales	are	true	and	which	are	merely	stories.	One	storv	concernsa	familv	of	Delaouesettlerscalled	Valois	rrfio	lived	in	rhc	White	W.st.i	bn	Glorv	Hole.	Therc	rrerethree	of
them:	a	tall	mrn,	hit	grown	son	and	a	daughrerof	some	fifteen	or	sixteenyears.Togethcrthcy	dug	out	a	small	shelterin	thc	soft	hive	dust,	built	a	watcr	still	besideir,	and	madc	a	big	slime	pit	which	was	soon	brimming	with	a	massof	bubbling	greenstuff.	For	some	motrthstherc	was	no	word	of	the	Yalois	until	one	day	a	lone	iuvc	staggeredinto	Glory	Hole
from	the	White	Waste.He	was	cut	to	ribbons	and	had	losr	a	lot	of	blood.	The	youngsterwas	delirious	wirh	thirst	and	there	was	no	senscto	be	had	of	his	ravings.Thc	only	words	he	would	'The	Devil	Valois...the	Devil	Valois,'	which	he	say	\rere,	would	rcpeatover	and	over	againlike	a	ward	againstan	evil	spell.	For	daysthe	iuvc	lay	in	a	hauntedfever,
sometimescalling	upon	imaginarycompanionsor	raving	at	some	illusionary	enemy.Once	his	screamingbecameparticularlyagitated,so	'The	Devil	Valois...Valois.'	that	it	rang	out	into	the	strcet	A	deputrrionof	Guilders	led	as	many	as	half	a	dozen	gangs	to	the	Valois	holc.	The	wasteswcre	ouiet	all	around,and	the	white	ash	itself	seemedoddly	still.	T-h.
.ntrrn..	to	the	hole	was	lockedand	solid,	fastenedfrom	the	inside,designedto	The	keep	out	thc	fierce	ash	storms	and	predatoryrenegadcs.	gangersbroke	through	using	a	thermal	mine.	Onc	of	the	leaders,a	Goliath	called	Brak,	went	down	the	crudc	ladder	into	thc	holc.	The	shaft	was	lit,	and	in	the	hole	there	wcre	the	usual	signs	of	occupation.	A	meal	of
slime	cobslay	waitingupon	the	burner.Outdoor	clothes	and	boots	sat	in	the	etrtranceway.	There	was	nothing	out	of	the	ordinary	in	the	hole	except	for	one	room,	a	room	stackedhigh	with	weaponsand	ammunition,with	vater	bottles	and	bclts,	bandsand	bracelcts,	rings	and	countlcsssmall	piecesof	bric-a-brac.And	here	and	there,	amongstthe	glittering
pile,	it	vrs	possibleto	recognise	of	somc	gang	a	familiarweaponor	a	charm,the	possession	fighter	known	in	Glory	Hole.	found	nothing.There	Of	thc	Valois	themselvesthe	searchers	was	no	sign	of	a	strugglenor	any	indicationas	to	what	might	havchappenedto	the	family.	But	outsiderhe	hole	of	the	upon	a	slopinghill	beyondthe	creakingcatch-shcets	vater
still,	were	three	gravesfrcshly	dug	in	the	yielding	white	ash.And	whoevermadethose	gravcshad	left	no	names	upon	thc	headmarkers,but	had	ried	about	simple	piccesof	whirc	cloth	bearingthe	image	of	a	snakcpicrcedby	a	sword.	its	contcntslelt	where	The	hole	of	Valois	was	abandoned.	they	wcre.	No-one	wantedto	touch	anythingfrom	that	hole,	not
eventhe	Guilder	Azzlo.	He	knelt	besidethe	bubbling	crop	in	the	slime	pit	and	instinctivelyran	his	finger	into	thc	sticky	grecnmass.At	leasta	crop	such	as	this	had	to	be	worth	somcthing.His	ronguelicked	at	the	thick	sticky	stuff.	He	spat	and	grimaced.It	tastedof	blood.	IUECROM	UIUDAN	CAUIPAIGNS	Afthough	it	is	perfectlyacceptableto	fight	one-off
games,	part	of	the	challenge	of	Necromunda	is	to	lead	a	gang	over	a	period	of	time	and	many	fights.	This	givesyou	the	opPortunity	to	watch	your	gang	devefop,	to	see	ofd	fighters	gain	new	skills	while	new	fightersjoin	and	the	gang	grows	ever	more	famous.	This	section	explains	how	the	Campaign	rules	allow	a	gang	to	progressfrom	modest	and
obscure	origins	to	poweL	glory	and	inestimableweafth.	STARTINGTHE	CAMPAIGN	To	start	a	campaign	you'll	need	at	least	two	players	and	preferably	three	or	more.	The	more	players	the	better!	Each	player	can	have	more	than	one	gang,	but	our	experienceis	that	players	prefer	to	run	one	at	a	time	as	this	allows	each	gang	to	figh1	the	most	gamesin
as	short	a	time	as	possible.	Gangs	come	liom	the	area	around	one	of	the	Underhive	settlements.	They	hang	around	the	trading	posts	and	drinking	holes,	waiting	for	news	of	local	finds	or	offers	of	work.	When	not	fighting	the	gangs	are	repairing	their	gear	and	trading	with	the	locals.	This	gives	each	gang	a	certain	amount	of	income	which	they	can
spend	on	recruitment	and	new	weapons,or	save	as	credit	with	the	local	Guilders.	You	can	staft	the	campaign	as	soon	as	two	players	have	recruitedtheir	gangs.New	playerscanjoin	the	campaignat	any	time	thereafter.	Although	new	gangs	will	be	less	developed	they	will	soon	learn	new	skills.	Fighting	other,	more	powerful	gangs	will	enable	them	to
develop	more	quickly.	PLAYING	THE	CAMPAIGN	To	start	the	campaign	two	players	simply	take	their	gangs	and	select	one	of	the	scenariosto	fight	(see	the	Scenanos	section).At	the	end	of	each	game	the	players	work	out	how	much	'experience'the	gang	fighters	have	eamed	and	how	much	'cash'the	gang	collectsby	trading.	Experience	is	expressed	as
Experience	points	which	individual	fighters	receive	for	surviving	each	game	and	doing	pafiicularly	well	in	the	fighting.	This	is	covered	in	detail	later	in	the	Experience	section.	When	a	fighter	has	sufficient	Experience	points	he	receives	an	'advance'.	An	advancemight	improve	his	characteristicprofile,	adding	to	his	WS,	BS,	S,	etc,	or	it	might	be	a
special	skill	such	as	'Marksman'	'Rapid	or	Fire'.	Cash	is	collected	after	each	game	in	the	form	of	extra	Guilder	credits	which	are	added	to	the	gang's	total	cash	reserve	or	stash.	This	representsthe	profits	eamed	by	the	gang	after	taking	into	account	living	expensesand	the	cost	of	replacing	ammunition	and	damaged	weapons.	You	can	spend	the	stash	on
recruiting	more	fighters	or	buying	new	weapons	as	explained	in	the	Trading	Post	section.	SERIOUS	INJURIES	During	a	game	some	fighters	will	go	out	of	action	and	are	removed	from	play.	During	the	game	it	doesn't	matter	whethera	man	who	goesout	of	actionis	dead,unconscious,	or	badly	injured	-	in	terms	of	the	game	he	is	no	longer	capable	of
fighting	and	that	is	ail	that	matters.	When	you	are	playing	a	campaign	it	matters	a	great	deal	what	happensto	fighters	who	go	out	of	action!	They	might	recover	completely	ready	to	fight	in	the	next	battle,	or	they	might	sustain	debilitating	injuries.	Possibly	they	are	capturedby	the	enemy,or	maybe	they	have	to	spenda	while	recovering	their	strength.
Worst	of	all	they	might	die	or	be	so	badly	injured	they	have	to	retire.	You	will	notice	that	the	Serious	Injuries	chart	doesn't	just	include	serious	injuries,	it	covers	a	whole	range	of	things	that	might	befall	your	fighter.	Bear	in	mind	that	only	models	which	go	out	of	action	are	obliged	to	ro11on	this	chart.	Models	that	suffer	flesh	wounds	do	not	sustain
seriousinjuries	and	will	always	recover	fully	in	time	for	the	next	battle.	FIGHTERSDOWN	AT	THE	END	OF	A	GAME	In	addition	to	fighters	who	go	out	of	action	during	the	game,	fighters	who	are	down	at	the	end	of	a	game	may	also	go	out	of	action.	Roll	a	D6	for	each	fighter	who	is	down	when	the	game	ends.	On	a	D6	roll	of	a	1-3	the	fighter	recovers
without	further	effect.	On	the	D6	ro11of	a	4-6	he	goesout	of	action.	THE	GANG	I?ATING	Each	gang	has	what	we	call	a	gang	rating	-	the	higher	the	rating	the	better	the	gang.The	gang	rating	is	simply	the	total	value	of	all	the	fighters	in	the	gang	plus	their	total	Experience	points.	GANG	RATING	=	VALUE	OF	FIGHTERS	+	EXPERIENCE	A	gang's	gang
rating	will	change	after	every	game	because	surviving	fighters	witl	gain	extra	experience,fighters	might	be	killed,	new	fighters	added,	or	you	could	add	to	the	value	of	fighters	by	buying	new	weaponry.	Hopefully	your	gang	rating	will	go	up,	signifying	your	gang's	increasing	power!	The	player	whose	gang	has	the	highest	gang	rating	is	winning	the
campaign	-	his	gang	is	top	of	the	heap	and	its	leader	is	the	most	feared	and	respectedin	the	area.	A	gang	cannot	win	the	campaign	in	any	outright	sense,but	sometimesone	gang	rises	so	far	above	the	rest	that	no-one	is	preparedto	come	out	and	fight	it.	Ifthis	happensthen	the	player	can	retire	the	gang	-	it	moves	on	to	more	dangerous	and	profitable
territories	-	and	start	a	new	one.	To	find	out	what	happens	to	fighters	who	go	out	of	action	roll	two	dice	and	consult	the	SeriousInjuries	chart.	The	first	dice	roll	represents'tens'	and	the	second'units',	so	a	roll	of	I	and	5	is	15,	a	roll	of	3	and	6	is	36,	and	so	on.	This	type	of	dice	ro11is	referred	to	as	a	D66	roll.	SERIOUSINJUR|ESCHART	,ror,l	1l-16	DEAD.



The	fighter	is	killed	in	action	and	his	body	abandonedto	the	mutant	rats	of	the	Underhive.	All	the	weapons	and	equipment	carried	by	the	fighter	are	lost.	2l	MULTIPLE	INJURIES.	The	fighter	is	not	dead	but	has	suffered	many	serious	wounds.	Roll	a	further	D6	times	on	this	chart.	Re-roll	any	'Dead'and	'Full	Recovery'	results.	22	CHEST	WOUND.	The
fighter	has	been	badly	wounded	in	the	chest.	He	recovers	but	is	weakened	by	the	injury	and	his	Toughnesscharacteristic	is	reducedby	-1.	23	LEG	WOUND.	The	fighter	has	smasheda	leg.	He	recovers	from	his	injuries	but	he	can	no	longer	move	quickly.	The	fighter's	Movement	characteristic	is	reduced	by	-1.	Randomly	determine	which	leg	has	been
hurt.	24	ARM	WOUND.	The	fighter	has	smashedone	arm.	Although	he	recovers	from	his	injury	his	shength	is	permanently	reduced	as	a	result.	The	fighter's	Strength	characteristic	is	reduced	by	-1	when	using	that	arm.	Randomly	determine	which	arm	has	been	hit.	Bear	in	mind	that	some	hand-to-hand	weapons	u	s	et	h	e	f	i	g	h	l	e	r	'	so	w	n	S	t	r	e	n	g	t
he.	g	s	w	o	r	d	s	.	25	HEAD	WOUND.	A	serious	head	injury	leaves	the	fighter	somewhat	unhinged.	At	the	start	of	each	game	roll	a	D6	to	determine	how	he	is	affected.	On	a	1-3	the	frghter	is	dazed	and	confused	-	he	is	affected	by	the	rules	for	stupidity.	On	a	roll	of	4-6	the	fighter	is	enraged	and	uncontrollable	-	he	is	affected	by	the	rules	lor	frenzy.	26
BLINDED	IN	ONE	EYE.	The	fighter	survives	but	loses	the	sight	ol	one	eye.	Randomly	determine	which	eye.	A	character	with	only	one	eye	has	his	Ballistic	Skill	reduced	by	-1.	If	the	fighter	is	subsequentlyblinded	in	his	remaining	good	eye	then	he	must	retire	from	the	gang.	31	PARTIALLY	DEAFENED.	The	fighter	survives	but	is	partially	deafenedas	a
result	of	his	injuries.	An	individual	suffers	no	penalty	if	he	is	partially	deafened,but	if	he	is	deafenedfor	a	second	time	he	suffers	-1	from	his	Leadership	characteristic.	32	SHELL	SHOCK.	The	fighter	survives	but	is	extremely	nervous	and	jumpy	as	a	result	of	the	traumatic	injuries	he	has	suffered.	His	Initiative	characteristic	is	reduced	by	-	1.	33	HAND
INJURY.	Wounds	to	a	hand	result	in	the	loss	of	D3	fingers.	Randomly	determine	which	hand	is	affected.	The	fighter's	Weapon	Skill	is	reduced	by	-	l.	If	a	fighter	loses	all	five	fingers	on	a	hand	then	he	may	no	longer	use	that	hand:	he	may	not	carry	anything	in	it,	and	is	unable	to	use	weapons	that	require	two	hands.	34-36	OLD	BATTLE	WOUND.	The
fighter	recovers	but	his	old	wound	sometimes	affects	his	health.	Roll	a	D6	before	each	game.	On	the	roll	of	a	1	the	fighter's	o1dwound	is	playing	up	and	he	is	unable	to	take	part	in	the	forthcoming	battle.	41-55	FULL	RECOVERI	The	fighter	has	been	knocked	unconscious	or	suffers	a	mildly	incapacitating	wound	from	which	he	makes	a	full	recovery.	56
BITTER	ENMITY.	Although	he	makes	a	full	physical	recovery,	the	fighter	has	been	psychologically	scarredby	his	experiences.He	develops	a	bitter	enmity	for	the	gang	that	was	responsible	for	his	injury.	From	now	on,	the	fighter	hates	Ihe	foliowing	(rol1	a	D6).	l-2	The	individual	enemy	who	inflicted	the	injury	(if	unknown,	the	gang	leader).	3-4	The
leader	of	the	gang	who	inflicted	the	injury.	5	The	entire	gang	responsible	for	his	injury.	6	A1l	gangs	from	the	same	House	as	the	gang	that	inflicted	his	injury.	If	the	same	H	o	u	s	ea	s	t	h	e	f	i	g	h	t	e	r	.r	o	l	l	a	g	a	i	n	.	61-63	CAPTURED.	The	fighter	regains	consciousnessto	find	himself	held	captive	by	the	opposing	gang.	Captives	may	be
exchanged,ransomed	back	or	sold	into	slavery.	Ifboth	gangs	hold	captives	then	they	must	be	exchangedon	a	one-for-one	basis,	starting	with	models	of	the	highest	value.	Any	remaining	captives	must	be	ransomed	back	to	their	own	gang	if	the	player	is	willing	to	pay	the	captor's	asking	price.	There	is	no	fixed	value	for	ransom	-	it	is	a	matter	for	the
players	to	decide	for	themselves.	Final1y,	fighters	who	are	neither	exchangedor	ransomed	may	be	sold	to	the	Guilders	as	slaves	eaming	the	captor	D6x5	Guilder	credits.	Captives	who	are	exchangedor	ransomed	retain	ail	of	their	weapons	and	equipment;	if	captives	are	sold	their	weaponry	and	equipment	is	kept	by	the	captors.	64	HORRIBLE
SCARS.The	fighter	recovers	from	his	injuries	but	is	left	horribly	disfigured.	His	scarred	and	distorted	features	inspire/ear	as	described	in	the	Advanced	Rules	section	of	the	Rules.	65	IMPRESSIVE	SCARS.The	fighter	recovers	and	is	left	with	impressive	scars	as	testamentto	his	bravery.	Add	+l	to	the	fighter's	Leadership	characteristic.	This	bonus
applies	only	once,	fufiher	impressive	scars	have	no	additional	effect.	66	SURVIVES	AGAINST	THE	ODDS.	The	fighter	regains	consciousnessalone	in	the	darkness,given	up	for	dead	by	his	companions	and	overlooked	by	his	enemies.Despite	his	injuries	he	makes	his	way	back	home,	fighting	off	mutants,	rats,	and	other	horrors,	and	overcoming	the
endlessdangers	of	the	Underhive.	He	recovers	ful1y	and	his	uncanny	survival	earns	him	an	additional	D6	Exoerience	polnts.	EXPERTETCE	As	gangers	take	part	in	fights,	those	who	survive	become	more	experienced	and	improve	their	battle	skills.	This	is	representedin	the	campaign	game	by	experience.	Gang	fighters	eam	Experience	points	when	they
take	part	in	a	battle.	Once	a	gang	fighter	has	enough	Experience	points	he	gains	an	advance.	This	takes	the	form	of	either	an	increasedcharacteristicor	a	special	skill.	Gang	fighters	who	survive	long	enough	may	progressto	become	mighty	heroes	with	many	special	abilities	that	they	have	picked	up	over	the	course	of	their	combat	career.	When	fighters
are	recruited	they	already	have	some	experience.	This	is	deterrnined	as	soon	as	they	join	the	gang.	The	tabie	below	shows	how	much	experience	the	different	types	of	fighters	have	to	begin	with.	Make	the	appropriate	dice	rolls	and	record	each	new	fighter's	Experience	points	on	your	gang	roster.	Type	of	Fighter	JUVC	Initial	Experience	Points	0
Ganger	20+1D6	Healy	60+tD6	Leader	60+1D6	EARNING	E)(PERIENCE	The	Experience	points	your	fighters	can	earn	will	depend	on	the	scenario	you	choose	to	fight.	Different	scenarios	have	different	objectives,	and	consequentlythe	fighters	earn	experience	in	slightly	different	ways.	In	the	Scavenger	scenario	for	example,	a	fighter	eams	1	extra
Experience	point	for	each	piece	of	valuable	loot	he	recovers.	Extra	Experience	points	are	always	added	to	the	fighter's	total	afterthe	gameis	over.	If	you	iook	through	the	scenariosyou	will	notice	that	a	gang	fighter	always	earns	D6	Experience	points	for	surviving	a	battle.	He	eams	this	even	if	he	is	hurt	or	captured	-	so	long	as	he	iives	to	tell	the	tale!
The	Scenario	section	includes	full	details	ofthe	Experience	points	that	can	be	earned	for	each	scenario.	UNDERDOGS	When	a	gang	fights	an	enemy	gang	with	a	higher	gang	rating	then	its	fighters	eam	extra	Experience	points.	The	higher	the	enemy	gang's	gang	rating	the	more	points	the	underdog	earns.	The	number	of	bonus	points	is	shown	on	the
table	below.	This	shows	the	extra	points	earnedfor	each	fighter	who	survives	the	battle	both	for	a	win	and	a	defeat.	Difference	In	Gang	Rating	Experience	Bonus	Win/Lose	1-49	+11+0	50-99	+2/+1	100-149	+3/+2	150-199	+4/+3	200-249	+5/+4	250-499	+61+5	500-749	+7/+6	750-999	+B/+7	1,000-1,499	+9/+8	1.500+	+10/+9	E)
(PERIENCEADVANCES	As	fighters	earn	more	Experience	points	they	are	entitled	to	make	Advance	rolls.	The	table	below	shows	how	many	Experience	points	a	fighter	must	earn	before	he	can	make	a	further	ro11.The	roll	must	be	taken	immediately	afier	the	game	when	the	advanceis	gained,	while	both	players	are	presentto	witnessthe	result.	For
example,a	newly	recruited	ganger	has	25	Experience	points.	During	his	first	battle	he	does	well	and	receivesan	extra	9	Experiencepoints.	This	takes	his	total	to	34	and	moveshim	into	the	next	Experiencepoints	bracketor	level,	entitling	him	to	an	Advance	roll.	A	further	roll	is	earned	when	his	experience	hits	41,	51,	61,	81,	etc.You	will	notice	that	the
amount	of	experienceneededto	make	advances	increasesas	the	fighter	becomesmore	powerful.	JUVES	Once	a	juve	has	earned2l	or	more	Experiencepoints	he	becomesa	fully-fledged	ganger.You	can	replacethe	model	with	a	ganger	model	and	re-arm	the	fighter	as	a	ganger	rather	than	a	juve.	Note	that	his	profile	stays	the	same	,	however,	he	is	now
experiencedenough	to	be	a	fullylledged	ganger.	Note	that	when	a	ganger	reaches6l	or	more	Expenence	points	he	does	not	become	a	heavy	or	gang	leader	but	remains	a	ganger	-	albeit	a	particularly	tough	and	dangerousone	called	a	Gang	Champion.	ADVANCE	ROLLS	Make	any	Advance	rolls	that	are	due	immediately	after	the	battle	so	that	both
players	can	witness	the	result.	Roll	2D6	and	consult	the	Advance	Roll	table	below.	For	example,	a	player	rolls	a	3	indicating	a	new	skill	for	a	Goliath	juve.	Referring	to	the	Skill	tables	he	finds	that	he	may	choose	between	Muscle	or	Ferocity	skills.	He	decides	to	take	a	Muscle	skill	and	then	rolls	a	D6,	scoring	a	3.	Muscle	skill	number	3	is	'Crushing
Blow'.	This	is	noted	against	the	fighter's	other	details	on	the	gang	roster.	CHARACTERISTIC	INCREASE	2D6	Result	2	New	Skill.	Choose	any	of	the	Skill	tables	and	randomly	generatea	skill	from	it.	3-4	New	Skill.	Select	one	of	the	standardSkill	tables	for	your	gang	and	randomly	generatea	skill	from	it.	5	Characteristic	Increase.	Roll	again:	1-3	=	+1
Strength;4-6	=	+l	Attacks.	6	Characteristic	Increase.	Roll	again:	1	-	3=	+	l	W	S	:	4	-	6	=	+	1	B	S	.	7	Characteristic	Increase.	Roll	again:	1-3	=	+1	Initiative;	4-6	=	+1	Leadership.	8	Characteristic	Increase.	Roll	again:	1	-	3=	+	l	W	S	;	4	-	6	=	+	1	B	S	.	9	Characteristic	Increase.	Roll	again:	l-3	=	+l	Wounds;4-6	=	+l	Toughness.	10-11	New	Skill.	Selectone
ofthe	standardSkill	tables	for	your	gang	and	randomly	generatea	skill	from	it.	12	New	Skill.	Choose	any	of	the	Skill	tables	and	randomlv	seneratea	skill	from	it.	NE\V	SKILLS	There	are	seventypes	of	skill	and	each	has	its	own	separate	table:Agility,	Combat,Ferocity,Muscle,	Shooting,Stealth	and	Techno.	If	you	refer	to	these	tables	you'11see	that	each
offers	six	different	skills.	The	types	of	skiil	that	a	fighter	can	have	are	restrictedby	the	gang's	House	and	whether	the	fighter	is	a	juve,	ganger,	heavy	or	leader.	For	example,	Goliath	juves	can	only	take	Muscle	and	Ferocity	skills,	Goliath	gangers	can	take	Muscle,	Ferocity	and	Combat	skills,	and	so	on.	These	restriction	are	indicated	on	the	Skill	tables.
On	the	roll	of	a	2	or	12	the	frghter	can	ignore	the	normal	restrictions	for	his	House	or	type,	and	selectfrom	any	of	the	Skill	tables.	To	determine	a	new	skill	for	a	fighter,	pick	the	type	of	skill	you	want	from	those	available,	then	roll	a	D6	to	determine	which	skill	has	been	leamed.	If	you	roll	a	skill	that	the	fighter	already	has	or	that	he	is	not	allowed	to
take	for	any	reason,you	may	pick	any	skill	ofthat	type.	An	Advance	roll	of	5-9	will	increase	one	of	a	fighter's	characteristics.	For	example	a	ro11	of	7	increases	either	lnitiative	or	Leadership.	Ro1l	a	D6	to	see	which	of	the	two	characteristicincreasesapplies.	To	continue	our	example,	a	ro11of	1-3	means	the	fighter	has	gained	+1	Initiative	and	a	roll	of	4-
6	indicates	he	has	gained	+1	Leadership.	Howeveq	characteristics	may	not	be	increased	beyond	maximum	limits	as	shown	on	the	characteristic	profile	below.	If	one	of	the	two	characteristics	indicated	by	the	advance	ro11has	already	reached	its	maximum	level,	you	must	take	the	other.	Ifboth	have	already	been	taken	to	their	maximum	level,	you	may
choose	to	increase	any	other	permitted	characteristicby	+1	instead.	MWSBS	MaximumValue	4	6	6	S	T	W	I	4	4	3	6	3	ALd	9	Record	characteristicincreasesfor	each	fighter	on	the	gang	roster.	SI(ILL	TABLES	The	Skill	tables	are	used	to	randomly	determine	skills	earned	as	advances.If	you	roll	a	2	or	12	on	the	Advance	table	then	you	can	make	a	roll	on
any	of	the	Skill	tables	on	the	following	pages.Otherwise,	your	fighter	is	restricted	to	specific	Skill	tables	dependingupon	his	House	and	whether	he	is	ajuve,	ganger,heavy	or	leader.	The	different	charactersof	the	six	Houses	means	that	they	all	have	areas	of	sffength	and	weakness	in	relation	to	the	skills	that	are	commonly	available	to	them.	For
example,	Goliaths	encourage	a	spartan	and	rugged	lifestyle	and	Goliath	fighters	are	often	physically	strong	and	ferocious.	Conversely,they	are	not	very	agile	or	stealthy.	Similarly,	a	fighter's	age	and	experience	count	for	a	great	deal	in	terms	of	what	skills	he	is	able	to	leam.	The	chart	below	shows	what	kind	of	skills	are	commonly	available	to	fighters
of	the	different	Houses.	To	use	the	chart,	cross	referencethe	fighter	againstthe	skill	type.	If	the	'/'	column	is	marked	then	you	can	roll	on	that	Skill	table.	A	blank	column	indicates	that	you	cannot	ro11for	that	type	of	skill	unlessyou	rolled	a	2	or	12	on	the	Advancetable.	AGILITY	SKILLS	l.	Catfall.	A	model	with	the	Catfall	skill	halves	the	distance	fallen
when	calculating	the	strength	of	any	hits	which	result	from	falling.	Round	fractions	down.	2.	Dodge.	A	model	with	this	skill	receives	a	6+	saving	throw	against	hits	from	shooting	or	in	hand-to-hand	combat.	This	is	an	unmodified	save-	ie,	it	is	not	affected	by	a	weapon's	armour	savemodifier.	The	save	is	taken	and	in	addition	to	any	savesfor	ffi;::t	If	a
model	successfully	dodges	from	a	weapon	which	uses	a	template	or	blast	marker	then	move	the	model	up	to	2".	As	long	as	his	move	gets	him	outside	the	template	area	the	fighter	avoids	the	hit.	Otherwise	he	may	still	be	hit,	eventhough	hetras	dodgedsuccessfully.	3.	4.	Jump	Back.	At	the	start	of	any	hand-to-hand	combat	phase	the	model	may	attempt
to	disengagefrom	combat	by	jumping	back.	Ro1l	a	D6.	If	the	scoreis	less	than	the	model's	Initiative	it	may	immediately	jump	back	2"	leaving	any	hand-to-handopponenrsbehind.	If	the	score	is	equal	to	or	greater	than	the	model's	Initiative	it	must	remain	and	continue	to	fight	as	normal.	COMBAT	SKILLS	1.	Combat	Master.	If	the	model	is	attackedby
multiple	opponentsin	hand-to-hand	combat	then	it	can	use	the	enemies'	numbers	against	them.	For	each	opponent	over	one4add	+1	to	the	model's	WeaponSkill.	)	Disarm.	The	model	may	use	this	skill	against	one	close	combat	opponent	at	the	start	of	the	hand-to-handcombat	phase.Roll	a	D6.	On	a	roll	of	4+	the	enemy	automatically	loses	one	weaponof
your	choice.This	weaponis	destroyedand	can	no	longer	be	used-	it	is	deleted	permanently	from	the	gang	roster.A	model	is	always	assumedto	have	a	knife,	even	ifhe	has	been	disarmedof	all	his	other	weapons.	3.	Feint.	The	model	may	'convert'	any	parries	it	is	allowed	to	use	into	extra	attacks	at	+1	A	per	pany.	The	attack	is	used	instead	of	the	pany.	The
model	may	choose	to	feint	or	parry	each	time	it	attacks	(eg,	you	could	parry	one	time	and	feint	the	next).	4.	Parry.	A	model	with	the	Parry	skill	may	pany	in	hand-to-handcombat	even	if	he	does	not	have	a	sword	or	another	weapon	suitable	for	panying.	The	model	knocks	aside	blows	using	the	flats	ofhis	hands	or	the	haft	ofhis	weaoon.	lf	the	modelhasa
weaponthat	may	purry.ir	may	force	an	opponent	to	re-roll	up	to	2	Attack	dice	when	panying,	ratherthanjust	1.	Leap.	The	model	may	leap	D6	inches	during	the	movement	phase	in	addition	to	his	normal	movement.	He	may	move	and	leap,	run	and	leap	or	charge	and	leap,	but	he	can	only	leap	once	during	the	turn.	Counter	Attack.	If	a	model	carries	a
sword	he	is	normally	able	to	parry	(force	his	opponent	to	re-roli	his	best	Attack	dice).	However,	a	pary	is	cancelled	out	if	the	opponent	is	also	armed	with	a	sword	or	has	the	Parry	skill	as	described	above.	If	a	fighter	has	the	Counter	Attack	skitl	and	his	parry	is	cancelled	for	whatever	reason,	then	he	may	make	a	Counter	Attack	-	roll	an	extra	Attack
dice	immediately.	A	leap	will	take	the	model	over	any	man-high	obstacle	without	penalty,	including	enemy	models.	In	addition,	the	model	can	leap	out	of	hand-to-handcombat	at	the	end	of	any	handto-hand	combat	phase	without	suffering	any	penalty	whatsoever.	The	leap	may	be	used	to	jump	acrossgaps,	but	in	this	casethe	player	must	commit	the
model	to	making	the	leap	before	rolling	the	dice	to	see	how	far	the	model	jumps.	If	the	model	fails	to	make	it	all	the	way	across,then	it	falls	through	the	gap.	Quick	Draw.	A	model	with	this	skill	can	double	its	Initiative	when	it	makes	a	fast	draw	in	a	gunfight.	See	the	Gunfight	scenario	to	find	out	how	this	works.	6.	Sprint.	The	model	may	triple	its
movement	rate	when	it	runs	or	charges,rather	than	doubling	it	as	normal.	6.	Step	Aside.	The	model	has	an	uncanny	ability	to	step	aside	and	dodge	blows	in	hand-to-hand	combat.	If	the	model	is	hit	in	hand-to-hand	fighting	roll	a	D6.	On	a	roll	of	4+	the	model	steps	out	of	the	way	of	the	blow	and	is	unharmed.	MUSCLE	SKILLS	l.	Body	Slam.	The	model
adds+2	ro	its	WS	in	the	turn	when	it	chargesinsteadof	only	+1.	2.	Bulging	Biceps.	This	skill	may	only	be	taken	by	a	heavy.The	heavy	is	allowed	to	move	and	shoot	with	weapons	that	would	normally	restrict	the	model	to	either	moving	or	shooting.	However,	if	the	model	moves	and	shoots	in	the	same	turn	it	suffers	a	-1	to	hit	penalty.	3.	Crushing	Blow.	A
model	with	CrushingBlow	skill	has	a	+1	Strength	characteristicbonus	in	hand-to-hand	combat.	As	a	fighter's	own	Strength	is	used	as	the	basis	for	calcutating	the	strengthsof	hand-to-hand	weapons	the	bonus	will	apply	to	all	such	weapons.	4.	Head	Butt.	If	the	model	inflicts	2	or	more	hits	in	hand-to-hand	combat	then	he	may	choose	to	exchangeall	hits
for	a	single	hit	with	a	further	strengthbonus.The	bonus	equals+1	for	each	extra	hit	scored,	so	you	could	exchange2	54	hits	for	a	single	55	hit,	or	3	54	hits	fbr	a	single	56	hit,	and	so	on.	Hurl	Opponent.	If	you	win	a	round	of	combat,	instead	of	hitting	your	opponent	you	can	throw	him	D6"	in	the	direction	of	your	choice.	The	thrown	model	takes	a	single
hit	equal	to	half	the	distance	rolled.	If	it	hits	a	solid	object	(such	as	a	wall)	before	it	reaches	the	full	distancethrown	it	will	stop	there.	If	it	hits	another	model,	then	both	models	take	a	hit	equal	to	half	the	distancerolled.	Note	that	the	best	way	to	use	this	skill	is	to	throw	opposing	models	off	tall	buildings!	FEROCITYSKILLS	1	.	Berserk	Charge.	A	model
with	this	skill	rolls	double	the	number	of	Attack	dice	on	its	profile	in	the	turn	when	it	charges.However,	a	model	making	a	berserk	charge	may	not	parry	that	turn.	7	Impetuous.	If	a	model	has	this	skill	he	may	increasethe	range	of	his	follow-up	move	in	hand-to-handcombatfrom	2"	to	4".	3.	Iron	Will.	Only	the	gang	leader	may	have	this	skill.	It	allows	you
to	re-roll	a	failed	Bottle	ro11	as	long	as	the	leader	is	not	down	or	out	of	action.	4.	Killer	Reputation.	A	model	with	this	skill	has	such	a	reputation	as	a	vicious	and	depraved	killer	that	his	foes	quail	when	he	chargesthem.	This	causes/earand	the	enemy	must	take	a	psychology	test	for	fear	as	appropriate.	5.	Nerves	of	Steel.If	the	model	fails	a	dice	roll	to
avoid	being	pinned	it	may	make	the	roll	again.	6.	True	Grit.	Treat	a	roll	of	1	or	2	as	a	flesh	wound	when	rolling	for	the	extent	of	injuries.	A	roll	of	3-5	indicatesthe	model	has	gone	down,	and	a	ro11of	6	meansit	is	out	of	action,	as	normal.	When	using	special	injury	charts	(needle	guns,	for	example)	add	1	to	the	lowest	result	band	in	the	same	wav	as
above.	6.	Iron	Jaw.	If	a	model	with	this	skill	is	hit	in	hand-to-hand	combat	reduce	the	strength	of	each	hit	suffered	by	1	point.	SHOOTING	SKILLS	1.	Crack	Shot.	A	model	with	this	skill	can	re-roll	the	Injury	dice	when	rolling	injuries	he	has	inflicted	by	shooting.	You	must	accept	the	result	of	the	secondroll	regardlessof	the	result.	Fast	Shot.	If	a	model
has	Fast	Shot	skill	he	may	shoot	severaltimes	in	the	shooting	phase	and	notjust	once	as	normal.	The	model	can	shoot	as	many	times	as	his	Attacks	characteristic.He	can	shoot	at	the	same	target	or	at	separatetargets	as	you	wish.	This	skill	may	only	be	used	with	pistols	and	basic	weapons.It	may	not	be	used	with	special	or	heavy	weapons	as	they	are	far
too	cumbersome.	3.	4.	Gunfighter.	The	model	can	aim	and	fire	a	pistol	from	each	hand.	This	enableshim	to	take	two	shots	in	the	shooting	phase	if	he	carries	two	pistols.	If	he	carries	a	basic,	special	or	heavy	weapon	he	always	requires	one	hand	to	hold	this	and	so	cannot	use	two	oistols	at	once.	Hip	Shooting.	The	model	is	allowed	to	shoot	even	if	it	ran
in	the	same	turn.	However,	if	it	does	so	it	suffers	a	-1	to	hit	modifier	and	cannot	count	any	bonusesfrom	sights.	Note	that	it	is	impossible	to	run	and	shoot	with	a	heavy	weapon,	even	with	the	Hip	Shooting	skill.	Marksman.	A	model	with	the	Marksman	skill	may	ignore	the	normal	restriction	which	obliges	fighters	to	shoot	at	the	nearesttarget.	Instead,
he	can	shoot	at	any	target	he	can	see.	1	.	Ambush.	The	model	is	allowed	to	go	into	overwatch	and	hide	in	the	same	turn.	Normally	a	fighter	must	expend	his	entire	turn	to	go	into	overwatch,	but	a	fighter	with	the	Ambush	skill	may	do	both.	,,	Dive.	A	model	with	this	skill	can	run	and	hide	in	the	same	turn.	Normally	a	fighter	who	runs	cannot	hide	in	the
sametum,	but	a	fighter	with	Dive	skill	can	run	and	htde.	3.	Escape	Artist.	This	model	may	never	be	captured	after	a	battle.	If	you	roll	a	'Captured'	result	on	the	Serious	Injuries	table	then	the	fighter	escapesunharmed	together	with	his	equipment.	4.	This	skill	may	only	be	used	with	basic	weapons.It	may	not	be	used	with	pistols,	special	or	heavy
weapons.	Evade.	The	model	ducks	and	weaves	as	he	moves	making	him	very	hard	to	hit.	Any	enemy	shooting	from	short	range	suffers	a	-2	to	hit	penalty,	while	any	enemy	shooting	at	Iong	range	suffers	a	-1	penalty.	This	penalty	only	applies	if	the	fighter	is	in	the	open	and	not	if	he	is	behind	cover.	5.	Rapid	Fire.	If	the	model	does	not	move	in	its
movement	phase	it	can	shoot	twice	in	the	shooting	phase.This	skill	only	works	with	one	specified	kind	of	pistol	or	basic	weapon	which	you	must	choose	when	the	skill	is	earned.Note	this	down	on	the	gang	roster	-	eg,	Rapid	Fire/Bolt	pistol.	Infiltration.	A	model	with	this	skill	is	always	placed	on	the	battlefield	after	the	opposing	gang	and	can	be	placed
anywhere	on	the	table	as	long	as	it	is	out	of	sight	of	the	opposing	gang.	If	both	players	have	models	that	can	infiltrate	roll	a	D6	each,	lowest	roll	setsup	first.	6.	Sneak	Up.	Any	sentryattemptingto	spotthis	model	must	halve	his	normal	spotting	distance.	Rules	for	sentries	and	spotting	are	covered	in	the	relevant	scenzLrios.	In	addition,	a	model	with	the
Marksman	skill	may	shoot	at	targets	at	extreme	range	-	this	is	between	normal	maximum	range	and	half	as	far	again.	For	example,	a	lasgun	has	a	normal	maximum	range	of	24"	and	an	extreme	range	of24-36".	Shotsat	extremerange	suffer	the	same	'to	hit'penalty	as	long	range.	6.	STEALTH	SKILLS	TECHNO	SKILLS	l.	Armourer.	The	armourer	checks
all	the	weaponsbeing	used	by	the	gang	before	the	battle	starts.Any	model	in	the	gang	may	add	+1	to	any	and	all	Ammo	rolls	(including	a	roll	to	determine	if	a	weapon	explodes).A	roll	of	1	is	always	a	failure	regardless.	2.	Fixer.	Gangers	only.	If	the	model	is	used	to	work	a	piece	of	territory	with	a	randomly	generatedincome,	you	may	re-roll	the	dice	if
you	do	not	like	the	first	result.	You	must	accept	the	result	of	the	secondroll.	3.	Inventor.	Roll	a	D6	after	each	battle.	On	a	roll	of	6	the	model	has	invented	something!	Randomly	select	an	item	from	the	price	chart	in	the	Trading	Post	section.	Whatever	is	selectedis	the	item	that	has	been	invented.	4.	Medic.	The	model	has	some	experienceof	patching	up
his	fellow	fighters.	If	your	gang	includes	a	fighter	with	this	skill	you	can	re-roll	a	result	on	the	Serious	Injury	table	for	one	model	after	a	battle.	Specialist.	This	skill	may	only	be	taken	by	juves	or	gangers.It	allows	the	model	to	be	armed	with	a	special	weapon.	6.	Weaponsmith.	A	model	with	this	skill	may	ignore	failed	Ammo	rolls	and
weaponexplosionson	a	D6	roll	of4+.	6fhis	one'sBIG!'exclaimcdthe	largerof	thc	two	tappcrs	as	.l	thcy	carefullyapproachcd	the	coilcd	scrpent.	Thc	slake	regarded	them	with	cold	obsidian	cyes.	It	pcrceived	men,	one	old	and	lean,	the	othcr	a	youngster	but	big	and	clunsy	looking.	Its	forked	tongue	flickered	in	and	our	as	it	tvo	tasted	thc	strong	man-scent.
'Quiet	Cleitus,'	mumblcd	thc	older	man.	'He's	got	the	tastc	of	us.	Abcl,	ancicntand	wiry,	held	the	long	catchpoleready.The	sprtrug	metal	jaws	were	opcn,	ready	to	bite,	held	in	placc	by	a	tiny	trigger.	Thc	snakerose	up	on	its	coils	and	hisscdat	the	intrudcrs.	The	old	catcherstruck	with	practiscdexpertisc.The	jaws	o{	the	catchpolesnappedshut	upon	thc
serpenr'sneck.	Its	coils	crupted	into	a	frenzy	of	movement,Iashingabout	as	it	strugglcdto	free	itself	from	the	steely	grip.	Abel	hung	on	1o	the	long	shafi,	fully	awarc	that	should	the	crcaturefree	irsclf	then	a	single	bite	from	its	fangs	would	brrug	instart	death.The	thrashing	coils	turned	thc	polc	this	way	and	that,	so	that	it	vas	almost	wrcnchcd	from	his
hands.The	old	catcherhung	on	grimly.	'Ncr	'What	him!	Nct	him	Clcitus	you	damn	fool!'	hc	shouted,	are	you	waiting	for!'	Cleitus	ran	forward	and	hurlcd	the	hcavynct.	The	nct	fell	uoou	thc	snake,its	weights	draggingthc	crcaturedown	to	thc	ground	whcrc	it	lay	thrashingand	tvisting,	but	salcly	containcd.Cleitus,	having	heaved	rhe	nct	with	all	his	might,
ovcrbalancedand	topplcd	backwardsinto	thc	dust.	'Must	bc	ten	mctreslong,'	gaspcdClcitus	picking	himself	up	and	brushing	thc	dirr	from	his	clothes.	Abel	wipcd	thc	swcatfrom	his	brow	and	gruntcd.Thc	snakewas	quict.	He	releasedthc	bloodied	iaws	and	laid	down	the	pole.	'Should	'Therc's	fetch	a	few	crcdits	in	Dust	Falls,'	he	agrced.	a	few	barrelsof
Wild	Snakc	in	that	beautv,and	iust	look	ar	thc	hide!	Let's	bag	him	quick.'	Cleitus	pullcd	on	a	pair	of	armourcdglovcsand	reachcdinto	thc	net.	Hc	caught	thc	crcaturebehind	thc	neck	and	pulled	it	out.	'Dcad.	Good,'	he	muttcred.The	creaturc'sheadhung	limply	fron	its	torn	and	bloody	ncck.	The	steel	jaws	had	killcd	ir	in	thc	cnd.	The	two	men
graduallyryorkedthe	snakcfrom	undcr	the	nct	and	into	a	largc	lerthcr	bag.	Then	thcy	tied	thc	bag	to	the	cnd	of	the	catchpoleand	slung	it	betwecnthcm.	It	was	almost	a	day	to	Dust	Falls	and	the	snakevas	heavy.Its	mcat	would	kccp,	snakes	brewed	better	vell	hung	uny*.y.	tut	thc	skin	would	bc	ruincd	if	thcv	delaved.	'You	know	Abel.'	said	Cleitus	aftcr
they	had	walked	for	about	'I've	two	hours.	bcen	thinking...	This	is	such	a	big	snake	,	Hov'll	they	fit	it	in	the	bottlc?'	'l	Abel	shook	his	hcad	and	let	out	a	long	sigh.	guessrhcy'll	need	a	rcal	big	bottle,'	he	rcplicd.	TERRITORY	The	gang's	territory	representsfocaf	resourcesthat	the	gang	memberscan	exploit	in	various	ways.	ft	includes	nearby	wastes	where
the	gang	can	scavengefor	the	odd	bit	of	ore	or	scrap,and	encompasses	the	efforts	of	the	fighters'friends	and	relativeswho	may	five	inside	the	big	settlementsor	in	out-holes	nearby.	Territory	also	representscontacts	that	the	gang	has	developed	with	locaf	workshops	or	the	owners	of	drinking	holes	and	gambfing	dens.	YOUR	TERRITORY	Every	gang
begins	with	five	territories	generatedfrom	the	Territory	table	(see	overleaf).	Some	scenarios	allow	gangs	to	gain	extra	territory	or	lose	it	to	their	rivais	(see	the	Scenario	section).	The	more	and	better	territory	a	gang	has	the	richer	it	will	become.	There	is	room	to	record	the	gang's	territory	and	how	much	income	it	generateson	the	left	of	the	gang
roster	sheet.To	begin	with,	players	randomly	generate	five	territories	and	record	them	on	their	roster.	INCOME	At	the	end	of	a	battle	a	gang	can	collect	income	from	its	territories	as	described	below.	This	is	done	as	soon	as	the	game	is	over	so	that	players	can	witnesseach	other's	dice	rolls.	Each	ganger	who	survives	the	game	without	going	out	of
action	can	generate	income	from	any	one	of	the	gang's	territories.	This	represents	his	efTorts	scavenging	the	wastes,	trading,	working,	running	gambling	sessions,	collecting	money	owed	and	dealing	with	favoured	contacts.	Fighters	who	go	out	of	action	during	or	after	a	game	cannot	generateincome.	They	are	recuperatinginstead.Remember,	fighters
who	are	still	down	at	the	end	of	a	game	must	test	to	see	whether	ihey	recover	or	go	out	of	action.	Fighters	who	sustain	flesh	wounds	can	collect	income	as	normal.	Their	wounds	are	superficial	and	make	no	differenceto	their	normal	activities.	Leaders,	heavies	and	juves	never	collect	income	-	only	gangers	do	so.	Leaders	spend	their	time	organising	the
gang'saffairsand	sussingout	the	local	news.Heaviesspend	their	time	maintaining	their	own	weapons,	repairing	the	gang's	other	weaponry,	and	trading	for	or	making	new	ammunition.	Juves	get	used	as	dogsbodiesand	make	no	appreciabledifferenceto	the	gang'sincome.	COLLECTING	INCOME	Each	ganger	can	generate	income	from	one	territory.	The
player	chooses	the	territories	he	wishes	to	collect	income	from	and	adds	up	the	total	amount	generated.	Most	territories	generatea	variable	income:	D6x10	or	2D6x10	credits,	in	which	casethe	player	makes	the	appropriate	dice	rolls	lo	determinethe	total.	Regardlessof	how	many	tenitories	or	how	many	gangersa	gang	has	it	may	never	collect	income
from	more	than	ten.	The	gang	must	spend	a	proportion	of	its	income	on	basic	necessities	such	as	food,	drink,	ammunition	and	general	weapon	maintenance.	This	is	determined	by	cross	referencing	the	gang's	income	with	the	number	of	models	i	n	t	h	eg	a	n	g	.	The	more	models	in	a	gang	the	more	it	costs	to	maintain,	to	buy	ammo,	grub,	booze	and	so
forth.	The	number	indicated	on	the	chart	below	is	the	profit	in	credits	earned	after	deducting	basic	maintenance	costs.	The	profit	is	added	to	the	gang's	stash.	NUMBER	OF	MODELS	IN	GANG	INCOME	I	-3	+-6	7-9	10-12	t3-15	16-18	19+	0-29	30-49	50-79	8	0	-	11	9	120-169	170-229	230-299	300-379	380-459	460-559	560-669	15	25	35	50	65	85	I	05
120	13s	145	i	55	10	20	30	45	60	B0	100	115	130	140	150	5	r5	25	40	55	75	95	r	10	125	135	145	0000	5000	]s	5	302050	45	35	6s	55	85	75	100	90	i	15	105	1	2	5	11	5	135	12s	0	0	15	35	55	65	B0	90	r00	0	15	35	45	55	65	70	D(AMPLE	A	gang	consistsof	a	leader,two	heavies,four	gangersand	three	juves.	The	gang	fights	a	battle	and	two	of	the	gangers	go
out	of	action	but	survive	to	fight	another	day.	After	the	game	is	over	the	player	works	out	his	income.	He	has	only	two	remaining	gangersto	work	the	gang's	territories.	These	naturaliy	collect	income	from	the	two	best	territories	held	by	the	gang,which	happento	be	Old	Ruins	(10	points)	and	'4'	for	Mine	Workings	(D6x10).	A	ro11of	the	mine	gives	a	=
total	of	10+40	50	credits.There	are	10	fightersto	support	so	the	gang	is	left	with	a	total	of	15	credits	profit	to	add	to	its	stash.	GIANT	KILLERBONUS	When	a	gang	fights	and	beats	an	enemy	with	a	higher	gang	rating	it	receives	extra	income.	The	gang's	contacts	are	impressed	by	its	success	and	local	traders	are	keen	to	expand	their	dealings	with	the
new	Giant	KiIIers.	The	chart	below	shows	the	extra	income	a	gang	earns	after	beating	an	enemy	with	a	higher	gang	rating.	Note	that	this	is	added	to	the	income	earned	from	territorv.	not	to	its	profit.	Difference	In	Gang	Rating	1-49	50-99	49	100-1	150-199	200-249	250-499	500-7+9	750-999	1,000-1,499	i.500+	Income	Bonus	For	Winning	+5	+10	+15
+20	+25	+50	+	100	+150	+200	+250	SPENDING	THE	STASH	You	can	spend	stash	on	weapons,	hiring	new	fighters,	or	any	of	the	items	available	at	the	trading	post.	See	the	Tradins	Post	sectionfor	details.	TERRITORY	TABTE	D66	Roll	11	Territory	ChemPit	Income	2D6	Description	An	extensive	and	highly	dangerous	chemical	pit	lies	nearby.	The	pit
is	a	source	of	constantly	changing	chemicals,	sulphurous	deposits,	and	al1	kinds	of	poisonous	and	corrosive	substances.If	you	want	to	coilect	chemicals	from	the	pit	you	gain	2D6	credits.	The	work	is	extremely	hazardous.If	you	roll	a	double	or	a	6	when	working	out	your	credits	then	the	ganger	falls	into	the	chem	pit	but	managesto	haul	himself	free.
He	struggles	back	to	base	honifically	scarred,his	skin	covered	with	blisters.	His	appearangeis	so	foul	that	from	now	on	he	causes/ear.	No	income	is	collected.	12-16	Old	Ruins	10	There	is	an	exposed	area	of	ancient	ruins	not	far	from	your	settlement.	If	a	ganger	searchesthrough	the	ruins	he	may	find	scrap	pieces	of	archeotech,bits	of	old	metal,	or
interesting	old	curios	-	enough	to	sell	for	10	credits.	21-25	Slag	15	Near	your	settlement	there	is	an	extensive	network	of	tunnels	and	crawlholes	full	of	iron	slag	and	other	solidified	chemical	wastes.A	ganger	can	work	the	slag	by	breaking	it	up	ready	to	sell	to	the	local	Guilders	for	15	credits.	D6x10	Not	far	from	your	settlement	there	is	an	outcrop	of
mineral	wastes	where	a	ganger	can	collect	valuable	sparstones,adonite	crystals,	igneous	adamantorite,or	one	of	the	many	other	kinds	of	mineral	gems	that	are	formed	in	the	Underhive.	You	will	earn	D6x10	credits	by	searching	the	outcrop	for	precious	stones.	30	The	families	of	your	gang	fighters	own	holes	or	workshops	inside	the	settlement	where
the	gang	is	based.These	holdings	help	to	support	the	gang	by	providing	food,	shelter,	and	a	vital	link	with	the	local	traders.	26	31-35	MineralOutcrop	Settlement	If	a	ganger	visits	his	family	he	collects	30	credits.	In	addition,	whether	the	territory	is	used	or	not,	there	is	a	chance	of	a	young	relative	leaving	the	settlement	to	join	your	gang.	Roll	a	D6
after	each	game.	On	the	roll	of	a	6	you	may	recruit	ajuve	for	free.	You	will	have	to	pay	for	his	weapons	though.	36	Mine	Workings	D6x10	In	a	secret	location	in	the	wastes	your	gang	has	discovered	a	mine.	The	excavations	yield	carnotite	gems	or	some	other	valuable	ores	or	stones.Friends	ofthe	fighters	are	already	working	in	return	for	a	slice	of	the
proceeds.You	can	collect	D6x10	credits	as	your	share	of	the	profits	to	date.	If	you	capture	an	enemy	fighter	then	you	can	put	him	to	work	in	your	mine	instead	of	selling	him	to	slavers.Each	captive	worker	adds	+1	to	your	D6	dice	ro11for	income	from	the	mine.	4l-42	Tunnels	10	Your	gang	has	found	a	buried	entrance	to	a	labyrinth	of	ancient	service
ducts	beneath	the	dome	floor.	When	the	gang	fights	a	battle	it	can	use	these	ducts	to	position	up	to	three	fighters	anywhere	on	the	battlefield	at	ground	level.	Models	are	set	up	at	the	end	of	the	player's	first	turn	and	cannot	be	placed	within	8"	of	enemy	models.	This	representsthe	fighters	working	their	way	behind	the	enemy	using	their	secret
tunnels.	43-44	Vents	10	The	gang	has	found	a	concealed	entranceinto	a	network	of	ancient	ventilation	shafts.	When	the	gang	fights	a	battle	it	can	use	these	vents	to	position	up	to	three	fighters	anywhere	on	the	battlefield	above	ground	level.	Models	are	set	up	at	the	end	of	the	player's	first	tum	and	cannot	be	placed	within	8"	of	enemy	models.	This
representsthe	frghters	working	their	way	over	and	around	the	enemy	using	their	secret	air	shafts.	45-46	Holestead	D6x10	One	of	the	gang	fighters	comes	from	a	holesteadout	in	the	wastes.The	hole	produces	a	crop	of	nutritious	slime	which	the	ganger	can	help	his	family	canf	to	the	local	trade	post	in	return	for	D6x10	credits'	cut	of	the	proceeds.	5l-52
Water	Still	D6x10	The	gang	has	discovered	and	renovated	an	old	water	still	out	in	the	wastes.The	still	is	worked	by	the	family	or	friends	of	one	of	the	gangers.	Guilder	slave	trains	carry	the	water	to	local	settlers	making	the	gang	a	share	of	the	proceeds	amounting	to	D6x10	credits.	To	generate	a	random	territory	from	this	table	roll	two	dice.	The	first
dice	roll	is	taken	as	'tens'and	the	secondas	'uniis'	This	is	cafled	a	D66	roll.	D66	Roll	Tefiitory	53-54	Drinking	Hole	D6x10	Your	gang	leader	has	inherited	an	old	drinking	hole	in	payment	of	an	outstanding	gambling	debt.	The	hole	earns	a	small	sum	and	also	provides	ths	gang	with	a	convenient	base	in	the	local	settlement.You	can	visit	the	drinking	hole
to	collect	your	share	of	D6x10	credits.	55-56	Guilder	Contact	D6x10	A	local	Guilder	has	offered	you	favourable	rates	in	retum	for	your	business.As	a	result	you	are	able	to	increaseyour	income	substantially.If	you	wish	to	deal	with	your	Guilder	contact	you	gain	an	extra	D6x10	credits.	Income	Description	If	you	recover	any	loot	during	a	fight	you	can
trade	it	in	to	your	Guilder	contact	for	an	extra	+5	credits	income	for	each	item.	6l	Friendly	Doc	D6x10	One	of	the	local	medical	practitioners	has	offered	to	patch	up	your	wounded	fighters	at	favourable	rates	in	return	for	blood	and	tissue	donations	from	your	gangers.If	a	ganger	wants	to	parl	with	a	few	pints	of	blood	or	some	other	renewable	tissue
you	gain	D6x10	credits.	The	Doc	will	also	give	you	D6x5	credits	for	the	body	ofany	ofyour	fighters	who	dies	in	combat,	providing	him	with	a	useful	supply	of	organs	and	limbs	for	transplant.	62	Workshop	D6x10	The	family	or	friends	of	one	of	your	gang	fighters	runs	a	workshop	in	the	local	settiement.	You	can	trade	in	bits	of	scrap	or	other	odds	and
ends	in	retum	for	cheap	repair	work	or	cash.	If	you	want	to	visit	the	workshop	you	eam	D6x10	credits.	In	addition,	thanks	to	your	workshop's	meticulous	care,	you	always	ignore	the	first	Ammo	test	during	a	battle.	It	is	assumedyou	pass	the	test	and	no	dice	are	rolled.	Note	that	this	only	applies	to	the	first	test,	not	to	subsequentones.	63	Gambline	Den
2D6x10	Your	gang	runs	a	gambling	den	in	an	o1ddisused	hole	in	your	settlement.Although	the	income	from	running	a	game	is	good,	it	is	a	risky	businessbecauseUnderhivers	are	notorious	cheats	and	bad	losers	too.	If	you	decide	to	run	a	gambling	sessionyou	receive	2D6xl0	credits.	However,	if	you	roll	a	double	you	lose	that	number	of	credits	from	that
tum's	income	instead	-	eg,	on	a	double	4	you	lose	80	credits.	Note	that	losses	are	deducted	from	your	income	before	making	reductions	for	basic	running	costs.	If	a	gang	is	unable	to	pay	gambling	debts	out	of	its	income	then	the	difference	must	be	made	up	from	its	stash.If	this	stil1	isn't	enough	to	cover	the	gang's	debts	then	weapons	or	equipment
must	be	sold	off.	64	Spore	Cave	2D6x10	Your	gang	has	discovered	a	hidden	cave	where	many	kinds	ofrare	fungi	grow,	such	as	pearl	spore	and	iron	mould.	A	ganger	can	harvest	the	fungi	and	sell	it	to	local	traders	for	2D6x10	credits.	If	you	roll	double	I	when	harvesting	fungus	the	collecting	ganger	has	contracted	Spore	Sickness.This	is	a	fungai
diseasein	which	plump	and	colourful	fungi	sprout	from	all	over	the	victim's	body.	Spore	Sicknessis	not	lethal	and	recovery	is	automatic,	but	the	ganger	will	not	be	able	to	take	part	in	future	battles	until	he	recovers	by	rolling	a	4,	5	or	6	at	the	start	of	a	game.	Once	recovered	he	may	fight	as	normal.	65	Archeotech	Hoard	2D6x10	Your	gang	has
discovered	a	hidden	entrance	into	a	small	unexplored	dome.	A	ganger	can	collect	rernnantsof	ancient	technical	devices	which	can	be	sold	for	2D6x10	credits.	So	long	as	your	gang	is	careful	not	to	sell	too	many	items	at	once	no	one	will	suspectthat	you	have	discovered	a	new	dome.	No	risk	is	incurred	by	collecting	2D6x10	credits.	However,	if	you	want
to	work	the	dome	more	intensely	you	can	do	so.	A	ganger	can	collect	3D6x10,4D6x10,	5D6x10	or	even	6D6x10	from	the	hoard,	but	ifhe	ro1lsany	doubles	at	all	then	he	has	been	spotted	entering	the	dome.	You	still	collect	the	income	rolled	but	the	hoard	is	secret	no	longer	and	it	is	immediately	stripped	bare	by	treasure	hunters.	The	territory	then
becomes	an	area	ofOld	Ruins	instead.	66	Green	Hivers	Choose	You	befriend	a	group	of	settlers	who	have	migrated	from	Hive	City	to	the	Underhive	to	start	a	new	life.	Possibly	your	gang	has	chancedupon	the	settlers	lost	or	dying	in	the	wastes.	Maybe	they	are	relatives	or	friends	of	one	of	your	gang	fighters	who	have	deliberately	sought	him	out.
Thanks	to	your	contacts	and	influence	you	are	able	to	give	the	green	hivers	a	good	start,	and	naturally	they	are	grateful	for	your	assistanceand	only	too	pleasedto	help	in	the	future.	You	may	choose	any	type	of	territory	from	the	chart.	The	territory	representsthe	vocation	ofthe	settlers	or	a	discovery	they	have	chanced	across	in	theirjoumey	to	the
Underhive.	The	territory	yields	the	appropriate	income	for	its	type.	THE	TR/ADTilG	POST	Every	medium-sizedsettlement	has	at	least	one	trading	post	where	Guildersand	local	traderssell	their	goods	and	buy	items	they	want.	The	Guildersalso	act	as	bankers,exchangingitems	for	credit	which	can	be	spent	in	any	trading	post	in	the	Underhive.	number	of
leaders,heaviesand	so	on.	For	example,	a	player	cannot	recruit	a	second	leader	or	have	more	than	two	heaviesin	a	gang.	RECRUITING	HIRED	GUNS	Players	may	hire	mercenary	fighters	for	the	gang	if	they	wish.	Refer	to	the	Hired	Guns	section	for	details.	Hired	Guns	are	wanderers	who	are	willing	to	sell	their	expert	skills	to	anyone	preparedto	pay.
WEAPONS	If	players	want	to	buy	new	weapons	or	other	equipment	for	existing	gang	hghters	then	refer	to	the	trading	charts	below.	The	charts	list	all	the	equipment	available	in	the	Underhive,	not	just	the	common	weapons	included	in	the	Recruitment	charts.	Rarer	items	and	weapons	are	not	always	available	and	vary	in	price.	WHEN	TO	BUY	Players
should	preferably	complete	their	recruiting	and	trading	after	the	battle	is	over,	making	any	appropriate	dice	rolls	while	both	players	are	present.	The	trading	post	in	a	large	settlement	might	enclose	a	substantial	area	with	many	traders	offering	goods	and	services.	Small	settlements	are	served	by	travelling	Guilders,	poor	cousins	to	the	rich	merchants
of	the	Hive	City,	itinerant	tradesmen	who	hike	their	wares	from	one	place	to	another.	SPENDINGCASH	After	every	game	a	gang	can	collect	income	from	its	territories	as	described	earlier.	Cash	can	be	spent	on	recruiting	new	frghters	and	on	new	equipment	for	the	gang.	NE\x/	RECRUITS	New	fighters	are	recmited	in	the	same	way	as	the	original
gang.	Refer	to	the	Recruiting	a	Gang	section.	New	recruits	may	be	armed	with	any	of	the	weapons	described	in	the	Gang	Recruitment	list,	but	cannot	be	given	other	equipment	until	they	have	fought	at	least	one	battle.	Gangs	can	recruit	whatever	type	of	fighter	the	player	wishes,	but	the	usual	restrictions	apply	regarding	the	Alternatively,	players
may	prefer	to	wait	until	the	heat	of	battle	has	cooled	and	they	are	able	to	consider	purchases	more	carefully.	Determine	which	rare	items	are	offered	for	sale	whilst	both	players	are	together.	The	piayers	can	then	work	out	what	they	will	buy	later.	TRADING	Common	items	can	be	bought	quite	readily	in	any	Underhive	settlement,either	from	a	trading
post	or	directly	from	a	workshop.	Players	can	purchase	as	many	of	these	items	as	they	want.	The	price	for	common	items	is	fixed,	so	players	always	pay	the	same	for	them.	Rare	items	are	hard	or	even	impossible	to	find.	Only	occasionally	do	such	items	tum	up	for	sale	and	the	price	asked	is	often	way	above	their	true	value.	Players	must	be	prepared	to
snap	up	useful	items	as	they	are	offered,	especially	the	really	hard-to-get	weapons	and	equipment.	To	representthe	scarcity	of	rare	items	each	player	makes	a	dice	roll	at	the	start	of	his	trading	sessionto	determine	what	goods	are	offered	to	him.	To	determine	how	many	rare	items	are	offered	roll	a	D3	(ie,	a	D6	counting	l-2	as	l,3-4	as	2	and	5-6	as	3).
This	is	the	number	of	items	offered	to	the	gang	leader	as	he	scours	the	trading	posts	and	visits	his	contacts	in	the	drinking	holes	and	gambling	dens.	Roll	a	D66	for	each	item	and	consult	the	Rare	Trade	chart	to	discover	what	is	on	offer.	The	player	may	buy	any	ofthe	items	offered,	but	only	one	of	each	item	unless	the	same	result	is	rolled	more	than
once.	Note	that	each	player	rolls	separatelyfor	his	trading	-	the	gangs	don't	necessarilyhide	out	in	the	sameplace	nor	do	they	have	the	same	contacts.	One	player	cannot	buy	goods	offered	to	another.	GANGERS	AND	TRADING	If	a	player	wishes	he	can	use	a	ganger	to	searcharound	the	trading	post	and	make	enquiries	about	further	rare	items	which
might	be	for	sale.A	ganger	who	does	this	cannot	collect	income	from	the	gang's	territory	that	turn;	searching	out	rare	items	is	an	alternative	to	collectins	income.	For	each	ganger	employed	in	this	fashion	you	may	add	a	further	+1	randomly	generatedrare	item	to	the	list	ofthose	offered	for	sale.	HAND-TO-HAND	WEAPONS	Item	Cost	Sword
Chainsword	Club,Maulor	Bludgeon	Chainor	Flail	Knife(Nb	i	knifeis	free)	Massive	Axe,Swordor	Club	PowerAxe	PowerFist	PowerMaul	PowerSword	PISTOLS	Item	Cost	Autopistol	BolrPistol	HandFlamer	Laspistol	NeedlePistol	PlasmaPistol	StubGun	WebPistol	SELLING	BASIC	WEAPONS	Item	A	player	may	wish	to	trade-in	weaponsat	the	sametime	as	he
buys	new	ones.After	all,	as	gangs	get	more	powerful	they	often	abandon	their	earlier	armament	in	favour	of	something	better.	However,	the	second-hand	value	of	equipmentis	not	high	due	to	the	considerablewear	and	tear	inflicted	on	it	by	your	fighters.	Autogun	Boltgun	Las9un	Shotgun	(solidshot	-	scattershells]	Gangs	can	automaticallysell
equipmentfor	half	its	listed	price.	In	the	case	of	rare	weapons	wh'ich	have	a	variable	price	the	gang	receives	half	of	the	fixed	cost	component	only	(delicate	machinery	taking	a	particular	hammering	in	combat).For	example,a	Red-dot	laser	sight	costs40+3D6	creditsso	it	can	be	sold	for	20	credits.	SPECIAL	WEAPONS	Item	Flamer	Launcher	Grenade
l(._rpn2/tP<	Altemately,	old	weaponry	can	be	hoarded	for	future	use	(make	a	note	on	the	gang	roster)	or	it	can	be	swapped	around	the	gang	from	one	frghter	to	another	(though	not	between	gangs).	As	the	value	of	o1d	weapons	is	low	compared	to	the	cost	of	equipping	new	recruits,	a	gang	can	usually	find	a	use	for	its	cast	off	armaments.	PRICE
CHART	The	following	charts	indicate	the	cost	of	items	available	for	sale	at	the	trading	post.	The	cost	of	rare	items	is	included,	but	such	items	cannot	be	bought	unless	they	are	offered	for	sale	as	already	described.In	some	casesthe	cost	of	an	item	is	variable	and	includes	a	base	cost	plus	a	variable	extra	amount,for	example,40+3D6credits.In
theseinstancesthe	extra	variable	cost	is	the	additional	raiity	value	of	the	item	-	the	premium	which	must	be	paid	to	own	it.	l0	25	10	10	5	l5	35+3D6	85+3D6	35+3D6	40+3D6	Fvfr2l	Melta-gun	NeedleRifle	Plasma	Gun	HEAVY	WEAPONS	Item	15	20	20	l5	100+4D6	25	10	120+4D6	Cost	Availability	Common	Common	Common	Common	Common	Common
Rare	Rare	Rare	Rare	Availabiligr	Common	Common	Common	Common	Rare	Common	Common	Rare	Avallabillgr	20	35	25	Common	Common	Common	20	Common	Cost	Availability	40	Common	i30	95	230++D6	70	Common	Common	Rare	Common	Cost	300	Auto-cannon	120	Hea\,/y	Stubber	180	Hea\yBolter	285	HeavyPlasmaGun	400	Lascannon
(Missiles	Missile	Launcher	extra)	1	8	5	Availabilit5r	Common	Common	Common	Common	Common	Common	MISCELLANEOUS	Item	Auto-repairer	GRENADES	Item	Cost	15+2D6	Fraggrenades	30	gasgrenades	40+4D6	Hallucjnogen	Krakgrenades	50	MeltaBomb	40+3D6	PhotonFlashFlare	20+2D6	Plasmagrenade	30+3D6	\r:rc	n:<	nrPn2alP<
20+2D6	i	0+3D6	SmokeBomb	Choke	nz<	nrcnarle<	Availabilit5l	Rare	Common	Rare	Common	Rare	Rare	Rare	Rare	Rare	MtsstLEs	Item	Cost	FragMissiles	KrakMissiles	35	115	SPECIALAMMO	Item	Cost	Man-Stopper	Shotgunshell	I-.]^t	(hnt	(h^tnr	rn	BoltShotgunShell	HotshotLaserpowerpacl.	Dum-dumBulletsfor	Stubgun	GUNSIGHTS	Item	Red-
DotLaserSight	Mono	Sight	Telcsrnnir	(inhr	InfraRedSight	ARMOUR	ftem	Flak	Ldr	dpdLc	MeSh	5	5	15	15	5	Cost	40+3D6	40+3D6	40+3D6	30+3D6	Cost	10+2D6	70+3D6	25+3D6	Availability	Common	Common	Availabillty	Common	Common	Common	Rare	Common	Availabilitlr	Rare	Rare	Rare	Rare	Availabiligr	Rare	Rare	Rare	Arm	Fve	LLY	Availability
Rare	Bio-Booster	50+4D6	Rare	Bio-Scanner	50+3D6	Rare	Blindsnake	Pouch	CIipHarness	30+2D6	10	Rare	Concealed	Blade	FilterPlugs	10+D6	Rare	GravChute	Grapnel	Infra-Goggles	IsotropicFuelRod	l0	40+4D6	Common	Rare	30+4D6	Rare	30+3D6	50+4D6	Rare	Lobo-chip	20	Medi-pack	B0+4D6	D6x10	Mungvase	Common	Rare	Common	Rare	Rare
One	in	a	MillionWeapon	As	Weaponx	2	Rare	Photo-Contacts	15	Common	Photo-Visor	10	Common	Ratskinmap	D6xl0	Respirator	l0	(oneencounter)	1	0	+	3	D	6	Screamers	10+2D6	Silencer	Common	Rare	SkullChip	Rare	30+3D6	Rare	Rare	Stummers(oneencounter)	l	0	+	3	D	6	Rare	WeaponReload	HalfWeapon	Rare	basecost	ADJUSTINGTHE	GANG
RATING	The	gang	rating	of	each	gang	is	equal	to	the	value	of	its	fighters	plus	their	Experience	points.	As	the	value	of	fighters	includes	their	equipment,	players	must	alter	the	sub-totals	on	the	gang's	roster	sheet	every	time	equipment	is	bought	or	sold.	Any	weaponry	or	other	equipment	that	the	gang	keeps	but	does	not	give	to	a	fighter	is	hoarded.	It
remains	unissuedin	your	hideout	and	its	value	is	not	included	in	the	gang	rating.	Where	the	cost	of	equipment	varies	the	variable	amount	is	discounted	when	calculating	a	fighter's	total	worth.	So,	a	fighter	with	a	bionic	leg	is	worth	an	extra	80	credits	not	80+3D6.	The	variable	cost	of	rare	weapoffy	and	other	equipment	represents	an	additional	'rarity'
cost	charged	over	and	above	the	actual	worth	of	the	item.	DEATH	OF	A	FIGHTER	BfoNrcs	Item	Cost	B0+4D6	Cost	80+3D6	50+3D6	B0+3D6	Availabilitlr	Rare	Rare	Rare	When	a	fighter	is	killed	all	of	his	equipment	and	weaponry	is	lost.	This	is	a	very	important	rule,	so	be	sure	to	be	clear	about	it	right	from	the	start.	It	is	not	possible	to	reallocate	a
fighter's	weapons	or	equipment	once	he	is	dead.	back.	Never	againto	feel	the	pain	of	an	empty	belly.	Never	againan	empry	botrle.	For	this	diamondthe	very	Lords	Helmawr	will	fall	at	your	feet	and	all	I	ask	in	return	is	rhe	hide	of	one	spider.But,	my	lads,	a	very	particularspider.'	We	hung	upon	his	every	word,	mouths	open,	eyesvidc	as	he	spoke.	'The
beastI	soeakof	is	white.	Yes	-	she'sthe	lasr	of	the	White	Mares	of	V.tro.	And.	oh	by	the	gods	she'sbig!	She'll	cast	a	shadowon	your	souls,	a	dark	shadow.Thc	thing	is	coveredwith	the	scarsoI	Ratskin	harpoons,yet	no	man	has	put	her	under.I	myself	cameclose	once	but	she	took	my	leg.	In	return	I	took	a	fang	and	rhis	bauble.'	He	held	towards	us	the
diamond,tempting	eachman	with	its	glittering	surface.	'Some	say	this	was	a	fair	exchange,I	say	nor!	I	want	her	'	hide,	so	mark	my	words	and	mark	them	well...	Ar	that	he	drerr	himself	to	his	full	height,	cruel	fire	'Are	burningin	his	eyes,and	said,	you	with	me?'	To	a	man	we	would	havefollowcd	him	to	the	gatesof	hell	and	back	so	fired	up	were	we	by	his
thunder.The	Ratskins	ran	franticallyabout	the	deck,	harpoonBunsat	the	ready,	while	we	lovered	our	gas	skiffs	onto	the	poisonedsump	lake.	MeanwhileValgothaurged	us	on	with	cursesand	threats	from	the	deck	of	the	Hvdra	as	one	bv	one,	our	enginesroaring,we	spedtowardsour	ptey	leavingplumesof	oily	smoke	in	our	wake.	me	Kruknek,	the
Outcast,only	survivor-	may	the	fall	tr-rgods	forgive	mc	-	of	that	ill-fated	slimedrifter	Hydra.	It	seemsnow	a	lifetime	ago	sincewe	set	out	upon	the	toxic	sump	deep	in	the	black	heart	of	the	hive	to	hunt	the	savage	Raft	Soiders	'*hit.	of	the	underworld.Their	eves.diamondsof	shot	with	crimson,	,r.	^uJh	prized	by	the	pur.st	mastersof	rhe	Spire.	We
churnedacrossthe	many-huedeffluent	where	violent	swells	releasedgaseousflaming	balls	that	rose	into	the	overheadcavernsand	lir	our	path.	The	captain,Haagan	Valgorha,had	not	left	his	cabin	since	we	set	forth,	but	in	the	silenceof	dog	watch	ve	heardheavyfootfalls	from	within.	Many	dayspassedbeforewe	spiedour	first	brood,	their	At	grey
bodiesskimmingthe	filthy	depthsin	the	disrance.	the	sound	of	our	cries	he	walked	onto	the	greasydeck,	his	presencefilling	us	vith	dread.Valgotha.A	giant	of	a	man,	hair	red	as	blood,	{acea	tissueof	scars,dressedin	black	but	for	the	gleamingwhite	spider	fang	that	madehis	right	leg.	He	glared	at	eachof	us	in	turn,	black	soullesseyes	glinting	in	the	half-
light	and	wirh	a	screamof	triumph	hc	held	abovehis	heada	diamond,a	diamondof	exquisite	beauty,a	diamondthat	was	to	be	our	doom.	'Men	'Men	of	the	Hydra.	In	my	of	the	Hydra,'	he	said.	hand	I	hold	rhe	key,	the	key	to	a	life	of	riches,a	life	beyondyour	wildest	dreams.This	crystal	will	give	you	everything.Never	againto	feel	the	beastof	work	at	your	My
harpooner,Skyle,	a	leatheryRat,	stood	ready	at	the	skiff's	prow,	his	gur	held	high,	face	and	baretorso	covered	in	spiderkill	marks.Then	we	were	upon	them.	The	spider	whelps	we	ignored,the	grazingstallionswe	hit	unmercifully.	They	fought	back	savagelybut	we'd	attackedat	full	speed	and	with	completesurprise.Harpoon	shotsrang	out,	blades	honedto	a
lethal	razor'sedgepiercedthe	upper	hide	of	the	spidcrs'backswith	ease.Their	yellow	blood	oozedfreely	and	mixed	with	the	putrid	slime	of	the	lake.	I	broughr	the	skiff	about,	etrginesthrottled	back,	and	stoppedbesideour	first	kill.	Skyle	iumped	onto	its	lifeless	carcassand	crawledtowardsthe	beast'shead.Drawing	his	knife	he	prised	Iree	the
creature'seyes,all	the	while	chantinga	Ratskin	prayerto	the	spirits	of	the	underworld.	Then	with	one	deft	blow	he	puncturedthe	spider'svenom	sac	and	drank	deeolvfrom	the	fountainof	violet	ooison.To	any	other,one	drop'of	this	fluid	meanta	,lo*	.oi	agonisingdeath,but	thesespiderhuntersof	many	generations	had	built	up	an	immunity	and	rather	thar	kill
them	it	filled	the	Ratskinswith	indescribableecstasy.Preciousstonesmeant	nothing	to	this	man.	The	venom	was	his	revard	and	he	wantedmote.	Having	made	fast	the	kill	Skyle	direced	me	tovards	the	next	target.Gunning	the	gas	converterro	full	Power	\re	carriedon	the	hunt.	Skiffs	spedabout	the	enragedcreatures	as	one	by	one	they	were	harpooncdand
slain.	Death	had	come	swifily,	death	had	been	absolute.We	killed	rhem	all.	Each	skiff	towed	the	floating	corpsesof	many	spiders.Ratmengorgedon	venomslood	erectat	the	front	ol	eachsmall	craft,	eyesglowing	violet	as	they	chantedprayers	to	invisible	spirits.	Weighed	down	by	our	catch	I	rurred	the	skiff	and	slowly	approachedthe	Hydra.	It	was	then	that
the	mare	spiders	struck	from	the	depths.Piercing	screamsburst	from	the	rearmostcraft.	I	turned	and	saw	a	skiff	tossedinto	rhe	arr.	its	two	crewmenhir	the	murky	lake.	Corrosive	fluids	burned	and	ate	their	flesh.	Beforc	we	kncw	ir	five	skiffs	were	gone,ripped	to	piecesby	the	spidersor	upturnedand	dissolvedin	the	hellish	sump	water.Regainingour
scnses,we	cut	free	our	catchesand	engagedin	a	fight	to	the	death	vith	rhe	fell	creatures.	Skyle	fought	like	a	devil.	Each	harpoon	hir	its	mark	as	I	drove	the	skiff	in	manic	circles	aroundthe	dcadly	mares.	My	heart	lifted,	we	seemedto	redressthe	balanceas	our	remainingcrews	fought	dcsperatelyfor	their	lives.	Then,	as	if	by	a	miracle,rhe	spidersdrew	off.
We	warchedexhausred	as	their	huge	grcy	backs	ploughedawaythrough	the	oily	surfacc.But	our	new	found	hope	was	shorl-lived.	At	about	five	hundredyardsro	starboarithey	turnedto	face	us,	ten	to	twelvc	mighty	mare	spiders,their	innumerableeyes	burningwith	hatred,studiedus	with	evil	intenr.	I	heard	Skyle	and	the	other	Ratskinsblesstheir	harpoonsin
readiness,	but	the	spidersdid	not	attackagain.Insread,	almost	imperccptiblyat	first,	they	srarredro	wail.	I	tell	you,	this	soundwill	be	with	me	to	my	grave.I	rried	in	vain	to	shut	it	out	by	jamming	my	handsover	my	earsbur	it	was	no	use.	I	felt	my	headwould	burst	the	pirch	was	so	intense.	Then,	by	god,	it	came.I	had	seenmany	things	on	my	voyagethrough
the	underworldof	the	Hive	Bottom,	countlessabominationsthat	defy	description,but	this	was	beyond	all	reason.A	white	mrre	spidcr,	a	mountainof	pale	flesh,	legs	likc	the	pistons	of	some	great	enginc,albino	eycs	red	wirh	the	fires	of	hell,	bore	dovn	uDon	us,	its	wide	mouth	revealingrovs	of	dreadwhite	fangsdrippingvenom.	To	a	man	we	screamedar	thc
sighr	of	the	awful	creature.	Skyle	threw	down	his	harpoon	and	fcll	to	his	kneesin	terror	as	the	rhing	hit	us	head	on.	I	ierked	into	action	and	swung	my	craft	around,fired	the	engineand	headedtovards	the	Hydra.	I	could	hear	abovethe	enginethe	cries	of	my	doomcdcompanions	as	I	left	them	behind.The	Hydra	lay	beforeme.	I	was	nearlythere	vhen	my
skif{	lurchedin	the	wake	of	the	great	beastas	ir	passedmc.	I	was	not	its	rarger.	The	Hydra	sat	a	hundredtons	in	rhc	sump	lake,	but	rhe	spider	hit	thc	slimedrifter	head	on	againand	againand	again.	At	firsr	I	thought	the	Hydra	rsould	hold.	but	then	wirh	a	sickeningyaw	she	beganto	lisr	as	the	spider	pulled	itself	out	of	the	scum,	its
forelegssprawledacrossrhe	deck.	It	was	only	now	the	full	horror	of	the	rhing	was	revealed.Its	back	was	coveredvith	hundredsof	scarsand	broken	harpoons,while	great	pulsing	veins	traced	its	massive	underbellywhere,to	my	ulter	dismay,hundrcdsof	her	offspring'clungtightly	io	folds	in	t(e	creature's	skin.	Above	the	bedlamI	hcardhim,
HaaganValgorha,screaming	vile	cursesat	his	loathsomeadversary.He	wielded	a	harpoon	and	rushed	forward	in	a	frenzied	attack,stabbingwildly	ar	the	beast'spulsatingflesh.	For	one	mad	moment	I	though	he	would	prevail	but	then	she	struck	and	caughrhim.	She	held	him	fast	by	her	two	wicked	mandiblespushing	him	relentlesslytowards	that	farg-lined
maw	while	he	soeamed	insancly,still	stabbingat	her	head	wirh	thc	harpoon.Thcn	rhe	horrific	vision	was	lost	from	sight	as	the	Hydra	with	its	malignantpassenger	plunged	beneaththe	livid	toxic	surfaceleavingbehind	a	boiling	turmoil	of	multi-hued	bubbles.Then	the	wailing	stopped,the	surfaceslowly	scttled	and	all	fell	silent.	I	sar	rigid	at	rhe	skiff's
controls,	the	small	craft	bobbrng	gently	on	rhe	swell.	Skyle	had	come	to	his	sensesand	keenly	scannedthe	filthy	lake,	his	harpoon	gun	clurched	tightly	in	his	hands.Suddenly	a	white	spider	leg	broke	the	surfaceand	knocked	him	from	his	feet.	He	made	no	sound	as	he	vanishedbeneaththe	surface.	Days	later	I	vas	picked	up	by	an	Orlock	drifier.	They
thought	I'd	gonemad	and	many	weekspasscdbeforei	camc	out	of	my	delirium.	The	captainof	that	vessel,an	honest	man,found	the	diamondsin	my	skiff	and	held	them	for	me.	I	recountedmy	tale	to	him	beforewe	madelandfalland	gavehim	a	handful	of	crystalsas	we	said	farewell.Thcn,	a	few	days	aftervards,standingupon	a	lonely	promontory,	I	threw	the
remainingdiamondsback	into	the	slime	from	whencethey	camc.The	blood	of	my	companionshad	stained	their	beauty	forever.	Now	as	I	rell	you	rhis	many	yearshavepassed.Povcrty	has	bcen	my	constantcompanion,	loneliness	my	bride	and	never	in	a	wakinghour	haveI	set	eyesupon	the	evil	waterof	the	underworld.But	I	tell	you,	when	I	can	stay	awakeno
longer,	she	comesback	to	haunt	my	dreams.That	awful	creaturegliding	gcntly	acrossthe	livid	slime,	her	body	shiningbrightly	in	thc	gloom,	io,	as	Valgothadecreed,	lay	her	dark	shadowon	my	soul.	HTRED	GUNS	This	sectionof	the	Campaignrules	introducesHired	Guns	into	the	game.	Hired	Guns	are	mercenary	adventurerswho	fight	for	monqy.	They	are
essentiallyloners	who	wander	the	Underhive	selling	their	servicesat	the	trading	posts	in	settlementslike	Dust	Fafls,Two	Tunnelsand	Dead	End	Pass.	RECRUITINGHIRED	GUNS	A	player	can	recruit	Hired	Guns	when	he	createshis	gang.	Hired	Guns	can	also	be	recruited	from	the	trading	post	after	any	game.A	gang	can	dispensewith	the	servicesof	a
Hired	Gun	after	any	game.	Hired	Guns	don't	belong	to	the	gang	they	fight	with	and	they	don't	usually	help	the	gang	except	by	fighting.	This	meansthat	Hired	Guns	don't	count	as	members	of	the	gang	for	purposes	of	collecting	income	or	for	deducting	cost	of	living	expenses.A	player	cannot	buy	extra	weapons	or	equipment	for	a	Hired	Gun,	and	he
cannot	sell	a	Hired	Gun's	weapons	or	equipment.	Hired	Guns	earn	no	Experience	points	which	means	they	never	gain	further	skills	or	characteristicbonuses.	HIRE	FEE	The	gang	must	pay	the	hire	fee	for	the	Hired	Gun	when	he	is	recruited	and	subsequentlyafter	each	battle	he	fights	in	including	the	first.	This	cost	comes	from	the	gang's	stashin	the
same	way	as	the	cost	of	buying	new	weapons	or	f\own	l-lbelow	recruiting	new	gang	fighters.	If	there	is	insuffrcient	credit	in	the	stash	to	pay	a	Hired	Gun	he	leaves	the	gang	and	the	gang	may	not	recruit	furlher	Hired	Guns	until	it	has	fought	another	battle.	For	purposesof	the	gang	rating	the	value	of	a	Hired	Gun	is	his	hire	fee	x5.	Although	Hired	Guns
are	good	value,	especially	for	new	gangs,	there	are	disadvantages.	Firstly	and	most	importantly	they	do	not	accumulate	Experience	points	and	cannot	advance	beyond	the	level	they	are	at	when	hired.	This	means	that	they	are	less	useful	for	established	gangs	that	already	have	good	quality	fighters.	Secondly,the	hiring	fee	of	these	mercenaries	reduces
the	cash	avaiiable	to	recruit	new	fighters	and	weapons	-	both	of	which	are	vital	to	a	gang'sfuture.	The	three	different	types	of	Hired	Gun	detailed	here	are	Underhive	Scum,	Ratskin	Scouts	and	Bounty	Hunters.	Any	ofthese	three	can	be	found	quite	easily.	They	hire	out	from	the	trading	posts	and	rates	are	well	established.More	types	of	Hired	Gun	can
be	found	in	Outlanders.	Town	is	the	dcepest	permanent	settlement	the	Wall	and	it	stands	in	the	lowcst	portion	of	thc	Undcrhive,	at	the	bottom	of	an	ancient	effluentworn	shaft	that	men	call	rhe	Abyss.	In	truth	ir	lies	beyond	the	region	of	domes	and	tunnels	that	comprise	rhe	Underhive	itself,	upon	the	shores	of	the	poisoned	sump	lake	at	the	very
bottom	of	the	hive.	Fcw	come	as	far	down	as	Down	Town,	for	the	surrounding	dornes	ate	crushed	and	compacted,	riddled	with	narrow	crawlholes	that	are	infested	with	cvil	things	rrhich	fecd	upon	the	unwary.	But	some	come,	attracted	by	the	sump	lake	itself,	to	hunt	its	monstrous	spiders	whose	faceted	eycs	are	hard	as	diamonds	and	greatly	ptized	by
the	iewellers	of	a	thousand	worlds.	Others	come	to	feed	upon	the	spoils	of	thc	hunt,	to	bid	for	the	tough	spider	pelts	and	chirin,	to	boil	down	the	creaturc's	nutritious	fat	or	extract	its	deadly	venom.	There	are	a	hundred	petty	industries	that	thrive	upon	the	spiders,	and	upon	thc	lesser	creatures	of	the	lake,	the	skimmers	and	slimc-spawn,	and	other
monstrous	beasts	of	the	sumo.	!	1	UNDERHIVE	SCUM	Scummer	is	recruited.	The	basic	characteristic	profile	is	given	below,	which	is	the	base	level	for	characteristic	values.	In	addition	to	this	the	Scummer	will	have	a	number	'advances'	of	as	exolained	below.	SCUM	ADVANCES	MWSBSSTW	A	Ld	A	Scummer	has	6	'advances'	which	are	either	bonuses
on	his	profile	or	skills.	Roll	a	D6	six	times	and	consult	the	chart	below,	noting	down	the	increasesand	skills	as	you	go	along.	A	Scummer	may	not	improve	any	characteristic	by	more	than	+2:	rf	an	increaseis	rolled	for	a	third	time	re-roll	the	result.	Similarly,	if	you	roll	the	same	skill	twice	re-roll	to	get	another.	+1	Ballistic	Skill	+1	Initiative	+1
Leadership	Roll	a	further	D6:	1:	+1	WeaponSkill,	2:	+1	Strength,	3:	+1	Toughness,4:	+1	Wound,	Underhive	Scum,	or	Scummers,	prefer	the	carefree,	wandering	life	of	a	mercenary	to	that	of	a	ganger.	They	travel	from	town	to	town,	making	few	friends	or	commitments,	eaming	whatever	easy	money	is	around	before	moving	on.	Scum	are	too	wild	and
independent	to	submit	to	the	leadership	of	anyone	for	very	long,	and	they	hire	out	their	services	as	they	feel	like	it.	Despite	their	carefree	lifestyle	and	happy-go-lucky	attitude	Scummers	are	good	fighters	so	their	services	are	always	in	demand.	Many	end	up	working	for	the	Guilders,	but	there	are	always	a	few	willing	to	tag	along	witll	a	gang	for	a
share	of	the	spoils.	5:	+1	Attack,	6:	+1	Leadership	5-6	Roll	a	fufther	D6:	1-3:	Gunfighter	(Shooting	skill)	4-5:	Quick	Draw	(Agility	skill)	6:	Roll	a	Further	D6:	1:	Crack	Shot	(Shootingskill)	2:	Fast	Shot	(Shootingskill)	3:	Hip	Shooter(Shootingskill)	4:	Marksman	(Shooting	skill)	5:	Rapid	Fire	(Shooting	skill)	6:	Killer	Reputation	(Ferocity)	RECRUITING
SCUM	If	a	player	wants	to	hire	Underhive	Scum	he	must	pay	the	standardhire	fee,	which	is	15	credits	for	each	Scummer.A	gang	can	recruit	as	many	Scummers	as	the	player	wishes.	The	profile	and	skills	for	Scummers	are	worked	out	after	they	are	hired.	For	purposesof	calculating	the	gang	rating,	each	Scummer	has	a	value	of	75	(ie,	his	hire	fee	of
15x5).	SCUM	PROFILE	Scum	are	likely	to	have	special	skills	as	well	as	superior	characteristic	values.	This	is	worked	out	only	after	the	SCUM	WEAPONS	A	Scummer	fights	with	his	own	weapons	which	can	be	any	of	the	combinations	listed	below.	He	will	never	buy	or	use	other	weapons	or	equipment	(Scum	notoriously	spend	all	their	credit	on	booze
and	gambling).	Choose	one	of	the	following	combinations	for	the	Scummer.	Knife+2BoltPistols	Knife	+	Plasma	Pistol	+	Laspistol	Knife	+	Plasma	Pistol	+	Autopistol	Knife	+	Bolt	Pistol	+	Hand	Flamer	BOUNTY	HUNTERS	For	purposesof	calculating	the	gang	rating	a	Bounty	Hunter	has	a	value	of	175	(ie,	his	hire	fee	of	35x5).	BOUNTY	HUNTER
PROFILE	Bounty	Hunters	have	special	skills	as	well	as	superior	characteristic	values.	This	is	worked	out	only	after	the	Bounty	Hunter	is	recruited.	The	basic	characteristicprofile	is	given	below,	which	is	the	base	level	for	characteristic	values.	In	addition	to	this	the	Bounty	Hunter	will	have	a	'advances'	number	of	as	exolained	below.	BOUNTY	HUNTER
ADVANCES	MWSBSSTWIALd	In	addition	to	his	enhanced	profile	a	Bounty	Hunter	has	'advances'which	three	further	are	either	additional	bonuses	on	his	profile	or	skills.	Roll	a	D6	three	times	and	consult	the	chart	below,	noting	down	the	increasesand	skills	as	you	go	along.	A	Bounty	Hunter	may	not	improve	any	characteristic	by	more	than	+2,	nor
may	he	increase	his	Wounds	beyond	3.	If	a	further	increaseis	rolled,	re-roll	the	result.	Similarly,	if	you	roll	the	same	skill	twice	re-roll	to	get	another.	1-2	1:+1	Weapon	Skill	2:	+1	BallisticSkill	3:	+1	Initiative	4:	+1	Leadership	5:	Roll	a	furtherD6:	1-3:+1	Strength	4-5:	+l	Toughness	6:	Roll	a	furtherD6:	1-3:+1	Wound(Max3)	4-6:+l	Attacks	Bounty
Hunters	are	amongst	the	toughest	and	most	dangerousof	all	NecromundanUnderhivers.They	survive	in	perilous	conditions,	living	out	in	the	wastes,pursuing	outlaws	and	mutants	through	the	ruins.	Bounty	Hunters	are	loners	who	neither	need	nor	want	to	be	associatedwith	a	gang.	Bounty	Hunters	will	hire	their	services	to	a	gang	leader	if	there	are	no
decent	bounties	to	be	had,	but	such	allegiancestend	to	be	temporary.	Bounties	are	displayed	at	all	trading	posts,	offering	rewards	to	anyone	who	brings	in	outlaw	leaders,gangs,mutants	and	other	criminal	types.	Sometjmes	general	bounties	are	declared	on	Ratskin	Renegadesor	on	Underhive	monsters.	The	rewards	offered	are	good,	but	thejob	is	a
hard	one	and	many	Bounty	Hunters	die	out	in	the	wastes,	slain	by	the	outlaws	and	mutants	they	set	out	to	hunt.	RECRUITING	BOUNTY	HUNTERS	If	a	player	wants	to	hire	a	Bounty	Hunter	he	must	pay	the	standardhire	fee,	which	is	35	credits.A	gang	can	have	only	one	Bounty	Hunter.	The	profile	and	skills	for	Bounty	Hunters	are	worked	out	after	they
are	hired.	Roll	a	further	D6:	3-6	Roll	a	furtherD6:	7-2'.Crack	Shot	(Shootingskill)	3-4:	Nervesof	Steel	(Ferocity	skill)	5:	Marksman	(Shooting	skill)	6:	Roll	a	Further	D6:	l:	Dodge	(Agility	skill)	2:	Trte	Grit	(Ferocity	skill)	3:	Weaponsmith	(Techno	skill)	4:	Quick	Draw	(Agility	skill)	5:	Leap	(Agility	skil1)	6:	Killer	Reputation	(Ferocity)	SPECIAL	BOUNTY
HUNTER	RULES	Bounty	Hunters	are	tough,	mean	and	deadly.	In	addition,	they	have	unique	abilities	which	are	represented	by	the	following	rules.	CAPTURE	If	a	Bounty	Hunter	takes	an	enemy	'out	of	action'	in	handto-hand	fighting	the	enemy	fighter	is	automatically	captured	at	the	end	of	the	game.	Rather	than	rolling	on	the	Serious	Injury	chart	after
the	game,	the	fighter	is	automatically	taken	captive	regardless	of	which	side	won	the	game	or	whetherthe	Bounty	Huntersurvives.	CLAIM	BOUNTY	For	every	enemy	fighter	captured	by	the	gang	roll	a	D6.	On	the	ro11of	a	6	the	Bounty	Hunter	recognisesthe	fighter	as	a	wanted	outlaw.	The	gang	can	turn	in	the	wanted	outlaw	to	the	Guilders.	Note	that
the	player	doesn't	have	to	turn	in	an	outlaw,	he	may	still	prefer	to	ransom	the	captive	back	to	his	own	gang.	If	an	outlaw	is	tumed	in	for	bounty	the	gang's	share	of	the	reward	is	equal	to	the	total	points	value	of	the	captive	including	his	weapons	and	equipment	(which	must	also	be	turned	over).	Add	this	reward	money	to	the	gang's	income	along	with
income	from	territories.	To	find	out	what	happens	to	a	gang	fighter	who	is	tumed	over	to	the	Guilders	roll	a	D6.	I	I	SoId	into	Slavery.The	fighter	disappearsforever.	,)	.L	Finedhis	valuein	creditsand	equipment	confiscated.	His	gangmay	freethe	fighterby	paying	his	value	in	credits	including	the	value	of	his	weapons	and	equipment.	A1l	of	his	weapons,
and	any	equipment	that	is	not	physically	part	of	him	(bionics/lobo	chip,	etc)	are	confiscatedby	the	Guilders.	BOUNTY	HUNTER	WEAPONS	?	J	Fined	his	value	in	credits.	His	gang	may	free	the	fighter	together	with	his	weapons	and	equipment	by	paying	his	fine.	A	-T	Fined	D6xl0	credits.His	gang	may	free	the	fighter	by	payinghis	fine	as	above.	A	Bounty
Hunter	fights	with	his	o*o	r"upons	as	described	below.	They	are	invariably	armed	to	the	teeth	(it	goes	with'	the	job).	Bounty	Hunters	cannot	buy	or	use	other	weapons	or	equipment	(Bounty	Hunters	hoard	their	money	and	dream	ofretiring	to	the	Spire).	Bounty	Hunters	are	armed	with	the	following:	Any	number	of	knives	Bolt	Pistol	with	red-dot	laser
sight	Boltgun	or	Lasgun	with	Hotshot	pack	Chainsword	Shotgun	with	solid,	scatter,and	man-stopper	shells	J	A	\J	the	fighter	for	D6x5	credits	or	let	him	serve	his	senteice	in	the	pit,	in	which	casehe	misses	the	next	game.	Insufficientevidence.Releasedimmediarely.	Fines	must	be	paid	out	of	the	gang's	stashbefore	the	gang's	next	game.	If	a	player	is
unable	or	unwilling	to	pay	the	fine	the	fighter	is	sold	to	the	slavers.Only	in	the	caseof	a	'Fined	or	Sentenced'	result	does	the	gang	have	the	choice	of	paying	or	missing	a	game.	Respirator	or	filter	plugs	Photo-visor	or	photo-contacts	Plus	any	one	of	the	following:	Bio-Booster	Blindsnakepouch	Weapon	reload	(choose	weapon)	Mesh	armour	Anv	one
bionic	part	RATSI(IN	SCOUTS	given	below,	which	is	the	base	level	for	characteristic	values.	In	addition	to	this	the	Ratskin	Scout	will	have	a	'advances'as	explainedbelow.	number	of	I?ATSKINSCOUT	ADVANCES	MWSBSSTWIALd	'advances'whichare	either	bonuses	A	Ratskin	Scout	has	3	on	his	profile	or	skills.	Roll	a	D6	threetimes	and	consultthe
chart	below,	noting	down	the	increasesand	skills	as	you	go	along.A	Ratskin	Scout	may	not	improve	any	characteristic	by	more	than	+2;	if	an	increaseis	rolled	for	a	third	time	reroll	the	result.	Similarly,	if	you	roll	the	sameskill	twice	reroll	to	get	another.	+l	WeaponSkill	+1	Initiative	Roll	a	further	D6:	l	:	+	1	B	a	l	l	i	s	t	i	cS	k	i	l	l	2:	+l	Strength	3:	+l
Toughness	4:	+l	Wound	The	Ratskins	are	the	native	inhabitantsof	the	Underhive.	They	know	its	ancienttunnelsand	labyrinthinepassagesfar	betterthan	the	Underhiversthemselves.Most	Ratskinscare	little	tbr	the	ways	of	settlerswho	they	regardas	desecrating	the	hive's	great	and	noble	spirit.	Ratskinswill	avoid	hiver	towns	if	they	can.	Some
adventurousRatskinshire	out	to	Underhivegangsas	guides	or	trackers	and	a	f-ew	become	semi-civilisedas	a	result	of	this	contact.They	can	be	found	and	hired	in	the	larger	settlementssuch	as	Dust	Falls,	Glory	Hole	and	Dead	End	Pass.There	arefew	expeditionsthat	would	ventureinto	unknown	zoneswithout	the	expert	aid	of	a	RatskinScout.
RECRUITINGRATSKINSCOUTS	If	a	player	wants	to	hire	a	Ratskin	Scout	he	must	pay	the	standardhire	f'ee,which	is	l5	credits.	A	gang	can	have	only	one	Ratskin	Scout.The	profile	and	skills	for	RatskinScouts	are	worked	out	after	they	are	hired.	For	purposesof	calculatingthe	gangrating	a	Ratskin	Scout	has	a	value	of	75	(ie,	his	hire	fee	of	l5x5).	I-
TATSKINSCOUT	PROFILE	Ratskin	Scouts	may	have	special	skills	and	superior	characteristic	values.	This	is	worked	out	only	after	the	Ratskin	Scout	is	recruited.	The	basic	characteristicprofile	is	5:	+l	Attack	6:	+l	Leadership	4-6	Roll	a	further	D6:	l:	Dodge(Agility	skill)	2:	Leap	(Agility	skill)	3:	Sprint	(Agility	skill)	4-6:	Roll	a	further	D6:	1:	StepAside
(Combat	skill)	2:	Nervesof	Steel	(Combat	skill)	3:	Ambush	(Stealthskill)	4:	Evade	(Srealrhskill)	5:	Inliltration	(Stealthskill)	6:	SneakUp	(Stealthskill)	RESILIENCE	TO	INJURY	Ratskins	are	remarkably	resilient	to	injury	and	have	a	natural	ability	to	survive	in	the	Underhive.	They	are	less	likely	to	get	lost	or	captured	than	ordinary	fighters,	and,	if	hurt,
they	are	better	at	hiding	from	danger.	To	represent	their	resilience	to	injury	a	Ratskin	who	goes	out	of	action	rolls	twice	on	the	Serious	lnjuries	table	and	the	player	chooseswhich	result	will	apply.	RATSKINSCOUT	WEAPONS	SPECIAL	RAISKIN	SCOUT	RULES	Ratskins	are	expert	guides	and	trackers,	and	this	is	representedby	the	following	special
rules.	GUIDE	A	gang	which	includes	a	Ratskin	Scout	is	able	to	exploit	his	knowledge	of	the	Underhive	and	its	countlesshalf-forgotten	passages	and	tunnels.	This	gives	the	gang	a	distinct	advantage	when	it	comes	to	confronting	an	enemy,	permitting	the	gang	to	move	rapidly	to	their	objective.	To	represent	this	a	gang	that	includes	a	Ratskin	Scout	can
add	or	subtract	1	from	the	Scenario	dice	roll	to	determrne	which	scenariothe	players	will	fight.	If	both	sidesinclude	a	Ratskin	Scout	this	ability	is	cancelled	out.	Note	that	if	a	gang	has	a	Ratskin	map	which	also	gives	a	bonus	on	the	Scenario	ro11then	the	Ratskin	Scout	confers	no	further	advantage.The	gang	already	has	accessto	all	the	hidden	tunnels
and	passagesin	the	area.	EXPLORE	If	the	Ratskin's	gang	wins	a	scenario	he	is	allowed	to	explore	the	local	area	for	new	territory	after	the	game.	The	Gang	Leader	tells	the	Ratskin	to	search	for	mineral	deposits,likely	looking	places	for	settlement,fungus	caves,	and	other	possibly	useful	finds.	If	the	player	wishes	to	send	his	Ratskin	exploring	roll	a	D6.
1	The	Ratskjn	disappearsand	is	never	seen	again.	2-5	The	Scout	reports	no	useful	discoveriesin	this	area.	6	The	Ratskin	Scout	discovers	a	new	teritory.	Refer	to	the	Territory	table	and	randomly	determine	a	new	tenitory.	This	is	immediately	added	to	the	gang's	existing	tenitory	unless	it	is	an	Archeotech	Hoard	or	Green	Hivers.	Ratskins	regard	ancient
places	as	sacred,and	the	discovery	of	an	Archeotech	Hoard	will	not	be	reported	to	the	gang.	Similarly,	if	he	discovers	Green	Hivers	the	Ratskin	will	say	nothing	and	leave	them	to	their	fate,	for	such	is	the	will	of	the	hive	spirit.	The	Ratskin	Scout	reports	no	discoveriesinstead.	A	Ratskin	Scout	fights	with	his	own	weapons	as	described	below.	They
cannot	buy	other	weapons	or	equipment.	Ratskin	Scouts	are	rumoured	to	spend	every	penny	they	eaflr	on	drink	and	hallucinogenic	fungus	which	is	why	so	many	go	bad	and	become	renegades.	Ratskins	are	armed	with	the	followine:	Any	number	of	knives	Club,	Maul,	Bludgeon,or	Axe	Blindsnake	pouch	Plus	one	of	the	following:	Shotgun	+	solid	and
scatter	shells	Autogun	Lasgun	PLAYING	A,	CAMPAIGIU	GAUIE	When	playing	a	campaign	game	you	have	two	extra	things	to	do.	Firstly,	before	the	game	starts,you	must	decide	where	the	fight	is	to	take	place	and	sort	out	any	other	pre-battle	details.	Secondly,	after	the	game	is	over,	you	must	roll	for	income,	injuries	and	other	post-battle	details.



PRE.BATTLESEOUENCE	Before	the	battle	can	begin,	the	players	work	their	way	through	the	following	sequence.	1.	The	player	with	the	lowest	gang	rating	rolls	on	the	Scenario	table	to	determine	which	scenario	will	be	played.	If	the	scenario	has	an	attacker	and	a	defender,	then	the	player	who	picks	the	scenario	must	attack.	2.	Roll	for	fighters	with
Old	Battle	Wounds	or	Head	Wounds	to	see	what	part	they	play	in	the	battle.	3.	Set	up	the	terrain	and	gangs	according	to	the	rules	for	the	scenario	you	are	playing.	POST	BATTLESEOUENCE	After	the	battle	is	over	the	players	work	their	way	through	the	following	sequence.You	do	not	have	to	work	through	the	entire	sequenceat	once,	as	you	may	wish
to	consider	further	purchases,	but	any	dice	rolls	required	must	be	observed	by	both	players	or	a	neutral	third	party.	It	is	convenientto	complete	up	to	Section	4	(Collecting	Income)	straight	after	the	game.	1.	2.	3.	Determine	the	extent	of	injuries	for	each	fighter	out	of	action	at	the	end	of	the	game.	Fighters	who	are	down	at	the	end	ofthe	game	are
consideredto	be	out	of	action	on	the	D6	roll	of	a	4,5	or	6	and	must	also	ro11for	injuries.	See	the	Serious	Injuries	chart.	BUYING	NE\V	EOUIPMENT	BETWEEN	GAMES	As	explained	in	the	Trading	Post	section,	fighters	may	be	bought	new	equipment	using	credits	from	the	gang's	stash.	Fighters	may	trade	in	old	equipment	they	no	longer	want.	Gang
fighters	can	also	swap	equipment	between	themselves.	Alternatively,	old	equipment	can	be	hoarded	and	re-used	at	a	later	date.	Weapons	purchased,	swapped	or	taken	from	storage	must	be	of	an	appropriate	type	for	the	fighter	as	indicated	in	the	recruitment	lists.	You	can't	give	a	ganger	a	heavy	weapon,	for	example.	Record	any	changes	to	a	gang
fighter's	equipment	on	the	gang	roster.	Bear	in	mind	that	models	must	always	carry	the	appropriate	weaponry.A	fighter	who	changeshis	weaponry	must	be	representedby	a	new	model,	or	the	existing	model	may	be	converted	so	that	he	carries	the	appropriate	weapons.	2	The	player	whose	gang	has	the	higher	gang	rating	may	choose	which	scenario	is
played.	The	battle	is	fought	in	an	old	dome	which	is	prone	to	cave-ins.	If	either	side	uses	a	heavy	weapon	or	grenade	during	the	game	the	roof	cavesin	on	a	D6	ro11of	4,	5	or	6.	Roll	each	time	such	a	weapon	is	used.	If	the	roof	cavesin	then	the	game	ends	immediately	in	a	draw	and	aII	models	must	roll	under	their	Initiative	to	escapewithout	further
harm.	Any	fighters	who	fail	this	test	sustain	a	54	hit	with	a	-1	armour	save	modifrer.	3	The	player	whose	gang	has	the	higher	gang	ratlng	may	choose	which	scenario	is	played.	Allocate	Experience	points	for	your	fighters	and	make	any	Advance	rolls.	See	the	Experience	section	and	Scenarios	for	details	of	how	this	works.	Re-allocate	teritory	if
appropriate.Territory	may	be	.	lost	or	won	according	to	the	scenarioplayed.	4.	Collect	income	from	territory	as	described	in	the	Territory	section.	5.	Recruit	new	fighters	and	buy	new	equipment	as	described	in	the	Trading	Post	section.	6.	Update	your	total	gang	rating	and	you	are	ready	to	fight	again.	.	The	leader	of	a	disbanded	gang,	if	he	is	still	alive,
may	not	be	hired	into	the	new	gang.	He	wanders	alone	and	defeated	into	the	wastesand	is	neverseenagain.	DISBANDING	GANGS	You	may	choose	to	disband	your	gang	at	the	end	of	any	game	and	start	again	with	a	new	one.	All	of	the	old	gang's	territories	are	lost,	but	gang	fighters	may	be	hired	for	the	new	gang	if	you	wish.	Gang	fighters	who	are	're-
hired'	have	a	cost	equal	to	the	value	listed	for	them	in	the	gang	list	plus	their	equipment,	plus	1	credit	per	Experience	point.	4-6	Play	the	Gang	Fight	scenario.	7-11	The	player	with	the	lower	gang	rating	may	choose	which	scenario	is	played.	12	The	player	with	the	lower	gang	rating	may	choose	which	scenariois	played.	In	addition,	this	is	a	real	'grudge
match',	so	both	sides	earn	double	Experience	points	for	the	battle.	SCEN/TTRTOS	NecromundanUnderhivegangs	rarelyrisk	battle	without	good	reason.The	following	scenariosrepresentseven	different	kinds	of	fight	from	the	straightforward	rivalry	of	the	Gang	Fight	to	more	involved	missionssuch	as	Ambush	and	Rescue.Eachscenariopresentsits	own
problemsand	opportunities,	enabfing	you	to	vary	the	type	of	game	from	one	battle	to	the	next.	SCENARfO	lz	GANG	FfGHT	Gangs	run	the	risk	of	encountering	rivals	as	they	explore	the	ruined	Underhive	landscape.	Not	all	encounters	end	in	violence.	Sometimes	two	gangs	meet	and,	finding	no	good	reason	to	fight,	go	their	own	way.	Other	encounters
end	in	bloody	firefights	with	neither	side	preparedto	give	way.	Ultimately,	every	gang	must	be	preparedto	defend	itself,	to	protect	friends	or	family	in	the	wastes,	or	simply	to	maintain	the	respect	of	its	trading	contacts	and	rivals.	The	Gang	Fight	scenaio	representsone	such	encounter.	Two	gangs	meet	while	travelling	through	a	ruined	dome.	Both
gang	leadersare	looking	for	trouble	-	neither	is	prepared	to	tum	his	back	and	let	his	opponent	get	away	without	a	fight.	TERRAIN	Each	player	takes	it	in	turn	to	place	a	piece	of	terrain,	either	a	ruined	building	structure	or	a	connecting	walkway.	It	is	suggestedthat	the	terrain	is	set	up	within	an	area	4'	x	4'	or	slightly	smaller	so	that	the	gangs	start	off	a
reasonabledistance	aoart.	GANGS	Each	player	rolls	a	dice.	The	low	scorerchooseswhich	table	edge	he	wishes	to	set	up	on,	and	places	all	of	his	gang	fighters	within	8"	of	that	edge.	His	opponent	then	sets	up	within	8"	of	the	opposite	table	edge.	D(PERIENCE	Fighters	who	take	part	in	the	Gang	Fight	earn	Experience	points	as	noted	below.	+D6
Survives.	If	a	fighter	survives	the	battle	then	D6	points	are	earned.Even	fighters	who	are	wounded	and	taken	out	of	action	receive	exoeriencefor	taking	part.	+5	Per	Wounding	Hit.	A	fighter	eams	5	points	for	each	wounding	hit	he	inflicts	during	the	battle.	Make	a	note	on	the	gang	roster	every	time	the	fighter	scoresa	hit	and	wounds	his	target.
Although	it	is	possible	to	inflict	severalwounds	from	one	shot	using	some	weapons,only	5	points	are	earned	when	this	happensr?ot5	points	per	wound.	+10	Winning	Gang	Leader.	The	gang	leader	of	the	winning	side	earns	an	extra	10	Experience	points.	STARTINGTHE	GAME	Both	players	roll	a	D6.	The	higher	scoring	player	takes	the	first	tum.
ENDING	THE	GAME	The	Gang	Fighthas	no	specifrc	objective	other	than	to	drive	off	the	enemy	gang.	If	a	gang	fails	a	Bottle	roll,	or	one	player	volunteers	to	bottle	out,	the	game	endsimmediately.	The	gang	that	bottles	out	loses	and	the	other	gang	automatically	wins.	SPECIAL	If	the	winning	gang	takes	at	least	three	enemy	models	out	of	action,	and
inflicts	three	times	as	many	casualtiesout	of	action	as	it	suffers	itself,	then	it	can	take	over	one	piece	of	randomly	selected	territory	from	the	opposing	gang.	To	randomly	determine	a	piece	of	tenitory	roll	a	D6	and	count	down	from	the	top	ofthe	opposing	player's	territory	list,	or	use	some	other	suitable	method	as	appropriate.	SCENARfO	2:
SCAVENGERS	GANGS	Once	all	the	Loot	counters	have	been	placed	each	player	rolls	a	dice.	The	low	scorer	chooses	which	table	edge	he	wishes	to	set	up	on,	and	places	all	of	his	gang	fighters	within	8"	of	that	edge.	His	opponent	then	sets	up	within	8"	of	the	opposite	table	edge.	STARTINGTHE	GAME	Both	players	roll	a	D6	and	the	higher	scoring
player	takes	the	first	turn.	THE	MONSTER	ROLL	Each	player	may,	if	he	wishes,	roll	a	D6	at	the	stait	of	the	opposing	player's	turn.	On	a	roll	of	1-5	nothing	happens.	On	a	roll	of	6	some	unknown	mutant	monstrosity	has	attacked	a	member	of	the	rival	gang.	The	fighter	who	is	attacked	is	always	the	one	furthest	from	any	other	models	(friend	or	foe).	If
there	are	severalfighters	equally	isolated	then	the	one	closest	to	the	edge	of	the	table	is	attacked.	Roll	the	D6	again	to	see	what	happensto	the	fighter.	The	deep	Underhive	is	a	maze	of	ancient	and	abandoned	ruins,	concealed	entrances	and	long	forgotten	domes.	Sometimes	these	contain	priceless	archeotech,	gems,	precious	mutant	fungi	and	other
valuable	items	which	can	be	scavenged	from	the	depths.	Treasure	hunting	is	not	without	risk	though,	and	these	isolated	places	can	be	home	to	ferocious	mutant	creatures.	In	this	scenario	two	gangs	encounter	each	other	while	scavengingand	each	tries	to	drive	the	other	off	and	grab	the	loot	for	itself.	TERRAIN	Each	player	takes	it	in	turn	to	place	a
piece	of	terrain,	either	a	ruined	building	stnrcture	or	a	connecting	walkway.	It	is	suggestedthat	the	telrain	is	set	up	within	an	area	4'	x	4'	or	slightly	smaller	so	that	the	gangs	start	off	a	reasonable	distance	apart.	Once	you	have	placed	the	terrain	you	must	place	a	number	of	Loot	counters	on	the	table	to	represent	items	of	value.	Roll	a	D6	to	see	how
many	counters	there	are.	Each	player	takes	it	in	turn	to	place	a	counter.	Roll	a	D6	to	see	which	player	goes	first.	Loot	counters	must	be	placed	more	than	8"	from	the	edge	of	the	table	and	at	least	4"	away	from	each	other.	Note	that	the	counters	are	placed	before	deciding	which	edge	the	gangs	will	play	from,	so	it	is	a	good	idea	to	put	the	counters
towards	the	middle	of	the	table.	I	The	fighter	managesto	beat	offthe	creature.The	fighter	may	not	do	anything	else	this	tum.	In	addition,	the	fighter	must	make	an	Ammo	roll	for	his	main	weapon	-	he	has	fired	off	loads	of	ammo	to	drive	off	the	attack.	2-5	The	fighter	managesto	beat	offthe	creature.The	fighter	may	not	do	anything	else	this	turn.	6	There
is	a	gunshot,	a	shriek,	silence,	and	the	inky	blackness	swallows	another	victim.	The	fighter	vanishes.	neverto	be	seenagain.	If	a	gang	fails	a	Bottle	roll,	or	one	player	volunteers	to	bottle	out,	the	game	endsimmediately.	The	gang	that	bottles	out	loses	and	the	winner	is	left	in	possession	of	the	battlefield.	If	a	gang	succeedsin	capturing	all	the	Loot
counters,	and	the	fighters	carrying	them	are	within	8"	of	their	own	table	edge	at	the	start	of	their	tum,	then	the	game	ends	and	that	gang	has	won.	The	winner	of	the	scenario	may	claim	any	Loot	counters	which	are	loose	on	the	table	when	the	game	ends.	E)(PERIENCE	Fighters	who	take	part	in	the	Scavenger	scenario	earn	Experience	points	as	noted
below.	+D6	Survives.	lf	the	fighter	survives	the	battle	then	D6	points	are	earned.Even	fighters	who	are	wounded	and	taken	out	of	action	receive	experiencefor	taking	part.	+1	Per	Loot	Counter.	If	a	fighter	is	carrying	loot	at	the	end	of	the	game	he	receives+1	point	per	countel.	+5	If	a	fighter	takes	an	enemy	out	of	action	in	hand-to-hand	combat	he
automatically	captures	any	loot	the	model	is	carrying.	Per	Wounding	Hit.	A	fighter	earns	5	points	for	each	wounding	hit	he	inflicts	during	the	battle.	Make	a	note	on	the	gang	roster	every	time	the	fighter	scoresa	hit	and	wounds	his	target.	Although	it	is	possible	to	inflict	severalwounds	from	one	shot	uslng	some	weapons,	only	5	points	are	earned	when
this	happenszot	5	points	per	wound.	+10	Winning	Gang	Leader.	The	gang	leader	of	the	winning	side	eams	an	extra	l0	Experience	points.	ENDING	THE	GAME	LOOT	The	fight	continues	until	one	of	the	gangs	is	driven	off	or	until	one	gang	has	all	of	the	loot	in	its	possessionas	described	below.	After	the	game	is	over	each	gang	is	allowed	to	cash	in	its
Ioot.	The	income	generatedis	added	to	the	income	from	the	gang's	territory.	Each	Loot	counter	is	worth	1D6	x	5	credits.	PICKING	UP	LOOT	Loot	counters	may	be	picked	up	by	any	model	that	passes	over	them	during	its	movement.	A	fighter	can	carry	any	number	of	pieces	of	loot	without	affecting	his	movement	or	ability	to	shoot	or	fight.	Fighters	who
go	out	of	action	drop	Loot	counters	where	they	happen	to	be	at	the	time.	Remove	the	model	but	leave	the	counters	in	place.	Models	can	transfer	loot	to	other	models	in	base-to-basecontact	during	the	shooting	phase,	but	neither	model	may	shoot	during	the	tum.	agespast	a	tricklc	of	wastescepeddowovards	fn	Ithrough	the	hive	and	into	an
abandoneddomc.	In	time	the	trickle	becamc	a	torrcnt,	and	thc	dome's	roof	collapsed	under	the	relcntless	pressure.Thc	falling	fluids	brought	massesof	debris	into	thc	dome,	burying	the	floor	beneath	a	thick	layer	of	scdiment.	Eventually,	further	erosion	of	thc	domc's	floor	causedit	to	collaose	too,	and	the	fall	plungcd	inro	a	yct	oldcr	dome	beneath.	The
effluent	flow	grew	year	by	ycar,	carrying	dcbris	furthcr	down,	and	wearing	away	a	whole	serics	of	domes	to	produce	a	roaring	fall	of	multi-hued	effluent	and	a	gaping	chasm	into	the	decpest	levels	of	the	hive.	Today	rhc	cfflucnr	is	gone,	bur	a	thin	tricklc	of	dust	still	cascadesfrom	above.	In	its	stead	thcre	is	thc	shafi	itsclf,	plunging	through	the
Undcrhive	to	the	darknessof	thc	hivc	bottom.	This	is	called	the	Abvss,	a	mile-deeo	hole	that	picrcesdome	aftcr	dome	in	thi	prrh	o{	rh.	old	river	falls.	Perchcd	upon	thc	cdgc	of	the	Abyss	is	Dusr	Falls,	a	Iarge	settlement	from	which	ambitious	gangs	rakc	the	stecp	path	down	into	thc	depths	of	rhe	hivc.	The	trail	leads	to	thc	Hive	Bottom	itsclf	and	thc
pollutanr	sump	lake	of	chcmical	slirne	that	lics	at	its	basc.	SCENARIO	3:	HfT	AND	RUN	level	of	any	building.	He	must	place	the	loot	and	the	water	still	at	least	8"	apart.These	are	not	necessarilygoing	to	play	an	important	part	in	the	game.	The	water	still	is	only	of	special	significance	in	the	Blitz	mission,	whilst	the	loot	is	used	in	the	Stick	Up	mission,
as	explained	below.	THE	MISSION	The	Hit	and	Run	scenario	can	be	played	with	any	of	the	mission	objectives	describedbelow.	The	attackerrolls	a	D6	to	determine	which	mission	he	undertakesonce	the	scenery	has	been	set	up.	I	I	Blitz.	The	attackerstry	to	wreck	the	waterstill.	They	win	if	they	cause	any	damage	to	the	water	still's	vapour	collecting
vanes.The	still	has	a	Toughnessof	6	and	is	damagedif	it	sustains	1	or	more'wounds'.	,)	Bushwack.The	raiderstry	to	gun	down	the	opposing	gang	leader.They	win	ifthey	take	the	opposing	gang	leader	out	of	action.	L	?	J	Gangs	who	want	to	explore	far	from	their	home	settlement	rely	upon	isolated	hideouts	where	they	keep	stocks	of	supplies,	emergency
rations,	spare	ammo	and	the	like.	Sometimesthey	hole	up	in	lone	slime	farms	or	mines	run	by	friends	or	family.	The	Hit	and	Run	scenario	represents	a	daring	raid	by	a	small	group	of	fighters	upon	one	of	a	rival	gang's	hideouts.	The	hit	and	run	doesn't	aim	to	destroy	the	hideout,	just	to	cause	a	bit	of	damage	and	remind	rivals	that	your	gang	is	a	force
to	be	reckoned	with.	A	-f	Shoot	Up.	The	raiders	plan	to	make	a	pass	through	the	area.	firing	weaponsin	the	air,	whooping	and	yelling,	and	generally	scaring	the	hell	out	of	everyone.They	win	by	setting	up	within	4"	of	one	table	edge	and	exiting	at	least	one	model	from	the	oppositeedge.	J	gang'sloot.	They	win	if	a	raider	model	leavesthe	table	with	the
loot.	The	Loot	counter	can	be	picked	up	and	moved	exactly	as	described	inthe	Scavenger	scenario.If	successfulthe	raiders	gain	D6x10	credits	to	add	to	their	income	after	the	battle,	and	the	losers'income	is	reduced	by	the	same	amount.	TERRAIN	In	this	scenario	the	player	who	picked	the	scenario	is	the	attacker	and	the	other	player	is	the	defender.
Starting	with	the	defender,	each	player	takes	it	in	tirrn	to	place	a	piece	of	terrain,	either	a	ruined	building	structure	or	a	connecting	walkway.	The	area	of	ruins	representsthe	area	around	the	defenders'	hideout.	It	is	suggested	that	the	terrain	is	set	up	within	an	area4'	x	4'	or	thereabouts.	Once	the	terrain	is	set	up	the	defenderplaces	a	Loot	counter	to
represent	a	hoard	which	the	gang	has	collected	ready	to	take	back	to	their	main	settlement.The	defender	also	places	a	piece	of	terrain	to	representthe	Water	Still	-	the	collecting	vanes	of	a	vapour	trap,	a	device	that	extracts	water	from	the	Underhive	atmosphere.	The	defender	can	place	the	loot	anywhere	he	likes	on	the	tabletop,	and	he	can	place	the
water	still	on	the	top	surface	Scrag.The	attackersaim	to	ambushand	'scrag'an	enemygang	fighterwho	they	havea	personal	grudge	against.The	target	gang	fighter	is	chosen	randomly	before	the	attackersare	set	up.	The	raiders	win	by	putting	the	target	fighter	out	of	action	in	hand-to-hand	combat.	A	\.,	Choose.	The	attacker	can	choose	any	ofthe	five
missionsdescribedabove.	ENDING	THE	GAME	The	game	ends	once	the	mission	objective	is	met.	The	game	also	ends	if	all	the	attackersare	down	or	taken	out	of	action	or	if	the	attacker	bottles	out.	As	the	attackershave	so	few	raiders	and	becausethey	are	hyped	up	for	the	attack,	the	gang	does	not	have	to	take	Bottle	tests	until	it	has	lost	50%	of	its
fishters	rather	than	the	tsral	25Vo.	GANGS	The	defender	setsup	first.	He	deploys	up	to	D6	ofhis	gang	to	represent	fighters	in	the	immediate	area	around	the	gang's	camp.	The	defender	chooses	which	fighters	he	wishes	to	deploy.	Defenders	may	be	placed	anywhere	on	the	table	but	must	be	placed	at	least	8"	away	from	a	table	edge.	The	attacker	then
deploys	his	gang	anywhere	on	the	table	but	not	within	8"	of	an	enemy	fighter.	Howeveq	note	that	in	the	Shoot	Up	mission	attackersmust	be	placed	within	4"	of	one	table	edge	as	described	above.	The	attacker	has	a	randomly	determined	number	of	gang	frghters	taking	pafi	in	the	Hit	and	Run.	Roll	a	D6:	7-2	=	4	fighters,	3-4	=	5	fighters,	5-6	=	6
fighters.	The	remaining	fighters	are	not	available	as	they	have	been	left	behind	so	as	not	to	draw	attention	to	the	raiding	party	and	to	protect	the	gang's	own	territory	against	reprisals.	The	attacker	may	choose	which	of	his	fighters	he	will	commit	to	the	hit	and	run.	STARTING	THE	GAME	The	attacker	takes	the	first	tum	of	the	same.	The	defender	is
protecting	his	gang's	family,	friends	or	vital	possessions,	and	so	doesn't	have	to	take	Bottle	testsat	all.	The	defender	won't	bottle	out	in	this	scenario	and	cannot	bottle	out	voluntarily.	EXPERIENCE	Fighters	who	take	part	in	the	Hit	and	Ran	scenario	eam	Experience	points	as	noted	below.	+D6	Survives.	If	the	fighter	survives	the	battle	then	D6	points
are	earned.Even	fighters	who	are	wounded	and	taken	out	of	action	receive	experiencefor	taking	part.	+5	Per	Wounding	Hit.	A	fighter	earns	5	points	for	each	wounding	hit	he	inflicts	during	the	battle.	Make	a	note	on	the	gang	roster	every	time	the	fighter	scoresa	hit	and	wounds	his	target.	Although	it	is	possible	to	inflict	severalwounds	from	one	shot
using	some	weapons,	only	5	points	are	earned	when	this	happensnol	5	points	per	wound.	+L0	Winning	Raider.	Each	surviving	raider	eams	an	extra	10	Experience	points	if	the	attackerswin	the	game.	DEFENDER	REINFORCEMENTS	At	the	start	of	each	of	his	turns	after	his	first	the	defender	may	bring	further	gang	fighters	onto	the	table.	Roll	a	D6	at
the	start	of	each	tum	after	the	first:	l-2	=	tp	to	1	fighter,	3-4	=	up	to	2	fighters,	5-6	up	to	3	fighters.	The	reinforcements	all	arrive	on	the	sametable	edge.	Determine	which	edge	they	arrive	at	by	rolling	a	D6.	2-3	4	ll	the	big	Underhive	settlemetrtshavetheir	I	I	lown	fighting	pits.	The	pit	fights	are	one	of	the	most	common	kinds	of	public	entertainmentin
the	Underhive	and	take	many	forms.	Although	fights	involving	criminals,	'have-a-go'	mutants,	beastsfrom	the	wastes,and	citizens	are	all	popular,	the	professionalpit	fighters	are	the	main	attraction.	Successfulfighters	becomeIamous	and	very	5-6	Defenders	arriving	at	the	start	of	the	turn	may	move	and	fight	normally	that	turn.	popular.	Huge	sums	are
wageredon	their	performanceand	people	will	travel	for	miles	to	see	a	clash	betweenthe	best	combatants.	Most	pit	fighters	are	slaves,although	some	arc	free	men	who	actually	enioy	taking	part	in	these	bloodthirsty	competitions.	SCENARIO	4=	AMBUSH	The	defender	then	setsup	the	rest	ofhis	gang,	one	group	at	a	time.	He	nominatesthe	group	he
wishes	to	set	up	and	rolls	a	D6.	On	a	roll	of	1-5	all	the	fighters	in	that	group	must	be	set	up	within	4"	of	one	defending	model	that	has	already	been	placed.	On	a	roll	of	6	the	group	may	be	placed	anywhere	on	the	table	-	this	enables	them	to	set	up	in	a	position	to	ambush	the	ambushers!	Note	that	although	attackersmay	not	set	up	within	12"	of	a
defender,this	is	not	true	of	the	defending	fighters	who	may	set	up	within	1"	of	ambushers.They	cannot	set	up	in	handto-hand	combat.	STARTINGTHE	GAME	Once	both	sides	have	completed	their	set-up	the	defending	player	rolls	a	D6	for	each	group	that	he	was	allowed	to	place	freely	(that	he	rolled	a	6	for).	On	a	total	of	1-5	the	attacking	player	gets
the	first	turn.	On	a	total	of	6	or	more	the	defender	goes	first.	ENDING	THE	GAME	If	a	gang	fails	a	Bottle	roll,	or	a	player	voluntarily	bottles	out,	the	game	ends	immediately.	The	gang	that	bottles	out	loses	and	the	other	gang	automatically	wins	the	fight.	The	ruins	and	enclosed	tunnels	of	the	Underhive	afford	ample	opportunity	for	gangs	to	ambush
their	rivals.	ln	the	Ambush	scenarioone	gang	has	set	a	trap	for	the	other.	The	ambushers	must	plan	their	ambush	very	carefully,	however,	becauseif	their	opponents	are	able	to	avoid	it	the	hunterscould	very	quickly	becomethe	hunted!	E)(PERIENCE	Fighters	who	take	part	in	the	Ambush	earn	Experience	points	as	noted	below.	+D6	Survives.	If	the
fighter	survives	the	battle	then	D6	points	are	earned.Even	fighters	who	are	wounded	and	taken	out	of	action	receive	exoeriencefor	taking	part.	+5	Per	Wounding	Hit.	A	fighter	earns	5	points	for	each	wounding	hit	he	inflicts	during	the	battle.	Make	a	note	on	the	gang	roster	every	time	the	fighter	scoresa	hit	and	wounds	his	target.	Although	it	is
possible	to	inflict	severalwounds	from	one	shot	using	some	weapons,	only	5	points	are	eamed	when	this	happensnor	5	points	per	wound.	+L0	Winning	Gang	Leader.	The	gang	leader	of	the	winning	side	eams	an	extra	10	Experiencepoints.	TERRAIN	In	this	scenario	the	player	who	picked	the	scenario	is	the	attacker	(the	ambusher)and	the	other	player
is	the	defender	(whosegang	is	aboutto	be	ambushed).	Starting	with	the	attacker,	each	player	takes	it	in	turn	to	place	a	piece	of	terrain,	either	a	ruined	building	sffucture	or	a	connecting	walkway.	It	is	suggestedthat	the	terrain	is	set	up	within	an	area	roughly	4'	x	4'	.	GANGS	Before	setting	up	his	gang	the	defender	splits	his	fighters	into	one	or	more
groups,	each	of	two	or	more	models.	The	defender	chooses	one	group	and	places	it	in	the	approximate	centre	of	the	table.	The	attacker	then	sets	up	his	entire	gang.	A11the	attacking	gang	fighters	must	set	up	behind	cover	and	in	hiding	as	described	in	the	rules.	They	may	not	set	up	within	12"	of	a	defending	fighter,	but	otherwise	they	may	be	placed
where	you	wish.	SPECIAL	If	the	winning	gang	takes	at	least	three	enemy	models	out	of	action,	and	inflicts	three	times	as	many	casualtiesout	of	action	as	it	suffers	itself,	then	the	gang	can	take	over	one	piece	of	randomly	selected	territory	from	the	opposing	gang.	To	randomly	determine	a	piece	of	territory	roll	a	D6	and	count	down	from	the	top	of	the
opposing	player's	territory	list,	or	use	some	other	suitable	method	as	appropriate.	cagedoor	opened,steambelchirg	from	hydraulic	fhe	|.	hinges,and	through	thc	cloud	walkedSpike	and	Lukas:	dark	silhoucttesagainstrhe	bright	glowlight	of	rhe	liftcage.Looking	aroundthey	noted	with	uneaserhe	battery	of	weaponsaimed	at	their	heads,but	thcir	attention
was	drawn	to	the	huge	iron	throne	in	the	centreof	rhe	floor.	There,sat	likc	a	monstrousspider,	was	BahhazarYan	Zep.	BalthazarVan	Zep!	Once	he	had	beena	friend	ro	rhe	Merchanl	Guild	-	a	tiader	and	warrior	-	the	most	fearedgang	leaderand	the	grealestally	of	the	Guilders.	Then	in	a	fit	of	drunkenragehe	had	murdcredrhe	Guilder	Alta	Lago.	During	the
subsequcntmanhunthe	was	pursuedfrom	dome	to	dome,eventuallydisappearing	from	the	Underhive.They	said	the	price	upon	his	headwould	buy	a	planet.	'Gentlemcn,'	hissedBalrhazar	Yat	Zep.'lt	seemsyou	havea	problem.Someonehas	beengreedy,our	takings	are	down,	credit	is	missing.'	After	decadesof	intrigue	Yn	Zep	had	builr	an	empire	of	crime.
Now	his	tcndrils	reachedinto	every	vice	den,	his	influcncestretchingfrom	the	illicit	rradingposts	of	HereticsHole	to	the	seedygamblingdensof	Down	Town.	BalthazarYat	Zep	glared	at	the	two	men	and	rcached	into	a	small	dish	drawing	out	a	glisreningbeerlewhich	he	poppedinto	his	mouth	and	crunched.Spike	and	Lukm	shuffled	uneasily.	'l	'For	am	at	a
loss	to	explain	it,'	conrinuedVan	Zep.	years	I	havefed	and	lookcd	after	those	loyal	to	me.	Nov	it	seemsthat	generosityis	not	enough.'	He	raisedhis	hand	and	snappedhis	fingcrs.A	battered,headlesscorpsewas	thrown	from	the	shadows.Spike	and	Lukas	steppedback	hastily	as	rhe	body	landedat	their	fect.	The	two	men	Srucsome	gapedwith	horror	at	the
sight	bcfore	them.	Thcy	sav	the	familiar	snaketattoo	on	the	well-muscledarm.	h	vas	Sliding	|ak,	or	whar	was	left	of	him.	'That,	as	I'm	sure	you've	alreadynoticed,was	a	former	colleagueof	ours,and	I	can	assureyou	he	took	a	long	time	to	die.	Before	he	did,	he	gavc	us	rhis	lisr	of	names.	From	his	robes	BalthazarYn	Zep	produceda	piece	of	mnemonicpapcr.
Ar	thc	sight	of	the	paperSpike	wenr	for	the	gun	concealed	beneathhis	paddedrobe.	His	hand	moved	with	rhe	sviflness	of	a	striking	snake,pulled	the	bolt	pisrol	from	its	shieldedholsrer.and	levellcd	it	ar	BalthazarYzn	Zep.	Lukas	threw	himself	to	thc	floor	as	Spikc	explodedin	a	hail	of	bolt	shclls.Remnants	of	his	comoanionfell	ro	thc	floor	aroundhim	with
bloodv	solashes.	The	deafeninggunfirestoppcdand	irs'echo	reverberated	round	the	vaulredroom	until	it	too	died	avav.	From	the	shadowsstcppedLorhar	Hex,	the	Widowmaker,his	boltgun	smoking.He	walked	over	ro	where	Lukas	lay	and	put	his	boot	upon	rhe	man's	neck,pointing	the	gun	at	the	back	of	his	head.	'Take	'and	him	awayHex,'
sneeredBalthazarVan	Zep,	take	rhis	too.'	He	handedhis	henchmanthe	oieceof	PaPef.	'Thcse	are	the	namesthat	Sliding	fak	gaveme	-	and',	'your	he	smiled	cruelly	at	the	quaking	Lukas,	names	do	not	appearon	it.'	Lothar	Hex	hauled	Lukas	to	his	feet	and	led	him	our	of	the	chambcr.	'When	you've	finished	with	him	see	to	rhat	list.'	cried	Yan	Zep.'I	want
them	all	dead...and	rheir	pcople.	Leaveno	sutvivors.'	BalthazarYar	Zep	thoughr	for	a	moment	until	a	sly	grin	playedacrosshis	ruined	features.	He	reachedinro	the	dish	by	his	sidc	and	dropped	anotherbeerleinro	his	mourh.	He	gesturedto	one	of	thc	slavesin	the	shadovs.	'Clean	'and	awaythis	mess,'he	said,	thcn	bring	down	the	next	two.'	SCENARIO	5:
THE	]IAID	Gangs	rely	upon	trading	contacts	and	friends	to	generate	their	income,	either	by	providing	cash,food	or	shelter,or	by	trading	things	the	gangs	discover	in	the	wastes.	These	are	all	known	as	territories,	although	some	territories	actually	take	the	form	of	contacts	with	third	parties	rather	than	physical	places	in	the	Underhive.	A	gang's
territories	are	always	vulnerable	to	attack	by	other	gangs,	and	one	of	the	most	effective	ways	of	crushing	a	rival	gang	is	to	raid	its	territories.	In	the	Raid	scenario	one	gang	attacks	the	tenitory	of	another.	The	territory	is	guarded	by	one	or	more	sentries	and	additional	reinforcements	are	close	at	hand.	The	raiders	must	eliminate	or	bypass	the
sentries,destroy	the	objective	and	then	get	away	as	quickly	as	possible.	This	scenario	introduces	new	rules	for	sentrieswhich	make	the	game	particularly	nail-biting.	The	scenario	is	slightly	more	complex	than	earlier	ones	and	is	worth	leaving	aside	until	you	have	a	firm	grasp	of	the	game	rules.	GANGS	The	defender	setsup	first.	He	deploys	up	to	D6
ofhis	gang	as	sentries,	choosing	which	fighters	he	wishes	to	put	on	sentry	duty.	Sentries	may	be	placed	anywhere	on	the	table	at	least	8"	away	from	a	table	edge.	The	attacker	then	deploys	his	gang	within	4"	of	a	randomly	selected	table	edge.	The	attacker	has	2D6	of	his	gang	fighters	for	the	raid;	the	remaining	fighters	are	not	available	as	they	have
been	left	behind	so	as	not	to	draw	attention	to	the	raiding	party	and	to	protect	the	gang's	own	territory	against	reprisals.	The	attacker	may	choose	which	of	his	fighters	he	will	commit	to	the	raid.	STARTINGTHE	GAME	The	attacker	takes	the	first	tum	of	the	same.	SENTRIES	TERRAIN	In	this	game	the	player	who	picked	the	scenario	is	the	attacker	and
the	other	player	is	the	defender.	Starting	with	the	defender,	each	player	takes	it	in	turn	to	place	a	piece	of	terrain,	either	a	ruine$	building	structure	or	a	connecting	walkway.	It	is	suggestedthat	the	terrain	is	set	up	within	an	area	4'x4'or	thereabouts.	The	tabletop	representsthe	most	valuable	of	the	defender's	territories.	If	the	defender	has	several
territories	of	equally	high	value	then	the	attacker	may	raid	whichever	he	likes.	The	tenain	is	either	the	territory	itself	or	the	entrance	to	it	(such	as	a	mine	or	tunnel	entrance,hole	or	water	still)	or	a	part	of	the	Underhive	that	a	contact	has	askedyou	to	protect	or	search	(such	as	a	Guilder	contact,	Friendly	Doc,	the	owner	of	a	workshop,	or	friends	in	an
Underhive	settlement.)	RAID	OBJECTIVE	'After	the	terrain	is	set	up,	the	defender	places	a	piece	of	terrain	to	represent	the	Gateway	anywhere	he	likes	on	the	table.	This	is	the	entrance	way	to	the	mine,	hole,	tunnels,	etc.	Possibly	it	leads	to	an	underground	store	containing	a	valuable	find	that	one	of	the	defenders'	contacts	has	asked	them	to	protect
or	transport.	Players	should	feel	free	to	invent	something	they	feel	is	appropriate	for	the	type	of	territory	being	raided.	The	raiders	must	destroy	the	Catewayto	win	the	game.	The	Gateway	structurehas	a	Toughnessof	6	and	can	sustain	the	equivalent	of	3	wounds	before	it	is	destroyed.	Until	the	alarm	is	sounded(seebelow)	sentriesmove	D6-3	inches	per
turn.	Roll	separatelyfor	each	sentry	to	determine	how	far	he	moves.	If	the	distance	is	negative	then	the	attacking	player	is	allowed	to	move	the	sentry	model.	For	example,	a	roll	of	1	gives	a	move	of	-2,	so	the	attacker	movesthe	sentry2"	in	any	direction.	After	moving	each	sentry,	roll	the	Scatter	dice	and	turn	the	model	to	face	the	direction	indicated.
SOUNDING	THE	ALARM	Until	the	alarm	is	sounded	sentries	move	as	described	above.	In	addition,	their	Weapon	Skill	is	halved	(rounding	fractions	up)	and	they	may	not	shoot	any	weapons.	After	the	alarm	is	sounded	sentries	may	move	and	attack	freely.	In	addition,	the	defender	may	bring	on	reinforcements	as	described	below.	The	alarm	can	be
soundedin	a	number	of	different	ways:	SPOTTING.	Roll	2D6	at	the	end	of	the	defender's	turn.	Sentries	can	try	to	spot	any	raiders	that	are	within	the	distance	rolled	so	long	as	they	could	normally	be	seen-	ie	they	are	within	his	arc	of	vision.	Raiders	in	the	open	will	be	spotted	on	a	D6	roll	of	2	or	more.	Raiders	in	partial	cover	will	be	spotted	on	a	D6	roll
of	4	or	more.	Raiders	in	cover	or	hiding	will	be	spotted	on	a	D6	ro11	ofa6.	Sentries	will	spot	any	raider	within	their	Initiative	distance	in	inches	on	a	D6	roll	of	a	2+	regardlessof	cover	or	hiding.	For	example,	a	sentry	with	Initiative	4	spots	hidden	raiders	within	4"	on	a	roll	of	2	or	more.	If	a	sentrv	soots	a	raider	he	soundsthe	alarm.	A	sentrycan	only	see
withinhis	normal90'	arc	ot	sight.	Raiders	are	also	spotted	if	they	move	within	sight	of	a	sentry	during	their	own	turn.	The	sentry's	spotting	range	is	the	same	as	in	his	turn	and	the	same	dice	rolls	are	required.	Remember,sentriescan	only	see	within	their	normal	arc	of	vision	as	described	above.	A	sentry	can	only	give	the	alarm	if	he	survives	the	raiders'
turn.	If	he	is	taken	out	of	action	then	he	cannot	eive	the	alarm.	SHOOTING.	If	a	raider	shoots	a	weapon	roll2D6	and	add	the	weapon's	Strength	to	the	score.	If	the	result	is	over	l0	then	the	alarm	is	sounded.However,	this	rule	does	not	apply	to	silent	weapons	like	needle	guns.	Note	that	shooting	can	sound	the	alarm	even	if	there	are	no	senffies	left.
FIGHTING.	A	sentry	who	is	attacked	in	hand-to-hand	combat	will	sound	the	alarm	if	he	survives	the	tum.	Remember	that	the	sentry's	Weapon	Skill	is	halved	until	the	alarm	is	sounded.	If	the	raider	shoots	a	pistol	or	uses	a	chainsword	in	hand-to-hand	combat	then	you	must	roll	as	described	above	to	see	whether	the	shots	sound	the	alarm.	even	if	the
sentry	is	killed.	In	addition,	the	noise	of	fighting	may	causethe	alarm	to	be	soundedeven	if	the	senhy	doesn't	survive	to	do	so	himself.	The	attacker	rolls	a	D6.	If	the	score	is	not	more	than	the	number	of	raiders	fighting	in	the	hand-to-handcombat	then	the	noise	of	the	scuffle	has	been	noticed	and	the	alarm	rs	sounded.For	example,	if	three	raiders	mug
and	kill	a	sentry	then	you	must	roll	4	or	more	for	this	to	go	unnoticed.	Reinforcements	enter	together	on	any	of	the	three	table	edgesother	than	the	edge	where	the	attacker	deployed.	Roll	a	D6	to	determine	which	edge	the	reinforcements	enter	as	shown	on	the	diagram	below.	Reinforcements	cannot	be	placed	within	8"	of	a	raider	model.
Reinforcements	may	move	and	fire	normally	in	the	turn	they	are	placed.	ENDING	THE	GAME	The	game	ends	and	the	raiders	win	if	the	Gateway	is	destroyed	and	all	surviving	raiders	leave	the	table	by	the	edge	where	they	originally	set	up.	The	game	also	ends	if	all	the	raiders	are	down	or	taken	out	of	action	or	if	the	attacker	bottles	out.	In	this	case
the	defenderswin.	The	defenderis	protecting	his	gang's	family,	friends	or	vital	possessions,and	so	doesn't	have	to	take	Bottle	tests.	The	defender	won't	bottle	out	in	this	scenario	and	cannot	bottle	out	voluntarily.	E)(PERIENCE	Fighters	who	take	part	in	the	scenario	earn	Experience	pointsas	notedbelow.	+D6	Survives.	If	the	fighter	survives	the	battle
then	D6	points	are	eamed.	Even	fighters	who	are	wounded	and	taken	out	of	action	receive	experiencefor	taking	part.	+5	Per	Wounding	Hit.	A	fighter	eams	5	points	for	each	wounding	hit	he	inflicts	during	the	battle.	Make	a	note	on	the	gang	roster	every	time	the	fighter	scoresa	hit	and	wounds	his	target.	Although	it	is	possible	to	inflict	severalwounds
from	one	shot	using	some	weapons,	only	5	points	are	earned	when	this	happensnor	5	points	per	wound.	+5	Destroy	Gateway.	A	raider	earns	5	points	if	he	inflicts	the	hit	which	destroys	the	Gateway.	+10	Successful	Defence.	If	the	defender	wins	the	game	then	his	gang	leader	eams	10	Experience	points.	REINFORCEMENTS	At	the	start	of	the	game
the	delienderdivides	any	fighters	not	deployed	as	sentriesinto	groups	of	one	or	more	models	as	he	seesfit.	These	fighters	are	not	set	up	on	the	table,	but	may	enter	later	as	reinforcements.	Once	the	alarm	is	sounded	the	defender	may	attempt	to	bring	on	one	group	of	reinforcements	per	tum.	Nominate	the	group	you	wish	to	bring	on	and	ro11a	D6.	If
the	dice	roll	equalsor	beatsthe	number	of	fighters	in	the	group,	or	on	the	roll	of	a	6,	then	the	group	may	enter	the	table	as	described	below.	If	the	dice	roll	required	to	enter	is	Iess	than	the	srze	of	the	group	then	no	reinforcements	enter	that	turn.	As	you	can	see,the	larger	the	group	the	less	likely	it	is	to	enter,	so	the	defender	must	try	to	enter	as	many
models	as	he	dares	each	tum.	SPECIAL	If	the	Gateway	is	destroyedduring	the	game	then	ro11a	D6.	On	a	score	of	6	the	territory	is	lost.	The	defender	strikes	out	the	territory	from	his	gang	roster	and	may	not	collect	income	from	it.	On	the	score	of	l-5	the	territory	is	damaged	or	a	trading	contact	is	disrupted.	The	player	may	not	collect	income	from	the
teritory	after	the	battle,	but	he	keeps	the	territory	and	can	collect	income	from	it	in	the	future.	SCENARIO	6:	RESCUE	MISSfON	A	prisoner	is	free	to	move	and	fight	once	cut	free	by	a	friendly	fighter.	The	friend	moves	into	basecontact	with	the	captive	and	spendsthe	rest	of	the	turn	cutting	him	free.	He	may	not	shoot,	fight	hand-to-hand,	or	do
anything	else	during	the	tum.	Once	freed	the	prisoner	may	move	and	attack	normally.	Note	that	the	captive	has	no	weapons	or	other	equipment,	but	is	assumedto	be	given	a	knife	by	his	liberator.	ENDING	THE	GAME	The	game	ends	if	the	captive	is	freed	and	makes	his	escape	by	moving	off	the	table	edge	The	game	also	ends	if	all	the	raiders	are	down
or	taken	out	of	action	or	if	the	attacker	bottles	out.	The	defender	is	defending	his	gang's	hideout	and	so	doesn't	have	to	take	Bottle	tests.The	defender	won't	bottle	out	in	this	scenario	and	cannot	bottle	out	voluntarily.	E)(PERIENCE	Fighters	who	take	part	in	the	scenario	earn	Expenence	points	as	noted	below.	Gang	fighters	injured	during	a	battle	can
easily	fall	into	the	hands	of	the	enemy.	Even	a	victorious	gang	can	discover	that	one	of	its	fighters	has	staggeredunwittingly	into	the	clutches	of	their	rivals.	Rather	than	kill	their	captives,gangs	will	normally	ransom	them	for	a	price.	If	a	gang	cannot	pay	the	ransom,	or	simply	refuses	to,	then	the	captive	can	be	sold	as	a	slave	or	forced	into	the	mines	to
toil	for	his	new	mastefs.	This	scenariorepresentsa	rescuemission.	One	ofyour	gang	fighters	has	been	captured	and	you	have	discovered	where	he	is	being	held.	A	small	group	of	raiders	is	poised	to	mount	a	daring	rescuebid.	This	scenario	can	only	be	attempted	when	a	gang	tighter	has	been	captured.The	player	who	has	lost	his	fighter	may	decide	to
attempt	a	rescuerather	than	pay	the	ransom.	This	is	an	exception	to	the	normal	rules	for	selecting	a	scenario.	Except	where	noted	otherwise	below	the	rules	are	the	same	as	for	the	Raid	scenarioalreadv	described.	THE	PRISONER	When	he	sets	up	his	gang	the	defending	player	places	his	captive	anywhere	he	likes	on	the	table.	The	prisoner	may	not
move	until	he	is	freed.	The	defender	is	not	allowed	to	'execute'	his	prisoner,but	must	attempt	to	drive	off	attack	or	the	rescuers.Once	the	captive	is	freed	he	may	be	attacked	or	shot	at	like	any	other	fighter.	+D6	Survives.	If	the	fighter	survives	the	battle	then	D6	points	are	earned.Even	fighters	who	are	wounded	and	taken	out	of	action	receive
exoeriencefor	taking	parl.	+5	Per	Wounding	Hit.	A	fighter	earns	5	points	for	each	wounding	hit	he	inflicts	during	the	battle.	Make	a	note	on	the	gang	roster	every	time	the	fighter	scoresa	hit	and	wounds	his	target.Although	it	is	possible	to	inflict	severalwounds	from	one	shot	using	some	weapons,	only	5	points	are	earned	when	this	happensnor	5	points
per	wound.	+5	Free	Captive.	A	raider	earns	5	points	if	he	cuts	the	captive	ftee.	+10	Successful	Defence.	If	the	captive	is	not	freed	then	the	defending	gang	leader	earns	l0	Experience	points.	SCENARfO	7:	SHOOT-OUT	Settlementsof	any	significant	size	are	regarded	as	neutral	territory	by	gang	fighters	and	other	Underhivers	alike.	The	Guild	traders
take	a	dim	view	of	gangs	who	bring	their	disputes	into	town	-	especially	when	innocent	customers	set	hurt	and	property	damaged.Existence	in	the	Underhive	is	precarious	enough	without	the	added	danger	of	rampaging	gangs	using	local	settlementsas	battlegrounds.	Only	outlaw	gangs	pay	no	heed	to	this	unwritten	code,	shooting	up	settlements,
killing	Underhivers	and	robbing	drinking	holes.	In	this	scenario	fighters	from	two	rival	gangs	meet	in	a	small	wastezonesettlement.The	situation	is	tense	because	neither	side	wants	to	be	seenbreaking	the	peace.The	locals	hide	behind	closed	doors,	fearful	that	a	firefight	may	develop.	Meanwhile	the	fighters	converge	from	opposite	sides	of	the
settlement.	As	they	catch	sight	of	each	other	they	prepare	to	stand	their	ground,	neither	willing	to	give	way,	but	not	wishing	to	be	seen	drawing	a	weapon	first.	Soon	they	stand	almost	face	to	face,	hands	hovering	above	-quns,eyes	fixed	intently	upon	their	targets.	The	objective	of	the	Shoot-out	scenario	is	not	to	draw	a	weapon	before	your	enemy.	At
the	same	time	you	must	entice	your	rival	to	draw	first	and	then	drive	him	out	of	town	with	your	retum	fire.	TERRAIN	The	terrain	representsa	small	wastezone	settlement.	Each	player	takes	it	in	tum	to	place	a	piece	of	terrain,	either	a	ruined	building	sffucture	or	a	connecting	walkway.	It	is	suggestedthat	the	terrain	is	set	up	within	an	area	4'	x	4'	or
thereabouts.	THE	GANGS	Each	player	rolls	a	D6	to	see	how	many	of	his	gang	are	present	for	the	shoot-out:	1-2	=	2	fighters,	3-4	=	3	fighters,	and	5-6	=	4	fighters.	These	fighters	are	randomly	selected	from	the	gang	-	the	player	cannot	choose	which	of	his	fighters	are	involved	in	the	shoot-out.	The	two	gangs	are	set	up	16"	apartat	ground	level	and	in	a
position	where	they	are	in	full	view	of	each	other.	Roll	a	dice	to	decide	which	side	sets	up	first.	Each	gang	must	set	up	in	a	small	group	with	no	model	more	than	I	"	away	from	any	other	model.	A11fighters	are	assumedto	have	their	weaponsholstered	or	slung	at	the	start	of	the	game.	Until	a	weapon	is	drawn	a	special	build-up	and	fast	draw	sequenceof
play	is	used.	THE	BUILD.UP	The	build-up	to	a	shoot-out	is	a	tense	affair.	To	recreatethe	tense	atmosphereat	the	start	of	a	shoot-out	a	special	series	of	turns	called	the	build-up	is	used.	Each	tum	of	build-up	has	its	own	sequenceof	play.	First	both	sides	move,	then	both	sides	test	to	keep	their	nerve	as	describedbelow.	Ifboth	sides	pass	this	test	then
proceed	to	the	next	tum,	and	so	on,	until	one	side	loses	its	nen/e,	at	which	point	the	shooting	starts!	During	the	build-up	both	gangs	move	at	the	same	time	rather	than	one	after	the	other.	The	fighters	walk	slowly	and	deliberately	towards	each	other	until	somebody'snerve	fails	and	guns	are	drawn.	To	represent	this,	gang	fighters	may	move	up	to	1"
per	turn.	Fighters	must	move	towards	the	enemy	and	may	not	move	into	cover.	Once	models	are	within	4"	of	the	enemy	they	stop.	Players	take	it	in	turn	to	move	one	gang	fighter,	starting	with	the	player	that	has	the	most.	After	both	sides	have	moved	each	player	must	make	a	Nerve	roll.	Each	player	rolls	a	D6	and	writes	down	the	score.	At	the	end	of
the	next	move	each	player	makes	anotherNerve	roll,	and	addsit	to	their	previous	turn's	score.	Both	players	keep	on	rolling	a	dice	at	the	end	of	each	move	and	adding	it	to	their	score	until	one	player's	total	score	goesover	15.	IMPORIANT:	A	roll	of	'6'	counts	as	'0'	when	making	a	Nerve	roll,	so	if	you	ro11a	6	your	score	stays	the	same	as	it	was	on	the
previous	turn.	Once	a	player's	score	goes	over	15	his	gang's	nerve	has	cracked	and	they	go	for	their	guns	(see	The	Fast	Draw	below).	Ifboth	players'	scoresgo	over	15	on	the	sameturn	then	the	player	who	has	the	highest	total	score	is	the	one	that	is	assumedto	have	gone	for	his	gun	first.	Ifboth	players	have	exactly	the	same	score,	then	they	both	go	for
their	guns	at	the	same	moment!	Assuming	that	one	player	drew	first,	then	each	of	the	opposing	gang	fighters	gets	a	number	of	Experience	points	equal	to	the	difference	between	the	two	players'	scores,to	representthe	fact	that	they	have	held	their	nerve	in	the	face	of	great	danger.For	example,	if	one	player	ended	up	with	a	total	of	14	points	and	his
opponent	had	a	total	of	17,	then	each	ganger	belonging	to	the	player	with	the	lower	score	would	get	3	Experiencepoints.	THE	FASTDRAW	Once	a	fighter	goes	for	his	gun	everyone	draws	their	weaponsand	the	shooting	starts.For	a	secondor	two	all	hell	breaks	loose	as	guns	are	drawn	and	shots	fired.	This	is	called	the	fast	draw.	During	the	fast	draw
neither	side	is	allowed	to	move	but	both	sides	are	allowed	to	shoot.	ln	the	fast	draw	both	sides	can	shoot	but	the	order	in	which	individual	models	shoot	is	determined	separately.To	decide	the	firing	order	roll	a	D6	for	each	model	and	add	the	fighter'sInitiative	characteristicto	the	score.Then	add	+t	if	the	fighter	has	a	pistol,	and	subtract	-l	if	armed
with	a	heavy	weapon.The	result	is	the	fighter's	Fast	Draw	score.	Work	out	the	Fast	Draw	score	for	each	fighter	-	the	fighter	with	the	highestscoreshootsfirst.	Work	out	the	shotexactly	as	vou	would	normallv.	Once	the	first	model	has	shot	the	next	highest	score	shoots,	then	the	next,	and	so	on.	In	the	case	of	a	tie,	a	pistol	weapon	will	shoot	before	a
basic,	special	or	heavy	weapon,	but	otherwise	shots	are	assumed	to	be	simultaneous.This	meansthat	it	is	possiblefor	two	gang	fighters	to	shoot	each	other	at	the	same	time!	Fighters	who	are	hit	before	they	get	a	chance	to	fire	lose	their	shot.	Once	all	fighters	have	shot	the	normal	sequenceof	play	resumes.Each	player	rolls	a	D6,	and	the	player	that
scores	the	highestgets	the	first	turn.	ENDINGTHE	GAME	The	game	ends	if	one	side	fails	a	Bottle	roll,	or	volunteers	to	bottle	out.	The	other	side	automaticallywins	the	shootout	and	the	other	side	loses.	If	you	win	the	shoot-out	and	the	defeated	gang	drew	first,	roll	a	D6.	On	a	roll	of	1-5	your	opponentmay	only	draw	half	his	normal	income	following	the
fight	-	his	gang's	contacts	are	reluctant	to	deal	with	the	troublemaker.	On	a	roll	of	6	the	defeatedgangdrawshalf	its	normal	income	and	must	surrender	one	randomly	determined	territory	to	the	winner	-	associatesof	the	gang	no	longer	have	faith	in	its	leadershio.	E)(PERIENCE	.:	Fighters	who	take	part	in	the	shoot-out	earn	Experience	points	as	noted
below	+?	Held	Nerve.	Each	surviving	gang	fighter	of	the	side	that	held	their	nerve	the	longest	scoresa	number	of	victory	points	equal	to	the	difference	between	the	two	sides'scores(seeThe	Build	Up	rules	above).	+D6	Survives.	If	the	fighter	survives	the	battle	then	D6	points	are	earned.Even	fighters	who	are	wounded	and	taken	out	of	action	receive
experiencefor	taking	part.	+5	Per	Wounding	Hit.	A	fighter	eams	5	points	for	each	wounding	hit	he	inflicts	during	the	battle.	Make	a	note	on	the	gang	roster	every	time	the	fighter	scoresa	hit	and	wounds	his	target.	Although	it	is	possible	to	inflict	several	wounds	from	one	shot	using	some	weapons,	only	5	points	are	earned	when	this	happensnol	5
points	per	wound.	+D6	Winning	Side.	Each	surviving	fighter	on	the	winning	side	eams	an	extra	D6	points.	d,	Xl	lll	r	Fl	A'	o	,	o:	:,,	a	a	F	o	a	a	li'i	@	o	=	=	Oc^	z	Ro	o!2	(5	z	o	u!	6>	EE	f	e	r	EP	o=	xv	.(!	qE	fi	*E	oo	6z	,;o	;iT	'	3E	-(6	qc	oL	o!	d	€	v,o	o-	a9	>o	Y.:	rs4	96	'a	.2	E	-	trE	.s!	i	J	t	E	O	o	(\l	c)	\f	tft	(o	f-	@	ct)	o	'E	(-)	7	POST.BATTLE	SEOUETCE	After
the	battleis	over	the	playerswork	their	way	throughthe	following	sequence.You	do	not	haveto	work	throughthe	entiresequenceat	once	as	you	may	wish	to	considerfurther	purchases,but	any	dice	rolls	requiredmust	be	observedby	both	playersor	a	neutralthird	party.lt	is	convenientto	complete	up	to	section4	(lncome)straightafter	the	game.	1.	INJURIES
After	a	game	some	fighterswill	be	down	or	out	of	action.You	will	needto	determinethe	exientof	iheir	iniuriesbeforethe	nextgame.	Out	of	Action.	Make	a	roll	on	the	SeriousInjuriesChartto	find	out	what	happensto	ihe	fighter.	Down.	There	is	a	chancethat	fighterswho	are	down	at	the	end	of	a	game	may	suffera	seriousinjury.Roll	a	D6:	on	a	roll	of	a	1-3	the
fighterrecoverswithoutfurthereffect.On	the	roll	oI	a	4-6	he	goes	out	of	action-	make	a	roll	on	the	Serious	InjuriesChart.	Flesh	Wound.	Modelsthat	sufferflesh	wounds	do	not	sustain	seriousinjuriesand	will	always	recoverfully	in	time	for	the	next	battle.	To	use	the	SeriousInjuriesChart,	roll	2	dice.The	first	dice	roll	'tens'andthe	second'units',so	a	rollof	1
and	5	is	represents	15,	a	rollof	3	and	6	is	36,	and	so	on.	This	type	of	dice	rollis	referredto	as	a	D66	roll.	SERIOUS	INJURIES	CHART	1.	INJURIES	Determinethe	extentof	injuriesfor	each	fighterout	of	action	.	at	the	end	of	the	game.	Fighterswho	were	down	at	the	end	of	the	game	are	consideredto	be	out	of	actionon	the	D6	roll	of	a	4,	5	or	6	and	mustalso
rollfor	injuries.See	the	Serious	lniurieschad.	EXPERIENCE	2.	AllocateExperiencepoinisfor	your	fightersand	make	any	Advancerolls.See	the	Experiencesectionand	Scenariosfor	delailsof	how	this	works.	3.	TERRITORY	Territory	maybe	lostor	Re-allocate	territoryif	appropriate.	youhaveplayed.	wonaccording	to	the	scenario	D66	Result	11-16	DEAD.The
fighteris	killedin	action.All	the	weaponsand	eouiDmenthe	carriedare	lost.	21	MULTIPLEINJURIES.The	fighteris	not	dead	but	has	sufferedmany	seriouswounds.Rolla	furtherD6	times	on	this	chart.	Re-rollany	Dead	and	Full	Recoveryresults.	22	CHESTWOUND.The	fighterhas	been	badlywoundedin	the	chest.His	Toughnessis	reducedby	-1.	23	is	LEG
WOUND.The	fightels	Movementcharacteristic	reducedby	-1.	Randomlydeterminewhich	leg	has	been	hurt.	24	ARM	WOUND.The	fighterhas	smashedone	arm.Although	is	reducedby	-1	he	recovers,his	Strengthcharacteristic	when	usingthat	arm.	Randomlydeterminewhich	arm	has	been	hit.	25	HEAD	WOUND.A	serioushead	injuryleavesthe	fighter
somewhatunhinged.At	the	startof	each	game	roll	a	DOto	determinehow	he	is	affected.On	a	1-3	the	fighteris	affectedby	the	rulesfor	Stupidity.On	a	roll	of	4-6	the	fighter	is	affectedby	the	rulesfor	Frenzy.	4.	TNCOME	in	theTerritory	as	described	Collectincomefromterritory	section"	BLINDEDlN	ONE	EYE.The	fightersurvivesbut	losesthe	sight	of	one	eye.
Randomlydeterminewhich	eye.	A	characterwith	only	one	eye	has	his	BallisticSkill	reduced	by	-1.	lf	the	lighteris	subsequentlyblindedin	his	remaining	good	eye	then	he	must	retirefrom	the	gang.	TRADING	5.	as	described	in	Recruitnewfightersandbuynewequipment	theTradingPostsection.	PARTIALLYDEAFENED.The	fightersurvivesbut	is
partiallydeafenedas	a	resultof	his	injuries.An	individual	suffersno	penaltyif	he	is	partiallydeafened,but	if	he	is	deafenedfor	a	secondtime	he	suffers-1	from	his	Leadershipcharacteristic.	6.	UPDATE	GANG	ROSTER	Updateyourtotalgangratingandyouarereadyto	fightagain.	is	SHELL	SHOCK.The	fightels	Initiativecharacteristic	r	e	d	u	c	e	db	y	-	1	.	HAND
INJURY.Woundsto	a	hand	resultin	the	loss	of	D3	fingers.Randomlydeterminewhich	hand	is	affected.The	fighter'sWeaponSkillis	reducedby	-'1.	lf	a	fighterlosesall	live	fingerson	a	hand	then	he	may	no	longeruse	that	hand,and	is	unableto	use	weaponsthat	requiretwo	hands.	33	34-36	OLD	BATTLEWOUND.The	fighterrecoversbut	his	old	wound
sometimesaffectshis	health.Rolla	D6	beforeeach	game.	On	the	roll	o{	a	1	the	fighter'sold	wound	is	playing	up	and	he	is	unableto	take	part	in	the	forthcomingbattle.	41-55	FULL	RECOVERY.	The	fightermakesa	f	ull	recovery.	55	BITTER	ENMITY.The	fighterrecoversfrom	his	physical	injuries,but	is	psychologically	damaged.From	now	on,	he	flafesthe
following(rolla	D6).	.	1-2	The	enemyfighterwho	inflictedhis	injury.	3-4	The	gang	leaderof	the	gang	that	inflictedhis	injury.	61-63	5	The	entiregang	that	inflictedhis	injury.	6	All	gangsfrom	the	same	Houseas	the	gang	that	inflictedhis	injury.	CAPTURED.The	fighteris	capturedby	the	opposinggang.	Captivesmay	be	exchanged,ransomedback	or	sold	into
slavery.lf	both	gangs	hold	captivesthen	they	must	be	exchangedon	a	one-for-onebasis,startingwith	modelsof	the	highestvalue.Any	remainingcaptlvesmust	be	ransomedback	to	their	own	gang	if	the	playeris	willingto	pay	the	captor'saskingprice.There	is	no	fixedvaluefor	ransom-	it	is	a	matterfor	the	playersto	decidefor	themselves.Fighterswho	are
neitherexchangednor	ransomedmay	be	sold	to	the	Guildersas	slavesearning	the	captorD6x5	credits.Captiveswho	are	exchangedor	ransomedretainall	of	their	weaponsand	equipment.lf	captivesare	sold	their	weaponryand	equipmentmay	be	kept	by	the	captors.	64	HORRIBLESCARS.The	fighterrecoversbut	his	scarred	and
distortedfeaturesinspirelearfrom	now	on.	65	IMPRESSIVESCARS.The	lighterrecoversand	is	left	with	impressivescars.Add	+1	to	the	fighter'sLeadership	characteristic.	This	bonusappliesonly	once;further	impressivescars	have	no	additionaleffect.	65	SURVIVESAGAINSTTHEODDS.The	lighterregains	consciousness	alone	in	the	darkness,given	up	for
dead,	Despitehis	injurieshe	makes	his	way	back	home,	overcomingthe	endlessdangersof	the	Underhive.He	recoversfully	and	his	uncannysurvivalearns	him	an	additionalD6	Experiencepoints.	2.	EXPERIENCE	Extra	Experiencepointsare	alwaysadded	to	the	fighter'stotal	a{terthe	game	is	over.	A	gang	fighteralwaysearns	D6	Experiencepointsfor
survivinga	battle,even	if	he	is	hurt	or	captured.	UNDERDOGS	When	a	gangfightsan	enemygangwith	a	highergang	rating	then	its	fightersearn	extra	Experiencepoints.The	higherthe	enemy	gang'sgang	ratingthe	more	pointsthe	underdog	earns.The	numberof	bonuspointsis	shownon	the	table	below.This	shows	the	extra	pointsearnedfor	each	fighter	who
survivesthe	battleboth	for	a	win	and	a	defeat.	Difference	in	GangRating	Experience	Bonus	Win/Lose	1-49	+1/+0	50-99	100-149	+21+1	150-199	+41+3	200-249	+51+4	250-499	+b/+3	500-749	+	il+o	750-999	+81+7	+3/+2	1,000-1,499	+9/+8	1,500+	+10/+9	EXPERIENCE	ADVANCES	As	fightersearn	more	Experiencepointsthey	are	entitledto	make
Advancerolls.The	table	belowshows	how	many	Experiencepointsa	fightermust	earn	beforehe	can	make	a	furtherroll.The	roll	must	be	taken	immediatelyafter	the	game	when	the	advanceis	gained,while	both	playersare	presentto	witnessthe	result.	Experience	0-5	6	-	10	11-15	16-20	21-30	31-40	41-50	5	1-	6	0	Title	GreenJuve	JUVE	JUVE	Top	Juve	New
Ganger	Ganger	Ganger	Ganger	6	1-	8	0	81-100	Gang	Champion	101-120	121-140	GarigChampion	141-160	161-180	181-200	Gang	Champion	201-240	Gang	Hero	241-280	281-320	321-360	Gang	Hero	361-400	Gang	Hero	401+	Gang	Champion	Gang	Champion	Gang	Champion	Gang	Champion	Gang	Hero	Gang	Hero	MightyGanger	Once	a	juve	has
earned21	or	more	Experiencepointshe	becomesa	fully{ledgedganger.	Note	that	when	a	ganger	reaches61	or	more	Experience	pointshe	does	not	becomea	heavy	or	gang	leaderbut	remainsa	ganger-	albeita	particularlytough	and	dangerous	one	calleda	GangChampion.	ADVANCE	ROLLS	Make	Advancerolls	immediatelyafterlhe	battleso	that	both
playerscan	witnessthe	result.Roll	2D6.	ADVANCE	ROLLTABLE	2D6	Result	2	3-4	5	New	Skill.	Chooseany	of	the	Skilltablesand	randomly	generatea	skillfrom	it.	New	Skill.	Selectone	o{	the	standardSkilltablesfor	your	gang	and	randomlygeneratea	skillfrom	it.	CharacteristicIncrease.Roll	again:	=	+1Attacks	1	-	3=	+	1	S	t	r	e	n	g	t	h	;	4	-	6	6
CharacteristicIncrease.Rollagain:	1	-	3=	+	1	W	S	;	4	-	6	=	+	1	B	S	7	CharacteristicIncrease.Roll	again:	1-3	=	+1	Initiative;4-6	=	+1	Leadership	I	CharacteristicIncrease.Roll	again:	1	-	3=	+	1	W	S	;	4	-	6	=	+	1	B	S	I	CharacteristicIncrease.Roll	again:	'1:3=	+1	Wounds;4-6	=	+1	Toughness	10-11	New	Skill.	Selectone	of	the	standardSkilltablesfor	your
gang	and	randomlygeneratea	skillfrom	it.	12	New	Skill.	Chooseany	of	the	Skilltablesand	randomly	generatea	skillfrom	it.	CHARACTERISTIC	INCREASE	Characteristicsmay	not	be	increasedbeyondmaximumlimits	as	shown	on	the	characteristicprofilebelow.lf	one	of	the	two	indicatedby	the	Advanceroll	has	already	characteristics	reachedits
maximumlevel,you	must	take	the	other.lf	both	have	alreadybeen	taken	to	their	maximumlevel,you	may	chooseto	increaseany	other	permittedcharacteristicby	+1	instead.	MWSBSSTWIALd	Maximum46644	Value	SKILL	TABLES	The	followingskilltablesare	usedto	randomlydetermineskills	earnedas	advances.lf	you	roll	a	2	ot	12	on	the	Advancetable	then
you	can	chooseany	of	the	chads.	SKILLS	AGILITY	SKILLS	FEROCITY	SKILLS	1.	Catfall.	A	model	with	the	Catfallskill	halvesthe	distance	fallen	when	calculatingthe	strengthof	any	hits	which	result	from	falling.Roundfractionsdown.	1.	BerserkCharge.A	modelwith	this	skillrollsdoublethe	numberof	Attackdice	on	its	profilein	the	turn	when	it	charges.A
model	makinga	berserkcharge	may	not	parry	lhat	IUrn.	2.	Dodge.	A	model	with	this	skill	receivesa	6+	savingthrow	againsthits	from	shootingor	in	handto-handcombat"This	is	an	unmodifiedsave.	The	save	is	taken	separatelyand	in	additionto	any	savesfor	armour"lf	a	modelsuccessfully	dodgesfrom	a	weaponwhich	uses	a	templateor	blast	marker	then
move	the	model	up	to	2".	3.	Jump	Back.	At	the	staft	of	any	hand-to-handcombat	phase	ihe	model	may	attemptto	disengagefrom	combat	by	jumping	back.	Roll	a	D6.	lf	the	score	is	less	than	the	model'sInitiative	it	may	immediatelyjump	back2"	leavingany	hand-to-hand	opponentsbehind.	4.	Leap.	The	model	may	leap	D6"	duringthe	movementphase	in
additionto	his	normalmovement.He	may	move	and	leap,	run	and	leapor	chargeand	leap,but	he	can	only	leaponce	duringthe	turn.A	leapwilltakethe	modelover	any	man-high	obstaclewithoutpenalty,includingenemy	models.In	addition,	the	model	can	leao	out	of	handto-handcombatat	the	end	of	any	handto-handcombatphase	withoutsufieringany	penalty
whatsoever.The	leap	may	be	used	to	jump	acrossgaps,	but	in	this	case	the	playermust	committhe	model	to	makingthe	leap	before	rollingthe	dice	to	see	how	far	the	modeljumps.	lf	the	modelfails	to	make	it	all	the	wav	across,then	it	falls	throughthe	gap.	5.	Quick	Draw.A	modelwith	this	skill	can	double	its	Initiative	when	it	makesa	fast	draw	in	a
gunfight.See	the	Gunfight	scenarioto	find	how	this	works.	6.	Sprint.	The	model	may	triple	iis	movementrate	when	it	runsor	chargesraiherthan	doublingit	as	normal.	COMBAT	SKILLS	1.	Combat	Master.	lf	the	model	is	attackedby	multiple	opponentsin	handto-handcombatthen	it	can	use	the	enemies'numbers	againstthem.For	eachopponentover	one,	add
+1	to	the	model'sWeaoonSkill.	2.	Disarm.The	modelmay	use	this	skillagainstone	close	combatopponentat	the	stad	of	the	handto-handcombat	phase.	Roll	a	D6.	On	a	roll	of	4+	the	enemy	automatically	loses	one	weaponof	your	choice.This	weapon	is	destroyed	and	can	no	longerbe	used.	3.	Feint.	The	model	may	'convert'anyparriesit	is	allowedto	use	into
extraAttacksat	+1	A	per	parry.The	attack	is	used	insteadof	the	parry.The	model	may	chooseto	feint	or	parry	each	time	it	attacks.	4.	Parry.A	modelwith	the	Parry	skill	may	parry	in	hand-tohand	combateven	if	he	does	not	have	a	sword	or	another	weaponsuitablefor	parrying.lf	the	model	has	a	weaponthat	may	parry,it	may	force	an	opponentto	re-rollup	to
two	Attack	dice	when	parryingratherthan	just	one.	5.	Counter	Attack.	lf	a	model	carriesa	sword	he	is	normally	able	to	parry.However,a	parry	is	cancelledout	if	the	opponentis	also	armed	with	a	sword	or	has	the	Parry	skill	as	describedabove.	lf	a	fighterhas	the	CounterAttackskill	and	his	parry	is	cancelledfor	whateverreason,then	he	may	make	a
CounlerAttackadding+1	to	his	Attacks.	6.	Step	Aside.	The	model	has	an	uncannyabilityto	step	aside	and	dodge	blows	in	handto-handcombat.lf	the	model	is	hit	in	hand-to-handfightingroll	a	D6.	On	a	roll	of	4+	the	model	steps	out	of	the	way	of	the	blow	and	is	unharmed,	2,	lmpetuous.	lf	a	model	has	this	skill	he	may	increasethe	rangeof	his	follow-upmove
in	hand{o-handcombatfrom	2"	to	4".	3.	lron	Will.	Onlythe	gang	leadermay	havethis	skill.lt	allows	you	to	re-rolla	failed	Bottleroll	as	long	as	ihe	leaderis	not	down	or	out	of	a6tion.	4.	Killer	Reputation.A	modelwith	this	skill	has	such	a	reputationas	a	viciousand	depravedkillerthat	his	foes	quail	when	he	chargesthem.This	causeslearandthe	enemymust	take
a	psychologytest	for	fear	as	appropriate.	5.	Nerves	of	Steel.	lf	the	model	fails	a	dice	roll	to	avoid	beino	pinnedit	may	make	the	roll	again.	6.True	Grit.	Treat	a	roll	of	1	or	2	as	a	FleshWoundwhen	rollingfor	the	extentof	injuries.A	roll	of	3-5	indicatesthe	model	has	gone	down,	and	a	roll	of	6	means	he	is	out	of	action,as	normal.When	using
specialiniurychads	(needle	guns	for	example)add	1	to	the	lowestresultband	in	the	same	way	as	aoove.	MUSCLE	SKILLS	1.	Body	Slam.	The	model	adds	+2	to	its	WeaponSkill	in	the	turn	when	it	chargesinsteadof	only	+1.	2.	Bulging	Biceps.	This	skill	may	only	be	taken	by	a	heavy.	The	heavy	is	allowedto	move	and	shooi	with	weaponsthat	would
normallyrestrictthe	model	to	either	movingor	shooting.	However,if	the	model	moves	and	shoots	in	the	same	turn	it	suffersan	extra	-1	to	hit	penalty.	3.	Grushing	Blow.	A	modelwith	the	CrushingBlow	skill	has	a	+1	Strengthcharacteristicbonus	in	hand-to-handcombat.As	a	fighter'sown	strengthis	used	as	the	basisfor	calculatingthe	strengthsof	hand-to-
handweaponsthe	bonus	will	apply	to	all	such	weaoons.	4.	Head	Butt.	lf	the	model	inflicts2	or	more	hits	in	handtohand	combatthen	he	may	chooseto	exchangeall	hits	for	a	singlehit	with	a	fudherstrengthbonus.The	bonusequals+1	for	each	extra	hit	scored,so	you	could	exchange2	54	hits	for	a	single55	hit,or	3	54	hitsfor	a	single56	hit,and	so	on.	5.	Hurl
Opponent,	lf	you	win	a	roundof	combat,insteadof	hittingyour	opponentyou	can	throw	him	D6"	in	the	directionof	your	choice.The	thrown	modeltakes	a	singlehit	equal	to	half	the	distancerolled.lf	it	hits	a	solid	object	(such	as	a	wall)	beforeit	reachesthe	full	distancethrown	it	will	stoo	there.	lf	it	hits	anothermodel,then	both	modelstake	a	hit	equal	to	half
the	distancerolled.lf	the	model	is	thrownover	the	edge	of	a	building,use	the	Fallingrules	(AdvancedRulessection)to	work	out	how	much	damagehe	suffers.	6.	lron	Jaw	lf	a	modelwith	this	skillis	hit	in	hand{o-hand	combatreducethe	strengthof	each	hit	sufferedby	-1	point.	SHOOTING	SKILLS	TECHNO	SKILLS	1.	Crack	Shot.	A	model	with	this	skill	can	re-
rollthe	injurydice	when	rollinginjurieshe	has	inflictedby	shooting.You	must	acceptthe	resultof	the	secondroll	regardlessof	the	result.	1.	Armourer.The	armourerchecksall	the	weaponsbeing	used	by	the	gang	beforethe	battlesiarts.Any	model	in	the	gang	may	add	+1	to	any	and	all	ammo	rolls(including	a	rollto	determineif	a	weapon	explodes).A	roll	of	1	is
alwaysa	failure	regardless.	2.	Fast	Shot.	lf	a	model	has	the	Fast	Shot	skill	he	may	shoot	severaltimes	in	the	shootingphase	ratherthan	just	once,	as	normal.He	can	shoot	as	many	times	as	his	Attacks	characteristic.	The	model	can	shoot	at	the	same	targetor	at	separatetargetsas	you	wish.	This	skill	may	only	be	used	with	pistolsand	basicweapons.lt	may
not	be	used	with	specialor	heavy	weaponsas	they	are	far	too	cumbersometo	fire	quickly.	3.	Gunfighter.	The	model	can	aim	and	fire	a	pistolfrom	each	hand.This	enableshim	to	take	two	shois	in	the	shooting	phase	if	he	carriestwo	pistols.lf	he	carriesa	basic,specialor	heavy	weapon	he	always	requiresone	hand	to	hold	this	and	so	cannot	use	two	oistolsat
once.	4.	Hip	Shooting.	The	model	is	allowedto	shoot	even	if	it	ran	in	the	same	turn.	However,if	it	does	so	it	suffersa	-1	to	hit	modifierand	cannotcountany	bonusesfrom	sights.	5.	Marksman.	A	model	with	the	Marksmanskill	may	ignore	the	normal	restrictionwhich	obligesfightersto	shoot	at	the	nearesttarget.Insteadhe	can	shoot	at	any	target	he	can	see.
In	addition,he	may	shoot	at	targetsat	extremerange-	this	is	betweennormalmaximumrangeand	half	as	far	again.	For	example,a	lasgunhas	a	normalmaximumrangeof	24"	and	an	extremerangeof	24-36".Shots	at	extremerangesufferthe	'to	hit'	penalty	same	as	long	range.This	skill	may	only	be	used	with	basicweapons.lt	may	not	be	used	with	pistols,
specialor	heavyweapons.	6,	Rapid	Fire,	lf	the	model	does	not	move	in	its	movement	phaseit	can	shootiwice	in	the	shootingphase.This	skillonly	works	with	one	specifiedkind	of	pistolor	basic	weaponwhich	you	must	choosewhen	the	skill	is	earned.Note	this	down	on	the	gang	roster-	eg,	Rapid	Fire/Boltpistol.	STEALTH	SKILLS	1.	Ambush.	The	model	is
allowedto	go	into	overuatchand	hidein	the	sameturn.Normallya	fightermustexpendhis	entireturn	to	go	into	ovenvatch,but	a	fighterwith	the	Ambush	skillmay	do	both.	2.	Dive.A	modelwiththis	skillcan	run	and	hidein	the	same	turn.Normallya	fighterwho	runscannothidein	the	same	turn,but	a	fighterwith	Diveskillcan	run	and	hide.	3.	Escape	Artist.	This
model	may	never	be	capturedafter	a	battle.lf	you	roll	a	'captured'resulton	the	SeriousInjuries	tablethen	the	fighterescapesunharmedtogetherwith	his	equipment.	2.	Fixer.Gangersonly.lf	the	model	is	used	to	work	a	piece	of	territorywith	a	randomlygeneratedincome,you	may	re-roll	the	dice	if	you	do	not	like	the	first	result.You	must	acceptthe	resultof
the	second	roll.	3.	Inventor.	Roll	a	D6	after	each	battle.On	a	roll	of	6	the	model	has	createdsomething!Randomlyselectan	item	from	the	pricechart	in	the	TradingPost	section.Whateveris	selectedis	the	item	that	has	been	made.	4.	Medic.	The	model	has	some	experienceof	patchingup	his	fellowfighters"lf	your	gang	includesa	fighterwiththis	skillyou	can
re-rolla	resulton	the	SeriousIniurvtablefor	one	model	after	a	battle.	5.	Specialist.This	skill	may	only	be	taken	by	juves	or	gangers,and	allowsthe	modelto	be	armed	with	a	special	weaoon.	6.	Weaponsmith.A	modelwiththe	Weaponsmith	skillmay	ignorefailedammo	rollsand	weaponexplosionson	a	D6	roll	oI	4+.	4.	TNCOME	At	the	end	of	a	battlea	gang	can
collectincomefrom	its	territories.This	is	done	as	soon	as	the	game	is	over	so	that	playerscan	witnesseach	other'sdice	rolls.	Each	gangerwho	survivesthe	game	withoutgoing	out	of	actioncan	generateincomefrom	any	one	of	the	gang's	territories.Fighterswho	go	out	of	actionduringor	after	a	game	cannotgenerateincomeas	they	are	recuperatingfrom
theirwounds.Fighterswho	sustainfleshwoundscan	collect	incomeas	normal.	Leaders,heaviesand	juves	never	collectincome-	only	gangersmay.	COLLECTING	INCOME	Each	gangercan	generateincomefrom	one	territory.The	playerchoosesthe	territorieshe	wishesto	collectincomefrom	and	adds	up	the	total	amountgenerated.Most	territories	generatea
variableincome,D6x10or	2D6x10credits,in	which	case	the	playermakesthe	appropriatedice	rollsto	determinethe	total.	Regardlessof	how	many	territoriesor	how	many	gangersa	gang	has	it	may	nevercollectincomefrom	morethan	10.	4.	Evade.The	model	ducks	and	weaves	as	he	moves	making	him	very	hard	to	hit.Any	enemy	shootingfrom	short	range
suffersa	-2	to	hit	penalty,while	any	enemy	shootingat	long	rangesufiersa	-1	penalty.This	bonus	only	appliesif	the	fighteris	in	the	open	and	not	if	he	is	behindcover.	The	gang	must	spend	a	proporlionof	its	incomeon	basic	necessities	such	as	food,drink,ammunition	and	general	weapon	maintenance.This	is	determinedby	cross	referencing	the
gang'sincomewiththe	numberof	modelsin	the	gang.	5.	Infiltration.	A	model	with	this	skill	is	always	placedon	ihe	battlefieldafterthe	opposinggang	and	can	be	placed	anywhereon	the	table	as	long	as	it	is	out	of	sight	of	the	opposinggang.	lf	both	playershave	modelsthat	can	infiltrate	roll	a	D6	each,	lowestroll	sets	up	first.	The	more	modelsin	a	gang	the
more	it	costs	to	maintain,to	buy	ammo,equipment,	food	and	othersupplies.The	number	indicatedon	the	chart	below	is	the	profitin	creditsearnedafter	deductingbasic	maintenancecosts.The	profitis	added	to	the	gang'sstash.	6.	Sneak	Up.	Any	sentryattemptingto	spot	this	model	must	halve	his	normalspottingdistance.Rulesfor	sentriesand	spottingare
coveredin	the	relevantscenarios.	NUMBER	OF	MODELS	IN	GANG	INCOME	1-3	o-29	15105	30-49	25	20	15	50	50-79	35	25	15	5	80-11I	50	30	45	40	30	20	50	12	0	-	16	9	oc	ou	55	45	35	15	0	170-229	85	80	75	65	55	35	15	4-6	7-9	10-12	13-15	16-18	19+	00	00	00	Each	playerrollsseparatelyfor	his	trading.	00	230-299	105	100	95	d5	t5	55	35	300-379	120
115	110	100	90	oc	4c	380-459	460-559	135	130	125	115	10	5	80	55	145	140	135	125	115	560-669	155	150	145	135	125	90	100	70	65	GIANT	KILLER	BONUS	The	chart	below	shows	the	extra	incomea	gang	earns	after	beatingan	enemywith	a	highergang	rating.Notethat	this	is	added	to	the	incomeearnedfrom	territorynotto	its	profit.	Difference	ln	Gang
Rating	Roll	a	D66	for	each	item	and	consultthe	Rare	Tradechad	to	discoverwhat	is	on	offer.The	playermay	buy	any	of	the	items	offered,but	only	one	of	each	item	unlessthe	same	resultis	rolledmorethan	once.	lncome	Bonus	ForWinning	GANGERS	AND	TRADING	To	improvehis	chanceof	findingrare	items,a	playermay	use	a	gangerto	searcharoundthe
tradingpost.A	gangerwho	does	this	cannotcollectincomefrom	the	gang'sterritorythat	turn.For	each	gangeremployedin	this	fashionyou	may	add	a	further+1	randomlygeneratedrare	item	to	the	list	of	those	offeredfor	sale.	SELLING	A	playermay	wish	to	trade	weaponsat	the	same	time	as	he	buysnew	ones.Gangscan	automatically	sell	equipmentfor	half	its
listedprice.	In	the	case	of	rare	weaponswhich	have	a	variablepricethe	gang	receiveshalf	of	the	fixed	cost	componentonly.Alternately,old	weaponrycan	be	hoardedfor	futureuse.	1-49	50-99	+10	100-149	+tc	150-199	+20	200-249	+25	The	followingchart	is	used	to	determinewhat	rare	trade	items	are	offeredfor	sale,	250-499	+50	D66Roll	ltem	500-749	+
10	0	750-999	+	15	0	1,000-1,499	+200	1,500+	+250	RARE	TRADE	CHART	11-14	15	Rare	Weapon.Rolla	D6.	1-3:	NeedleWeapon(D6	-	1-4:	NeedlePistol,	5-6:	NeedleRifle),4-5:	Web	Pistoll	6	:	O	n	e	i	n	a	M	i	l	l	i	o	nW	e	a	p	o	n	16	G	a	s	G	r	e	n	a	d	e	sR	.	o	l	la	D	6	.	1	-	2	:C	h	o	k	e	,	3	-	4	S	:	c	a	r	e	,5	-	6	:H	a	l	l	u	c	i	n	o	g	e	n	5.	TRADING	Cash	can	be	spent	on
recruitingnew	fightersand	buyingnew	equipment.Fightersmay	tradein	old	equipment,	and	also	swap	equipmentbetweenthemselves.Weaponspurchased,	swappedor	taken	from	storagemust	be	of	an	appropriate	type	for	the	fighler	as	indicatedin	the	recruitmentlists.	Weaponsand	equipmentare	purchasedas	shown	by	the	tradingcharts.Bear	in	mind	that
modelsmust	alwayscarry	the	appropriateweaponry.Any	weaponryor	other	equipment	that	the	gang	keeps	but	does	not	give	to	a	fighteris	hoarded.	New	recruitsare	recruitedin	the	same	way	as	originalgang	memberswith	the	normalarmy	list	restrictionsapplying.	Playersmay	hire	mercenaryfightersfor	the	gang	if	they	wish.	Referto	the	Hired	Guns
sectionfor	details.	WHENTO	BUY	Playersshouldcompletetheir	recruitingand	tradingafter	the	battleis	over,makingany	appropriatedice	rollswhile	both	playersare	present.	TRADING	Commonitemscan	be	boughtquite	readilyin	any	Underhive	settlement,and	playerscan	purchaseas	many	of	these	items	as	they	want.The	pricefor	common	items	is	fixed,	so
players	always	pay	the	same	pricefor	them.	Rare	items	are	hard	or	even	impossibleto	find.	To	represent	their	scarcityeach	playermakes	a	dice	roll	at	the	start	of	his	tradingsessionto	determinewhat	goods	are	offeredto	him.	Rolla	D3	(ie,a	D6	counting1-2	as	1,	3-4	as2	and	5-6	as	3).	This	is	the	numberof	items	offeredto	the	gang	leaderas	he	scoursthe
tradingposts	and	visits	his	contacts.	PowerWeapon.Roll	a	D6.	1:	PowerAxe,	2:	PowerFist,3:	Power	lvlaul,	4-6:	PowerSword	21-22	G	r	e	n	a	d	e	sR	.	o	l	la	D	6	.	1:	MeltaBomb,2-3:	PhotonFlashFlare,	4:	PlasmaGrenade,5-6:	Smoke	Bomb	23-24	HotshotLaserpowerpack	25-31	Gunsight.Roll	a	D6.	'1-2:	Red-DotLaser	Sight,3:	Mono	Sight,	4:	TelescopicSight,5-
6:	Inlra	Red	Sight	32-34	Armour.Rolla	D6.	1-4:	Flak,5:	Carapace,6:	Mesh	35	Bionics:Chooseone:	BionicArm,BionicEye,	BionicLeg	36	Auto-repairer	41	Bio-Booster	42	Bio-Scanner	43	44	BlindsnakePouch	ConcealedBlade	45	Grav	Chute	46	51	Grapnel	Infra-Goggles	52	lsotropicFuel	Rod	53-54	Medi-pack	55	56	Mung	Vase	Ratskinmap	61	Screamers	62
SkullChip	63	64	Silencer	65-66	Stummers	Weaponreload	PRICE	CHART	The	chad	below	indicatesthe	cost	of	items	availablefor	sale	at	the	tradingpost.	In	some	cases	the	cost	of	an	item	is	variableand	includesa	base	cost	plus	a	variableextra	amount.for	example40+3D6credits.	HAND-TO-HAND	WEAPONS	Cost	Item	10	25	10	10	5	Sword	Chainsword	C
l	u	b	,m	a	u	lo	r	b	l	u	d	g	e	o	n	C	h	a	i	no	r	f	l	a	i	l	Knife(Nb	1	knife	is	free)	Massiveaxe,	swordor	club	t3	Availability	Power	Axe	Rare	PowerFist	85+3D6	Rare	PowerMaul	35+3D6	40+3D6	Rare	Cost	Item	tc	20	20	tc	'100+4D6	25	10	120+4D6	BASIC	WEAPONS	Item	Cost	20	Autogun	35	Boltgun	25	Lasgun	20	Shotgun	(solidshot	+	scattershells)
Availability	Common	Common	Common	Common	Rare	Common	Common	Rare	Availability	Common	Common	Common	Common	Ammo	Roll	4+	6+	4+	Cost	4+	4+	6+	Melta-gun	NeedleRifle	PlasmaGun	4+	6+	2+	4+	Ammo	Roll	Common	Common	4+	Auto	95	230+4D6	70	Common	Rare	Common	4+	6+	4+	HEAVYWEAPONS	llem	Auto-cannon
HeavyStubber	Heavy	Bolter	Heavy	PlasmaGun	Lascannon	MissileLauncher	(Missilesextra)	Cost	Availabiliiy	300	120	180	285	400	185	Common	Common	Common	Common	Common	Common	Cost	Availability	Ammo	Roll	4+	4+	6+	4+	Auto	MISSILES	Item	Frag	Missiles	Krak	Missiles	35	ttc	Common	Common	Availability	40+3D6	40+3D6	40+3D6
30+3D6	Rare	Rare	Rare	Rare	ARMOUR	Flak	Carapace	Mesh	Availability	Cost	Item	10+2D6	70+3D6	25+3D6	Rare	Rare	Rare	BIONICS	Ammo	Roll	Auto	Auto	Availability	Item	Cosl	Arm	Eye	80+3D6	50+3D6	80+3D6	Leg	Availability	tc	Cost	4+	6+	6+	Ammo	Roll	40	130	Flamer	GrenadeLauncher	(Grenadesextra)	Red-DotLaserSioht	Mono	Sight
TelescopicSight	InfraRed	Sight	Ammo	Roll	Common	Common	Common	Rare	Common	2+	6+	SPECIAL	WEAPONS	Item	Availability	5	5	15	Laserpowerpack	Hotshot	Bullets	for	StubGun	5	Dum-dum	GUNSIGHTS	Item	Auto	Auto	Auto	Auto	Auto	Auto	Auto	Auto	Auto	Rale	Common	Rare	Common	Rare	Rare	Rare	Rare	Rare	Cost	Man-StopperShotgunshell
Hot	Shot	ShotgunShell	Bolt	ShotgunShell	Rare	Ammo	Roll	Availability	Cost	15+2D6	30	40+4D6	50	40+3D6	20+2DG	30+3D6	2O+2D6	'10+3D6	SPECIAL	AMMO	Item	PISTOLS	Autopistol	Bolt	Pistol	Hand	Flamer	Laspistol	NeedlePistol	PlasmaPistol	Stub	Gun	Web	Pistol	ChokeGas	Grenades	Frag	Grenades	Hallucinogen	Krak	Grenades	MeltaBomb
PhotonFlashFlare	PlasmaGrenade	ScareGas	Grenades	SmokeBomb	Common	35+3D6	PowerSword	AmmoRoll	Common	Common	Common	Common	Common	GRENADES	Item	MISCELLANEOUS	Item	Rare	Rare	Rare	Cost	80+4D6	Auto-repairer	50+4D6	Bio-Booster	50+3DO	Bio-Scanner	30+2D6	BlindsnakePouch	10	Clip	Harness	10+DO
ConcealedBlade	10	FilterPlugs	40+4D6	Grav	Chute	30+4D6	Grapnel	30+3D6	Infra-Goggles	50+4D6	lsotropicFuel	Rod	20	Lobo-chip	80+4D6	Medi-pack	DOx10	lvlungvase	AsWeaponx2	One	in	a	MillionWeapon	15	Photo-Contacts	10	Photo-Visor	DOx10	Ratskinmap	10	Respirator	10+3D6	Screamers(one	encounter)	10+2D6	Silencer	S	k	u	l	lC	h	i	p
Stummers(one	encounter)	Weaponreload	30+3D6	10+3D6	Half	Weapon	base	cost	Availability	Rare	Rare	Rare	Rare	Common	Rare	Common	Rare	Rare	Rare	Rare	Common	Rare	Rare	Rare	Common	Common	Rare	Common	Rare	Rare	Rare	Rare	Rare	Necro_26_31	26/9/03	2:50	pm	Page	26	NECROMUNDA:	UNDERHIVE	A	SUMMARY	OF	THE	NEW
EDITION	By	Matt	Keefe	For	those	of	you	have	the	old	Necromunda	rulebook	from	the	boxed	game,	or	the	collected	hardback	or	softback	versions	of	Necromunda	and	Outlanders,	you	can	use	the	following	list	to	bring	your	copy	up	to	date	with	the	revised	version	of	the	rules	from	Necromunda:	Underhive.	This	list	also	includes	some	clarifications,
errata	and	other	interesting	notes,	so	players	with	the	new	rulebook	may	also	find	it	useful.	For	those	of	you	have	the	old	Necromunda	rulebook	from	the	boxed	game,	or	the	collected	hardback	or	softback	versions	of	Necromunda	and	Outlanders,	you	can	use	the	following	list	to	bring	your	copy	up	to	date	with	the	revised	version	of	the	rules	from
Necromunda:	Underhive.	This	list	also	includes	some	clarifications,	errata	and	other	interesting	notes,	so	players	with	the	new	rulebook	may	also	find	it	useful.	TEMPLATES	The	myriad	of	template	sizes	used	in	the	old	Necromunda	have	been	dropped,	and	replaced	instead	with	the	standard	40K	sized	templates	(a	page	of	cut	outs	for	these	is	included
later	in	this	article).	The	smaller	of	the	two	templates	is	known	as	the	‘blast’	template,	the	larger	as	the	‘gas	cloud’	template.	Which	template	size	weapons	use	is	noted	in	their	description	in	the	armoury	(a	summary	of	which	is	included	at	the	end	of	this	article).	DAMAGE	DICE	As	with	templates,	we’ve	removed	many	of	the	more	unusual	kinds	of	dice



used	in	the	game,	particularly	those	used	for	determining	the	amount	of	damage	caused	by	a	shot.	Weapons	either	have	a	fixed	damage	or	use	a	D3	or	D6	(no	D4,	D8,	D10	or	D12	anymore).	The	weapons	summary	in	this	article	will	tell	you	which	dice	to	roll	.	HIGH	IMPACT	High	Impact	is	a	new	rule	which	applies	to	shooting	attacks.	Any	weapon	with
a	strength	of	7	or	more	is	known	as	a	high	impact	weapon.	When	a	fighter	is	hit	by	a	high	impact	weapon	they	will	go	out	of	action	on	a	roll	of	a	5	or	6	(rather	than	just	the	normal	6).	This	only	applies	to	the	injury	roll	for	the	original	‘hit’	so	in	later	turns	roll	on	the	chart	as	normal.	All	other	effects	of	injuries	from	high	impact	weapons	are	as	normal.
SUSTAINED	FIRE	We’ve	removed	the	need	for	sustained	fire	dice	and	replaced	it	with	the	following	rule.	When	you	shoot	with	a	sustained	fire	weapon	,	first	declare	whether	you	are	firing	a	normal	single	shot	or	a	sustained	shot.	A	single	shot	is	worked	out	as	normal.	A	sustained	shot	is	worked	out	as	follows.	First	roll	to	determine	how	many
separate	shots	the	weapon	makes	by	rolling	a	number	of	D3s	equal	to	the	weapons	sustained	fire	value.	Each	shot	is	treated	as	a	separate	shot	which	can	be	made	at	the	same	target,	or	another	model	within	4”	of	the	original	target.	At	least	one	of	the	shots	must	be	allocated	to	the	original	target.	Other	than	this	you	can	allocate	the	shots	in	any
manner	you	wish.	Once	the	shots	have	been	allocated,	make	a	roll	to	hit	for	each	shot	against	the	relevant	targets.	Remember	that	some	of	the	shots	may	require	different	scores	to	hit	than	others,	since	their	respective	targets	may	be	in	cover	and	so	on.	After	making	‘to	hit’	rolls,	roll	for	wounds	and	injuries	as	normal	for	any	models	which	have
suffered	a	hit.	Veteran	players	will	also	notice	that	this	means	that	we’ve	changed	how	you	roll	to	hit	from	sustained	fire	shots.	In	the	old	rules,	a	single	roll	to	hit	was	made	then	the	number	of	hits	was	determined,	which	seemed	a	little	unfair	since	it	meant	you	either	hit	with	all	your	shots	or	missed	with	all	of	them.	This	way	you	roll	more	to	hit	dice,
which	has	two	effects.	It	gives	a	more	even	spread	of	hits	(so	sustained	fire	weapons	become	more	reliable	in	that	they	will	normally	cause	a	few	hits.	Secondly	it	increases	the	chance	that	you	will	have	to	make	an	ammo	roll	(hence	removing	the	need	for	a	‘jam’	result	and	allowing	us	to	scrap	the	sustained	fire	dice).	FLAMERS	&	CATCHING	FIRE	The
‘catching	fire’	rules	have	been	removed	completely,	since	they	were	a	little	complex	and	didn’t	really	add	much	to	the	game.	Many	players	also	through	flamers	were	too	cheap,	so	removing	this	ability	rectifies	a	number	of	problems.	Early	printings	of	the	book	contain	some	erroneous	references	to	catching	fire,	but	these	should	be	ignored	completely.
Weapons	which	used	the	‘catching	fire’	rule	(hotshot	shells,	flamers)	are	altered	in	accordance	with	this,	and	such	changes	are	noted	individually	throughout	this	article.	26	Necro_26_31	26/9/03	2:51	pm	Page	27	HAND	FLAMERS	We’ve	changed	the	way	in	which	hand	flamers	work,	so	they	now	use	the	following	special	rules.	You	can	get	the	profile
for	the	weapon	from	the	weapons	summary	at	the	end	of	this	article.	SMOKE	&	GAS	GRENADES	Because	of	the	new	template	sizes,	the	tables	for	gas	grenades	and	smoke	grenades	have	changed.	Both	of	these	weapons	now	place	a	gas	cloud	sized	template	when	fired.	You	should	then	roll	on	the	appropriate	table	at	the	start	of	each	player’s	turn.
Template:	The	hand	flamer’s	shot	is	represented	by	the	teardrop-shaped	template,	in	exactly	the	same	way	as	the	flamer.	This	is	used	as	described	in	the	rules	for	flamers	in	the	shooting	section	of	the	rules.	GAS	GRENADES	1	The	gas	dissipates	causing	no	further	harm.	One	Shot:	The	hand	flamer	carries	only	a	very	small	reserve	of	fuel,	far	less	than
that	contained	in	the	vast	canisters	of	propellant	often	attached	to	its	larger	cousin,	the	flamer.	Because	of	this	the	hand	flamer	may	only	make	a	single	ranged	shot	(i.e.	using	the	flamer	template)	during	each	game.	2-3	The	gas	remains	where	it	is.	4-5	The	cloud	shrinks	to	a	blast	template	in	size.	6	The	gas	drifts	D6”	in	a	random	direction.	Any	models
enveloped	by	the	gas	are	hit.	SMOKE	GRENADES	1-2	The	cloud	remains	where	it	is	until	the	end	of	the	testing	player’s	turn	and	then	dissipates	with	no	further	effect.	3-4	The	cloud	remains	where	it	is.	5	The	cloud	shrinks	to	a	blast	template	in	size.	6	The	cloud	drifts	D6”	in	a	random	direction	using	a	scatter	dice.	WEAPON	LISTS	Instead	of	all	gangs
sharing	a	single	weapons	list,	each	House	now	has	their	own	specific	weapons	list.	Use	the	following	rules	when	arming	your	gang.	Hand-to-Hand	Combat:	As	long	as	the	hand	flamer	is	not	used	to	make	a	template	attack,	it	may	be	used	in	hand-to-hand	combat	in	the	same	way	as	other	pistols,	where	smaller,	controlled	puffs	of	flame	can	be	used
against	the	enemy	without	entirely	depleting	the	flamers	fuel	reserves.	A	hand	flamer	which	has	been	used	in	hand-to-hand	combat	may	still	be	used	to	make	a	template	attack,	but	once	it	has	done	so	the	fuel	is	exhausted	and	it	may	not	be	used	again	for	shooting	or	hand-to-hand	combat	for	the	remainder	of	the	game.	Each	fighter	you	recruit	can	be
armed	with	one	or	more	of	the	weapons	listed	on	the	relevant	weapons	list	for	their	house.	In	addition	to	being	restricted	to	weapons	available	to	their	house,	different	types	of	fighter	are	restricted	to	different	types	of	weapon.	Juves,	for	example,	can	only	have	hand-to-hand	weapons,	pistols	and	grenades.	SCATTER	SHOT	SHOTGUN	AMMO	The
scatter	shot	ammo	for	the	shotgun,	which	previously	used	a	very	tiny	1/2”	template	,	has	changed	to	accommodate	the	new	templates.	When	firing	scatter	shot,	roll	to	hit	the	original	target	as	normal.	In	addition,	roll	a	dice	for	any	model	in	base	contact	with	the	target,	or	any	model	within	the	rang	at	which	they	could	normally	be	hit	by	stray	shots.
These	models	are	also	hit	on	a	roll	of	a	4+	(in	a	similar	way	to	blast	weapons).	A	fighter	can	carry	only	one	heavy	weapon	–	eg,	he	can	carry	a	heavy	stubber	or	a	lascannon,	but	not	both.	He	can	have	any	number	of	other	weapons.	The	model	is	always	assumed	to	be	using	the	weapon	depicted	in	his	hands	unless	the	player	declares	otherwise.
Remember,	additional	weapons	must	be	identifiable	on	the	model	itself.	A	fighter	can	carry	grenades	even	if	the	model	does	not	actually	include	them,	as	they	are	assumed	to	be	stowed	inside	pockets,	pouches	or	bags.	The	cost	is	the	price	of	equipping	the	model	with	a	supply	of	grenades	–	not	the	cost	of	a	single	grenade.	Once	equipped	with
grenades	a	fighter	may	use	them	in	every	battle...	HOT	SHOT	SHOTGUN	AMMO	Hot	shot	ammo	no	longer	causes	the	target	to	catch	fire.	Instead,	the	explosive	gout	of	flame	unleashed	by	a	hot	shot	cartridge	envelops	a	target,	snaking	through	gaps	in	armour	or	clothing	and	burning	the	target	over	a	wide	area.	Hot	shot	shells	allow	you	to	re-roll
failed	‘to	wound’	rolls.	27	Necro_26_31	26/9/03	2:51	pm	Page	28	LEADER	ONLY	WEAPONS	When	a	gang	is	first	created,	certain	weapons	are	restricted	to	their	leader,	as	noted	in	the	weapon	lists	opposite.	After	a	campaign	has	begun	however,	these	weapons	may	be	purchased	for	any	gang	member,	using	the	normal	trading	post	rules.	HOUSE
GOLIATH	WEAPON	LIST	Hand	to	Hand	Weapons	Cost	Knife	free	Club,	Maul,	Bludgeon	10	Pistols	Autopistol	15	Laspistol	15	Stub	Gun	10	Basic	Weapons	Autogun	20	Lasgun	25	Shotgun	20	Special	Weapons	Flamer	40	Grenade	Launcher	130	Heavy	Weapons	Auto-Cannon	300	Heavy	Stubber	120	Heavy	Bolter	180	Leader	Only	Chainsword	25	Meltagun
95	Bolt	pistol	20	GRENADES,	MISSILES	&	SHOTGUN	SHELLS	Grenades	can	be	carried	inside	a	bag,	pouch	or	pocket	and	so	can	be	carried	by	any	fighter,	even	if	the	model	itself	does	not	include	them.	A	grenade	may	be	thrown	in	the	shooting	phase	instead	of	shooting	with	another	weapon.	Grenades	and	missiles	must	be	bought	separately	for
grenade	launchers	and	missile	launchers.	In	both	cases,	your	purchase	is	to	equip	the	fighter	with	a	supply	of	ammunition.	Once	a	supply	is	bought	your	fighter	always	has	that	type	of	missile.	The	same	is	true	of	the	extra	shotgun	shells,	although	shotguns	come	with	solid	shot	and	scatter	shells	as	standard.	Regardless	of	which	house	the	fighter
belongs	to,	the	same	grenades,	missiles	and	shotgun	shell	costs	are	sued,	as	shown	below.	Grenades	Frag	Grenades	Krak	Grenades	Missiles	Frag	Missile	Krak	Missile	Shells	&	Bullets	Dum-dum	bullets	for	Stub	gun	Man-Stopper	Shotgun	shell	Hot-Shot	Shotgun	Shell	Bolt	Shotgun	Shell	Cost	30	50	Cost	35	115	Cost	5	5	5	15	HOUSE	VAN	SAAR
WEAPON	LIST	Hand	to	Hand	Weapons	Cost	Knife	free	Club,	Maul,	Bludgeon	10	Pistols	Autopistol	15	Boltpistol	20	Laspistol	15	Stub	Gun	10	Basic	Weapons	Autogun	20	Lasgun	25	Shotgun	20	Special	Weapons	Flamer	40	Plasmagun	70	Heavy	Weapons	Heavy	Stubber	120	Heavy	Plasmagun	285	Leader	Only	Chainsword	25	Meltagun	95	Plasmagun	25
28	Necro_26_31	26/9/03	2:51	pm	Page	29	HOUSE	ORLOCK	WEAPON	LIST	Hand	to	Hand	Weapons	Cost	Knife	free	Chain	or	Flail	10	Pistols	Autopistol	15	Laspistol	15	Stub	Gun	10	Basic	Weapons	Autogun	20	Lasgun	25	Shotgun	20	Special	Weapons	Flamer	40	Grenade	Launcher	130	Heavy	Weapons	Missile	Launcher	185	Heavy	Stubber	120	Heavy
Bolter	180	Leader	Only	Chainsword	25	Meltagun	95	Boltgun	35	HOUSE	DELAQUE	WEAPON	LIST	Hand	to	Hand	Weapons	Cost	Knife	free	Club,	Maul,	Bludgeon	10	Pistols	Autopistol	15	Laspistol	15	Stub	Gun	10	Basic	Weapons	Autogun	20	Lasgun	25	Shotgun	20	Special	Weapons	Flamer	40	Heavy	Weapons	Heavy	Stubber	120	Lascannon	400	Leader
Only	Bolt	pistol	20	Boltgun	35	Chainsword	25	Meltagun	95	HOUSE	CAWDOR	WEAPON	LIST	Hand	to	Hand	Weapons	Cost	Knife	free	Pistols	Autopistol	15	Laspistol	15	Stub	Gun	10	Basic	Weapons	Autogun	20	Boltgun	35	Lasgun	25	Shotgun	20	Special	Weapons	Flamer	40	Grenade	Launcher	130	Heavy	Weapons	Heavy	Stubber	120	Heavy	Bolter	180
Leader	Only	Chainsword	25	Bolt	pistol	20	HOUSE	ESCHER	WEAPON	LIST	Hand	to	Hand	Weapons	Cost	Knife	free	Sword	10	Club,	Maul,	Bludgeon	10	Pistols	Autopistol	15	Laspistol	15	Stub	Gun	10	Basic	Weapons	Autogun	20	Lasgun	25	Shotgun	20	Special	Weapons	Flamer	40	Heavy	Weapons	Heavy	Stubber	120	Heavy	Plasnagun	285	Leader	Only
Bolt	Pistol	20	Boltgun	35	Chainsword	25	Plasma	Pistol	25	29	Necro_26_31	26/9/03	2:51	pm	Page	30	Hand	to	hand	weapons	Weapon	Massive	Axe	Sword	or	Club	Chains	&	Flails	Rang	e	Close	Combat	Strength	As	user	+2	Damage	1	Save	Mod	-	Close	Combat	As	user	+1	1	-	Chainsword	Close	Combat	4	1	Swords	&	Knives	Close	Combat	As	user	1	Power
Swords	Close	Combat	5	1	Power	Axe	2-hand	Close	Combat	6	1	1-hand	Close	Combat	5	1	Power	Fist	Close	Combat	8	1	Power	Maul	Close	Combat	5	1	Special	Rule:	Enemies	who	go	Down	are	automatically	Out	Of	Action.	-1	-3	Special	Rules	Opponent	wins	draws	Opponent	may	not	parry	Fumbles	count	double	Parry	Swords	Parry	-3	-2	-5	-3	Does	not
inflict	Serious	Injuries.	Pistols	Autopistol	Boltpistol	Laspistol	Needle	Pistol	Range	Short	Long	0-8	8-16	0-8	8-16	0-8	8-16	0-8	8-16	To	Hit	Short	Long	+2	+2	+2	-1	+2	-	Str.	3	4	3	3	Damage	1	1	1	1	Save	Mod.	-1	-1	Ammo	Roll	4+	6+	2+	6+	Special	Toxic	dart,	Injuries	Plasma	Pistol	0-6	6-12	+2	-1	4	1	4+	0-6	6-18	+2	-1	6	1	-1	4+	Special	Rule:	Takes	an
entire	turn	to	recharge	when	fired	on	maximum	power.	Stub	Gun	0-8	8-16	-1	3	1	4+	Low	Energy	Maximum	Power	Web	Pistol	Hand	Flamer	0-4	4-8	Special	Rules	Template	Weapon	-	-1	-	4	Special	Rule:	All	pistols	count	as	Close	Combat	weapons.	30	Special	1	-2	6+	-	Dum-dum	Bullets	(S4)	Fires	Web	Necro_26_31	6/10/03	4:02	pm	Page	31	basic	weapons
Autogun	Boltpistol	Lasgun	Shotgun	Solid	slug	Scatter	shot	Man	Stopper	Hot	Shot	Bolt	Range	Short	Long	0-12	12-24	0-12	12-24	0-12	12-24	0-4	0-4	0-4	0-4	0-4	To	Hit	Short	Long	+1	+1	+1	-	4-18	4-18	4-18	4-18	4-24	+1	+1	-1	-1	-1	-	Str.	3	4	3	Damage	1	1	1	Save	Mod.	-1	-1	Ammo	Roll	4+	6+	2+	4	3	4	4	4	1	1	1	1	1	-2	-1	4+	4+	4+	6+	6+	Save	Mod.	-2
Ammo	Roll	4+-	Special	Target	may	auto	Move	or	fire	Special	Special	rules	Range	24”	special	weapons	Flamer	Grenade	Launcher	Melta-gun	Needle	Rifle	Range	To	Hit	Short	Long	Short	Long	Special	Rules	Template	Weapon	0-20	20-60	-1	0-6	0-16	6-12	16-32	+1	+1	-	Str.	4	Damage	1	As	grenade	type	8	3	D6	1	-4	-1	4+	6+	Special	injury	chart	Plasma-
gun	0-6	6-24	+1	7	1	-2	4+	0-6	6-16	+1	5	1	-1	4+	Special	Rule:	Takes	an	entire	turn	to	recharge	when	fired	on	maximum	power.	Maximum	Power	Low	Energy	heavy	weapons	Autocannon	Heavy	Bolter	Range	Short	Long	0-20	20-72	0-20	20-40	To	Hit	Short	Long	-	-	Str.	8	Damage	D6	Save	Mod.	-3	Ammo	Roll	4+	5	D3	-2	6+	Heavy	Plasma-gun	Low	Energy
0-20	20-40	7	D3	-2	4+	Maximum	Energy	0-20	20-72	10	D6	-6	4+	Special	Rule:	Takes	an	entire	turn	to	recharge	when	fired	on	maximum	power.	Heavy	Stubber	0-20	20-40	4	1	-1	4+	Lascannon	0-20	Missile	Launcher	0-20	Super	Krak	Missile	Frag	20-60	20-70	-	9	2D6	as	missile	(see	below)	8	D6	4	1	-6	-6	-1	Save	Modifie	r	-3	-1	-4	-2	0	31	Sustained	Fire	2
Dice	4+	auto	-	grenades	Strength	Damage	Krak	6	D6	Frag	3	1	Melta	bomb	8	D6	Plasma	5	1	Photon	0	0	Special	Sustained	Fire	1	Dice	Sustained	Fire	2	Dice	Special	-1	to	hit,	Demolition,	Scatter	Blast	Demolition	Blast	Blast	Blast	Necromunda	Rules	Review	2005	The	Necromunda	Rules	Review	is	conducted	every	two	years	and	is	designed	to	update	the
rules,	make	corrections	and	review	and	ratify	the	status	of	any	new	or	experimental	rules.	This	years	review	falls	into	three	main	sections:	1)	Errata.	Corrections	and	minor	changes	to	the	Necromunda	Rulebook	and	any	official	supplemental	material.	2)	FAQ.	An	official	Q&A	to	help	clarify	any	situations	which	may	not	be	covered	by	the	main	rules.	3)
Experimental	Rules.	Review	status	of	new	and	existing	Experimental	rules.	ERRATA	All	page	numbers	refer	to	the	Online	rulebook.	The	Parry	(page	24).	Add	a	sentence	to	the	end	of	first	paragraph.	You	may	never	re-roll	a	parried	dice	more	than	once.	The	Bottle	Test	(page	26).	Remove	the	Voluntary	Bottle	Out	sub-section	and	add	the	following
paragraph	to	the	end	of	the	Bottle	Test	section.	A	player	may	voluntarily	fail	a	Bottle	test	if	he	wishes	to	do	so.	In	which	case	there	is	no	need	to	actually	take	the	test	it	is	assumed	to	automatically	fail	as	the	gangers	melt	into	the	shadows	and	retreat.	Note	that	all	the	conditions	for	taking	a	Bottle	test	(25%	causalities)	still	need	to	be	met	and	the
bottling	player	is	still	classed	as	losing	the	game.	Jumping	(page	27).	Replace	the	first	paragraph	in	the	Jumping	section	with	the	following	paragraph.	A	model	may	jump	down	from	a	higher	level	to	another.	If	the	height	is	3”	or	less	then	take	an	initiative	test,	a	failure	means	you	fell,	a	success	means	you	have	landed	safely	but	may	not	move	further
and	a	roll	of	one	means	you	have	landed	and	may	take	the	remainder	of	your	move	if	applicable.	A	vertical	jump	over	3”	is	treated	as	a	deliberate	fall	and	uses	the	rules	in	the	above	damage	section	as	normal.	You	may	deliberately	‘charge’	another	model	who	is	below	your	model	should	you	wish	to,	in	which	case	use	the	rules	for	falling	onto	another
model	as	described	above.	Hand	Flamer	(Page	38).	On	the	Hand	Flamers	profile	delete	the	words	or	Close	Combat.	Replace	the	Hand	Flamer’s	special	rule	section	with	following	text.	The	hand	flamer	works	in	exactly	the	same	way	as	a	standard	flamer,	including	the	rules	for	templates.	The	exception	being	that	the	hand	flamer	is	a	one	shot	weapon.
Once	it	has	been	fired	it	cannot	be	used	in	any	other	way	for	the	rest	of	the	game.	Note;	unlike	other	pistols	the	hand	flamer	cannot	be	used	in	hand-to-hand	combat.	Frag	Grenade	(page	45).	In	the	Frag	grenades	profile,	under	the	Special	heading,	replace	Blast	for	Gas	Cloud.	Replace	the	Frag	Grenade’s	special	rule	section	with	the	following	text.	Gas
Cloud.	As	the	name	would	suggest,	a	fragmentation	or	‘frag’	grenade	spills	its	explosive	contents	over	a	substantial	area,	and	hence	uses	the	gas	cloud	template.	Heavies	(Page	77).	Add	‘basic’	to	the	list	of	weapons	a	Heavy	can	be	armed	with.	Weapons	(page	78).	Replace	the	lists	on	page	78	and	79	with	the	following.	Goliath	House	Goliath	is	fairly
balanced	between	hand	to	hand	and	ranged	combat,	though	they	favour	large	powerful	weapons.	Hand-to-Hand	Weapons	Knife	Club/Maul/Bludgeon	Massive	Axe/Club/Sword	Chain/Flail	Pistols	Stubgun	Laspistol	Autopistol	Basic	Weapons	Autogun	Shotgun	Boltgun	Special	Weapons	Grenade	Launcher	Flamer	Heavy	Weapons	Heavy	Bolter	Heavy
Stubber	Autocannon	Leader	Only	Bolt	Pistol	Chainsword	Orlock	Orlock	are	pretty	balanced	in	hand	to	hand	and	ranged	weapons	with	access	to	a	variety	of	guns	and	hand	to	hand	weapons.	Hand-to-hand	Weapons	Knife	Club/Maul/Bludgeon	Chain/Flail	Pistols	Stubgun	Laspistol	Autopistol	Basic	Weapons	Autogun,	Shotgun,	Lasgun	Special	Weapons
Grenade	Launcher	Flamer	Heavy	Weapons	Heavy	Bolter	Heavy	Stubber	Missile	Launcher	Leader	Only	Boltgun	Meltagun	Chainsword	Van	Saar	Van	Saar	are	the	shooty	gang,	so	they	have	a	distinct	bias	towards	a	wide	array	of	firearms.	They	use	powerful	and	more	reliable	weapons.	Hand-to-hand	Weapons	Knife	Club/Maul/Bludgeon	Pistol	Weapons
Stubgun	Laspistol	Autopistol	Bolt	Pistol	Basic	Weapons	Autogun	,	Shotgun,	Lasgun	Special	Weapons	Plasma	Gun	Flamer	Heavy	Weapons	Heavy	Stubber	Heavy	Plasma	Gun	Lascannon	Leader	Only	Meltagun	Plasma	Pistol	Chainsword	Cawdor	Cawdor	are	zealous	and	righteous	fighters,	who	prefer	weapons	which	allow	their	fighters	to	get	close
enough	to	enjoy	taking	their	enemies	down.	Their	other	weapons	are	similarly	loud,	powerful	fear-inducing.	Hand-to-hand	Weapons	Knife	Pistols	Stubgun	Laspistol	Autopistol	Bolt	Pistol	Hand	Flamer	Basic	Weapons	Autogun,	Shotgun,	Lasgun	Boltgun	Special	Weapons	Grenade	Launcher	Flamer	Heavy	Weapons	Heavy	Bolter	Heavy	Stubber
Autocannon	Leader	Only	Meltagun	Chainsword	Escher	Escher	has	a	strong	bias	towards	hand	to	hand	combat.	They	have	more	hand	to	hand	weapons	than	any	other	one	gang.	Their	firearms	are	more	elegant	guns.	They	prefer	plasma	guns	for	their	high	power	fire.	Hand-to-hand	Weapons	Knife	Club/Maul/Bludgeon	Chain/Flail	Sword	Pistols	Stubgun
Laspistol	Autopistol	Basic	Weapons	Autogun,	Shotgun,	Lasgun	Special	Weapons	Plasma	Gun	Flamer	Heavy	Weapons	Heavy	Plasma	Gun	Heavy	Stubber	Leader	Only	Boltgun	Plasma	Pistol	Chainsword	Delaque	Hand-to	hand	Weapons	Knife	Club/Maul/Bludgeon	Chain/Flail	Pistols	Autopistol	Laspistol	Stubgun	Basic	Weapons	Autogun	Shotgun	Lasgun
Special	Weapons	Flamer	Plasmagun	Heavy	Weapons	Heavy	Stubber	Heavy	Plasma	Gun	Lascannon	Leader	Only	Chainsword	Bolt	Gun	Meltagun	Minimum	Characteristics	(page	95).	Add	the	following	text	to	the	bottom	of	the	Characteristic	Increase	section.	Minimum	Characteristics:	Permanent	reductions	to	characteristics,	like	injuries,	cannot	reduce
a	characteristic	below	the	value	of	1.	Any	further	reduction	to	that	characteristic	is	ignored.	House	Weapons	Lists	(Page	97).	Replace	the	House	Weapon	Lists	section	with	the	following	texts.	During	the	post	game	sequence	your	gang	may	buy	as	many	weapons	from	your	house	weapons	list	as	you	have	credits	for.	Weapons	that	are	not	on	your	house
weapon	list	are	harder	to	find,	but	still	available	to	you	if	you	desire	them.	When	your	gang	leader	and	any	gangers	that	accompany	him	go	in	search	of	rare	trade	they	may	also	be	looking	for	weapons	not	on	their	house	weapons	list.	This	is	done	in	a	similar	fashion	as	searching	for	rare	trade	and	follows	all	the	rules	of	searching	for	rare	trade	items.
Your	gang	leader	rolls	a	d3	and	adds	all	the	applicable	modifiers.	This	is	the	number	of	items	that	are	offered	to	your	gang	leader.	Before	determining	what	rare	items	are	offered	to	your	gang	leader	(by	rolling	d66)	you	may	instead	choose	to	use	one	or	more	of	those	offers	to	purchase	one	weapon	not	on	your	house	weapons	list.	Each	non-house
weapon	purchased	reduces	your	rare	trade	offers	by	one.	Note:	Common	equipment	(like	respirators)	is	considered	accessible	to	every	house	and	does	not	cause	a	reduction	in	rare	trade	items.	In	addition,	gangs	that	have	a	specialized	starting	weapons	list,	like	Scavvies	or	Ratskins,	treat	their	weapons	lists	as	a	House	Weapons	list.	Necromunda
2005	FAQ	This	FAQ	is	the	official	FAQ	for	Necromunda.	It	has	been	compiled	by	the	2005	Necromunda	Rules	Review	by	the	Necromunda	Rules	Committee.	This	FAQ	replaces	any	previous	FAQ	for	Necromunda	and	will	be	updated,	as	needed,	by	the	Necromunda	Rules	Committee	at	the	advisement	of	the	Necromunda	Answer	Moderators.
ABBREVIATIONS	This	Q&A	uses	the	following	abbreviations:	CCW	=	Close	Combat	Weapon	HTH	=	Hand-to-hand	LOS	=	Line	of	Sight	NRC	=	Necromunda	Rules	Committee	(Official	GW	Rules	Committee)	OOA	=	Out-of-action	ORB	=	Online	Rule	Book	SF	=	Sustained	Fire	EQUIPMENT	Q:	What	is	the	cost	impact	to	the	gang	leader	who	has	a	ratskin
map?	A:	According	to	ORB	page	99	the	cost	of	an	item	that	is	added	to	a	fighter’s	cost	is	the	cost	of	the	item	paid	without	the	variable	component.	Since	the	Ratskin	map	has	a	total	variable	cost	you	should	add	the	cost	paid	to	the	gang	leader.	In	addition,	any	other	items	that	have	only	a	variable	cost	will	add	that	cost	to	the	fighter	that	is	equipped
with	it.	Q:	Can	Pit	Slave	Gang	armour	plates	and	standard	armour	from	the	rare	trade	tables	be	combined?	A:	According	to	the	Armour	rules	on	ORB	page	18	and	the	Armour	Rules	in	the	Armoury	on	ORB	page	48	no	reference	is	made	to	how	much	armour	a	fighter	can	wear	is	made.	As	such,	logic	would	dictate	that	you	can	only	utilize	one	item	or
armour	unless	the	items	specifically	lists	otherwise.	The	only	example	at	this	time	is	the	Enforcer	Suppression	Shield.	Q:	What	should	the	rules	for	Spook	be?	A:	Since	this	was	left	out	in	the	Outlaw	Trading	Post	Rules	because	the	Wyrd	Rules	were	not	finalized	yet,	here	is	what	should	work	for	Spook:	Effect:	A	dose	of	Spook	will	temporarily	give	a
model	a	minor	Wyrd	power.	Generate	the	power	by	rolling	d66	on	the	Wyrd	minor	powers	Table	at	the	start	of	the	game.	This	may	result	in	a	power	which	is	useless	on	its	own,	or	indeed,	no	power	at	all	-	taking	Spook	is	not	what	you	call	an	exact	science.	Even	if	the	model	takes	Spook	twice	in	a	row	it	will	not	get	the	same	power.	Duration:	A	single
dose	of	Spook	lasts	for	the	duration	of	the	game.	Side-effects:	Daemonic	attack!	See	the	Wyrd	rules	for	more	details	of	the	peril	of	the	warp.	Daemonic	attack	can	occur	during	the	game	whenever	the	Spooker	uses	their	power	and	rolls	a	2	or	12	for	their	Leadership	test.	Q:	Can	a	hand	equipped	with	a	power	fist	be	used	to	carry	another	weapon?	A:
According	to	ORB	page	35	the	Power	Fist	rules	state	that	'when	not	used	in	HTH	the	hand	with	the	power	fist	can	be	use	to	carry	other	items.	However,	since	you	can	only	use	one	CCW	if	you	are	armed	with	a	basic,	special	or	heavy	weapon	you	do	not	have	to	use	the	power	fist,	but	must	say	that	you	are	before	rolling	your	HTH	dice.	Q:	Can	a	fighter
have	more	than	one	gun	sight	and	use	more	than	one	in	the	same	shooting	phase?	A:	It	is	not	stated	in	the	ORB	but	a	general	rule	is	that	a	fighter	may	be	armed	with	one	gun	sight	per	weapon	and	you	may	use	that	gun	sight	each	time	that	weapon	is	used.	Q:	Can	a	fighter	with	a	red-dot	laser	sight	turn	it	off?	A:	It	is	not	stated	in	the	ORB	but	yes,	at
the	start	of	the	shooting	phase	the	fighter	may	turn	off	the	re-dot	laser	sight	and	not	gain	the	benefit	of	the	+1	to	hit	and	the	target	will	not	get	the	dodge	chance	as	well.	EXPERIENCE	How	many	wounding	hits	can	be	gained	in	the	following	situations?	1.	Sustained	Fire	=	1	wounding	hit	award	per	target	wounded,	even	if	the	target	is	hit	multiple
times.	If	you	split	your	SF	shots	between	3	targets	and	wound	them	all	then	you	would	get	3	wounding	hit	awards.	2.	HTH	=	1	wounding	hit	per	target	wound	characteristic	that	you	take	(inflict)	or	flesh	wound	you	inflict.	If	your	opponent	has	3W	on	its	profile	then	you	could	gain	3	wounding	hit	awards	from	it	plus	any	flesh	wounds	inflicted	before
taking	the	fighter	out-of-action.	3.	Template	Weapons	=	1	wounding	hit	no	matter	how	many	targets	hit.	If	you	hit	4	targets	and	wound	them	all	with	a	frag	grenade	then	you	get	only	1	wounding	hit	award.	4.	Scattered	Shots	=	shots	that	do	not	hit	your	intended	target	will	not	yield	any	wounding	hit	award	for	the	firing	fighter	because	you	did	not	hit
your	intended	target.	5.	Charging	a	Down	Fighter	=	no	wounding	hit	awards	are	gained	by	charging	a	fighter	that	is	already	down.	6.	Shooting	at	a	down	fighter	=	if	you	take	the	model	OOA	or	inflict	a	flesh	wound	with	your	shot	then	you	would	get	one	wounding	hit	experience	award	for	affecting	that	fighter	further.	Q:	When	a	Juve	gains	enough
experience	to	become	a	ganger	do	I	change	his	cost	to	50	credits	on	my	gang	roster	for	gang	rating	purposes?	A:	According	to	ORB	page	85	the	answer	is	no	because	'Once	a	Juve	has	earned	21	or	more	experience	points	he	becomes	a	fully	fledged	ganger...Note	that	his	profile	stays	the	same.'	Since	his	cost	is	part	of	his	profile	his	cost	stays	the
same.	Q:	Do	I	get	experience	when	I	wound	a	target	that	I	was	not	targeting?	An	example	is	a	bouncing	grenade	or	scattering	template	weapon?	A:	According	to	ORB	page	110	it	states	'Make	a	note	on	the	gang	roster	every	time	the	fighter	scores	a	hit	and	wounds	his	target.’	Since	you	did	not	hit	the	target	you	were	intending	to	you	would	not	get
experience	for	the	shot.	Q:	Do	you	get	experience	if	you	throw	a	model	off	of	a	building	or	they	fail	a	pin	check	next	to	a	building	edge	and	are	injured	as	a	result?	A:	According	to	ORB	page	110	it	states	'Make	a	note	on	the	gang	roster	every	time	the	fighter	scores	a	hit	and	wounds	his	target.'	This	means	that	if	you	throw	a	fighter	off	a	building	then
yes	you	would	gain	experience,	but	if	the	fighter	failed	a	pin	test	near	an	edge	then	you	would	not.	Q:	Do	you	get	Underdog	bonuses	if	the	game	is	a	draw?	A:	According	to	ORB	page	85	the	Underdog	Experience	Bonus	is	cut	and	dry	as	Win/Lose.	Use	the	Lose	category	for	a	draw.	Q:	Is	the	chain/flail	category	of	weapons	one	handed	or	two	handed?	A:
According	to	the	Armour	Entry	chains/flails	are	one	handed.	Q:	What	happens	when	an	injury	results	to	a	location	that	has	a	bionic	part	already,	like	and	arm	wound?	A:	Since	this	is	not	specifically	listed,	roll	a	d6.	On	a	result	of	4-6	the	bionics	are	intact	and	the	injury	is	ignored.	On	a	result	of	1-3	the	bionic	is	destroyed.	Remove	the	bionics	from	your
roster	entry	for	the	fighter	and	apply	the	injury	as	well.	GENERAL	Q:	Where	are	the	old	'Catching	Fire'	rules?	A:	There	is	no	longer	any	references	to	catching	fire	in	the	Necromunda	ORB.	Catching	fire	has	been	eliminated	from	the	current	version	of	Necromunda.	Q:	What	happens	to	the	'equipment'	of	a	target	that	is	freed	in	a	Rescue	attempt
(Rescue	Scenario)?	A:	According	to	ORB	page	118	it	is	stated	that	a	captive	has	no	weapons	or	other	equipment	other	then	the	knife	he	is	given.	It	is	generally	interpreted	that	the	equipment	of	the	captive	is	in	his	possession	but	unusable	until	after	the	game	if	the	captive	is	rescued.	Q:	Is	there	a	maximum	number	of	gang	members	in	a	gang?	A:	In
the	Gang	Recruitment	section	of	the	ORB	page	76	lists	a	minimum	gang	size	and	the	only	limits	are	the	maximum	number	of	Juvies	and	Heavies	that	are	allowed.	Q:	Since	there	is	no	maximum	to	the	number	of	gang	members,	how	many	'heavies'	can	I	have?	A:	According	to	ORB	page	76	the	maximum	number	of	Heavies	that	a	gang	may	have	is	two
no	matter	what	the	total	size	of	the	gang	is.	Q:	Can	the	gang	member	that	takes	over	leadership	of	a	gang	through	the	death	of	the	previous	leader	go	to	the	rare	trade	post	right	away?	Does	his	cost	change?	A:	According	to	the	gang	Leadership	article	in	Fanatic	Magazine	1	the	answer	is	right	away,	assuming	that	the	fighter	did	not	go	OOA.	In
addition,	according	to	ORB	page	85	the	fighter	does	not	change	in	cost	because	'Once	a	Juve	has	earned	21	or	more	experience	points	he	becomes	a	fully	fledged	ganger...Note	that	his	profile	stays	the	same.'	Since	his	cost	is	part	of	his	profile	his	value	stays	the	same.	This	will	hold	true	for	gangers	promoted	to	Leaders	as	well.	Q:	Will	a	Heavy	or	Juve
challenge	for	leadership	or	assume	leadership	of	the	gang?	A:	The	Leadership	article	in	Fanatic	Magazine	1	states	that	the	gang	fighter	with	the	most	experience	takes	over.	In	the	situation	where	the	Heavy	or	Juve	is	next	in	line	simply	ignore	them	and	select	the	next	‘Ganger’	to	take	over.	In	the	event	that	a	Juve	with	a	higher	leadership	then	the
‘leader’	advances	to	become	a	ganger	then	he	will	immediately	challenge	for	leadership.	It	is	generally	assumed	that	a	Heavy	is	too	busy	maintaining	the	weapons	to	want	to	lead	and	no	ganger	would	follow	a	Juve.	Q:	When	a	leadership	challenge	results	in	a	shoot-out,	how	is	this	resolved?	A:	According	to	the	Leadership	article	in	Fanatic	Magazine	1
you	follow	all	the	rules	for	the	HTH	leadership	challenge.	Alternatively	it	is	also	easy	to	use	the	Shoot-Out	scenario	as	described	on	ORB	page	119	but	between	the	two	fighters	only.	Q:	If	my	fighter	is	within	8"	of	an	enemy	fighter	can	I	run	to	get	away?	A:	No.	According	to	page	10	of	the	ORB	it	clearly	states	that	if	you	approach	within	8"	of	an	enemy
fighter	that	you	must	stop.	The	only	exception	to	this	is	if	your	fighter	is	broken	and	is	running	per	the	broken	rules	in	the	Leadership	section	on	ORB	page	25.	Q:	Can	you	charge	a	model	that	is	hidden	or	out	of	line	of	sight?	A:	You	can	only	charge	a	fighter	that	you	can	see	or	have	detected	(aka	inside	your	initiative	range).	This	can	get	tricky,	but
remember	that	you	declare	and	move	charging	models	at	the	very	start	of	the	movement	phase.	In	addition,	per	the	charging	rules	on	ORB	page	11	you	have	to	declare	to	your	opponent	who	is	charging	and	who	the	target	of	the	charge	is.	If	your	fighter	cannot	see	the	intended	target	then	he	would	not	know	to	charge	it.	Keep	in	mind	that	as	players
we	know	there	is	a	fighter	there	we	want	to	charge	but	the	reality	of	the	fighter	is	that	he	has	no	LOS	to	the	threat.	Q:	If	my	fighter	is	‘flying’	and	hit	and	pinned,	what	happens?	A:	In	the	rare	event	that	your	fighter	can	fly,	be	it	a	Yeld	Spyrer	or	a	mutant	with	wings,	and	the	fighter	is	hit,	then	he	will	also	be	pinned.	Do	your	best	to	figure	out	the	height
of	the	‘flying’	fighter	at	the	point	it	was	hit	and	then	determine	an	additional	hit	on	the	’flying’	fighter	as	if	they	had	fallen	that	distance.	In	this	case	though,	catfall	would	not	be	applicable.	HAND-TO-HAND	COMBAT	Q:	When	you	hit	in	HTH	with	two	close	combat	weapons	how	do	I	work	out	which	weapons	hits?	A:	According	to	page	24	of	the	ORB,	in
the	section	of	HTH	Hits	it	states	'	If	a	fighter	is	using	two	weapons	(one	in	each	hand)	then	any	hits	are	inflicted	alternately,	first	with	one	hand	and	then	the	other...Any	odd	hits	can	be	resolved	with	either	weapon.'	Q:	When	a	pistol	is	used	in	HTH	is	the	strength	of	the	user	or	the	strength	of	the	pistol	used	to	determine	if	you	wound?	A:	This	is
answered	on	ORB	pages	22	and	23.	ORB	page	22,	Procedure,	Step	5.	Throw	To	Wound	states	that	'The	strength	value	will	depend	upon	the	weapon	used.'	ORB	page	23,	Wounds,	Armour,	and	Injuries	states	that	'Once	you	have	established	the	number	of	hits,	the	remaining	procedure	is	the	same	as	for	shooting.	Refer	back	to	the	Shooting	section	for	a
description	on	how	to	do	this.'	Q:	If	my	fighter	has	two	swords	and	is	able	to	use	both	swords	in	HTH	do	I	get	two	parries?	A:	Yes,	according	to	ORB	page	24	'In	the	unlikely	event	that	a	model	carries	two	swords	it	may	parry	twice	-	that	is,	it	may	force	two	re-rolls	or	one	re-roll	against	a	model	with	a	single	sword.'	Q:	If	my	fighter	has	two	swords	and
the	Combat	Skill	Parry	how	many	parries	to	I	have	in	HTH?	A:	According	to	The	Combat	Skill:	Parry	description	on	ORB	page	89	you	would	gain	an	additional	parry.	In	this	case	you	would	get	three.	Q:	If	several	HTH	combats	are	occurring	within	2"	of	each	other	and	the	first	HTH	is	resolved	with	one	fighter	going	down	or	taken	OOA,	the	rules	state
that	'If	a	model	goes	'down'	or	'OOA'	then	each	friendly	fighter	within	2"	must	take	an	immediate	Leadership	Test'	of	break,	how	does	this	work?	A:	You	resolve	HTH	one	fight	at	a	time.	According	to	ORB	page	25,	'When	to	Test,'	if	a	fighter	goes	'down'	or	'OOA'	then	all	friendly	fighters	within	2"	of	him	must	immediately	take	a	leadership	tests.	Any
fighters	that	break	follow	the	'Breaking	From	Combat'	rules	on	page	25	of	the	ORB.	Q:	If	a	fighter	armed	with	a	chain	and	the	parry	skill	(or	a	sword)	is	in	HTH	with	another	model	with	one	or	more	swords,	who	if	anyone	will	actually	get	to	parry?	A:	According	to	the	Armoury	Section	entry	for	the	Chains	and	Flails	on	ORB	page	34	it	states	'Parry	-	It	is
impossible	to	parry	against	a	fighter	armed	with	a	chain	-	the	sword	is	simply	dashed	aside.'	However,	ORB	page	24	states	in	the	HTH	Parry	section	that	parries	cancel	each	other	out.	The	logical	way	to	handle	this	is	that	the	chain-wielding	fighter	cannot	be	parried	and	that	his	parries	will	be	cancelled	out	by	the	other	fighter’s	parries.	Any	parries
that	the	chain-wielding	fighter	may	have	after	cancelling	out	parries	with	his	opponent	he	would	then	be	able	to	use.	HTH	is	harsh	and	this	will	illustrate	that	fact.	Q:	How	does	my	fighter	fight	when	it	is	considered	helpless?	A:	Unless	otherwise	stated,	a	fighter	that	is	helpless	will	fight	with	a	WS	of	0	and	A	of	1.	Remember	that	fighter	is	‘down’	is	not
considered	helpless,	but	follows	the	rules	for	being	‘down.’	HOUSE	WEAPONS	LIST	Q:	When	is	the	House	Weapons	List	used?	A:	The	House	Weapons	List	is	used	during	gang	creation	and	in	every	post	game	sequence.	The	rules	start	on	ORB	page	78.	GANG	SPECIFIC	General	Questions	Q:	What	happens	to	the	equipment	of	a	standard	house	ganger
whose	gang	has	been	outlawed,	captured,	and	then	sold	into	slavery?	A:	Per	the	'Claim	Bounty'	rules	on	Necromunda	ORB	page	103	all	gear	is	turned	over	to	get	the	bounty.	Enforcers	Q:	Can	Enforcers	report	gangs	to	the	watchmen?	Will	the	-3	still	apply?	A:	According	to	page	2	(FM6,	page	27)	of	the	Dead	or	Alive	PDF	'Whenever	two	players	fight
out	a	game	of	Necromunda	either	player	can	decide	to	report	the	incident	to	the	Guilder's	Watchmen	afterwards.'	Besides,	why	would	the	law	not	want	to	outlaw	a	gang	that	tries	to	eliminate	them?	Pit	Slaves	Q:	What	happens	when	a	Pit	Slave	Gang	member	with	three	armour	plates,	which	makes	his	Initiative	1,	gets	the	Shell	Shock	Serious	Injury,
which	will	reduce	his	initiative	by	-1?	A:	Since	this	is	not	addressed	in	the	ORB	yet,	just	like	any	situation	that	would	lower	a	fighter's	characteristic	below	1,	the	minimum	value	is	1	so	any	further	reduction	is	ignored.	Q:	What	are	the	rules	for	the	following	Pit	Slave	Weapons:	Buzz	Saw,	Claw,	Hammer,	Rock	Drill,	and	Shears?	A:	These	weapons	were
originally	included	in	the	old	Outlanders	Rule	Book.	They	will	now	be	covered	in	the	revised	Pit	Slave	Gang	list	coming	to	the	weekly	Fanatic	Magazine	Section	or	Play	Test	Vault	near	you,	hopefully	soon.	Ratskin	Renegades	Q:	In	regards	to	Ratskins	Renegades	and	trading,	the	rules	state	that	'For	each	ganger	employed	in	this	fashion	you	may	add	a
further	+1	randomly	generated	rare	item	to	the	list	of	those	offered	for	sale'	but	what	Ratskins	Renegades	are	gangers?	A:	The	rules	on	page	9	of	the	Ratskin	Renegades	specifically	refers	to	gangers,	but	no	outlaw	gang,	except	outlawed	house	gangs,	have	true	gangers.	Since	all	outlaws	can	forage	and	the	rules	specifically	say	that	fighters	that
forage	cannot	go	to	the	trading	post	it	is	logically	to	say	that	any	member	of	the	gang	that	did	not	forage	may	accompany	the	leader	to	the	outlaw	trading	post.	Q:	Are	Ratskins	Renegades	Outlaws?	A:	Although	the	rules	for	outlaws	state	that	Ratskins	are	'often'	outlaws	the	'Bounty'	rules	in	FM5	'Ratskin	Renegades'	clearly	tells	me	that	they	are	indeed
'always'	outlaws.	Q:	The	rules	for	the	Ratskin	Renegades	in	FM5	state	that	Knives	are	free?	Is	this	true?	A:	This	is	a	misprint.	It	should	be	like	all	gangs.	The	first	knife	on	every	fighter	is	free	and	any	additional	ones	are	5	credits	each	just	like	standard	house	gangs.	Q:	The	rules	for	Ratskins	are	a	little	unclear	about	who	can	work	their	territory?	A:
The	outlaw	rules	specifically	mention	gangers	but	no	outlaw	gang,	except	outlawed	house	gangs,	have	distinct	gangers.	It	is	logical	to	assume	that	any	outlaw	that	did	not	scavenge	can	work	their	one	territory.	Q:	What	weapons	can	Ratskins	use?	A:	The	Ratskin	rules	in	Fanatic	Magazine	5	clearly	states	that	the	Ratskins	use	their	own	unique	weapons
list.	Skavvy	Gangs	Q:	Is	a	plague	zombie	considered	a	friendly	model?	A:	Per	the	Skavvy	Rules	in	Fanatic	Magazine	9	'Followers	are	completely	ignored	for	purposes	of	Bottle	tests,	are	never	counted	as	the	closest	model	when	determining	the	ability	to	escape	pinning,	and	do	not	count	for	achieving	any	scenario	special	victory	conditions	whether
good	(capturing	or	destroying	objectives)	or	bad	(losing	territory	in	a	gang	fight).'	So,	yes	they	are	friendly	models	because	they	fight	on	the	same	side,	but	do	not	allow	you	to	do	anything	that	a	friendly	fighter	would,	like	escape	pinning.	Q:	When	does	a	Skavvy	get	its	first	advance	roll?	A:	Since	a	Skavvy	starts	with	10+d6	experience	he	would	get	his
first	advance	roll	at	21	experience	points.	Q:	In	regards	to	the	mutation	'Wings'	does	the	mutant	suffer	falling	damage?	A:	Yes.	If	a	fighter	is	shot	off	a	ledge	then	he	will	suffer	damage	per	the	Falling	rules	on	page	27	of	the	ORB.	Also,	keep	in	mind	if	you	are	shot	while	moving	and	you	were	in	the	air	then	you	will	fall	the	distance	to	the	level	directly
below	you.	This	means	if	you	were	attempting	to	fly	from	a	three-story	building	to	the	ground	and	are	shot	as	soon	as	you	step	off	the	edge	and	are	hit,	even	just	pinned,	you	would	fall	9"	to	the	ground	and	suffer	one	strength	9	hit	causing	d6	wounds.	Q:	Since	Skavvies	mutate	on	an	advance	result	of	12	what	happens	to	Bosses	and	Scalies?	Do	you
increase	the	cost	of	the	fighter?	What	about	second	mutations?	A:	It	would	appear	that	Bosses	and	Scalies	can	mutate.	In	regards	to	cost,	the	mutation	would	not	increase	the	fighter's	cost.	This	would	be	a	double	hit	from	the	cost	and	the	experience	that	earned	you	the	advance	you	just	rolled	and	got	the	mutation.	Spyrers	Q:	Which	territory	chart	do
Spyrers	roll	their	starting	territory	on?	A:	They	are	an	outlaw	gang	so	it	only	seems	legitimate	that	they	roll	on	the	Outlaw	Territory	Chart	in	Dead	or	Alive!	From	Fanatic	Magazine	6.	Keep	in	mind	that	Spyrers	do	not	need	their	territory	and	as	such	it	only	seems	fitting	that	they	would	lurk	out	in	the	wastes.	Q:	Can	Spyrers	use	territories	like	vents
and	tunnels?	A:	Yes,	but	remember	that	Spyrers	will	only	start	with	one	random	outlaw	territory	(per	Dead	or	Alive,	FM6)	and	that	they	do	not	work	any	territories.	If	a	Spyrer	gang	manages	to	capture	a	Vents,	Tunnels,	or	other	special	territory	then	they	may	use	the	special	rules	for	the	respective	territory	during	games	if	they	elect	to	move	their
base	of	operations	there.	Q:	It	seems	strange	that	Spyrers	are	outlaws	but	cannot	choose	Outlaw	Scenarios,	is	this	still	true?	A:	Now	that	the	outlaw	scenarios	have	been	released	in	Dead	or	Alive!	In	Fanatic	Magazine	6,	I	would	say	that	in	addition	to	the	scenarios	listed	in	the	Death	Stalks	the	Underhive	from	Fanatic	Magazine	2	Spyrers	could	choose
The	Hit	and	The	Hunters.	SCENARIOS	Q:	In	a	Shoot-Out	does	my	fighter	have	to	draw	his	primary	weapon	or	can	my	fighter	draw	his	pistol	to	get	the	+1?	A:	You	do	not	have	to	draw	your	heavy	weapon,	but	remember	that	by	the	wording	on	page	120	of	the	ORB	if	you	draw	your	pistol	while	armed	with	a	heavy	weapon	you	would	be	+1	for	the	pistol
and	-1	for	being	armed	with	a	heavy	weapon	for	a	net	result	of	+0.	Q:	Who	rolls	for	scenario	if	both	gangs	have	the	same	gang	rating?	A:	Interesting.	According	to	page	109	of	the	ORB	the	gang	with	the	lower	gang	rating	rolls	on	the	scenario	chart.	Since	tie	results	are	not	listed	each	player	shall	roll	a	d6	and	the	low	roller	then	gets	to	roll	as	lower
gang	rating	on	the	Scenario	Chart	and	is	treated	as	the	lower	gang	rating.	In	the	event	that	the	d6	roll	is	tied	simply	re-roll	until	all	players	have	a	different	d6	result.	SHOOTING	Q:	Can	I	use	a	grenade	or	other	template	weapon	to	target	a	spot	on	the	ground	or	barricade	next	to	a	hidden	model?	A:	You	must	always	target	a	fighter	unless	the	weapon
or	scenario	allows	otherwise.	Just	because	you	have	a	frag	grenade	and	you	want	to	target	a	hidden	model	you	have	no	line-of-sight	(LOS).	Without	LOS	you	cannot	elect	to	throw	the	grenade	at	the	barricade	in	front	of	the	hidden	model	unless	otherwise	specified	(see	gas	grenades	in	the	armoury	section	of	the	Necromunda	ORB).	This	prevents	you
from	targeting	the	bulkhead	(+1	for	a	large	target)	instead	of	the	Juve	behind	heavy	cover	that	just	sprinted	12"	(-3	total).	The	bottom	line	is	that	unless	the	weapon	description	or	scenario	allows	it	you	must	always	target	a	fighter	or	objective.	Q:	If	a	fighter	is	simply	standing	next	to	a	window	can	it	shoot	out	it	or	should	I	get	down	to	eye	level	and
see	what	the	fighter	can	and	cannot	see?	A:	ORB	page	13	states	that	'Each	model	can	shoot	once	in	the	shooting	phase	so	long	as	he	can	see	a	target	and	assuming	he	has	a	suitable	weapon	and	isn't	fighting	in	HTH	combat	(as	described	later).'	You	should	get	down	to	eye	level	and	see	what	you	can	see	from	your	fighter’s	perspective.	I	recommend	a
simple	little	tool	called	a	dental	mirror.	It	is	a	small	mirror	on	a	stick.	It	is	good	for	seeing	in	the	tight	quarters	of	Necromunda	terrain.	Q:	What	shooting	skills	can	I	use	when	I	am	on	Overwatch?	A:	Since	Overwatch	is	a	special	shooting	rule	and	the	wording	of	the	shooting	skills	on	page	91	of	the	ORB	only	Marksman	and	Crackshot	can	be	used	when
you	are	on	Overwatch	because	the	others	state	‘shooting’	phase.	Keep	in	mind	though	that	you	still	must	target	the	closest	threat	and	use	all	other	shooting	rules.	Q:	If	a	model	in	hiding	wants	to	shoot	at	a	model	that	is	on	Overwatch,	and	the	model	on	Overwatch	wants	to	shoot	him	as	soon	as	he	pops	out	of	cover,	who	gets	to	shoot	first?	Or	does	it
take	place	Simultaneously?	A:	This	seems	confusing,	but	is	actually	simple.	Since	the	Overwatch	shot	would	be	taken	as	soon	as	the	fighter	becomes	visible	the	hidden	fighter	gets	his	shot	off	first	because	the	hidden	fighter	must	shoot	to	forfeit	its	hidden	status	in	this	case.	Therefore,	if	the	Overwatch	fighter	was	the	target	and	ends	up	still	in
Overwatch	after	the	hidden	fighter	resolves	his	shot	then	the	Overwatch	fighter	could	fire	back	as	the	hidden	fighter	is	now	visible.	Basically,	Overwatch	cannot	stop	a	hidden	fighter	from	taking	his	shot	because	you	need	to	be	able	to	see	a	target	to	shoot	at	that	target	per	ORB	page	13.	Q:	If	a	fighter	with	the	Agility	Skill	Sprint	is	attempting	to	run
more	than	10"	but	is	shot	by	a	person	on	Overwatch,	does	the	penalty	for	"fast	moving	target"	apply	even	though	the	model	was	shot	before	he	moved	10"?	A:	Maybe.	Per	the	Overwatch	rules	on	page	21	of	the	ORB	the	all	modifiers	are	applied	to	the	shot	at	the	moment	it	is	taken.	If	the	Sprinting	fighter	had	moved	10"	or	more	when	the	over-watching
fighter	takes	his	shot	then	yes,	otherwise	no.	Q:	What	modifiers	apply	to	an	Overwatch	shot	taken	at	a	fighter	that	is	trying	to	get	to	cover,	starts	in	the	open,	and	is	shot	before	it	gets	to	cover?	A:	According	to	the	Overwatch	rules	on	page	21	of	the	ORB	‘Work	out	the	shot	as	normal,	there	is	a	special	–1	hit	modifier	for	shooting	at	an	emerging	or
disappearing	target	whilst	on	Overwatch.	This	applies	when	the	target	is	emerging	from	a	position	where	he	can’t	be	seen	or	is	attempting	to	move	to	where	he	can’t	be	seen,	presenting	a	fleeing	target	to	the	firer.’	With	this	being	stated,	if	the	target	starts	in	the	open	and	is	attempting	to	get	to	cover	then	they	will	get	the	appearing/disappearing
modifier.	Q:	Do	Overwatch	modifiers	stack	or	do	I	use	only	one?	A:	All	Overwatch	modifiers	stack.	Q:	What	happens	if	a	gas	grenade	goes	off	in	a	fighter's	hands?	A:	Follow	the	rules	for	Wild	Grenades	&	Shells	d6	result	of	'1'	on	page	29	of	the	ORB.	It	states	'Place	the	template	directly	over	the	model	and	work	out	damage	normally.'	SKILLS	Q:	Can	a
fighter	with	the	Stealth	Skill:	Infiltration	set-up	in	hiding?	A:	Only	if	the	scenario	allows	it.	Q:	Does	the	Stealth	Skill:	Infiltrate	allow	my	opponent	to	set-up	his	fighters	in	my	deployment	zone,	on	objectives,	and	at	the	edge	of	a	board	they	need	to	exit?	A:	Although	it	is	beardy,	this	tactic	is	legal	as	long	as	the	rules	for	the	Stealth	Skill:	Infiltration	as
listed	on	ORB	page	90	are	followed.	Remember	that	the	infiltrating	fighter	must	be	set-up	out	of	site	of	any	enemy	fighters	so	try	to	limit	the	spots	the	infiltrators	can	use	if	your	opponent	is	being	beardy.	Q:	When	I	invent	something	with	the	Techno	Skill:	Inventor	how	do	I	determine	what	is	invented?	A:	That	has	been	cleared	up	in	the	description	of
the	Techno	Skill:	Inventor	on	page	91	f	the	ORB.	Q:	If	my	fighter	invents	a	1-in-a-million	weapon	can	I	choose	whatever	weapon	I	want	to?	So,	I	could	choose	a	1-in-a-million	needle	rifle?	A:	When	you	invent	a	1-in-a-million	weapon	you	have	to	roll	on	the	chart	on	page	54	of	the	ORB	to	see	what	type	of	weapon	you	have	invented.	You	then	get	to	choose
the	actual	weapon	out	of	the	type	you	roll.	This	means	that	you	could	not	invent	a	1-in-a-million	Needle	Rifle,	as	it	is	a	Rare	Weapon	that	acts	like	a	Special	Weapon	for	skills	and	other	rules.	Q:	What	shooting	skills	stack	with	each	other?	A:	The	following	shooting	skills	can	be	used	together:	Hip	Shooting,	Fast	Shot,	and	Gunfighter.	Fast	Shot	and
Rapid	Fire	do	not	stack,	even	if	the	fighter	is	stationary.	For	obvious	reasons	Hip	Shooting	and	Rapid	Fire	do	not	stack.	In	addition,	each	shot	is	taken	one	at	a	time	and	not	altogether.	This	means	that	if	a	weapon	runs	out	of	ammunition	or	explodes	then	you	loose	the	remaining	shots.	Also,	if	you	are	using	Gunfighter	and	Rapid	Fire	and	the	first	shot
explodes	and	pins	you	then	you	will	not	get	to	use	the	remaining	shots	since	you	were	pinned.	Q:	I	understand	that	the	Shooting	Skill	Fastshot	cannot	stack	with	the	Shooting	Skill	Rapid	Fire,	but	that	Shooting	Skill	Fastshot	CAN	stack	with	the	Shooting	Skill	Gunfighter,	how	is	this	resolved?	A:	This	situation	would	yield	one	shot	per	pistol	per	Attack
Characteristic.	Remember	that	to	use	the	Shooting	Skill	Gunfighter	you	must	only	be	armed	with	pistols	and	CCWs.	An	example	is	a	fighter	armed	with	a	Bolt	Pistol	and	Auto	Pistol,	Shooting	Skills	Gunfighter	and	Fast	Shot,	and	an	Attack	Characteristic	of	3	would	get	three	shots	with	the	Bolt	Pistol	and	three	shots	with	the	Auto	Pistol.	Each	shot	is
worked	out	one	at	a	time.	Q:	Does	the	Stealth	Skill	Ambush	allow	you	to	go	into	Overwatch	in	any	circumstance	that	you	can	become	hidden,	specifically,	can	I	move	up	to	4"	and	then	go	into	both	hiding	AND	Overwatch,	effectively	ignoring	the	ruling	that	you	must	remain	stationary	to	go	into	Overwatch?	A:	No,	the	Stealth	Skill	Ambush	simply	allows
you	to	go	into	hiding	and	Overwatch	at	the	same	time.	This	means	that	a	stationary	fighter	would	not	have	to	wait	one	turn	after	hiding	to	go	into	Overwatch.	The	Overwatch	rules	on	page	21	of	the	ORB	clearly	state	that	you	normally	would	need	to	go	into	Overwatch	and	not	do	anything	else	that	turn.	Q:	Can	a	fighter	with	the	Stealth	Skills	Dive	and
Ambush	move	8"	and	hide	per	Dive	then	go	into	Overwatch	per	Ambush?	A:	No,	the	Stealth	Skill	Dive	does	allow	you	to	move	and	go	into	hiding	and	Ambush	does	allow	you	to	go	into	hiding	and	Overwatch	at	the	same	time;	however,	per	the	Overwatch	rules	on	page	21	of	the	ORB	only	a	stationary	fighter	can	go	into	Overwatch.	Q:	If	a	fighter	with	a
sword	(or	ability	to	parry)	charges	with	the	Ferocity	Skill	Berserk	Charge	and	the	Combat	Skill	Counter	Attack	and	his	parries	are	cancelled,	does	he	effectively	receive	the	'lost'	parries	back	in	the	form	of	attack	dice	from	the	Counter	Attack	Skill?	A:	No.	Since	you	are	using	the	Ferocity	Skill	Berserk	Charge	you	have	already	given	up	your	ability	to
parry.	Also,	since	you	are	not	parrying	you	cannot	cancel	out	your	opponent's	parries	and	you	do	not	have	any	parries	for	your	opponent	to	cancel.	Q:	Does	a	fighter	who	has	the	Ferocity	Skill	Impetuous	have	to	use	the	4"	follow-up	move	to	move	closer	to	another	target?	A:	No.	The	follow-up	rules	as	listed	on	page	24	of	the	ORB	do	not	require	you	to
use	your	follow-up	to	move	closer	to	another	target.	Q:	Does	a	fighter	who	has	the	Combat	Skill	Feint	allowed	to	roll	his	attack	dice	then	decide	to	roll	additional	attack	dice?	A:	No.	Per	the	HTH	rules	on	page	22	of	the	ORB	you	roll	attack	dice	first	so	you	need	to	allocate	any	parries	to	attack	before	you	roll.	Q:	Timing	wise,	which	happens	first,	the
Combat	Skill	Disarm	or	the	Agility	Skill	Jump	Back?	A:	Since	on	page	89	of	the	ORB	the	Agility	Skill	Jump	Back	states	that	if	the	Initiative	Test	is	passed	the	HTH	opponents	are	left	behind	there	would	be	no	one	to	use	the	Disarm	Skill	on	at	that	point.	Although	they	both	state	'at	the	start	of	HTH'	the	Agility	Skill	Jump	Back	would	disengage	the
fighters	and	end	the	HTH	phase	meaning	it	should	take	place	first.	Q:	Can	the	Combat	Skill	Disarm	be	used	each	turn	to	destroy	multiple	items	from	one	fighter	or	can	it	be	only	used	at	the	start	of	the	first	combat	with	an	opponent?	A:	On	page	89	of	the	ORB	it	clearly	states	that	the	Combat	Skill	Disarm	can	be	used	against	one	close	combat
opponent	at	the	start	of	the	HTH	combat	phase.	This	means	that	if	the	fighters	are	still	in	HTH	in	the	next	turn	then	you	may	attempt	to	use	your	Combat	Skill	Disarm	again.	Q:	Say,	Player	A	has	a	ganger	in	Overwatch.	Player	B	has	a	Juve	and	a	Ganger	behind	a	building,	not	to	be	seen	by	Ganger	from	A.	Now,	Player	B's	Ganger	and	Juve	want	to	hop
to	some	other	building.	Player	B	moves	Juve	first,	he	gets	spotted	by	Player	A's	over-watch	ganger.	Player	A	doesn't	know	if	Player	B	will	still	move	his	ganger	or	not	after	the	Juve,	but	obviously	he	wants	so	shoot	the	Ganger	more	than	the	Juve.	So,	the	juve	moves	in	front	of	A's	Ganger	and	gets	behind	the	other	building.	Now,	Player	B	decides	not	the
move	the	ganger.	Player	A	says:	'Ah,	but	I	still	saw	that	Juve	dash	passed	my	over-watcher,	so	I'm	going	to	shoot	at	him	nonetheless'.	Is	he	still	entitled	to	do	this?	A:	No.	Over-watch	interrupts	the	movement	phase	and	happens	as	movement	takes	place.	Remember	also,	that	page	21	of	the	ORB	also	states	that	'work	shooting	out	as	normal'	so	all
shooting	rules	like	LOS	and	closest	target	would	still	apply.	Q:	For	the	above,	is	B's	movement	phase	over	or	not?	A:	If	the	player	moves	onto	his	shooting	phase	he	cannot	continue	to	move,	but	per	ORB	page	21,	Overwatch	interrupts	the	movement	phase,	not	ends	it.	Q:	Slightly	different	scenario:	A	has	an	over-watcher,	B's	Juve	and	Ganger	are
positioned	in	the	same	way	as	before.	B	wants	to	move	his	2	models,	but	he	won't	be	able	to	make	it	to	some	other	cover	behind	a	building.	So,	B	moves	his	Juve,	ending	his	move	in	front	of	the	over-watcher.	Again,	A's	hoping	for	a	shot	at	the	Ganger	rather	than	the	Juve,	so	he	waits.	B	decides	not	to	move	his	ganger	in	front	of	the	overwatcher.	A
again	says:	'Ah,	I	haven't	shot,	so	I'm	going	to	shoot	your	Juve	anyway,	since	he's	right	in	front	of	my	anyway,	disregarding	the	fact	his	move	is	already	over	and	you	moved	another	model	too.'	Is	this	possible?	Again,	the	same	question	at	two	different	stages:	during	B's	movement	phase,	or	when	B	has	moved	all	his	models	and	movement	face	is
actually	over.	A:	Ok,	technically	the	Juve	has	already	moved,	but	since	over-watch	follows	all	normal	shooting	rules	per	ORB	page	21	the	over-watcher	could	say,	hey,	I	am	shooting	the	Ganger	as	he	moves,	you	measure	and	the	Juve	is	closer	so	he	gets	shot.	This	is	the	whole	theory	behind	tactically	placing	models.	You	must	shoot	the	closest	threat,
aka	the	Juve.	Q:	If	my	fighter	is	standing	still	and	is	charged	I	can	shoot	the	charging	fighter,	right?	A:	This	is	not	a	Necromunda	rule.	The	only	way	to	do	this	in	Necromunda	is	for	the	fighter	that	is	being	charged	to	have	been	placed	in	over-watch	per	the	rules	on	ORB	page	21	the	turn	before.	TERRAIN	Q:	Can	you	move	up	and	down	through	the
ladders	on	the	bulkheads?	A:	As	a	general	rule	it	is	assumed	that	all	ladders	grant	access	to	the	floors	above	and	below	them,	otherwise,	why	would	there	be	a	ladder	there	anyway?	Q:	What	happens	when	a	fighter	gets	pinned	behind	cover,	say	a	barricade?	A:	Well,	think	of	it	this	way.	All	players	play	differently.	The	school	of	players	that	uses
markers	to	represent	'pinned'	and	'down'	do	not	have	this	problem	because	other	fighters	can	still	see	the	'pinned'	or	'down'	fighter	behind	the	barricade.	Those	of	us,	myself	included,	places	a	model	on	its	back	if	'pinned'	and	face	down	if	'down;'	however,	we	need	to	remember	that	shots	can	still	be	taken	at	the	'pinned'	or	'down'	fighters	as	if	they
were	standing.	Status	of	a	fighter	does	not	affect	its	cover	modifiers	because	they	are	now	‘harder’	or	‘easier’	to	see	when	placed	on	their	sides.	Technically	there	is	no	mention	of	placing	figures	prone	in	the	ORB,	but	rather	to	note	it	on	your	gang	roster.	TERRITORIES	Q:	What	scenarios	can	I	use	Vents	and	Tunnels	in?	A:	Take	a	look...	Scenario
Ambush	Gang	Fighter	Caravan	Hit	and	Run	Loot	&	Pillage	Raid	Rescue	Scavengers	Shoot	Out	The	Hit	The	Hunters	Attacker2	Vents3,4	Yes	Yes	No	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	No	Yes	No	Tunnels	Yes	Yes	No	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	No	Yes	No	4	Defender2	Vents3,4	Yes1	Yes	No	No	No	No	No	Yes	No	No	No	Tunnels4	Yes1	Yes	No	No	No	No	No	Yes	No	No	No	Notes
1.	Only	defender	groups	that	he	rolled	a	'6'	for	during	deployment.	2.	Vents	and	Tunnels	do	not	allow	you	to	field	more	fighters	then	the	scenario	allows	and	only	a	total	of	three	fighters.	3.	Vents	allow	fighters	to	be	deployed	to	any	floor	above	the	ground	level.	This	includes	on	bridges.	As	fighters	emerge	from	tunnels	and	vents	they	do	not	have	to
emerge	at	the	same	point	and	only	need	to	follow	the	rules	set	forth	in	the	territory	descriptions	on	page	94	of	the	ORB.	Q:	How	many	fighters	can	I	set-up	using	Tunnels	and	Vents?	A:	Three	per	territory	per	ORB	page	94.	Q:	Can	a	fighter	with	the	Techno	Skill:	Fixer	that	is	working	an	Archeotech	Horde	use	his	Fixer	skill	to	change	a	roll	of	3d6x10	to
2d6x10?	A:	This	would	seem	logical	but	the	specific	wording	on	Fixer	on	page	91	of	the	ORB	implies	that	you	can	re-roll	your	roll	not	change	the	number	of	dice.	This	means	you	could	re-roll	the	3d6	but	not	change	3d6	to	2d6.	TRADING	POST	Q:	How	many	credits	do	I	get	if	I	sell	a	knife?	A:	Per	the	rules	for	Selling	on	page	97	of	the	ORB	you	get	half
the	value.	Half	of	5	is	2.5,	which	would	round	to	3	credits	profit	earned.	As	a	side	note,	it	should	also	be	noted	on	your	gang	roster	that	if	you	sell	your	'free'	knife	that	you	should	no	longer	have	a	knife.	One	knife	comes	free	to	each	gang	member	as	they	are	recruited	and	are	not	a	free	source	of	constant	income.	Q:	Can	a	non-outlaw	gang	trade	at	the
Outlaw	trading	post?	A:	No	they	cannot.	Q:	If	my	gang	became	outlawed	then	found	a	drug	fixer	and	then	paid	off	my	guilder	price,	can	I	still	buy	the	drugs	from	my	fixer?	A:	Interesting.	I	would	say	not	without	a	house	rule	because	the	spirit	of	paying	off	your	guild	price	brings	you	back	into	the	hive	and	not	the	outlaw	wastes	therefore	cutting	your
ties	to	the	outlaw	trading	post.	WEAPONS	Q:	Can	the	flames	from	the	'flamer'	template	shoot	through	a	solid	barrier	or	bulkhead?	A:	A	solid	bulkhead	cannot	be	shot	through	and	no	attempt	can	be	made	otherwise	because	you	need	LOS	to	target	per	the	'Who	can	Shoot'	rules	on	page	13	or	the	ORB.	Q:	How	are	partially	hit	targets	worked	out	when	a
flamer	targets	a	fighter	partially	behind	a	solid	bulkhead?	A:	Partially	hit	targets	follow	the	rules	for	partially	hit	targets	on	ORB	page	20.	Even	though	the	bulkhead	is	solid	the	target	is	still	partially	hit.	Follow	the	rules	and	see	if	the	subsequent	rolls	are	successful.	Q:	How	are	hits	worked	out	with	a	flamer	when	the	target	is	up	a	level	or	two	from
the	firing	fighter?	A:	First	of	all,	remember	that	you	need	to	follow	the	'Who	can	Shoot'	rules	on	page	13	of	the	ORB.	Secondly,	if	you	can	see	the	target,	most	walkways	or	'level'	flooring	will	get	the	target	partial	cover,	but	if	the	target	is	under	the	template	he	is	hit.	Remember	that	a	flamer	ignores	cover	so	the	walkway	would	not	prevent	the	target
from	being	hit.	Q:	Does	the	Scaly	Scatter	Cannon	scatter	if	you	miss	with	it?	A:	Yes,	unless	otherwise	specified	any	weapon	that	uses	a	template	will	scatter	if	you	fail	to	hit	your	intended	target	per	the	'Blast	Weapon'	rules	on	page	19	of	the	ORB.	Q:	The	reference	sheet	does	not	list	SF	for	the	Plasmagun	but	ORB	page	42	states	that	it	does,	which	is
correct?	A:	Yes,	it	does	have	one	sustained	fire	dice	per	page	42	of	the	ORB	on	both	settings.	Summaries	tend	to	be	misleading	in	wordings,	not	always	contain	all	the	data	needed,	and	frequently	are	wrong.	The	Armoury	section	of	the	ORB	that	starts	on	page	32	is	correct	for	all	weapons	as	I	far	as	I	can	tell.	The	weapon	summaries	will	be	fixed
eventually,	but	for	now,	the	ORB	is	correct.	Whenever	there	is	a	difference	between	the	rules	and	the	reference	sheets	the	rules	in	the	ORB	are	to	be	followed.	EXPERIMENTAL	RULES	The	following	categories	are	for	the	supplemental	materials	for	Necromunda	published	by	Specialist	Games,	be	they	from	Fanatic	Magazine,	Fanatic	Online,	or	the
Play	Test	Vault.	All	other	existing	rules	articles	should	be	considered	optional	or	house	rules.	Official	as	of	the	2005	Necromunda	Rules	Review	Online	Rule	Book	Gang	–	Ash	Waste	Nomads	Gang	–	Enforcers	Gang	–	Ratskin	Renegades	(Ratskin	Renegades)	Gang	–	Skavvies	Gang	–	Spyrers	(Death	Stalks	the	Hive)	Hired	Gun	–	Ogryn	Bodyguard	Hired
Gun	–	Wyrds	(Wyrd	and	the	Wonderful)	Rules	–	Gang	Leadership	Rules	–	Blind	Fighting	(Night	Fighting)	Rules	–	Outlaws	(Dead	or	Alive	and	Ratskins)	Rules	–	Treacherous	Conditions	Special	Character	–	Kal	Jerico	Remaining	Experimental	as	of	the	2005	Necromunda	Rules	review	Gang	–	Redemptionists.
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